History of the world civilization.
Book 2, part 2.
Middle Ages.
To the memory of Ja.N.Ljubarskij (1937-2003).
Introduction:
The idea of “Middle Ages” was introduced by the Humanists of 15th century, who called so the
period from the end of the Western Roman Empire (476) to the epoch of Renaissance, when they
lived. Middle Ages were understood by them as a period of decay. The Humanistic point of view
was accepted in the Western historiography, albeit already from the beginning of 19th century one
began to find something positive in it, for example, the outstanding part, played by the church
(Catholic in the West and Orthodox in the East) and knighthood, the appearance of the cities,
universities, secular culture etc. The chronographic frames of the Middle Ages were defined in
different ways. His beginning was thought to be not only the date, proposed by Humanists, but
also more earlier dates (taking over of Rome in 455 by Vandals or by Goths 410, partition of the
Roman Empire into the Western and the Eastern 395 or even the moving of capital to
Constantinople 330). The opinions about the date of ending of medieval time differed too (the
fall of Constantinople 1453, discovering of America by Columbus 1492 or the beginning of
Reformation 1517). By these datings the history of the countries of Asia and Africa was not
taken into account at all, albeit they reached exactly in this time the high level of development,
which could be compared with the European and oft was ahead of it, but the important events of
European history only were taken as the base of periodisation.
The traditional Marxist historiography has seen the Middle Ages as the time of domination of
the feudal system, which was propagated in the all countries of the world (albeit the other
opinions existed too, Marx himself thought that the special Asiatic form of production existed on
the East, this theory, condemned in the time of Stalin, was newly revived by Semenov). In such a
way, as the base of the periodisation of Middle Ages was taken the criterion of appearing,
development and decay of the feudal system, to which the periods accordingly of 5th-10th, 11th15th and 16th-17th centuries corresponded. As the end of the medieval era the English bourgeois
revolution was taken, the beginning as earlier was put in 476 (for the East earlier, in 3rd-4 th
centuries).
Both Western and traditional Marxist understandings of Middle Age are not fully convincing.
In the fact the medieval time is very different already in the territory of Europe, much more for
Asia and Africa (in America in this time the early class civilizations existed, which were
discussed already in the first volume, in Australia the primitive system was dominating). The
early Middle Ages with their “military democracy”, which grew into the barbaric kingdom or
even Empires (like Empire of Karl the Great or Kiev Rus), were replaced by the epoch of feudal
disintegration, then by the “developed Middle Ages” with the developed cities, universities,
secular culture and at the end by the “late medieval times” – epoch of Renaissance, Reformation
and geographical discoveries, in the politics of the layers-representative, and then the absolutist
state. The cultural differences influence the differences of the systems of “feudal” states from
Britain to Japan. But how big they are?
Already for the antiquity we defined five main civilizations (Greek, Jewish, Persian, Indian and
Chinese), their continuators are the civilizations of the medieval time, which can be defined
already by the principle of religion. The “descendant” of the Greek civilization is a Christian,
which is divided into the Western (Catholic) and Eastern (Orthodox-Monophysitic), the Jewish
civilization continues to exist, despite the absence of the own state (non-attention to this fact
makes the most of the medieval histories incomplete), some time the Middle Persian Zoroastrian
civilization still exists, later on it is replaced by the Islamic civilization, which propagates on the
vast territory from Spain to India, conquered from other civilizations. Indian and Chinese
civilizations continue to exist, in their sphere of influence more and more countries are involved,
therefore now one must speak about Hindu-Hinayanic (India, Shri Lanka, Indochina etc.) et

Confucian-Mahayanic (China, Korea, Japan etc.) civilizations. Therefore in the Middle Age one
can define six main types of civilizations, which have been preserved till now.
Continuing our previous periodisation, one can distinguish five conventional periods, from
14th till 18th (200-1450 CE), which are corresponding typologically to the 2nd part of the 1st
cycle (2050-800 BCE). These common features were found already long ago, some historians of
the beginning of 20th century (Meyer etc.) even declared the societies of that epoch (Egypt,
Babylonia, Assyria, Greece and Crete of the Bronze time) to be feudal, but in the fact the spiral,
not the circle development takes place here. The early class system can be called “protofeudalism”, which was thoroughly discussed in the first volume. If we add to it the 6 th (19th)
conventional period, which can be seen too as the first period of modern time (1450-1700) and
corresponds to the first period of antiquity (800-550 BCE), we can get the proportional
periodisation of the Middle Ages, which looks very close to the traditional Marxist, but goes
from the cultural and civilizational prerequisites.
Early Middle Ages (200-700)
14 period - 200-450.
15 period - 450-700.
Developed Middle Ages (700-1200)
16 period - 700-950.
17 period -950-1200.
Late Middle Ages (1200-1700)
18 period - 1200-1450.
19 period - 1450-1700 (the 1 period of the 3 cycle - modern history).
As it was said already in the first part of the second volume, we take the first quarter of the 3rd
century as the beginning of Middle Ages, the time of fall or decay of four world Empires
(Roman, Parthian, Kushana, Later Han), that were replaced by the splitting and formation of the
new states. The developed Middle Ages are distinguished by the strengthening of the feudal
states, that change into the prospering Empires of new type, founded by new ideology (Karolings
Empire, then German Empire, Kiev Rus, Middle Byzantine state, Arabic caliphat, Empires Tan
and Sung in China, Tibetan state, Japanese state of Nara epoch). In the late Middle Ages these
states are decayed, instead of them new national states (in Europe) or new Empires (Moscow
Rus, Great Moguls, Yuan and Ming in China, Japan of Tokugava shogunat) are forming, that
present the last stAge of feudal state. Exactly in the late period the cities, trade, universities are
developing, early capitalist fabrics appear, which brings the decay, and then fall of feudalism as
result of the revolutions, that began in the West (Netherlands, Britain) and with the time
proceeded further to the East.
In the epoch of Middle Ages (200-1700) much more people were involved in the orbit of
civilization, then in the epochs of the most ancient and ancient history – the most people of the
Old World, and in the end of epoch – the people of the New World. The feudal system is
dominating, following the Marxist historiography, we see its main features in the non-economic
compelling and the exploitation of the dependent serfs by the landowners-feudals, the feudal
splitting and feoff system being the additional features. The main classes are feudals and serfs,
the slaves are preserved (like in Arabic caliphat or in Kiev Rus), but their part is not important.
At the end of epoch the considerable layer of city dwellers appears, among them “intelligentsia”,
tradesmen and craftsmen, from whom later the classes of bourgeoisie and hired workers were
developed.
In the spiritual plane this epoch can be called the epoch of „lower mental“, i.e. of logical
thinking, but on the base of the ancient holy writs, around which the logical commentaries are
growing. The typical phenomenon of the medieval thinking is the European scholastics, but also
in the Muslim world, in India and China the medieval philosophers and scholars do not invent
something principally new, restricting themselves with the commentaries and deepening of
understanding of the ancient heritage. Middle Ages (450-1450) is an epoch “of the 1000 year
kingdom of God on the land” (Revelation of John, 20), when in difference to the antiquity,

religious differences began to play the first part. The world is divided into the groups of common
believes, the state becomes totalitarian again, the dissidents of other believe are prosecuted, the
independent philosophy almost disappears. The time of triumph of three world religions –
Christianity, Islam and Buddhism, but among the common people the pagan ideas are preserved,
that bring so called “double belief”.
The dominating political system is monarchy. In the places with early developed pre-capitalist
relations (Italia, Northern Russia) republics are appearing anew, that express the interests of the
merchant layers. In the culture it is the time of applying of the dominating religious values, the
time of symbolic art and painting. The ancient heritage is denied or understood in the new way:
“Philosophy is a maid-servant of theology” (Tertullian). In the end of epoch in Europe the
interest to antiquity appears again (so called Renaissance) and the religious fight of Reformation
takes place, which shows the dissatisfaction with the medieval institutions and the search of new
ideology.
Middle Ages repeats on the new level the second part of the most ancient history, the
totalitarian spirit and half-natural economics are alike (in difference to the antiquity). In the
sphere of culture oft the decay can be seen, but the Middle Ages in the whole is a progress, the
thinking of men enters the higher level, the means of production are becoming better, the world
religions, preaching the high moral values, change the interior character of the men. Comparing
with the human life, it is a period from 32,5 to 45 (or 47,5) years. The feudal relations in Asia
last much longer – till 19th century (In Russia the serfdom was abolished only 1861), but 18 th-19th
centuries belong already to the second period of modern history (20, according to our
numeration).

Early Middle Ages - 200-700.
14 (1) period -200-450 - period of the late Roman Empire.
1. Roman Empire in 193-455.
Sources: Historia Augusta, Ammianus Marcellinus, Christian authors, Inscriptions.
For the convenience of discussion in the West this period can be divided into two equal subperiods:
200-325 and 325-450. 325 really an important event in the life of the church took place, the First
Council (of Nicaea) was collected, where the credo was adopted. The history of Roman Empire
of this epoch can also be divided into some smaller stages.
1 sub-period (200-325).
А) Severian dynasty (193-235, see also the first part of the second volume).
193, as already in 68-69, four Emperors rule: Didius Iulianus (Rome), P. Niger (Syria),
Clodius Albinus (Britain) and Septimius Severus (Pannonia). The last could defeat all others and
establish a new dynasty of Severi, which ruled till 235. Septimius Severus declared himself a son
of Marcus Aurelius (fictive adoption). After the successful war with Parthians (197-199) he
stayed in the eastern provinces, preferring Syria and Africa, in his time the significance of
Palmyra and CarthAge grew. The privileges of Rome and Italy were abolished, the senate played
no part more. From 198 Caracalla was co-regent of Severus, from 209 Geta. 208-211 the war in
Britain takes place, Severus dies in Eburacum (York).
His sucessor becomes Caracalla (211-217), who killed his co-ruler Geta. The Constitutio
Antoniniana, adapted by him in 212, gave the Roman citizenship to all free provincials and
signifies the beginning of the new period in Roman history – transition to Middle Ages, which
lasted all third century and was finished by the reforms of Diocletian (284-305). The successors
of Caracalla were Macrinus (217), Elagabalus (218-222), who introduced the cult of Syrian Baal
in Rome, and Severus Alexander (222-235), who fought Persians and Marcomanni. After him the
epoch of “soldier´s Emperors” begins, which were elected by the army, the Empire entered the
deep crisis.
Famous Christian theologists of this time were Tertullian and Irenaeus on the West and Origenes
on the East. Roman bisghop Calixtus I (217-22) advocates the leading position of Rome in the
church and therefore is thought as the founder of “papism” .
B) «Soldiers´» Emperors (235-284).
The most of them are successful generals from the province (some are even Semites or Illyrians),
who came to power with the help of troops without the approvement by senate, which testifies
the “democratisation” of Emperors´ power (the most Emperors of 1st-2nd centuries were from
Patrician or other noble families), but in the same time also the deep crisis of Empire. Their main
task is fighting on two fronts – with Germanic tribes, attacking on the north-west and with the
dynasty of Sasanians, that took power in Iran 227 and strived for reconquering of the territories,
which were earlier a part of Achaemenid Empire, from the Romans. Emperors ruled not long (in
50 years 25 Emperors were changed) and as a rule were killed in a war with foreign or inner
enemies.
Maximinus Thrax (235-238) defeats Alamanni. But the Persians invade Mesopotamia (237).
The senate´s counter-Emperors were Gordian I and II, who were killed soon. Gordian III (238244) defeats the Persians with the help of Gothic additional troops in the battle at Resaina and
compels them to leave Mesopotamia.
Philip the Arabian (244-249), the son of Arabic sheikh, by the information of some Christian
historians, was a Christian. Nevertheless, he celebrated 1000 years of Rome with a great pomp.
His successor Decius, of Illyrian origin (249-251), possibly as reaction on the tolerant policy of
his predecessor, begins the first general persecution of Christians, as result of which many
renegats (lapsi) appeared, and strives for the revival of traditional Roman religion. He dies in the
fight with the Goths. From 250 the plague comes from Ethiopia.

Trebonianus Gallus (251-253) makes a peace treaty with Goths. Aemilianus rules only three
months. His successor Valerian, who ruled long enough (253-260) and was of noble origin, sees
as his task the defence of the eastern frontiers of Empire, making his son Gallienus co-regent on
the west. The frontiers of Empire are threated by Goths, Quadi and Sarmatians (254), as well as
by Persians (256). Franks and Alamanni crossed the limes in Upper Germany and Raetia,
Mauretanic tribes threat the frontiers in North Africa. Valerian makes the second general
persecution of Christians (257-258), as result of it the famous theologist Cyprian of CarthAge is
killed. Valerian himself was taken as prisoner by the Persians as results of the battle at Edessa
(260) at died in the prison.
His successor Gallienus (260-268) makes the reform of the army, the reserve army and the army
of cavalry for the quick disposition in the invaded frontier regions are created. He ceases the
persecutions of Christians by the tolerance edict of 260. The military reform gives good fruits.
Claudius II (268-270) defeats Alamanni (268) and Goths in the battle at Naissus (269). But 270
Romans had to leave Dacia.
Aurelian (270-275) defeats Alamanni at Pavia, suborders the Palmyrean state of queen Zenobia
(272) and the Gaul state, that appeared 260 (“thirty tyrants”) and existed till 274. In such a way
the unity of Empire was restored. 274 he takes the title “Lord and God” (Dominus et Deus), and
the sun cult of Emesa (Sol invictus), combined with the Emperor´s cult, became the state one. In
his time Rome is surrounded by the big wall. After Tacitus (275-276) and Florianus (276) Probus
(276-283) follows, who defends the frontiers on Rhine and Danube successfully. Carus, the last
of the soldier´s Emperors (283-284) fights with the Persians successfully, but dies from the
streak of lightning before the walls of Ctesiphon. His younger son Numerianus dies too. Aper,
who killed him, was in his turn killed from the hand of Diocletian exactly on the army meeting,
devoted to the election of new Emperor. Illyrian Diocletian (284-305) opens a new epoch of
dominate, that replaced the principate, established by Octavianus Augustus.
In the economic sphere it is a hard epoch, in 3rd centuries the prices grew in three times. Many
“proletarians” fled from the cities to the villages to secure their existence as the coloni, attached
to the land. In this connection the conflict between “progressive” early feudals – possessors of
coloni and “reactionary” slave owners, who exploited the slaves in the old way, appears. The
international trade is disturbed by the armed gangs and invasions of Barbarians, therefore the
natural economics propagates more and more (the exchange of wares, the paying by nature).
C) Epoch of Diocletian (284-305).
At first Diocletian tries to strengthen his power. His main rival was Carinus, the son of Carus,
who ruled as the Caesar of Gaul. In the battle by Margua (Moesia) in June 285 Carinus defeated
Diocletian, but soon died from the hands of own soldiers. In December of this year Diocletian
appoints his compatriot Maximian as Caesar, and after the victory over the Gaul insurgents
Bagaudae in April 286 he becomes the equal co-ruler – Augustus. But the complicated outer
situation required the augmentation of the number of responsible rulers. Therefore in March 293
Diocletian gave the ranks of Caesars to Galerius and Constantius (Chlorus), also the Illyrian
officers. In such a way a system of tetrarchy from the higher and two lower rulers was created,
who divided the provinces among themselves. But the state is seen united, as before.
The significance of Rome becomes smaller, because each ruler has now one or even two capitals.
Nicomedia in Bithynia became the residence of Diocletian himself, he decided to make it equal
to Rome in significance and buildings, he rules the East. Galerius, who got Balkans, makes
Sirmium (Belgrad) and Thessalonica to his residences, where he develops the big building
activity. The residences of Maximian, who got the Western Mediterranean, including Italy itself,
became Milan and Aquilea. Constantius, who got Gaul and Britan, makes Trier and York to his
capitals. Nevertheless Rome remained the place of the state holidays celebrations, where the
tetrarchs met to decide the important state problems.
The outer situation remains complicated. The gangs of deserters and defaulted peasants, who
called themselves “Bagaudae” (fighters or brigands) for some time take Gaul in their hands.

Their leader Amandus even mints own coins. Maximian could suppress the development, but it
began again in the 5th century. Germans continue their attacks. Franks and Saxons invade Britain.
In fight with them admiral Carausius was successful, but 286 he proclaimed himself Augustus.
Britain remained independent till 296, when Constantius defeated Allectus, who overthrown
Carausius 293. But soon the attacks of Picts and Scots began. Constantius and Maximian had
also to fight Frisii, Franks and Alamanni. 298 Constantius almost with a wonder escaped death
from the hands of Alamanni in Lingonum (Gaul). On the Middle Danube Diocletian and Galerius
fought Sarmatians, Yazygs, Goths, Marcomanni and other tribes, who got as result the territories
in Pannonia and Moesia.
The situation on the eastern front at first relaxed somewhat because of fight between the
members of Persian royal family. Therefore 288 the peace treaty was concluded, that confirmed
the frontier upon Euphrates. In the next year Diocletian had to fight back the attack of Saracens.
Already 293 the situation became more complicated. Narses, who entered the Persian throne,
occupies Armenia, 296 Galerius was defeated at Carrae. But his revenge campaign in the next
year was lucky, he seized even the king´s harem. 298 the peace treaty was concluded, it was
advantAge for Romans, they got the important trade centre Nisibis back, and the frontier was
moved to Upper Tigris. This peace lasted almost 40 years.
The “apple of discord” between Rome and Persia was Armenia, which was ruled by the
dynasty of Arsacids, as earlier, who thought the Persian Sasanians to be usurpers and therefore
tried to get support by Rome. On the Armenian throne Tiridates III ruled, who was two times
expelled by Persians and restored by Romans (290 and 298). In his time 285 Armenia became
the first Christian country in the world. 12 dioceses were established there, the head of church
was named “katolikos”, the first of whom was Gregor.
Egypt and Africa made a lot of problems to the Romans. In Egypt the revolts became regular,
therefore Diocletian occupied Alexandria 298. On the southern frontier of Egypt he settled
Nobatians as allies, who later invaded Sudan. 302 he visited Alexandria again and ordered to
burn the books about alchemy, which were propagated much in Egypt in this epoch (but possibly
was born in China). The order was apparently fulfilled not quite exactly, and alchemy began its
victorious way through Mediterranean, the famous alchemist of this epoch was Zosimos. In
Africa, which was among the provinces of Maximian, the last has fought both the attacking local
tribes and usurpers. After the victory Maximian fortified the limes, rebuilt CarthAge and other
cities.
Diocletian made a lot of inner reforms. The new court ceremonial, influenced by Persian, was
introduced, one had now to prostrate before the Emperor, calling him the Lord and God. Both the
central and regional administration were reformed. Something like ministries (scrinia) was
created. Instead of earlier 50 provinces 12 dioceses, headed by vicarii, and 95 provinces were
created, later their number grew till 120. Italy lost its special privileges and was divided into two
parts – Southern and Northern. Egypt lost its special status too. The state and army service was
separated, the army grew till ca. 500 000 men, which was about 1% of the whole population of
Empire. The Germans became generals more and more oft. Because of the growth of inflation
the money reform was made, instead of accustomed sestertii, denarii and Alexandrian
tetradrachmae the copper follis was introduced. The relation of gold and silver to bronze was
different, 302 it was 1:12:720. The tax system was reformed too, its base became the year´s tax
by products (annona), that was payed by the landowners. The peasants were made to subjects, in
the case of delay with the paying of tax they were tied to the lands. The craftsmen were united
into corporations for the supply of army. The number of state enterprises grew, among them were
especially the textile and weapon workshops. 301 as a measure to fight the expenditure the
Emperor introduced the maximal tariff, the higher prices were punished by the death penalty.
Diocletian fought different cults, which appeared suspicious for him, especially Christianity.
Exactly in his time the largest persecution of Christians (303-311) takes place, which was sealed
in the memory of the Eastern Christians for a long time, especially by Copts, who even began the
new era from the epoch of Diocletian. Besides it, he persecuted Manicheans (as the suspicious

Persian religion) and Egyptian alchemists. He himself was a convinced worshipper of Jupiter and
other ancient gods, but also of Mithras, who became the favourite god of Roman army.
In this time Neoplatonism flourishes, his main representatives were Plotinus (204-278), who
belonged to earlier epoch, Syrians Porphyrius (died 304) and Iamblichus (died 330). The
mystical teaching of Neoplatonists was not understandable for the majority of population, who
liked astrology and magic. In this time probably the Corpus Hermeticum was formed, that is not
so deep in philosophical ideas, as the works of Neoplatonists, but instead of it it is tightly
connected with magic, astrology and alchemy, which made it popular, even among the
Christians, where still the fight between the “big church” and Gnostics continued (the confused
teachings of the last were rejected by Neoplatonists too). Christianity propagates more and more,
despite the persecutions, its victory is only the matter of time, the significance of bishops grows
considerably, the local councils are collected, in Egypt the first monks appear.
Having celebrated the 20 years´ jubilee of his rule 303, Domitian became ill and abdicates
305. Maximian had to do the same. Former Caesars – Galerius and Constantius – became
Emperors and appointed the new Caesars – Flavius Valerius Severus and Maximianus Daia,
Galerius´ nephew, but the Diocletian system of tetrarchy did not last long without its founder. He
returned to his palace in Spalato, where lived as private person about 10 years. The year of
Diocletian´s death is disputed, the datings sway between 311 and 316. After his death Diocletian
was deified. Diocletian was without doubt an outstanding Emperor, the new Augustus (Gibbon).
In fact it is the first medieval Emperor. The founded by him system of tetrarchy was destroyed
soon, but his many other reforms were proven by the time and became the base of the Late
Roman and Byzantine state system.
D) Epoch of fighting between new tetrarchs and the joint rule of Constantine and Licinius (305325).
One of the new tetrarchs Constantius ruled not long and already 306 he was replaced by his son
Constantine, what was not the primal intention of Diocletian. His residence became York, in the
same time in Rome the son of Maximian Maxentius was established, who also was not a tetrarch
officially. Othere pretendents on the offices of Caesar and Augustus appeared too. This brought
the intrusion of Diocletian, who left affairs earlier, and 308 the “conference” of Caesars in
Carnuntum took place. Diocletian himself refused to return to the power, but the number of
Caesars grew, because Licinius was appointed a Caesar of the East. 310 there were already seven
Caesars!
To 311 the persecutions of Christians ceased, Galerius and Licinius edit the tolerance edict. It
became clear that the church is and important force, more and more Christians serve in the army.
The main struggle in the West was between Maxentius, who controlled Italy, and Constantine.
Before the battle on the Milvian bridge 312 Constantine saw the imAge of the Christ monogram
(Chi-Rho), which he ordered to depict on the shields. He had victory in the battle, which made
the positions of Christianity stronger. Nevertheless Constantine did not brake fully with the
Paganism, he maintained contacts also with Neoplatonist Sopater, the successor of Iamblichus.
313 Licinius defeated his rival Maximinus Daia at Adrianople.
In such a way in the Empire only two rulers remained – Constantine on the West and Licinius
on the East, who still could tolerate each other. In the same year the Milan edict is published,
according to which Christianity got equal rights with other religions, the Christians got back the
confiscated property and temples, and the state Pagan cult was abolished. The joint rule of
Constantine and Licinius went in the fight with Barbarians and was followed by the
strengthening of the positions of Christianity in all spheres of life. But 324 the conflict arose
between the rulers, as result of it Constantine defeated Licinius at Adrianople and Chrysopolis.
Constantine was proclamed an “Emperor of the whole world” (totius orbis). In the same year he
founded a new city on the site of Byzantium, East Rome, named after himself Constantinople.
Being “Caesar by the God´s grace”, he intruded actively in the church problems (albeit he
himself was not a Christian formally). By his decision the First Oecumenic council in Nicaea
325 was collected, where the bishops of Roman Empire and of some neighbor countries, likw

Armenia and Persia, were present. The council condemned the teaching of the Alexandrian
presbyter Arius that Christ was created and different from the God-Father by his nature and
formulated the Christian credo. By this the concordance (symphony) of the Emperor´s power and
church begins, which was later typical for Byzance and other countries (among them Russia).
The results of the first sub-period (200-325).
Let us discuss some results of the first sub-period. The third century was a century of crisis for
the Empire, the Barbarian attacks grew strong, on the East the fight with Persian continues, but
Empire loses only some territories (Dacia, Southern Germany). On the throne the Emperors
replace each other with the speed, unseen earlier. In the economics the flight from the city to the
village, the naturalisation of the economics, the decay of trade are seen. In the social sphere the
change from the slave ownership to the serfdom (colonate) takes place. Many revolts occur, but
they can not be thought as the revolution, which destroys the slave owners´ system, it dies slowly
itself.
Domitian (284-305) manage to make many useful reforms, that transformed the principate in the
dominate and stabilized economics, he founded the base of the medieval state. But the principle
of tetrarchy, introduced by him, did not last long, the fight between his successors was won by
Constantine, who returned again to the principle of the sole ruler. The significance of church
becomes stronger, despite the persecutions of the 3rd – beginning of the 4th century. Finally the
Christianity got equal rights from the side of the state and made the First Oecumenic council,
which signifies both the end of the Early Christian epoch and the transition to the second subperiod (325-420) – the epoch of the catastrophe on the West and the formation of Byzantine state
on the East of Empire.
Questions:
1. What was the development of the Roman Empire in the time of Severi?
2. What was the inner and outer policy of the “soldiers´” Emperors?
3. What were the main reforms of Diocletian?
4. Discuss the fight between the tetrachs after the abdication of Diocletian?
5. Why could the Christian church sustain the persecutions and become accepted by the
Roman state?
6. Who were the main Neoplatonic philosophers?
7. What were the main results of the first sub-period?
Second sub-period (325-450)
А) Second part of Constantine´s rule and epoch of his successors (325-361).
“In the honour” of 20 years of his rule (326) Constantine ordered to murder some relatives and
friends, among them his elder son Crispus, whom he probably suspected in the striving for the
coup. The Pagans blamed the crimes of Constantine, the Christian church was ready to forgive
him. 11 May 330 Constantine replaced the capital on the East, in Byzantion, which was named
Constantinople, and already earlier called the “New Rome”. In such a way he continued the
policy of Diocletian, whose residence was Nicomedia, situated not far from it. One more step to
the formation of the Eastern Roman (Byzantine) Empire was made.
Other reforms of Constantine also supported the course of Diocletian. Already 309 he
introduced a golden solidus, which remained the main money unit of Byzance till 11 th century. In
his time many laws were adopted, which were extraordinary cruel. The court ceremonial become
even more pompous. To the Emperor the army, praefects of the four parts of Empire,
consistorium (“the council of ministers”) and praefects of capitals – Rome and Constantinople –
are subordered. Army has in this time 75 legions (900 000 men), consists of the battle parts
(comitanenses), the frontier guars (limitanei), the Emperor´s bodyguards (candidati), headed by
the generals (magistri militum). The inhabitants of frontier regions (foederati), among them the

number of Germans grows more and more, are also involved in the defence of the frontiers.
Empire is divided into four praefectures: East (with the centre in Constantinople), Illyricum
(with the centre in Sirmium), Italian (Milan) and Gaul (Trier), 14 dioceses and 118 provinces.
Consistorium consists of five ministers (comites): magister officiorum (“chancellor»), quaestor
sacri palatii («the head of palace»), praepositus sacri cubiculi (“chamberlain»), comes sacrarum
largitiorum («the finance minister») и comes rerum privatarum («treasurer»). To the
consistorium the chancelry and the court officials, divided into ranks, are subordered. The guard
of Emperor was infantry and cavalry and subordered to two generals. The senats of Rome and
Constantinople became the state administration. The separation of the military and state power,
began by Diocletian, continues. The population is attached to own professions, which became
hereditary. Two new taxes are introduced – on the senators and on the state craftsmen and
tradesmen. The taxes (among them on the keeping of the army) are taken once in five years.
The big battles are not typical for that epoch. Constantine prefers to settle thousands of
Barbarians, among them Goths and Sarmatians, as the settlers – foederati. 335 Constantine
celebrates 30 years of his rule with a big pomp in Constantinople. The bishop and church
historian Eusebius of Caesarea gives speech on the celebration. In the next year Persians invaded
Mesopotamia again. Constantine puts his nephew and son-in-law Hannibalian on the Armenia
throne, who fight Persian successfully. In the time of preparing to the campaign Constantine
become ill and before death is baptised by the Arian bishop Eusebius of Nicomedia. 22 May 337
Constantine dies, he is buried in Constantinople.
Constantine was also the outstanding Emperor, who in the main continued the policy of
Diocletian. His protection of Christianity and the move of capital into Constantinople, as well as
the social-political reforms, helped to the formation of medieval Byzantine state, but the
Paganism was not yet overthrown, and Christianity was split because of the conflict between
supporters and enemies of the Arius´ teaching.
According to the will of Constantine the tetrarchy of his three sons and the nephew Flavius
Dalmatius was organised. Dalmatius was killed soon, and three sons of Constantine proclaimed
themselves Caesars. 340 one of them –Constantine II – came in an ambush in the Alps and was
killed. Now there were only two Caesars in the Empire: Constans, who ruled the West, and
Constantius II, who ruled on the East. Constants had to fight Germans (Franks and Alamanni) on
Rhine, he was the last Roman Emperor, who visited Britain (in 343). In difference to
Constantius, who favoured the Arians, Constants supported their opponents, the head of whom
was Athanasius. 347 Constans prohibited the radical Christian-revolutionary movement of
“circumcelliones”, who separated from Donatists, he persecuted Jews and Pagans. The inner
policy of Constans was not clever, he introduced the hard taxes, had bad relations with the
soldiers and favoured the selling of offices, besides it, he was accused in homosexualism. As
result 350 Constans was overthrown by the Pagan officer of German origin Magnentius. In
Illyria Vetranio proclaimed himself a Caeasar. Constantine II was occupied in this time by the
war with Persians. Having ceased the Persian campaign, he went to the West, made agreement
with Vetranio, who refused his pretensions, and defeated Magnentius 351 at Mursa. Magnentius
fled to Aquilea and 353 committed suicide. Constantius appointed his nephew Gallus as the
Caesar of the East with residence in Antioch. When Constantius made wars with Alamanni on
the West, Gallus persecuted Pagans, Heretics and Jews on the East. 354 Gallus had a conflict
with the ambassadors of Constantius, was called to the West and killed. 355 the cousin of
Constantius Julian was appointed a Caesar of the West, who became now his brother. 357
Constantius celebrated the triumph over Magnentius in Rome and went from there to Sirmium,
where he had to fight the Germans - Quadi and Sarmatians, who made a league.
On the East the fight with Persians continued, they attacked successfully, occupying one
Mesopotamian fortress after another. The only success of Constantius was the return of Arsaces
III on the Armenian throne, who was educated in the Roman Empire. 361 Constantius went into
the new Persian campaign, but died on the way in Cilicia, having proclaimed as his successor
Julian, who fought Germans actively on the West.

Constantius II had not the abilities of Constantine. He continued the politics of the father in the
administrative sphere, keeping the separation of military and state powers, three regional
generals were appointed – on the East, in Gaul and in Illyricum, whose aim was the help to
Caesars. As Constantine, he strengthened the palace administration and favoured the Germans.
Constantius cruelly suppressed his enemies and all, whom he suspected in the striving for revolt.
The Pagans were persecuted, as well as the enemies of Arianism with the famous theologist
Athanasius on the head, who was exiled many times and called the Emperor tyrant and
Antichrist. Together with Athanasius his co-fighters were exiled, among them Lucifer
Calaritanus and Hilarius. The famous Western theologist of this time was Firmicus Maternus,
who was earlier Pagan and wrote the astrological treatises, and now exposed the heresies.
The councils, which were collected on the demand of Emperor earlier were late declared
unguilty by the church, and he himself condemned as Arian heretic. In this epoch the Christianity
of Arian kind is propagated among Goths, Wulfila translates the Bible from Greek into Gothic.
Christianity is propagated in Persia, causing the persecutions of the shah Shapur II (see below),
in Southern Arabia and Ethiopia (the famous missionary here was Theophilus, the Ethiopian
Constantine became Aizana, from whom the inscriptions and coins are preserved). In such a way
the Christian civilization was formed (in this time it is too early to divide it into the “Catholic”
Western and “Orthodox” Eastern), to which, except Roman Empire, the Goths, the states
Armenia, Arabian kingdom and Ethiopia (Axum), more and more Christians are in this time in
Persia and India.
Christianity is not united, it is split in this time by the Christologian contradictions and another
heresies. In Egypt the monks are flourishing, the famous representants of whom were
Pachomius, Palladius, later Shenute. Because of the Bible translations the Christian literary
languAges are forming on the East – Coptic, Syriac and Armenia, later Ethiopian (Ge’ez). To the
4th century the library of the Coptic Gnostic and Hermetic texts from Nag Hammadi belongs,
albeit in the whole the period of flourishing of gnosis is over, it gives place to the new heresies
and discussions. It looks like Paganism is overthrown fully, but unexpectedly it resurrects under
the next Emperor Julian the Apostate.
B) 1 stage of the decay and fall of the Western Roman Empire (361-395).
In the time of Constantine and his sons Roman Empire still could resist successfully, in the
following epoch the irreversible process of decay and fall of Empire on the West and changing
into the feudal Byzantine Empire on the East begins. This process can be divided into three
stAges: 1) 361-395, the limit of the stage is the division of Empire into the Western and the
Eastern; 2) 395-455, the stage has as its end the taking of Rome by Vandals; 3) 455-493, which is
finished by the creation of Westgothic state in Italy. The third stage belongs already to the next,
15th period, the first two stages will be discussed here.
The first stage begins from the short rule of Emperor Julian (361-363), the last from
Constantine´s dynasty. There are a lot sources about Julian, first of all the Latin work of hisorian
Ammianus Marcellinus, who took part in the Persian campaign. Julian himself wrote Greek with
pleasure, imitating another “philosopher on the throne” – Marcus Aurelius. The panegyrics of his
teacher Libanius, Claudius Mamertinus and the negative Christian sources are preserved too. In
the moment of entering the throne Julian was 30 years old. He ordered to the senate to proclaim
Constantius to god, but himself mocked such rites: “In the same way like children make toys, the
senators make gods”.
The trial of the group of officials of Constantius was made, Julian diminished the court
apparatus and simplified the ceremonies, his ideal of the ruler were Traianus and Marcus
Aurelius. He himself grew the beard, imitating the Greek philosophers, the earlier Emperors
shaved. In the army “barbarisation” continued, from five generals, appointed by Julian, two were
Germans, one Sarmatian and one Persian. Despite the negative attitude of Emperor to the
Christianity, in the army Christians were not suppressed, three new generals were Christians.
Julian lowed taxes on 20%, forgave the debts to the cities. He built actively in Constantinople,

founding there the library and the Sun temple. From his childhood Julian was a convinced Pagan,
but remained Christian in appearance. Having come to power, he allowed again the worship of
gods and demanded from the Christians to return the seized property of the Pagan temples. The
privileges of the church and bishops were abolished.
Julian did not make the mass persecutions of Christians, but tried to split them, supporting
different heresies. 362 Athanasius was exiled for the fourth time. Julian even wanted to rebuilt
the Jerusalem temple (see the next paragraph). The important measure was an edict about
teachers 362, in the explanating notice Julian told that the teacher must believe in the gods of
Homer and Herodot. But the text of the edict itself was not anti-Christian, the big attention in it
was given to the moral of the teacher, therefore it was included in the later law codes of
Theodosius (483) and Justinian (534). Julia was really not an “Apostate” (how he was called by
Christian authors, first of all by Gregory of Nazianzus and Theodoret), because he did not want
at all to restore the Paganism in the old form, returning to the epoch of Diocletian. His aim was a
religious reform, the renovation of Paganism, first of all of Sun worship, therefore he can be
better called “Neopagan”. In the relation to Sun worship and to the church he is alike to other
religious reformer – Akhenaten, about whom Julian, probably, did not know at all.
As it was the case with Akhenaten, the reform of Julian was not understood by the most part of
population, Pagans included. In some questions Julian imitates Christians or has solidarity with
them in the essence (the need of philanthropy, the moral way of life, the condemnation of theatre
and the cult of Dionysos). Julian is a child of a new epoch, educated already in the Christian
times. His allegoric interpretation of the Pagan myths resembles the popular in that time allegoric
interpretation of the Bible. On the place of Christian Trinity he puts a Pagan triad (the physical
Sun, the mystical name of Sun – Helios or Mithras and the idea of the Sun – Hyperion). The
Christmas (celebrated from 336) remains the main holiday, but is understood as the birthday of
the Sun.
Julian continues the struggle with Persians, he begins campaign, despite the unfavourable
predictions of Sibylles. As he came near to the capital Ctesiphon, the resistence grew stronger,
under the walls of Ctesiphon Persians were defeated, but Julian did not dare to enter the city. He
proclaimed himself a victor ahead of time and went up on the Tigris, having ordered to burn own
fleet. The situation with the food supply became more and more worse, the fights with Persians
more and more cruel. In the result the troops of Julian came into the ambush, he himself was
wounded and died, talking about the immortality of soul, on the 26 June 363, being on the 32rd
year of his life. The fate of Julian and his predecessors (Valerian and Carus), who died in
Mesopotamia, has to be a warning to the modern conquerors of Baghdad (ancient Ctesiphon).
Even Traianus, in whose time the Arsacid state was in decay, and Roman Empire on the top of
might, could not in result subjugate Mesopotamia, the control over which was remained by
Rome only for few years. In the 4th century the enemy of the weakened Roman Empire was the
renewed strong Sasanian Empire, therefore the Romans had no chances for victory at all. So it is
not a surprise that the most outstanding rulers of the epoch – Diocletian and Constantine –
preferred to keep status quo and did not participated in the military adventures on the Eastern
front.
The main source for the following epoch remains Ammianus, as well as the Chronicle of
Jerome. The successor of Julian became his coeval Jovian, who ruled only one year (363-364).
The important result of his rule was a peace treaty with Persians, according to which Rome
ceded the Upper Mesopotamia with the cities Singara and Nisibis, that was a lawful result of the
adventure of Julian. Being Christian, Jovian restored the priviledges of the church, but his
attitude to the Paganism was tolerant enough, only sorcery and divination were persecuted. The
successors of Jovian were Valentinian on the West (364-375) and his brother Valens on the East
(364-378).
They were not bad generals. The main enemies of Empire on the West were in that epoch
Germans (Alamanni, Franks, Saxons), Britain was attacked by Picts and Scots, in Africa the
struggle with nomadic tribes and the usurper Firmus, son of the Mauretanian king, took place.

Valentinian persecuted the Manichaeans, the Pagans lost the temple property again, but their
religious freedom was still accepted. 375 Valentinian died from haemorrAge in the time of peace
talks with Quadi in Pannonia. His de facto successor in the West became his son Gratian, who
was appointed by him a Caesar already 367. Formally the Emperor of the West was his younger
brother Valentinian II, who was still a child. Gratian ruled 375 till 383, his residence was Trier.
He fought Germans successfully enough and favoured the senatorian aristocracy.
The situation on the East had another way of development. Valens had to fight the usurper
Procopius, the last representant of the Constantine clan and the Barbarians – Arabs on the East
and Goths on the West. The “apple of discord” between Romans and Persians was the Christian
Armenia, which traditionally supported Rome. After the depart of Roman legions for the fight
with Goths Persians could occupy 80% of Armenia and Iberia (Georgia), but on the west of the
country the Roman vassal Arsaces IV (378-389) ruled. In the church politics Valens, as earlier
Constantius, supported the Arians, the main ideal opponents of whom after the death of
Athanasius (373), who was exiled five times, were three Cappadocian fathers, especially Basilius
the Great. Some Pagans were executed too, among them a friend of Julian magician Maximus.
But the real catastrophe for the Empire became the Gothic invasion, which was the concluding
phase of the Great migration of people, the essemse of which was briefly exposed by Ambrosius
(exp. Luc. 10,10): “Huns invaded Alans, Alans Goths, Goths – Taifali and Sarmatians”.
The nomadic Huns (chinese Xiongnu), who came from the Far East, ca. 375 reached the Aral
Sea, where the Iranian-speaking Alans lived, and then the limits of Gothic “state”, which existed
in that time in the modern Ukraine. The ruler of Eastern Goths Ermenaric committees suicide,
the ruler of Western Goths Athanaric was defeated and retreated in Carpathians, in that time the
part of the Goths (ca. 200 thousand) under the leadership of Fritigern and Alavivus appeared on
the Danube and asked Valens to accept them as Roman subjects. Valens saluted in the principle
the acception of Goths, who were already Arians in the main part, but in the practical relations
with the Roman officials in Thrace the serious problems have arisen. Fritigern and Alavivus were
seized, but fled and began fight Romans, having occupied Thrace.
Goths were supported by Taifali, Huns and Alans. Valens himself had to intrude and led
personally the army in the battle at Adrianople 378, but additional forces of Gratian came only
till Sirmium. Romans underappreciated the number of Gothic forces; the Germans – allies of
Romans – went over on their side. As result Romans suffered a terrible defeat, which already by
Ammianus was compared with a battle at Cannae, and Rufinus called it “the beginning of
disasters of Roman Empire”, Valens himself died on the battle field. But Adrianople and
Constantinople were defended by the help of Arabian soldiers of queen Mavia. As reaction on
the “treasury” of Goths the general of the East Julius ordered to kill all Gothic soldiers, who
served under his command. By this event Ammianus finishes his history, and Jerome – his
chronicle. In the next 20 years the Barbarian invasion does not cease. Jerome writes 396 (ep.
60,16): “In the course of more than 20 years between Constantinople and Julian Alps the Roman
blood flows each day”.
The successor of Valens as the Caesar of the East became Theodosius, who was appointed by
Gratian in Sirmium in the beginning of 379. Theodosius came from the noble clan, which
supposedly came upon Traianus. His father Theodosius was a famous general, who fought
Germans under Valentinian successfully, but was executed after his death in 376. In the first
years of his rule Theodosius continued to fight Goths in Balkans. 382 he made a peace treaty
with the Western Goths (the example was the treaty of Julian with Franks), according to which
they got an autonomy, but nominally were the subjects of Empire, were subordinated to the own
princes and did not pay taxes. They could be involved in the military actions for money under the
leadership of the own generals. In such a way he began the lawful accept of the de facto
occupation of the Empire territory by Germans. Other Gothic tribes settled soon in Phrygia and
Thrace.
The peace with the Persians was concluded 387, which strengthened their control of the most
part of Armenia. The western part of it, which till 389 was ruled by the Roman vassal Arsaces IV,

after his death was divided into two provinces: Armenia Prima (on the north) and Armenia
Secunda (on the south). The Persian Armenia till 391 was subordinated to the Arsacid Khosroes,
then he was replaced by the representant of the ruling Sasanian dynasty.
Theodosius paid a big attention to the church politics. He confirmed the prohibition of
Manichaeism and other sects. 381 under his leadership the Second Oecumenic council in Nicaea
was collected, which finally approved the credo and damned the Arianism. The system of four
patriarchates – Roman, Constantinople, Antioch and Alexandria was established. The Roman
pope in this time was Damasus I (366-384). He used as first the term “apostolic throne” and
defended the authority of pope as the successor of Apostle Peter. Theodosius accepts the Roman
bishop as the keeper of true belief and the highest authority in the questions of religion. The
successor of Damasus Siricius (384-399) approves the letters of the pope (Decretalia constituta),
which resemble the Emperor edicts by the form and preach the succession of the pope to the
apostle Peter. 391 the Paganism was finally prohibited, the Christianity became the state religion
of the Empire. The fight with Pagans and Arians could not go without victims and destroying,
especially in Alexandria, where the famous Serapeion was destroyed. The Olympic Games,
Eleusine mysteries, Delphian oracles ceased to exist, in Rome the worship of the goddess of
Victory was abolished (really the new military defeats came after it, which certainly was
mentioned by the defenders of Paganism). The capital of the West in this time was Milan, where
the residence of Gratian and Valentinian II, as well as of the Milan bishop Ambrosius, who had a
big authority, was situated. Even Caesars had to pay attention to him.
383 Gratian was murdered, his successor in 383-388 was the usurper Maximus, who
proclaimed himself Caesar in Britain, and then settled in Trier. Maximus fought Germans
successfully on the Rhine, in this time Valentinian II was involved in the conflicts with Arians
and Pagans, Ambrosius was also discontent of him. 387 Valentinian II fled to the East, to
Theodosius, and Maximus remained as the only ruler of the West. Theodosius in this time was
occupied by the suppression of revolt in Antioch, which was provoked by tax collectors. In the
next year he went to the West and defeated Maximus, but conflicted with the fighter for
orthodoxy Ambrosius. As result Emperor had to repent and 391 returned to Constantinople. 388395 the Empire was the last time in its history formally under one rule, 383 Theodosius
appointed as his co-ruler on the East the young son Arcadius, on the West Valentinian II
continued to rule. But 392 he was arrested and killed by the Frank Pagan general Arbogast, who
became famous in the struggle with Maximus and was de facti a ruler of the West. In the same
year Arbogast proclaimed Eugenius as the ruler of the West, who imitated the Greek
philosophers, like Julian, albeit was nominally Christian, and in Rome the revival of Pagan cults
took place. Theodosius did not accept Eugenius, having appointed his younger son Honorius as
the co-ruler in the West. In the battle at the river Frigidus between the armies of Theodosius and
Eugenius, which in the main consisted from Barbarian on the both sides (the outstanding general
of Theodosius was Vandal Stilicho), Theodosius won. As in 312, this battle was understood as
the victory of Christianity over Paganism (on the banners of Eugenius Hercules was pictured, in
the camp the statue of Jupiter was built). In the beginning of 395 Theodosius died in Milan,
Ambrosius preaced on his burial. The Empire was divided between his sons – Arcadius on the
West and Honorius on the East. In difference to the earlier ones, this was a final division of the
Empire.
In the sphere of inner politics Theodosius approved some famous laws: the subjects had to
reveal the defects in the rule (386), the insults of the Emperor person were not persecuted (393,
this law could serve as an example for the presidents of some modern countries). In the army the
politics of Germanisation continued, a half of the generals, appointed by Theodosius, were
Barbarians, he supported with all means the Gothic bishop Wulfila (got. “small wolf”) and the
king Athanaric, who favoured Christians. The main significance of Theodosius is that he made
Christianity the state religion, having finished the work of Constantine. Already on the
Chalcidonean council 451 he was called Great. Theodosius was really a great ruler of the Age,

together with Diocletian and Constantine, but he already could not stop the division and fall of
the Empire.
C) The second stage of the fall of Western Roman Empire (395-455).
In this time on the West only four Emperors were formal rulers: Honorius (395-423), John (423425), Valentinian III (425-455) and Petronius Maximus (455). De facto rulers of the country at
the young Emperors were generals Stilicho, Flavius Constantius, Aetius and the “wife and
mother of an Emperor” Galla Placidia. Milan became the capital of Empire. 395 till 408 the main
part was played by Vandal Flavius Stilicho, the father-in-law of Honorius. He could resist
successfully to the attacks of Goths, whose leader was Alaric. But in the same time he severed
the relations with the Eastern Roman Empire, ruled by Arcadius, who supported Goths in the
fact. In CarthAge Gildo tried to become independent, but 398 he was defeated by Stilicho. The
Gothic invasion in Italy 401-403 ended by the defeats of Goths at Pollentia and Verona. 405 the
army of Gothic king Radagaisus was defeated.
Already in the next year Germans conquered the region of Rhine and a part of Gaul. Britain
was de facto lost for the Empire. Meanwhile the conflict appeared between Honorius and
Stilicho, which became acute after the death of Arcadius 408. In the same year Stilicho was
murdered in the mutiny. The death of talented general influenced the military situation of Rome
soon, 410 it was taken and spoiled by the armies of Alaric, who seized the half-sister of Honorius
Galla Placidia. The taking of Rome have shown the degradation of Roman Empire clearly.
Augustine in “De civitate Dei” preached the begin of new epoch of the domination of Christian
church, the Emperor Honorius was more preoccupied by the fate of his cock named “Rome”,
then the city irself. Alaric died soon in the Southern Italy, but Gaul and Spain now were in fact
not controlled by Emperor, the Empire had now six Emperors, meanwhile Germans occupied
more and more territories without much resistance.
The successor of Stilicho as the commander-in-chief of the Empire became Flavius
Constantius, who 419 married Placidia, who was also in the hands of Alaric, and 421 became the
second Augustus of the West. Constantius decided the religious questions as well; he intruded
into the fight for the pope throne after the death of pope Zosimus 418. But 421 Constantius died,
and Galla Placidia with two children flees to Constantinople. In this time Vandals in fact control
the Northern Africa, Suebi, Vandals and Western Goths – Spain, Western Goths and Burgundians
– the most part of Gaul, meanwhile Britain, left by Roman troops (ca. 420), became an easy pray
of Scots, Picts, Saxons and Jutes. In the religious sphere Honorius continued the politics of his
father; he fought heretics and pagans (Donatists and Pelagians).
423 Honorius died, after the short rule of John the five years old son of Placidia Valentinian III
came to power, supported by the East Roman Emperor Theodosius II, in fact his mother and
generals Felix and Aetius rule. 429 the Vandal ruler Geiseric (“goose”) finally conquers the
Northern Africa, in the next year the bishop Augustine died in siege. In Spain the Empire
controls only the East, in Gaul Aremorica (Brittany), the West, controlled by Western Goths, and
Burgundy are lost. 449 Jutes (who came from Juteland in Danemark) under the leadership of his
chieftains Hengist and Horsa occupy the South-East England (Kent). 432 holy Patric makes a
mission in Ireland. New and the most dangerous enemy of the Empire becomes the ruler of the
Huns Attila (got. “small father”), who collected an horde from Gothic and German tribes.
In the decisive battle of the Catalaunian plains in Gaul (451) he was opposed by the Roman
troops of Aetius and the Western Goths of Theoderic I. Huns receded, but then invaded Italy,
having spoiled Aquilea, Pavia and Milan. The place of Aquileia was soon taken by the Venice,
which was founded by the refugees 421. Alaric died 453, his victor Aetius repeated the fate of
Stilicho and was murdered personally by the Emperor already in the next year. The
contemporaries understood the folly of this deed of Emperor, with the death of Aetius the
Western Empire has fallen (Marcellinus Comes, Small chronicle 1,86). Emperor lost any respect
in the army and was murdered by the son-in-law of Aetius 455. His successor became a senator,
initiator of the Aetius´ murder. But the Vandal Geiseric intruded plainly in the problem of the

Roman throne succession, having said his authoritative “word”. The Vandal fleet appear on
Tiber, Petronius Maximus was killed, the widow of former Emperor and the son of Aetius were
seized by Vandals and brought to Carthage, Rome was given to two-week spoilage. Geiseric
finally subordinated the whole North Africa and the islands in the Western Mediterranean (Sicily,
Sardinia, Corsica and Baleares). Now became finally clear that the days of Western Roman
Empire are numbered.
On the background of the losing of authority of the secular power the church power
strengthens. The famous Roman pope of this epoch was Leo I (440-461). 445 Valentinian III
confirmed his primacy on the West (Italy, Spain, North Africa, Southern Gaul). The pope began
to call themselves “vicarii of Christ”. 451 the pope protested against the decision of the 4th
Oecumenic (Chalcedon) council (28th canon) about the equality of bishops of Rome and
Constantinople. On the West the Roman Empire was really replaced by the theocracy (“the state
of God”), about which Augustine has spoken.

D) Eastern Roman Empire in 395-450.
In difference to Western Roman Empire, on the throne of the Eastern Roman Empire there were
in this time only two rulers: Arcadius (395-408) and his son Theodosius II (408-450). The real
power in the Empire was situated in the hands of women of the ruling home (the wife of
Arcadius Eudoxia, the elder sister of Theodosius II Pulcheria and his wife Athenais-Eudokia) and
the highest court officials (Rufinus, Eutropius under Arcadius, Patricius Anthemous and Kyros
under Theodosius) and eunuchs. The significance of generals was here not so big, as in the West,
the patriarchs of Constantinople, Antioch and Alexandria had also less significance, compared
with some Western bishops. Arcadius and his advisers did not like Germans and were inimical to
the Western Empire, the important event was the suppression of the revolt of Eastern Goths
under the leadership of Tribigild and Gainas 399-401, which went under Arianic slogans. Gainas
was defeated (against him the Constantinople patriarch John Chrysostom made active
resistance), but in the result of the people revolt in Constantinople Eutropius was overthrown.
Neoplatonist Synesius, who converted into Christianity and became later a bishop of Cyrena,
demanded the general exclusion of Germans from the state service, because they cannot be
civilized. This plan was an illusion, the exclusion of Germans caused the new invasions of
Africans and Syrians, Goths and Huns and revolts of Isaurier in the Asia Minor. In the religious
sphere Arcadius continued the politics of Theodosius, fighting Pagans amd heretics. This brought
a responsive reaction, like the revolt of Pagans in Gaza 402. Arcadius conflicted also with the
patriarch of Constantinople John Chrysostom, who exposed his wife Eudoxia, supported by
Theophilus of Alexandria. John was overthrown, 404 exiled to Armenia, where he died 407.
Theodosius II, who came to power 408, being seven years old, was initially under the
influence of his elder sister Pulcheria, then of the wife Athenais (baptized as Eudokia), the
daughter of retor and philosopher Leontius, she wrote the religious and political poems. In his
time the Barbarian Arianic generals became the importance at the court again, their main
representatives were Plintha, Ardabur and Aspar. The important measure of this epoch was a
reconstruction of the Constantinople walls and other building activities, which made the city to
the mightiest fortress. Another important result of Theodosius rule was a law code “Codex
Theodosianus” (finished in 438), which included also the edicts of earlier Emperors and the
works of famous lawyers. Theoretically it was compulsory also for the Western Empire. His
main significance is that he became the base for the later law codes on the East (Corpus Juris
Civilis of Justinian 534), and on the West – the laws of Western Goths, Eastern Goths and
Burgundians. Many laws of the code were dedicated to the punishments of Pagans, Manichaeans,
Jews and heretics.
The patriarch Cyril of Alexandria prosecuted the dissidents in this city, in the result of it 415
the woman-philosopher Hypatia, the daughter of mathematician and astronomer Theon, was
killed. Neverthless, the Academy continued to exist in Athens, the famous Neoplatonist
philosopher of this epoch was Proclus (died 485). Then the relations between Alexandria and
Constantinople became complicated, where 428 the Persian Nestorius became patriarch, who
soon made conflicts not only with Cyril, but also with Pulcheria and Roman pope Celestinus.
The Third Oecumenic council in Ephesus 431 condamned the ideas of Nestorius (who for
example called Maria not the Mother of God, but the Mother of Christ). Cyril returned to
Alexandria and continued to be patriarch, the overthrown Nestorius returned to Antioch, then
was exiled to the desert, and his works were burned 438. But in Syria and Persia his teaching –
Nestorianism had many supporters, who preached it later till China. The Second council of
Ephesus 449 was later called a “brigand” council, his decisions were abolished. In the centre of it
was the conflict between the patriarchate of Alexandria, headed now by Dioscoros, the founder
of Monophysitism – the teaching about one nature of Christ, and of Constantinople, headed by
Flavianus, who was condemned on the council, despite the protest of the Roman pope Leo I.
In the foreign politics the main enemies of Empire were in this period Persians, the African
tribes and Huns. The relations with Persians initially were peaceful, in Persia Christianity

became stronger, but then Persian shahs began to prosecute Christians, and the situation became
complicated. The war of 420-422 finished without any results for both sides and the “100 years
peace” was concluded, according to which Constantinople had to pay Persian each year
(meanwhile the Armenian prince Vardan Mamigonian tried to fight Persians without any results
also with the financial help of Byzance). The absence of payments brought the new conflict of
440-441, which finished by the renovation of the peace. The African nomads, attacking Libya,
did not make such big problems for the Empire, as Huns, who regularly invaded the limits of the
Empire in two directions – in Thrace and from Caucasus. Empire preferred to pay Attila too, the
debts brought the new attacks. The last of treaties about the Eastern Roman contributeion and the
annually payments to Attila was concluded 447, Theodosius II himself died 450, Attila lived not
much longer (see supra).
In the whole the development of Eastern Roman Empire was in this period more successful,
then in the West, it could survive and preserve its territory, strengthen the capital and the state
power, the rich Byzantinians preferred to pay the enemies according to the possibility, not
believing much to the German generals. The important factor here was the church problems – the
rivalry between the patriarchs of Constantinople and Alexandria and the dogmatic discussion.
Already in this time the difference between the Eastern and Western church can be seen in
different spheres, which becomes more and more deeper with the time: on the West the
significance of Roman pope in comparison with the secular power is big, Latin is used in the
divine service, Jerome (ca. 345-420), who lived long time on the East, makes the canonical Bible
translation – Vulgata. On the East the church council have big importance, they can overthrow
the patriarch, the significance of Emperor is great too, he intrudes in the resolving of religious
questions, the divine service is made in Greek and local languAges (Syriac, Coptic, Armenian),
on which the Bible is being translated.
On the West and on the East the monks are propagating, one of the few representants of Coptic
church, who wrote in Coptic, not in Greek, was Shenoute. Copts-Christians use the Greek
alphabet, added by few Demotic signs the knowledge of “Pagan” hieroglyphs ceases, the Greek
treatise of the priest Horapollo “Hieroglyphics” (5th century) is full of inventions and mistakes,
but the remnants of the Ancient Egyptian religion remain in the incantations, people´s ideas and
in the calendar. The same processes go in the Armenia and Syria, where the local gods remain in
folklore, and the Aramaic graphics becomes the base of the new alphabets. The people of the
East are becoming Christians in the most part, the cult of the Mother of God is especially popular
among them, which replaces the old feminine deities. The cult of the saints and their relics is
propagated (especially in Egypt, where the thousands years old tradition of mummification
exists). But in the whole the break with the preceding culture is strong, many events of the
historical past of the Ancient Near East, which were not connected with the Bible, are replaced in
the people´s memory by legends and are forgotten by the educated population.
The results of the second sub-period (325-450).
This was the complicated time both for the West and for the East of Empire. After the successful
rule of Constantine himself and his sons the epoch of crisis and fall begins. The trying of
Neopagan reforms, which was made by Julian, was not crowned with success, the fight with
Persians on the East and the Germans on the North and West brings new defeats to the Empire.
Under Theodosius I Christianity becomes a state religion, the Arians are defeated, the 2 nd
Oecumenic council takes place, which definitively approved the credo, 378 the Romans are
crucially defeated at Adrianople (“the first bell”), and 395 the Empire was finally divided. “The
second bell”, which signified the soon end of Rome, was his taking by Goths 410, “the third” –
by the Vandals 455, meanwhile one manAged to defeat Huns on the West (the battle of
Catalaunian fields 451) and to pay them on the East. The big territories of Western Roman
Empire were lost to the end of period, the German tribes settle there, and the German generals
play more and more significant part at the court.

The Eastern Empire preserves its territory in fact in the earlier size, codifies the laws, and
strengthens the capital. To the end of the period it is in fact the early medieval Christian state, not
the continuation of the old Roman Empire. Albeit Latin remains the official languAge of the
Eastern Empire, and its inhabitants call themselves Romans (Romaioi), this period can already
be called early Byzantine, the most of elements of new culture and world view are already
present. On the West this period can possibly be called early German, Germans are not only the
neighbors and enemies of the Empire, but their inhabitants. The hour of the final replacing of
Empire by the conglomeration of Germans states is already near. In the religious sphere it is the
epoch of establishing of Christian theology both on the West (Jerome, Augistine) and on the East
(Cappadocian fathers, John Chrysostom etc.). On the West the significance of Roman popes
strengthens, who pretend to be the spiritual successors of united Roman Empire. On the East in
the secular sphere the Emperor, in the spiritual – the council church, headed by patriarchs, think
themselves to be successors of the Empire.
Questions:
1. What were the main events of the rule of Constantine and his sons?
2. Why the religious reforms of Julian were not successful?
3. What were the main events of Theodosius I rule?
4. Describe the development of the Western Roman Empire in 395-455.
5. Describe the development of the Eastern Roman Empire in this time.
6. What were the main results of the second sub-period?
2. Jewish civilization in 200-500 CE.
Sources: Talmud, The Code of Theodosius, Christian authors, Inscriptions.
In this period the main centres of Jewish civilization were Palestine, which belonged to the
Roman (later Eastern Roman Empire), and Mesopotamia (Babylonia), which was a part of the
Middle Persian Sasanian state (see §3). Therefore to make the discussion easier we will divide
the paragraph into two geographical (not historical, like in the former) sub-paragraphs, beginning
from the more western Palestine.
А) Palestine in 3rd-5th centuries.
Roman (from 395 Eastern Roman) province Palestine was ca. 405 divided into three provinces:
Palestina prima with the centre in Caesarea, which included Judea and the sea cost, Palestina
secunda with the centre in Scytheopolis, which included Galilee and the most part of Dekapolis,
and Palestina tertia with the centre in Petra (Negev and a part of modern Jordania). About the
population of Palestine of that epoch the “Onomasticon” of Eusebius of Caesarea (4th century)
and the redacted Latin translation of his work by Jerome (5 th century) testify. About 324 only
three Palestinian cities were Christian, another population of the province consisted from Jews,
Samaritans, Pagan Greeks and Syrians. To the beginning of 6th century the Christians were
already the majority of population. After 325 in Palestine the Christian churches are built
actively, later also the monasteries. The patriarchate of Jerusalem becomes one of the four
Eastern patriarchates.
Jews live mostly in Galilee and Golan, also in the region of Hebron, on the sea coast and in
Jordan valley their number was not big. The archeological findings of presses testify about the
wine and olive oil production, on the north the fishing was practiced, on the sea coast the trade
with Lebanon and Syria was developed, the crafts were mostly in Jerusalem. The agriculture
existed in the villAges, as earlier. One had to live one year in the city to become the full citizen,
who had to pay the tax, or to buy the house (Bava Batra 1:5). The officials of the city were
agoranomos (the inspector of markets), hazan (the president of synagogue, later cantor), the city
guards and the teachers of primary religious schools for the boys. The chief of Jews was
“patriarch” (nasi), who was also the chairman of synedrion and the head of “government”, this
office was abolished in 425 (or 429) by the Eastern Roman law.

The synagogues (for example in Galilee) continued to be built, they had two main types –the
two-stores buildings with the luxurious front and „basilicas“ of the Christian type, and also the
transitory type. The Christian Eastern Roman laws restrict the rights of Jews more and more. 329
the Jewish communities lost the right to punish the converts into Christianity, 339 – to have
slaves-Christians. 351-352 in Galilee the revolt of Jews under the leadership of Patricius takes
place, it was suppressed by Ursinicius. 359 patriarch Hillel II adopts the permanent moon
calendar. Julian had ideas to restore Jerusalem as the Jewish city and the temple, but his death
and the earthquake in Jerusalem prevented it, because the Christians saw it as the appearance of
God´s anger.
Under Theodosius I the situation of Jews became more and more worse, 388 the marriages
between Jews and non-Jews were prohibited, 399 the patriarch could not send „apostles“ to
collect gifts. In the beginning of the 5th century the building of new synagogues was prohibited,
they were attacked by Christians, this prohibition was confirmed by the code of Theodosius II
(435-438). The famous Christian theologist John Chrysostom had eight anti-Jewish sermons
(387). The Jews do not feel themselves comfortably also in the other cities of Empire, first of all
in Alexandria, from where 415 they were temporarily expelled on the order of patriarch Cyril,
and in Constantinople, where 442 they occupied the quarter of coppers.
Despite the unfavourable conditions (although the situation of Jews was a bit better, than of the
Christian heretics), the development of Jewish culture continues. In the 3 rd century the period of
Tannaim continues, they are replaced by Amoraim in 4th-5 th centuries. In the result of their
scholary and law activity Halakha and Agada are created, which entered the Jerusalem Talmud,
finished till 425, as well as Tosephta (to the end of 4 th century) and Midrashim (among them
Leviticus Rabba and Pesikta de rav Kahana), which are the moralistic, law and historiclegendary comments to Tora and Mishna. In such a way Palestine (especially Galilee) remains
the important factor of Jewish culture, but its centre in this epoch because of the unfavourable
conditions de facto was moved into the Persian Babylonia.
B) Jews in Babylonia in 3rd-5th centuries.
The colonies of Jews in Mesopotamia existed from the begin of Babylonian exile (586 BCE), if
not earlier. But there are few historic facts about them. Especially few are the sources for the
Parthian epoch. The situation of Jews in Parthia and their relations with Parthians were not bad,
therefore 116-117 they took an active part in the revolt against occupational Roman troops of
Traianus, which brought as result their retreat from Mesopotamia. The sources of the first two
centuries CE do not mention the teaching of Tora in Babylonia and do not bring the names of
Babylonian scholars. Rabbi Akiva in one of his travels visited Nehardea. After the suppression of
the Bar-Kokhba revolt (132-135) the big number of the Jewish “wises” flees to Babylonia,
escaping from Roman persecutions. Already 150 Ananiah, the nephew of Rabbi Joshua, tried to
bring in the order the Jewish religious calendar in Babylonia independently. But this was a
prerogative of the Palestine rabbies, therefore they accused the reformer in the attempt to split
the Jewish people through emissars, and Ananiah had to abolish his attempt. In the end of the 2 nd
– beginning of the 3rd century the leader of the Mesopotamian community appears, who has the
title Rosh-ha-gala (“the head of exile”). In Talmud his prerogatives are compared with the rights
of nasi in Palestine.
In 219 the “wise” Rav returns from Babylonia into Palestine. This date is seen as the begin of
creation of Babylonian Talmud, in which is said: “When Rav came to Babylon, we became the
same like in Israel” (Gittin, 1:1). In the same year two big Babylonian yeshivot were founded –
Samuel founded the academy in Nehardea (259 after the destruction of Nehardea by Palmyreans
it was replaced in Pumbedita), and Rav himself – in Sura.
The important stage of the history of Jews in Mesopotamia was the coming to power of the
new, Sasanian dynasty in Persia 224 (see infra). Because, in difference to the former one, this
regime was centralized and Zoroastrian-orthodox, some rabbis feared its possible intrusion in the
affairs of community. In the end of 3rd century really the persecutions of Jewish community by

Zoroastrians, the restriction of rights of community, which lost the right of own judge court, took
place. Nevertheless the most of rabbis were for the “peaceful coexistence” with the power, the
essence of which was formulated by rabbi Samuel in such words: “The law of the country is the
law”.
On the whole, the relation of Zoroastrian state to the Jews was much better, then of the Eastern
Roman, which fact brought the community to the flourishing of culture. Shah Yazdgird I (399420) was even married on the daughter of Jewish patriarch. But in the middle of the 5 th century
the situation of Jews worsened, the celebration of Sabbath and the studying of Tora were
prohibited, the synagogues were destroyed. Only in the middle of the 6th century the relations of
the end of 4th century were restored. The important part in the redaction work of Babylonian
Talmud was played by Rav Ashi, the head of academy in Sura (till 424). 500 Ravina, also the
head of academy in Sura, died, he is seen as the last of Amoraim. This year traditionally is seen
as the date of finishing of Babylonian Talmud, which consists of Hebrew Mishna and its analysis
– Gemara, written in mixed Hebrew-Aramaic languAge. Aramaic was in the time the main
spoken languAge of Jews and other inhabitants of Mesopotamia, which is testified by
inscriptions.
The creation of Talmud in two variants was the main achievement of this period both in
Palestine and in Mesopotamia. It laid the foundation of the Jewish religion and culture of Middle
Ages and of modern time. Albeit Talmud goe s back till the old oral tradition, but it presents the
new stAge of Jewish religion, therefore it was not accepted by some groups (like Samaritans or
Karaim), who accepted Tora. The Christians did not accept it too, which brought the final
splitting between Judaism and Christianity. The thorough law and religious reglamentations of
Talmud helped to the Jewish people to survive in new, medieval conditions, which differed much
from the ancient ones, and preserve its national identity and religion by the absence of own state,
which was a difficult task. In Babylonia the work of Amoraims was continued in the 6 th century
by Savoraim, from the 7th century the period of Geonim – heads of academies in Babylon begins,
but this epoch belongs already to the next period.
Questions:
1. What was the situation of Jews in Palestine in this period?
2. Characterize the situation of Jews in Persian Mesopotamia.
3. What is the main significance of Talmud?
3. Persian state of Sasanians in 224-457.
Sources: Dio, Ammianus Marcellinus, Christian authors, Life of Mani, Eznik, Inscriptions,
Coins.
In the beginning of the 3rd century the Parthian state was in inner crisis, the central power was
weak, the anarchy reigned in the land, the rulers of separate regions fought each other,
meanwhile Romans attacked on the West. Among the local rulers the rulers of Fars (Persis) from
the dynasty, founded by some Sasan, became important. 208 Pabek (Papak) became his
successor, who was priest in the temple of goddess Anahita and married the daughter of former
ruler of Persis. He entered into the conflict with the nominal supreme ruler of Parthians Artaban
IV, who did not accepted his and his son´s Shapur rights to rule in Persis. Beside Shapur, Pabek
has one more son – Ardashir, who also strived for power. The conflict between two brothers was
prevented only by the sudden death of Shapur. Ardashir subjugated whole Persis till Isfahan and
Kerman, and the neighboring rulers. Now the war with Artaban was inevitable, Artaban was
defeated in two battles and killed in the third (224). But only after two years Ardashir entered the
capital Ctesiphon and the throne of Empire, having founded a new dynasty, which is traditionally
called Sa(s)sanids or Sasanians in the historic literature.
The events of the fight of Ardashir and Artaban were told in the idealized kind of knight novel
in the Middle Persian “Story about Ardashir, son of Papak”. Already in this work the ideology of
new dynasty is seen, which preaches the return to the Old Persian Achaemenid Empire and the
Zoroastrianism, which is not mutated by the latter syncretistic cults. The epoch of domination of

Hellenized Parthian nomads is condemned, the Empire make pretensions to all territories, which
were included in the Achaemenian Empire and belong now to the Roman Empire, and therefore
becomes the chief enemy of the latter. Ardashir canonizes Avesta, which was recorded a bit
earlier with the specially invented writing, meanwhile in the literary texts and inscriptions the
Middle Persian language (Pahlavi) is used, which had an Aramaic alphabet only from 15 letters,
many Persian words are written by Aramaic ideograms, which makes the reading of Pahlavi texts
very difficult. Ardashir himself, taking example from the Achaemenian kings, thought that their
power is protected by the divine force “hvarnah” (success, happiness), and pictured on the coins
that he took power from Ahuramazda (Ohrmazd) himself. He was occupied with the building of
altars with the holy fire Bahram (Verethragna) everywhere, who was thought to be the son of
Ahuramazda, and about the cult of Anahita in Istakhr. Making campaigns to the East – in Merv,
Balkh and Khorasan, he sent the heads of the killed enemies to the temple of Anahita. On the
West, 230-32 the Persian fought with the Roman troops of Alexander Severus, who could
conquer a part of Mesopotamia.
239-241 the co-regent of Ardashir was his son Shapur, who became shah in 241 and ruled till
272. His pretensions had already the universal character, he titled himself “king of kings
(shahinshah) of Iran and Non-Iran” (in difference to the father, who pretended only to restore
Iran in the earlier frontiers), making in such a way an open challenge to the Romans, who also
pretended to be the universal monarchy. One more challenge to Romans was the minting of gold
coins, began by Shapur, which Arsacids never dared to do. Mani preached on the coronation of
Shapur, he created new religious teaching and was protected by shah. Mani took part in one of
the Indian campaigns of Shapur in the suite of shah and got the right to preach his teaching both
on the West and on the East, making travels to Eastern Iran and India. Mani was born in
Mesopotamia 216. As his father Patik, he was initially a member of Elchasaite sect (probably
related to modern Mandeans), which combines Gnostic ideas with the baptism in water. Then he
got an own revelation and thought himself as “the apostle of light”.
The foundation of the Mani teaching was, as in Zoroastrianism, the contrast between good and
evil, light and darkness, but for Mani it went between the soul, which was a light particle,
striving to go up and to be liberated, and the material body, which was an absolute evil. Mani
thought that Zoroaster, Buddha and Christ were his predecessors, but have seen Judaism
negatively. He strived to create a new world religion from all the best, which was in the religions,
known to him. He gave special attention to the recording of his revelations and liturgic texts, the
Manichaean works were preserved in different languages, albeit the native languAge of Mani
himself was probably Aramaic, because he was writing his works in East Aramaic and Middle
Persian languages. He divided his followers on two groups – the auditors and the elected, for the
last the marriage and eating of meat was prohibited. Manichaeans, who preached their teaching
from Atlantics to China in the forms, accustomed for this or that religion, soon encountered the
indignation of representatives of all other religions, and on the West – of Roman power, which
saw in it the dangerous Iranian teaching.
The main Zoroastrian priest (mobedan mobed) Kartir was also indignant because of it.
From him some rock inscriptions are preserved, he fought for the purity of Zoroastrianism,
which was proclaimed the state religion. The special court was created for the deciding of
religious questions in the spirit of orthodox Zoroastrianism. But because the shah himself
Shapur confirmed his universal pretensions with the concrete deeds. 241 he makes an
eastern campaign, conquers Khorasan and the region of Indus River. In such a way the frontiers
of the country on the East reached the limits of Darius I Empire. On the West Gordian III could
conquer all Mesopotamia, but after his murder 244 Philip Arab concluded the peace treaty with
Persians. 256 Shapur makes counter-attack, conquers Antioch and the important fortress Dura
(Europos) on Euphrate. Already in the next year Emperor Valerian could get Antioch back, but
he was defeated heavily and died in the Persian prison. Shapur ordered to picture the
imprisonment of Valerian on the rock reliefs in Naksh-i-Rustam, which were the important
means of shah propaganda. Thinking about the bad experience of his predecessor, the son of

Valerian Gallien preferred to fight with the others´ hands and provoked the ruler of Palmyra
Odenath against Persians, who till 266 managed to expel them from Mesopotamia.
Meanwhile (272) Shapur died. Under his successor Hormizd I (273-274) Mani still felt himself
in security, but in the time of rule of Bahram I (274-277) the Zoroastrian priests convinced the
king to imprison Mani, he died soon (277). Bahram II (276-293) also continued the politics of
strengthening of Zoroastrianism as the state religion. The persecutions of Manichaeans and
Christians began, which is testified by the acts of Syrian martyrs. The campaign of Aurelian
Carus and his son Numerian against Persians (282-283) repeated the fate of Gordian III
campaign: Seleucia and Ctesiphon were destroyed, but the war ended after the murder of Carus.
After the short rule of Bahram III (293) shah Narseh (293-302) came to power, who was
religiously tolerant. From him the rock inscription in Paikuli (Iraq) is preserved, which tells that
before he became shah he had a title of the “Great king of Armenia”. Initially the campaign of
the co-regent of Diocletian Galerius (296) was unlucky, but after the Emperor himself joined it,
the Romans were more successful, shah was defeated, Armenia Minor and the region to the East
of Euphrates came under Roman power.
The Persian army was in the main cavalry and consisted from two parts: light-weaponed shooters
and catafractes (clibanarii) with long lances and bows in the helmets, who were steel-clad
together with their horses and resembled very much the later Western knights. The ideology was
also alike, the knight –aristocrat had to study different arts, literature, the play on string
instruments and chess, which was imported in this time from India and reformed on the Iranian
soil, to be gallant to the dames etc. The favourite amusement of the aristocrats and shah
continued to be the hunting, in difference to the earlier epochs, shah is now mainly pictured on
the horse. The representatives of the most important Parthian clans (Mihran, Karen etc.)
preserved their influence also by the new dynasty, which was also supported by the related new
clans. They had the weaponed suites and the serfs and took the most important offices in the
secular and religious spheres.
The land was divided into the king´s one (dastakert), the land of kinglets (shahr) and the land of
the cities, which soon disappeared as such, replaced by administrative centres. The society was
divided into four layers: priests (Magi), warriors, officials and peasants (the craftsmen,
tradesmen and physicians belonged also to this group). The layer of warriors consisted from the
king´s relatives (vaspuhrs), magnats (vazurgs) and other free men (azats). Sasanians tried to
suppress the local autonomy and control the whole country, in difference to the previous dynasty,
whose representatives continued to rule in Armenia. In such a way the social structure of the
Sasanian state had already an early feudal character, continuing the traditions, formed already in
the Parthian epoch.
Nevertheless the international trade played an important part. On the north it was made through
the states of Middle Asia and further with China on the Silk Road. On the south “the road of
perfumes” went to South Arabia, and then to India upon the sea. The trade was mainly made by
Christians, Manichaeans and Sogdians (unorthodox Zoroastrians, who lived in Middle Asia). The
Iranian nobles did not directly took part in the trade.
The successor of Narseh was Hormizd II (302-309), who was tolerant too. He could conquer on
the East the northern part of Kushan Empire, which was split into the states, dependant from
Sasanians. In the begin of the 4th century Armenia became Christian (301), which deepens its
conflict with Sasanians. In the same century Georgia also became Christian (under the king
Mirian III), there the dynasty of Arsacids, related to the Armenian, is replaced by the dynasty of
Khosroids.
The rule of many years of the shah Shapur II (309-379), who came to the power, being still a
child, was generally successful. In difference to the previous rulers, he persecutes Christians. On
the East in this time the nomadic Hephtalites (white Huns) appear, in the 60-s Shapur settles
them on the territory of Empire (which resembles the Roman politics of the settling of German
foederati), but soon they became the enemies of Empire. On the West the fight with Rome
continues. Initially Shapur reconquered some frontier fortresses. The Persian campaign of Julian,

which was seen as response, ended in catastrophe. His successor Jovian concluded a treaty,
favourable for Persians, according to which they got the regions to the East from Tigris, the
important fortress Nisibis and Armenia. In Armenia Persians persecuted Christians, therefore
Armenians fight Persians on the Roman side.
In twenty years after the death of Shapur II three shahs had the Persian throne: Ardashir II (379383), overthrown by aristocrats, Shapur III (383-388), crushed by own tent, and Bahram IV
(388-399), who was murdered too. In 384 according to the peace treaty between Rome and
Persia Armenia was divided, the Persians got the most of its Eastern part, but till 428 the kings of
the native dynasty continued to rule there. 395 Armenia was invaded by Huns, who probably
destroyed later also the other regions of Empire. Ca. 400 Armenia alphabet is created, which
later became the base of the Ancient Georgian one, his inventor was traditionally seen Mesrop
(Mashtots).
Under Yazdgird I (399-420), who had the reputation of „sinner“ by Zoroastrians, the situation of
the Jews (the king was married on the daughter of Jewish patriarch) and Christians, who were
now leaded by own katholikos and five metropolites, improved much. The Christians of Persian
collected the local council, which approved the decisions of the Nicaean one. But after
Christians, who overestimated their possibilities, began to attack the Zoroastrian temples, the
reaction came a response. Nevertheless, the situation of Persian Christians, who became now
independent both from Rome and from Constantinople, remained good also by the next shah –
Bahram V Gor (it means “wild ass”, who was called so because of his love for hunting,
according to the traditions, it was he who invited Gypsies from India to Iran), who ruled from
420 till 438. Bahram came to power with the help of Arabs from the vassal princedom of Hira (in
this epoch Iran controlled all western coast of Persian gulf till Oman).
Armenian autonomy ceased by him, the last vassal king of Armenia in 428 was replaced by the
Iranian governor (marzban). On the East shah successfully made war with Hephtalites, who
became independent to this time, but the war on two fronts became more and more complicated
for the Empire, and the next shah Yazdgird II (438-457) was defeated on the East. His attempt to
make Armenia Zoroastrian by force (449) brought the revolt of Armenians, headed by Vardan
Mamigonian, who died 451 in the unequal battle at Armair. In the same year died Nestorius, and
his followers fled from Eastern Roman Empire to Persia, where they create a mighty Christian
church, inimical to Byzantine and therefore supported by Persian state. Barsaumas created the
theological academy in Nisibis, and the Nestorian patriarch became the second person in the
state hierarchy after the Zoroastrian high priest. But now the discussed period is to the end.
In such a way, after the new dynasty of Sasanians came to power, Iran became a powerful
early feudal state, who could make concurrence to Rome, and then to Byzantine. The medieval
character of this state is seen not only in the social (big feudal landownership), but also in the
ideological sphere – Zoroastrianism became the state religion, heretics like Mani are persecuted,
other religions (Judaism, Christianity) have got some autonomy, but are also not secure from
persecutions. Much earlier than in the West the knight ideology is formed. Sasanians could not
reach the limits of Achaemenian Empire, but to the middle of 5 th century their state stretched
from Oman till modern Uzbekistan, thanks to it Iran became the important mediator in the trade
between Byzantine and Chine. The main enemies of Sasanians were nomads on the East and
Rome (Byzantine) on the West, the rivalry between Iran and Byzantine will continue almost the
whole next period, till the strong Arabian state, which suddenly appears, puts an end to it, having
conquered Iran and the most part of the Eastern Roman Empire.
Questions:
1. What was the foreign politics of Sasanians?
2. Tell about Mani and his teaching.
3. What was the social system of Sasanian Empire?
4. Discuss the situation of Christians in Iran in this time.
4. India in 200-500.

Sources: Buddhist texts, Puranas, Kalidasa, Inscriptions.
Here, as in the history of the Roman Empire, one can differentiate two sub-periods: 1. 200- ca.
320, in this time the old states decay, first of all Kushana Empire and 2. 320-495, the time of the
new powerful Gupta Empire, which is invaded by Huns in the end of period and divides- This
periodisation is correct for North and Central India, meanwhile on the south of India and on
Ceylon the old kingdoms continue to exist.
1 sub-period (200-320).
To the end of the 3nd century the North-Western and Central part of India (Deccan) was divided
between three states, from the north to the south – Kushana kingdom, Kshatrapa and
Shatavahana.
Kushana kingdom decays in the first part of 3rd century, its last king was Vasudeva (218-242),
who sent the ambassy to China 230. In this time the territories in Central Asia and Afghanistan,
the inscriptions of Vasudeva are preserved only from Mathura, on his coins mostly Shiva with his
bull Nandin is pictured. Then the territories on the West of the kingdom came under Sasanian
control, their administrators were titled Kushan shah. In the other regions the local rulers also
ruled, they minted coins with the names of Kanishka and Vasudeva, which became more and
more coarse and Barbarian. In the western Rajasthan the state of Malava got independence again,
this is testified by the inscription of Nandza 226. The Vikrama era (57), which is used there, soon
was propagated on the most part of Northern India. In the southern Punjab the state Yaudheya
existed, which fought Kshatraps bravely. On the middle Ganges some small states (Vidisha,
Kantipuri, Mathura) are appeared, which were ruled by the kings of Naga dynasty. Their history
is unclear, the sources are restricted by Puranas and some coins. The same is with the kings of
Pancala on the South, the residence of whom was Ahicchatra. The local rulers of lower
significance ruled in Ayodhya and Kushambi.
The state of Sakas Kshatrapa ceded in the end of 2nd century its southern provinces to the
state Shatavahana. Except the main satrap (Mahakshatrapa), whose residence situated in Ujjain,
the office of satrap (kshatrap) existed, who governed Gujarat and Surashtra. 240-275 there were
no satraps, and after 295 more then half a century the office of Mahakshatrapa, possibly, also this
state became a vassal of Sasanians. Many coins with precise date are preserved from Sasanians,
which makes their chronology easier.
The conquering of the Saka regions in the Narbada valley by the king of Shatavahana
Yajnashri Satakarni (end of the 2nd century) was the last success of this country. After this king
the land was divided, the names of the local kings are known only from Puranas and coins. In
Kuntala (the north of the state Mysor) in the third century the local branch of the dynasty of
Chutu is appeared. Another branch of dynasty, which is famous from the treasure of Tarkhala,
possessed till the 3rd century the regions of Berara and Madhya-Pradesh, till they were replaced
by Vakataka. The cradle of dynasty in the region of Nasika came into the hands of Abhira family,
who was possibly of Iranian origin and had important military offices at Kshatrapas. The main
branch of the Shatavahana dynasty was resettled onto the new territories on the south, between
the rivers of Krishna and Godavari. But Ishkvaku expelled them ca. 320. The founder of this
country Shantamula I was a convinced Brahmanist, but at the time of his successors the most
famous monuments of the Buddist cult on the south of India (Amaravati). The rule of this
dynasty was nevertheless only episodic, and ca. 300 Andhra came in the hands of Pallava
dynasty.
In the sphere of religion the development both of Buddhism (in the forms of Mahayana and
Hinayana) and of Hinduism (in the forms of Vishnuism and Shivaism) continues. In “Refutation
of all heresies “of Hippolytus (first quarter of 3 rd century), the teachings of BrahmaniansHymnosophists are pictured, which testifies the contacts of India with the West. Clement of
Alexandria (ca. 150- between 211 and 216) and Porphyry (ca. 232- ca. 301) also write about
Brahmans and Shramans (Samanah), citing the work about India of the Syrian Christian heretic
theologist Bardesan (154- ca. 222). The trade with Rome upon the sea and through Parthia
continued, some Indian names of spices came into Greek, among them “peperi” (from “pippali”)

“pepper”. The famous dramatic writer of this epoch was Bhasa, from whom 13 dramas are
preserved, they were found in 1910 in Kerala. They were written both in Sanskrit and in Prakrit
in the simple style without any decorations, their plots are taken from the epic works, legends
about Krishna and people´s stories.
To the 3rd or the beginning of the 4th century the drama “Mricchatakatika”, which is ascribed
to king Shudraka and tells about the love of the defaulted tradesman and a courtisane. The
literary theory is also on the top, Bharata has written Natyashastra (the manual of dramaturgy
and dance) in the 3rd century. A bit later Jayadeva has written his book about metrics. To the end
of 4th century in the inscriptions the replace of Sanskrit by Prakrit, but the most of literary works
in Prakrit were lost later, only “Sattasai” of Hala is preserved. The literature in Dravidic
languAges, especially in Tamil, is preserved too. The development of painting and sculpture
continues, the main schools were of Mathura and Gandhara, in the last the Greek-Roman
influence was strong. After the splitting of the Kushana Empire it was replaced by the Sasanian
Iranian art, in result of which so called Iranian-Buddhist art was formed. In 3 rd-4th centuries one
of the two rock paintings of Buddha was made in Damian (so called Small Buddha), destroyed
by Afghanian Talibans in the end of 20th century. In Deccan the Amaravati-style flourishes, the
example of which is the big stupa from Amaravati, some of the figures of which are preserved, as
well as the reliefs of Nagarjunakonda (ca. 300).
In such a way the first parrt of 14th period was transitory for India. The old states, first of all
Kushana Empire, are split into the small kinglets and come under Iranian influence, the new
Empires are not forming. It is a favourable epoch for the literature (especially for drama), the
development of Indian art (in which the Iranian influence is clear more and more) and religious
thinking, but Buddhism and Hinduism still can co-exist peacefully in their different schools. The
trade contacts with West became a bit weaker (because of the control of mainland ways by
Sasanians), but not cease. The contacts with China are developing too, the Chinese Buddhist
monks make pilgrimages to India, which they respect as the motherland of Buddhism.

Second sub-period (320-500).
About 300 in the Ganges valley many small states existed. One of the local ruling dynasties was
Gupta, who strengthened in the second part of the 3 rd century in the frontier region between
Bihar and Bengalia. Candragupta I (310-335) married princess Kumaradevi from the clan of
Licchavi, the representatives of which already in the epoch of Buddha Shakyamuni ruled in
Vaishali, and in the 5th century had a throne of Nepal. Candragupta made to his residence the old
metropoly of Pataliputra, which possibly belonged to the possession of his woman, and 320
founded the new Gupta era as the more of his marriAge and coronation. On his gold coins the
pictures of him and his wife and the name of Licchavi appear. But we don not more about his
activity, probably, the state, founded by him include only Bihar and a part of Bengal.
His son and successor Samudragupta (ca. 335-375) made this regional state into Empire,
which occupied a significant part of Northern India. In his honour poet Harishena composed one
of the most beautiful Indian inscriptions, which is preserved on the column in Allahabad. After
the father appointed him to his successor, he murdered rival, whose name was Kaca. Having
confirmed his situation, he made some conquering campaigns, and conquered some rulers,
among them the kings of Naga dynasty on the West. Other states – Samatata (Eastern Pakistan),
Kamarupa (Assam), Nepal and Kartripura (Jalanhar in Eastern Punjab) were spared under the
condition of accepting the highest power of the conqueror. He was accepted also by the last
republics – Malava in Eastern Rajasthan, Yaudheya on the lower Sutlej, Madraka in Punjab,
Abhira in Central India and another, not so significant. He could not get the independence more,
and the republican form of rule disappeared in India completely. In such a way the sphere of
direct or indirect influence of Samudragupta stretched till whole valley of Ganges from Punjab
on the north till Assam on the east.
His main military campaign was the conquering of Deccan, where he defeated 12 rulers,
among them the king of Pallava dynasty from Kanca. But in the essence it was a big robbing
invasion without long political consequences, because the eastern shore of India never later was
in the power of Guptas, whether nominally or temporarily. Samudragupta had diplomatic
relations with Ksatrapas in Malva and epogones of Kushana in Gandhara, which are mentioned
in his inscription under the earlier proud title: “Daivaputra Shahi Shahanushahi”. Even Ceylon
entered into relations with him, and the king of island Meghavarna has built by the allowance of
Samudragupta a big vihara (Buddhist monastery, where the Buddhist live in the season of rains)
in Bodh Gaya. Neverthless, our sources about this great king are restricted with the beautiful
coins and the sources, who only extol him, which makes the evaluation of his true influence in
India of that epoch difficult. Doubtless, Samudragupta was one of the greatest conquerors and
organizers in the Indian history. His brave and militant Hinduism (for example, he brought the
traditional offer of horse – Ashvamegha) helped to him and his successors to create a great
Empire. In this relation he is different from the other great ruler of India of the earlier epoch
Ashoka (ca. 272-236 BCE, see about him §28 of the first part of 2nd volume).
Samudragupta was followed by Candragupta II (ca. 375-414). He continued the conquerings
of his father, occupied in the begin of 5th century the kingdom of Kshatrapa in Central India and
moved till the western shore. As his father, he favoured literature and his honourable name
Vikramaditya is connected with the activity of great Indian poets. The time of his rule is not only
the top of his dynasty, but of all classical Indian culture. The relative of dynasties Naga and
Vakataka, he ruled a big Empire, about whose flourishing the Chinese pilgrim Fa Xian tells, who
travelled in it in 399 (or 400) – 411 (or 414), but alas he says nothing about its political system.
Kumaragupta I (414-455) preserved the Empire, which was created by his ancestors, safe and
whole. Only in the end of his long life he was in crisis because of the enemies, unknown to us,
but thanks to the prince-heir Skandagupta could overcome it. After he entered the throne (455)
he had to make wars with Huns first of all, under whom the Kidarites of Hionites on the Iranian
frontier could also be understood. The war diminished the powers of Empire much, which is
testified by the decay of coins in price and style. Neverthless the crisis was overcome, and

Skandagupta ruled till 467 the country, which stretched till Arabian Sea. His Iranian governor
restored the artificial sea Sudarshana, mith which earlier the officials of Ashoka and Rudradaman
occupied.
After it the decay of Gupta Empire begins. The war was led for the office of
Skandagupta, many unknown rulers had the throne only for few years (like in Roman Empire of
the 2nd half of 3rd century). In the western sea coast territories the rulers of Surashtra with the
capital in Vallabhi became independent if not formally, but de facto. In the epoch of the last ruler
of Gupta dynasty Budhagupta (ca. 477-495) in the frontier region with the state Vakataka in
Bundelkand new states were formed (of Parivrajaka, of the king Ucchakalpa, Panduvamsha etc.).
Coins and inscriptions testify that after the death of Budhagupta Empire was divided between the
branches of dynasty, which were situated correspondingly in Malva and Magadha (compare the
division of Roman Empire in 395), meanwhile Pataliputra lost its significance for ever, and then
the Empire was divided into the smaller parts. After the end of Guptas Magadha becomes more
for than for a half of a millennium the leading state in India. The states on the south of India
loose their significance in that time, the trade with Rome decays, Cola and Pandya were
conquered by the dynasty of Kalabhra.
In that epoch the emigration of Hindus in South-Western Asia and Indonesia, which became
“Greater India”. The small statue of the 3rd or 4th century in the style of Amaravati was found in
Thailand. In the middle of 3rd century in Cambodia the first Indian inscriptions appear. In the
region of Hüe (Vietnam)in the end of 2nd century the kingdom of Campa appears, which existed
till 1471 and continuously fought China and North Vietnam, influenced by Chinese, one of the
first finding here is the Buddha statue in the style of Amaravati. On Malayan peninsula already
Ptolemy (2nd century) brings Indian toponymes, in the same time the Indian states of Lankasuka
and Tambralinga are mentioned in Chinese sources. The first inscriptions on Sanskrit from this
region belong to 4th century. In Indonesia they appear already in the begin of 5th century in Kutea
(Eastern Borneo) and on the west of Java.
In the begin the Indian influence was first of all economical, as the result of the lovely trade,
which existed in 1st-2nd centuries. It was supported by Buddhists, who do not see the principial
difference between civilized people and the “wilds”, the sea tradesman is an important figure in
Buddhist Jatakas. The most part of these tradesmen came from South India, then they created
colonies in Indochina and Indonesia, made marriages with the daughters of local rulers, who
converted accordingly into Hinduism or Buddhism. In such a way, the ruling class was slowly
Indianized and in South-East Asia many states appeared, whose king had Indian names, the state
religion was Hinduism or Buddhism, and the sacred language – Sanskrit. In the first part of the
5th century this process was accelerated a lot, because a part of the ruling class of the states of
Vindhya, first of all princes, Brahmans and scholars, fled to the another shore of the sea, saving
themselves from the attacks of Gupta.
The alike process took part also in the Tarim valley (Xinjang), with the important difference, that
here not only Indian, but also Iranian and Chinese influence was strong, and the formed states
were attacked by the steppe people. Nevertheless, Buddhism almost for a millennium became the
dominating religion here. From Indian trade colonies in Central Asia many documents in
Sanskrit and Prakrit are preserved, among them the letters and accounts, who were found by
European expeditions in the desert sands in the first half of the 20th century.
Naturally the Gupta Empire can serve the example of structure of big state in the epoch of
flourishing of Indian culture. The title of the ruler was very far now from initial simplicity of
Maurya epoch, when Ashoka called himself simply a raja. Now the normal form is “The
Supreme God, the supreme Emperor, the supreme king of kings”. The absolute ruler is
supported, as earlier, by the upper bureaucracy, on the head of which the chief minister stays, to
whom the supreme commander-in-chief, the chief general and the chief chamberlain are
subordinated. The to the supreme commander-in-chief the leaders of three kinds of army:
infantry, cavalry and elephants are subordinated (compare the chess game, which appeared
approximately in this time). In the epoch of Guptas also the minister of outer relations appears,

literally: “the minister of war and peace”. The officials of the central government were called
Amatya, their upper layer – Kumaramatya.
In the rule of provinces also the changes appeared. They were ruled by the princes of royal
blood (mahrajaputra) or governors (uparika). In the main they were divided into regions, which
were ruled by praefects, but sometimes the kumaramatya or ayuktaka (secret advisers) were sent
there.
On the top of its development the state of Guptas, as the description of Chinese pilgrim Fa
Xian shows, was rich and well-organized, its population calm and satisfied, and the economic
flourished. Nevetherless, the decay of the states and state life is also sign of this epoch.
According to Fa Xian, Pataliputra became a villAge, Ujjain and Kanauj had only few inhabitants.
In the sphere of law the most famous was the lost work of Katyavana (ca. 400-600), who used
mostly “Dharmashastra”.
The economic activity in this time was influenced by “corporations” (shreni), almost thousand
years earlier, than in Europe. Their members were divided into four categories: pupils,
apprentices, experts and masters. In 4th and 5th centuries the trade was made on the base of coins,
but soon its decay begins. The first gold coins corresponded to the Roman aureus, had weight of
7,8 grammes and were called “dinars”. Skandagupta returned to the Indian system of suvarna
from 80 ratti (approximately 9,3 grammes). The silver coins of Guptas had a local character, the
bronze ones – small significance, on the south of India they were not known at all, possibly, here
the direct exchange of goods was restored.
In Indian Buddhism in this time the split between more ancient Theravada (or Hinayana,
“small chariot”) and more new Mahayana (big chariot) deepens. Now Theravada exists only in
Ceylon, as well as in colonized Indochina. In 5th century its teaching were brought in the system
by Buddhagosha, who has written a treatise “Vishuddhimagga” (“The way of purity”). In the
same century Vasubandhu-the younger (ca. 400-480) has written a treatise “Abhidharmakosha”,
which is preserved partly in Sanskrit, as well as in Chinese and Tibetan translations. In the
treatise the teaching of the school of sarvastivadins is explained, according to which the world
processes present the co-working of separate dharmas (elements of thinking), which appear in
the functional dependence one from another.
The main philosophic school of Mahayana was in this time Yogacara. Their three main
teachers were in this time half-mythical Maitreyanatha (ca. 270-350) and brothers Asanga (ca.
310-390) and Vasubandhu the elder (ca. 320-380). This school defines the absolute reality not
negatively (like in early Buddhism), but positively, as light and consmic conscience (let us
remarchthe parallels with Zoroastrianism and Manichaeism, which flourished in this time). Its
original concept is “depository of the conscience” (alayavijnyana), something like “collective
unconscient” of Jung, from which thanks it spontaneous pollution the thoughts appear, which
percept themselves mistakenly as the phenomena of objective reality and had an illusion of
person.
If the thinking stops, this phenomena and thought re-enter into the pure conscience. The term
“emptiness” (shunya), used by Asanga, has to be understood metaphorically, as the absence of
forms of appearance and division into subject and object, it can not be compared with the
modern term “vacuum” (as it is made by some modern physics and Buddhists), that term
corresponds to “akasha” (aether) in the Indian philosophy. Another direction of MahayanaMadhymika also flourishes in this time, his main centre in the epoch of Guptas is the monastery
school in Nalanda (Bihar), which existed till the end of 12 th century and became the main centre
of Indian Buddhism in the epoch of his decay, which begins already at the time of Guptas.
Guptas themselves were Vishnuits. In Vishnuism in this time the theory of 10 incarnations
(avatars) of Vishnu appeared (one of them was Buddha), which function as saviours of
humankind in different epochs. The most popular in the epoch of Gupta was incarnation of
Vishnu in the form of boar (varaha), his spouse goddess Lakshmi was especially venerated,
Vishnuism propagates in this time in the whole India. In the vishnuist ideas about the savioursavatars, as well as in the Buddhist ones about the future Buddha Maytreya, which originated in

this time, one can suppose the influence of Zoroastrianism with his three heavenly saviours, who
come once in 1000 years. In Deccan and in the south Shivaism flourishes. The spouse of Shiva
Kali (Durga) is seen now as an incorporation of the energy (shakti). Other Vedic deities go into
the background, with an exception of the Sun god Surya. In such a way in India de facto
transition to monolatry takes place, as the god, who is venerated most of others, serve
correspondingly Buddha, Vishnu or Shiva.
The treatises of six Indian philosophic schools continue to be created. Ishvarakrishna (4 th-5th
centuries) writes “Sankhyakarika”, which explains the essence of the Sankhya teaching, which
was near to the Yoga in theoretical sphere and differentiated between the separate souls
(purusha), pre-matter (prakriti) and three powers (gunas), as well as other “fine” and “coarse”
elements. The treatises about yoga continue to be written, the number of poses (asanas) grows
more and more, which later brings to the appearance of the special discipline Hatha-Yoga. The
teaching of logical school of Nyaya is explained by Vatsyayana (4th-5th centuries), it differentiates
between four means of cognition (pramana) and six categories of reality.
The same (or possibly another) Vatsyayana writes in this time very famous now in the West
“Kama-sutra”, the aim of which was really not the description of sexual practices (neverhless
they have an important part in it). Kama (pleasure) is one of the three min theses of Hinduism,
together with dharma and artha (compare “Arthashastra” of Kautilya). “Kamasutra” is the
manual for the noble Indian young man (or woman) of that epoch, which tells how to get the
maximum of different pleasures, but observing all religious, moral and caste obligations, and
gives a lot of interesting information about the life of aristocrats of that epoch (for example, in it
the chess are mentioned, which possibly appeared in this time and soon were borrowed and
improved by Iranians, in Indian variant this play was called “caturraja” and correspondingly was
played by four persons).
The teaching of Vaishseshika is also brought into the system in 5th century by Prashastapada.
This school saw the world as real and consisting from the atoms (anu, paramanu), and in relation
to the existence of God initially was agnostic, later took over the theistic system of Nyaya. The
teaching of the ritualist school of Mimansa also is brought in the system in the same century in
“Shabarabhashya” of Shabarasvamin. Only Vedanta was in decay in this time, only in the 8 th
century its flourishing will begin, and later it will become the main from six schools.
The period of Gupta dynasty is an epoch of flourishing of Indian literature, in which, as well
as in inscriptions, the Sanskrit is actively used, but the use of Middle Indian Prakrits begins
already (for example, in the speeches of the acting persons of low origin). Brahmans create 18
Puranas – encyclopedias, which tell about different things, among them about Indian history.
Besides them, which are in principle the holy books for all Hinduists, the Upapuranas are
created, which are linked with separate currents and holy places. The “secular” literature
develops too, the main representative of which became the Shivaist Brahman from Ujjain
Kalidasa (ca. 400). Except three excellent dramas, he wrote lyric and epic works, among them
“Kumarasambhava”, which describes the birth of the Kumara (Karttikeya), son of Shiva and
Parvati, and “Raghuvamsha”, which tells about the exploits of 30 kings of the Sun dynasty.
Another famous poet of this epoch was Bharavi, the author of the poem “Kiratarajunya“, from
which the transition to the complicated lyrics begins, which remembers the Alexandrian epoch
on the West. Approximately in this time (or a bit later) the Sanskrit version of “Panchatantra” is
created, the collection of moralizing stories and fables, which later was translated into different
languages of the world. The first representative of novel writing became Dandin (ca.500), who
wrote “Kavyadarsha” and “Dashakumaracarita”. Buddhist Candragomin (end of 5th century) was
a famous philologist and created a school of grammarians, flourishing on the north of India, his
main work is “Candravykarana”. On the south the literature in Tamil languAge begin to be
created, the flourishing of which will be in the later epoch.
In India astronomy develops actively (to which belonged also the mathematics, among it the
highly developed trigonometry) and astrology, which was tightly connected to it, it originated on
the base of reception of Babylonian and Greek (Hipparchus, Ptolemy) ideas, but had also special

features (like moon houses) and was a bit more precise, that the contemporary to it Western. The
first of treatises was “Yavanajataka” (“Greek horoscope”) of Sphujidvaja (3rd century), which
was a versified reworking of the lost Greek original. In 4 th century “Surya-Siddhanta” appears,
two other works – “Paulisha-Siddhanta” and “Romaka- Siddhanta” were lost. The flourishing of
Indian mathematic and astronomy will come only in 6 th century, but already in the epoch of
Guptas their level was high enough, so in “Surya-Siddhanta” the duration of solar year is
calculated with great precision.
The plastics of Gupta epoch presents the totally new style, which is characterized for example,
by the good knowledge of the structure of human body. Mathura remains one of the main centres
of development of Buddhist art. Another is Sarnath at Benares. The art of Sarnath influenced the
art of Cambodia and later relieves of the Borobudur temple in Java. Famous centre of the
Hinduist art was in this time on the north of modern state of Madhya Pradesh. From the painting
of this epoch the frescoes of grottos in Ajanta are preserved, which picture Buddha as an Indian
king. In that time in architecture the Hindu temple of modern type (like the Shiva temple in
Deogarkh) develops, the Buddhist temples also continue to be built. Alas, the most of temple of
this epoch were not preserved, because all big temples were destroyed in the time of Moslem
invasion.
In such a way, the epoch of Guptas is the epoch of maximal flourishing of India in political, as
well as in economical and cultural sphere. But it is not possible to compare with Rome of August
epoch (as for example Luciano Peteh in his article in Propyläen-Weltgeschichte, Bd.2, P.476
makes it)? Typologically it is quite another, early feudal epoch, and it must be compared more to
the contemporary Constantinople of the Constantine and Theodosius. The ancient Buddhist India
goes into the past (but propagating Buddhism in different countries, first of all China and
Indochina), it is replaced by the medieval Hinduist India with Brahmanism, which is reformed in
the sense of monolatry. Both religions still peacefully co-exist together (albeit Guptas see himself
as Hinduists, as the Byzantine Emperors see himself as Christians), as Paganism with
Christianity in Roman Empire of the 4th century, and fight between them is only in ideological
plane. This difference to the West can be explained by that fact that both religions have grown on
the Indian soil and reflect different sides of Indian thinking, the difference between them is not
so big, like between Christianity and Roman paganism, therefore the conflict between them was
without blood (albeit also not always). In this time India, which we know now, is formed.
Questions:
1. Characterize the development of India in the first sub-period.
2. What was the inner and foreign politics of Gupta dynasty?
3. Characterize the development of Buddhist and Hinduist philosophy in this time.
4. What was the development of art and sciences in India of Guptas?

5. China in 221-420 and neighboring countries.
Sources: History of Three Kingdoms, History of the Jin Dynasty.
Chinese historians differ between two periods in the history of China after the fall of Later Han
dynasty: first division (221-280), in the time of which China was divided into three kingdoms:
Shu (221-264), Wei (220-264) and Wu (222-280), and the second unification (265-420), in the
time of which China was ruled by the dynasty Jin (Western – 265-317 and Eastern 317-420).
As result of the Yellow Turban revolt, which began 184 under Taoist slogans, the country was
sunken into chaos. In Sichuan the independent Taoist state appeared with Zhang Lu on the head,
which was conquered 215 by former court official Cao Cao, who created the Wei dynasty. “The
heaven preceptor” Zhang Lu had to accept the legitimacy of Wei dynasty and that it fulfils “the
pure Taoist rule”. The kingdom of Shu on the west of China was founded by the descendant of
Han dynasty Liu Bei and existed mostly because of general and state talent of Zhuge Liang, after
whose death Liu Bei surrended his kingdom to the enemies without fighting. The third kingdom
of Wu was founded by Sun Quan. 265 both kingdoms were united by general Sima Yan, but Wu
lasted till 280.
This epoch of “feudal splitting” with clear “chivalry” features inspired Chinese writers and
dramatists, who has written a lot of works about it. But really it was a dark epoch, the population
of China to the end of 3rd century was reduced in two times compared with 200 and was now
only about 19 millions. The difficult times came for Chinese poets and Writers. The barbarian
regent of last Chinese Emperor Dong Zhuo ordered to replace the capital, silk, on which the
books were written, was used as the material for sacks. From seven famous poets of the Han
epoch some were murdered by Cao Cao, some fled or converted to Buddhism. The poetry of
epoch has a dark character. They were replaced by “seven, worthy of bamboo grove”, who
preach the teaching of Lao Zi and Zhuang Zi. The Buddhism is propagated too.
For the epoch of three kingdoms the strengthening and expansion of the “strong houses“ is
typical, in which so called “ke” (guests, which correspond to Roman coloni) was made to the
rightless tenants of land on the base of debt bondage. The new division of society into the “bad
men” and “good men” takes place, and from the 4th century the teaching appears, that Heaven
himself established the division of people in the “aristocrats” (shi) and “common people”
(shuren). The slaves and house servants belonged to neither group. The layers distinctions
existed also inside the ruling class itself. Magnats had own armies too, the military layer became
hereditary.
The epoch of Jin dynasty (265-420) was not much better. Instead of giftless Emperors the
officials ruled, among them the eunuchs from the harem (the alike situation was a bit later in
Byzantine). The north was conquered by the barbarians – Huns and Tungus, who created the own
states there. The dynasts of Jin had to flee to the south, in the centre of the Miao Yao tribes, the
capital of Empire became Nanjin (“the southern capital”) on Yangtse. The pessimistic direction
on the literature continues, the representative of which was Wang Xizhi (321-379). The most
important poet of the epoch was Tao Yuanming (365-427), who sang about the delights of the
countryside nature.
On the background of pessimism, typical for the epoch, the Buddhism of both schools
(Mahayana and Hinayana) becomes stronger. The Tungus state Toba becomes Buddhist. China is
visited by Indian Buddhists, Chinese (like Fa Xian) visit India. Soon pure Chinese Buddhist
schools appear (the worship of Amitabha, Avalokiteshvara – Guanyin). In the culture, especially
in the rock painting, the Indian (i.e. Greek-Bactrian influence) goes stronger. The famous painter
of the epoch was Gu Kaizhi (346-407). But Confusianism and Taoism did not cease to exist.
Confucianists “find” the old books, which were ascribed to Confucius, fakes in the most cases
(so, the “Home talks” of Confucius were written by Wang Su) or the reworking of the old texts.
Taoism tries to make concurrence to Buddhism.
Syncretist Song Cho (4th) says that Buddha is an incarnation of Tao and songs about the holy
mountain Tientaishan. Ge Hong (284-363), a universal scholar, who looks like Leonardo da
Vinci (for example, he made a project of helicopter), writes a Taoist treatise “Baopu Zi”, where

he numbers 250 Taoist works. The creation of Taoist canon “Tao Zan”, which consists of three
“receptacles” or “penetrations”, is connected with the name of the famous Taoist of 5 th century
Lu Siujin (406-477). In Taoism the occult mystical direction becomes stronger, alchemy comes
from China to the West in the 4th century.
In this time also the other states of Far East are developing. After the fall of Han dynasty
Vietnam becomes independent. In Japan in 4th century the state Yamato appears, which occupied
Korea 369. Really it was a weak federation of separate clans, headed by their rulers (Chinese
chronicles of the 5th century name 5 states in Japan, which were united by some “queens”). The
full-right members of clans, the tribe nobility as well as the free peasants, had property on the
land and means of production, provided they were members of community. The poured fields,
where rice was cultivated, were in the property of community.
Non-members of clan (community), „bemin“, were also united in special unions, headed by the
officials. They had no property and worked for an Emperor and the nobles, but some of them
could take important positions at the court. The slaves existed too, but their part in economics
was not big. From the 4th century big burials are preserved, in which there are a lot of clay
pottery, weapon and jewel. The country entered the bronze Age. In Japan the local religion –
Shintoism is preserved, which consisted in the worship of different deities (“kami”), the head of
whom was the Sun goddess Amaterasu, the Emperor was seen as her descendant. In this epoch
the influence of Buddhism and Chinese culture is still not big here.
In III-IVth centuries in Korea three states appear: Koguryo, Paekche and Silla. 369 Korea was
conquered by Japanese. From the end of the IVth century Buddhism in its Mahayana-version
came from China.
In such a way, China in the first period of Middle Ages is in crisis, it suffers division and
the attacks of nomads. But Chinese culture continues to develop, Buddhism strengthens in the
country (for China, in difference to India, it is a medieval, not ancient religion), the Chinese
culture influences the neighboring countries.
Questions:
1. What were the main features of development of China in this period?
2. What were the main achievements in culture?
3. At what stage of development Japan stood?
Results of 14th (1st) period.
Old civilizations came into the period of crisis, the attacks of Barbarians grow stronger, Germans
play a main part, among them Goths, who created their own state on the territory of modern
Ukraine in 2nd-4th centuries, but had to leave it under the press of Huns, “the great migration of
peoples” takes part. The Later Han Empire is destroyed, in China the epoch of splitting begins
(but ca. 300 the state Yamato appears in Japan, it occupies Korea 369), in India the Gupta Empire
replaces the Kushana kingdom. In Iran Sasanians come to power, who make Zoroastrianism to
the state religion, Manichaeism and Christianity are the main ideological opponents of it.
Roman Empire is transformed from principate into dominate, Christianity defeats Paganism and
establishes its dogmatics (first two Oecumenic councils) in the fight with Arianism, but the
philosophy develops too, it tries to find some ideological counter-point to the Christianity, new
syncretistic mystical teachings like Hermetism, Gnosticism and at last Neoplatonism are
appearing. The old myths are understood allegorically. These teaching are known only to the
small circle of educated people, therefore they are doomed to defeat. In that time the alchemy is
developing too, which divides into two directions – pragmatic and spiritual (“inner” and “outer”
alchemy). The relations of property are changed too, the slavery is transformed into colonate.
The new capital – Constantinople- is founded, the Empire is divided (395), Rome is taken by
Barbarians (410 and 455). “The end of the world” (i.e. the end of antique civilization), which
was predicted by the Revelation of John, came. The “new aeon”, “the kingdom of heaven”, the
medieval “state of God” (Augustine) began.
Question:

1. What are the main results of 14th (1st) period?

XV (II) period – 450-700 – 2nd period of the Early Middle Ages. Early Byzantine period.
6. Western Europe in 450-700.
Sources : German law codes, chronicles.
a) The wandering of people.
In this period the wandering of people (375-568) continues. The main force of this
wandering are Eastern Germans. The causes of wandering are the change of climate and the
growth of population, which is connected with the absence of land. The western part of the
Roman Empire disintegrates into the German states. The Roman culture is not destroyed by
Germans. There is a religious difference between Germans and the subjugated population – it
is Roman Catholic, but the conquerors are Arian and found the national churches under the
leading of kings. The states of Eastern Germans do not exist a long time. They lose their
connection with the motherland, so the thin layer of the rulers extinguishes. Slavs are settled
on the territory from the east of Elba, which is left by Germans. The Northern Germans do
not leave their territories in Scandinavia and Jutland. Ca. 500 the Danes inhabit the Danish
Isles, Schonen, later Jutland. Ca. 600 the kings of Svear brighten his power from Uppsala
over the whole Sweden and from 650 together with Gotlandians dominate in the Baltic See
(later Finland, Kurland, East Prussia). Between Rhine and Elba the following German tribes
(unions of people) are organized: Alamanns, Sachsons, Franks, Thuringians and Bavarians.
Now briefly discuss the history of Barbarian states from the West to the East.
a) Spain.
Here the kingdoms of Swebs and Westgoths are created. 419 Westgoths receive 2/3 of the
land in Aquitania (with the capital of Tolosa = Toulouse) as the tax-free property. The
king Wallias (415-419) with the army takes over the protection and rules as the governor
of the emperor. Theoderich I conquered the land till Loire, but has fallen at the
Catalaunian fields. His successor was his son Theoderich II (453-464), who begin to
conquer Spain. The culmination of Westgothic power is reached by his brother Eurich
(464-484), who founds the Westgothic domination in Spain and conquers also the land
between Loire and Rhone. Under his rule the oldest German law code in Latin is
published (“Codex Euricianus”, ca. 470). His successor Alarich II (484-507) is murdered
in the fight with Franks under Chlodwig at Vouillé. The kingdom was saved by the
Ostgoth’s king Theoderich the Great, but had to give back Provence. As the result, the
territory of kingdom is mostly in Spain (507-511), in France it has only a Septimania, the
region of Narbonne to the north of Pyrenaens. Theoderich became a protector of the new
king. The new kingdom is weakened by the fights between the aristocracy and the king.
551 Byzantinians, who were called into the land, conquer the south. The kings Theudis
and Leowgild (568-586) fight against the Swebs. Leowgild makes Toledo to the capital,
drives the Byzantinians back and conqueres the kingdom of Swebs (409-585). He mints
his own coins, proclaimed his sons as successors of the throne, persecuts the nobles and
the Catholics, who were connected with Franks and Byzance. But his second son

Rekhared I (586-601) becomes Catholic. The church has the big influence, it is connected
with the high German aristocracy. The councils of Toledo are the councils of all kingdom,
the king must keep their decisions under the punishment of the church interdiction. 633
the election monarchy is introduced. The Westgoths are Romanized more and more, the
Gothic language is driven back and perishes. 649-672 Rekiswinth creates the common
law for the Goths and Romans (“Lex Visigothicum”, ca. 654). The intermarriages
between Roman and Goths are possible now. The kings loose their power more and more,
the church and the worldly princes (palatines) accumulate the big possessions and exploit
the free peasant (pauperes or viles), who degrade to the level of slaves. Therefore it is no
wonder that 711 Arabs under the general Tarik defeat Westgoths under Roderich at
Salado, the king sank in the river at flight. The whole Spain with Toledo was conquered.
b) England.
450 Jutes, then Angles and Saxons invade England, which was left by Romans 407, drive
Celtic Brittons to Wales, Cornwall, Scotland and to the Bretagne (Armorica). According
to the later legends, king Arthur would live in this time. Jutes under their leaders Hengist
and Horsa came the first, conquering the isles Thanet and Kent. After 30 or 40 years
Angles and Saxons came, the most famous from their leaders were Cerdic and Cynric.
They founded the kingdom of Wessex. Angles complete the conquest of the country in
the begin of the 7th century in the fights against Brites, who were expelled in the western
part of the land and dissipated. Initially the invaders lived in tribes. Every tribe had a
chieftain and a people’s assembly. The people were divided into the hundreds and the
hundreds into the village communities. A hundred corresponds to the “shire” in England;
every hundred had the elder of the tribe, elected by the people. Besides him, the king’s
official, called gerefa or scirgerefa (sheriff) stood, whose power became contibually
greater. The tunships corresponded to the village communities, every one of them was
headed by a tun- count. From the chieftains the kings develop, more and more tribes are
subordinated to the one king. Invaders create seven states: Kent (Jutes); Northumbria,
Mercia, East Anglia (Angles); Essex, Sussex and Wessex (Saxons). Among the kings one
or another is dominating, whose title is bretwalda. In the 7 th century Northumbria
dominates, then Mercia, which subjugates Cornwall and Wales. The title of the king is
hereditary, because kings are elected from the same family. The kingly chieftains (hird)
become another status as ealier, because hird-men or gesiths or thegner, as they are
called later, get land through the conquest. Now the land becomes private, earlier it was a
common property. With the property on land and ground the so called “trinoda
necessitas”, i.e. the obligation to the military service in the war time or to the work at
bridges and fortresses, develops hand in hand. In the next times the free peasants more
and more seek the protection of the land owners and become dependent from them. Their
power grows, the number of the free men diminishes. The subjects of the land owners
were called Hlavaeta (loaf-eaters), the land owners – Hlafords (loaf-givers). The old class

division into the eorls (nobility) and coerls (free peasants) soon gave place to the new
one, because the hereditary nobility lost its importance. The new aristocracy consisted
from the tegners of the king or twelf hundred men (because of the blood money of 1200
shilling). The lowest class were two hundred men, who had only 200 shilling. Instead of
the people’s assembly the assembly of the wise men (witenagemot) was summoned.
German tribes speak local dialects. The most ancient inscriptions belong to the VIIth
century, they are made in Runic alphabet and in Northumbrian dialect. The epic poem
“Beowulf” is written at the end of VIIth century, initially in the dialect of Angles, then
translated into the dialect of Wessex. Its hero is Danish, its author was probably a clergy
man.
Conversion of the Anglosaxons to Christianity is made under the Pope Gregory I (590604) together with Westgoths, Swebs and Langobards. 596 he sends monk Augustin with
forty monks to the king of Kent Ethelbert, who was married to the Frank princess. He
founds the Canterbury Abbey. Then the monks went to his son-in-law Edwin of
Northumberland, who was also baptized. After he was murdered 633 in the battle of
Hatfiled against the Pagan kings Penda of Mercia, his sons Oswald and Oswy continue
the mission activity with the help of the monks from the isle of Iona to the west of
Scottland. After Oswy defeated Penda, who was killed in the battle, he became a
“bretwalda” over other Angl;osaxonic kingdoms to the north of Themse. But Penda’s son
made Mercia to the most important state. Ca. 660 there are three churches in England:
Old British in Wales, Irish-Scottish in Ireland and Scotland (Ireland was Christianized in
the 5th century by St. Patrick, it was the monks’ church with a strong asceticism) and the
Anglosaxonic, which is closely connected to Rome. The struggle between Roman and
Irish church was solved at the council of Whitby 664, which was summoned by Oswy,
the Roman church had victory. Theodor of Tarsus, archbishop of Canterbury (669-690),
organizes the Anglosaxonic church with the centers in York and Canterbury. Beda
Venerabilis (673-735) is the great historical writer of the Anglosaxons, his main work is
“Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum” (The church history of the people of Angles”).
c) France.
1st period (450-650).
The kingdom of Burgunds (443-534).
Ca. 400 Burgunds wander into the region of Rhine and Main and found the kingdom on
the Middle Rhine (according to the legend, its capital was Worms) under Gundahar
(=Gunther), which was destroyed by the troops of Huns, called by the West Roman
general Aetius (436). Later Burgunds, who were settled at the Sea of Geneva by Aetius to
the protection of Alpian passes, expand their kingdom in the basin of Rhone and Saone. It
flourishes under Gundobad (480-516), who orders to write down the Burgundian law
(“Lex Burgundium”). After the unsuccessful attempts (523 and 524) Franks conquer the
Burgundian kingdom after the battle at Autun 534.

The kingdom of Franks under Merowings.
The Franks (Salian and Ripuarian) extend their territory from the Rhine border to the
south, but keep connection with their motherland. In the 5th century they occupied the
most part of Belgia and the Roman province Germania inferior as the foederati of
Romans. Under the king Childerich, the son of Merwig, they reach the Somme.
Childerich died soon after the return from the campaign against Alamannes in his capital
Tournai. Many provincial kings, under whose rule the Franks live, are defeated, the
political unity of the whole tribe is achieved by Chlodwig (481-511), the third from the
dynasty of Merowings, who removes the rests of West Roman rule through the victory
over the Roman Dux Siagrius at Soissons (486). The territory between Somme and Loire
belongs now to Chlodwig. He fights and makes victory over Thuringians. 496 he defeats
Alamanns, whose rests were rescued by Theoderich the Great. At the time of the fight the
Catholic Burgundian wife of Chlodwig Chrotehildis advises to his husband to convert
into Christianity. At the Christmas of 497 or 498 Chlodwig is baptized in Reims by
Bishop Remigius. As the result, Chlodwig and his successors can found a common state
through the melting of Galloromans and Franks (in difference to Theoderich, who
separated Romans and Goths). 500 he defeats Burgunds at Dijon. With the Westgothic
help the Burgundian king Gundobad rules. 507 battle at Vouillé (Vouglé, Campus
Vogladensis): with the Burgundian help Chlodwig conquers the kingdom of Westgoths
till the Pyreneans. Through the intervention of Theoderich he does not reach the
Mediterranean (Septimania remains Westgothic). But Chlodwig was nominated as consul
by the Roman Emperor Anastasius I in Tours. Paris became a capital of the state.
In the time of Chlodwig the law code “Lex Salica” was created. It was recorded ca. 480
in Latin. The money penalty was ordered for each crime, also for the murder. The penalty
for the murder of Frank was twice more then for the free Roman. Sometimes the penalty
was paid in grain, sheep or home utensil. The most laws are dedicated to the steeling. The
steeling of the hunter’s hound is punished by a pine of 45 solidi, exactly like murder of
the free Roman. The murder of the Frank from the king’s troop was punished by 600
solidi. Two thirds of the pine (“faidus”) was given to the family of the killed, one third
(“fredus”) – to the king or to the state cash. When the condemned could not pay, it had to
be done by his relatives. The water proof was used to prove the men is not guilty (he had
to put the hand into the boinment water). If the hand remain safe after three days, he was
not guilty. The court was made before Thing (“mallus’) on the Thing hill, where a
speaker (“tungin”) and not few than seven Thing’s man (“Rachireburgen”) made a water
proof. The condemnation was made by the count (“grafio”) and saccebarons, there were
three of them in every malberg . The women were excluded from the heritage.
After the death of Chlodwig his kingdom is divided between his sons. His eldest son
Theoderich became a king of Austrasia, the land of Ripuarian Franks with Reims as a
capital, the others lived in Orleans, Paris and Soissons. 531 the kingdom of Thuringians
under king Erminfried is conquered by the ruler of Austrasia Theoderich with the help of

Saxons. The Vikings came for through Maas for the first time and plundered the territory
between Rein and Maas. Theoderich attacked them with his fleet and returned the booty,
their king Hugleik was killed. Then he prepared a campaign against Provence, but died
554 in Metz. Chrotechildis makes his sons to fight the Burgundian king Sigismund. He
was defeated, imprisoned and thrown into the well; but his brother Godomar continued
the war and defeated the son of Chlodwig Chlodomer by Venseronce, who was killed in
the battle. 532-534 the kingdom of Burgunds is conquered (the battle at Autun) through
Chlotar I, Childebert I and the nephew of Chlodwig Theudebert I (534-548). After the
conquest Burgunds could keep their possessions and their laws, but they had to pay
tribute and have a military service. 535-537 the Franks get the rests of Alamannia and
the Provence from the Ostgoths under king Witiches for the neutrality (with the estuary
of Rhône, which gives them access to the Mediterranean). 539 Theudebert defeats
Ostgoths and Byzantians, but he cannot conquer the Upper Italy. Bavaria becomes
dependant from the Frank kingdom. Childebert and Chlotar murdered the both sons of
Chlodomer with their own hands and have took his part of the kingdom. Then they
attacked Theudebert, the son of Theoderich, but without any success. His son Theodebald
follows him. After his death 555 Chlotar I (558-561) married his widow and made
Austrasia to his province. After the death of Childebert in 558 Chlotar unites the Frank
kingdom. He murdered his son Chramm with his wife and children, having burned them
in a hut. But after his death the kingdom is divided again. The inner fights begin
(controversy between the king’s power and the local aristocrats). The result of the fight is
the creation of three parts of kingdom: Austria (Champagne, the land of Maas and Mosel)
with the capital in Reims, Neustria (the Roman West between Schelde and Loire) with the
capital in Paris and Burgundy (region of Loire and Rhône) with the capital in Orléans.
The king of Neustria the eldest son of Chlotar Chilperich fought with his relatives, among
them were the prototypes of the epics of Nibelungen – his son Sigibert and his wife
Brunhilde, the daughter of the Westgothic king Galswintha. Sigibert was murdered 575.
Brunhilde was married to the son of Chilperich Merwig. Chilperich was murdered 587.
Gregor of Tours describes him in his “History of the Franks” in 19 book (ca. 600) as Nero
and Herodes of his time, but also tells that he was very educated, wrote theological works
and Latin poems and tried to improve the level of the school education. After his death
the son of Chilperich and Fredegunde Lothar II became a king with the help of the
Burgundian king Guntram, who later supported Brunhilde and her son Childebert.
Fredegunde murdered another son of Hilperich, his mother and sister. After the death of
Guntram 593 Childebert united his kingdom with his provinces, but he died already 596;
his sons Theodebert and Theoderich divided his kingdom into two parts (Burgund and
Austrasia), which were ruled by their grandmother Brunhilde. 597 Fredegunde died.
Soon Theodebert and Theoderich began fight each other, Theodebert was murdered,
Theoderich began to rule both land, but died 613. Brunhilde was a regent in the name of
his son Sigibert. But after the complot of the aristocrats in Austrasia she was taken and

faltered to death 614. The bishop Fortunatus calls her Venus, Gregor of Tours and Gregor
I describe her positively as an example of wisdom and piety.
Chlotar II (613-629) unites the whole kingdom, after the aristocracy of Burgundy and
Austria under the leading of Bishop Arnulf of Metz (614-629) and Pippin the Elder (died
640) came to his side, but must pay for his support with the Edictum Chlotarii (614): king
is obliged to elect the administrators (counts) from the land owners of the county, so the
immediate dependence of the administrators from the king is abolished, the local power
is given to the land owners. The core lands Austria, Neustria and Burgundy receive a kind
of autonomy under the majores domus, who stays on the head of the court administration;
he is also the leader of the whole aristocracy. The king had not the right to intrude into
the election of the bishops. The son of Arnulf married the daughter of Pippin, making a
dynasty of majores domus (Karolingians or Arnulfingians).
Dagobert I, the son of Chlotar (629-639) unites the whole country once more. After his
death the new divisions of kingdom begin, the state system of Merowingians is
disintegrated. The decay and the rule of Majores domus begins.
2nd period (ca.650-850).
The son of Dagobert I died 656, the son of Pippin Grimoald, majordomus in Austrasia,
send the son of Sigibert Dagobert to the monastery in Irland, who died soon. But
Austrasians took Grimoald and his son imprisoned and executed them in the prison.
After Aquitania (672) Bavaria, Thuringia, Alamanns and Bretons become almost
independent. Under the next Merowingian kings Chlotar III and his brothers Childerich II
and Theoderich III the power of majors domus grew more and more. The major domus of
Austrasia and fought with the sons of Arnulf of Metz Pippin and Martin, but was
murdered by a Frank.
Pippin II the Middle (679-714) becomes the majordomus of Austria and rules over the
whole country after the victory at Tertry (689) over the majordomus of Burgundy. As the
result, the unity of the kingdom is preserved, the political center of weight is moved to
Mosel, Maas and Lower Rhine. 689 victory over Radbod and the Friesians. Uniting of the
Westfriesland with the Frank kingdom. For the conversion of Friesians the bishopry of
Utrecht and the monastery of Echternach is founded (690, Willibrord). The linking of
Alamannia with the kingdom is not successful (709-712). After his death 714 Pippin left
two illegitimate sons Karl Martell and Hildebrand.
The political and economical system of the Frank state.
The town not only looses its political significance, but also decays as an economical
center and the living community. It is still a residence of bishop and a center of diocese,
in the south it is also a residence of the count, in the north his territory is a land. The
residences of the Merowings are also in the towns.
After the decline of trade and crafts and because of the deficit of money the agriculture,
the big land property and the natural economy became important. The new agricultural
economic system develops between Seine and Loire (with influence to the north and to

the east): it is a unity of house, yard, the agricultural land with the right of use of wood
and grass land, which stays in the connection with the division of profits, the community
of the marchand the three-field economy,
which removes the old field-grass economy with the preference of ship farming. As the
result, the abundance of crops and the increase of population follow.
The big land property remains in the hands of the king (the Roman fiscal lands, the
ownerless forests), a part of them is presented to the spiritual and secular great men
(potentes). For this big land property the dissipated position is typical: around the lord’s
courtyard and the lord’s land the dependent yards are situated near or far in the
dissipation. This big land property (partly churches and monastery) preserve the Roman
technique (gardenry, vegetables and vine growing; stone works) and secure their selfsufficiency through the craft works (smiths, mills etc.).
The big land property develops from the uniting of the Late Roman land property, on the
top of which the Roman land-owner dominates over his clients – coloni (obligation to
pay taxes and to recruit soldiers) and the German land property: the house of the lord is a
district of special peace, where the lord executes his power: the house power over the
persons – free, unfree and the guards - and things - houses, the peasant yards, the own
churches. The lords get the immunity (from the lat. immunitas – liberty from the ordered
state lasts), as in the late antiquity the emperor’s fiscus, the church property and some
private goods of the senator nobility. The brightened Frank immunity consists of the
prohibition of introitus, exactiones and districtio (entrance, requests and obligatory
power) of the counts. The gradual creation of the own immunity of the court, not only
over the less und unfree, but also over the free settlers and peasants, who enter into the
personal “protection” (“mundium” or “mundoburgium”: representation in the court and
army, the taking over of the public lasts through the land owners), causes the
subordination under the judgment of the land owner, from the free peasants and settlers
the serfs are developed. This action is aggravated with the intensive serf’s economy with
the mostly unfree work.
The king is on the top of the Frank kingdom, its power is based ideologically on the
hereditary charisma, economically on the power of big land properties (the king’s
property, the church estate) and militarily on the king’s army. He rules through the
imperium (power), the military power on the outside and the judiciary power inside the
country. The succession of the throne is ruled through the right of the blood, the king is
nominated from the family, which is a carrier of the king’s charisma (both the moments
of election and heredity are presented). Gradually the aristocracy appears between the
king and the common people and becomes an antagonist of the king. The people (free
peasants – soldiers, who have political rights) discuss with the king the questions on the
Mars field (annual meetings of the army). Later the meeting of the army remains in
Austria, in Burgund and Neustria it is changed into the meeting of the great men.

The center of administration is a king’s court (palatium). The chief of the king’s economy
is a maiordomus, the main judge is a comes palatii. The chancellery with the writers
(notarii) functions under the leadership of referendarii from the secular people. Comes
(count) is an administrator of the king, who rules in the civitates and provinces, which are
going from the core of the Frank state. The military force, the administration and the
judiciary power are subordinated to the count. In the bigger territories on the frontier and
in the regions of Alamannia, Bavaria and Thuringia the king nominates the duke (dux).
Under Chlodwig the Frank national church appears. The king, who becomes a leader of
the Frank empire church because of the sacral character of the king’s power, edits the
church laws (capitularia ecclesiastica), ordinates the bishops and has a strong influence
on the kingdom synods.
d) Italy.
Emperor Maiorianus (457-461) in the union with Goths fought Heiserich, who sent an
army to Sicilia and Italy. After the treaty the son of Heiserich Honorius was engaged with
the daughter of Valentian III Eudokia. Maiorianus was murdered 461, a senator Libius
Severus (461-464) ascended to the throne under the support of the Goth Rehimer. After
his death Ricimer began a de facto ruler of Italia. The East Roman emperor Leo I has
given to the Romans Anthemios (467-472) as an emperor, who was a husband of the
daughter of Byzantine emperor Marcianus. After Anthemius was killed 472 by
Gundobad, the nephew of Ricimer, the husband of Valentinian’s III daughter Placidia
Olybrius ruled three months. The next emperor was Glycerius (473-474), a marionette of
Gundobad. Leo I has supported Julius Nepos (474-475) as the next emperor. His patricius
Orestes proclaimed his own son Romulus Augustulus (475-476) to the emperor.
After the death of Attila (453) the Ostgoths settle in Pannonia. Under Theoderich from
the family of Amals, who was educated as a hostage in the East Roman court, they
plunder the Balkan peninsula. After Theoderich became Magister militum and Patricius
of Italia (488), who goes with Goths to Italia and defeats Odowaker, who was proclaimed
a king from the German soldiers 476 and so became a successor of the last West Roman
emperor Romulus Augustulus, conquered Sicilia and Dalmatia and destroyed the Danube
kingdom of Rugians, in three battles. Having given up Ravenna after three-year siege,
Odowaker is murdered by Theoderich. The Ostgothic kingdom in Italy (493-553) is
founded.
Theoderich the Great (493-526) separates Romans and Goths (prohibition of marriages).
Goths become a third of the land property for their service as soldiers; a civil
administration and economy remain in the hands of Romans. The religious difference
between Romans and Goths also does not help to their mutual understanding. The
political aim of Theoderich is the German alliance, directed against Byzance, which he
tries to strengthen through dynastic marriages. This politic was not successful because of

the opposition of Frank king Chlodwig, the problems with the succession of the throne
and the tensions between Arians and Catholics. Boethius, who wrote “The consolation of
philosophy” in the prison, was executed together with his father-in-law Symmachus
because they were the leaders of the senate opposition and of catholic complot. 526
Theoderich died in Ravenna.
His successor became his daughter Amalaswintha, who ruled in the name of her son
Athalarich. She protected the Roman aristocracy and tried to get the Byzantinian support;
therefore she was expelled from the country and went to Byzance. 534 Athalarich was
dead, his relative Theodohad came to the throne and ordered to kill Amalaswintha in the
bath. The East Roman emperor Justinian begins the Gothic war (535-553) with the
landing in Sicily under the general Belisarius and the march to Rome. Theodohad tried to
make peace with the Emperor, but it was unsuccessful. He was overthrown by the Goths
and Witigis (Witiches) proclaimed to the king (536-540). 537 the Romans opened the city
gate before Belisarius. Witigis found support of the Burgundian troops, Belisarius was
supported by the army, leaded by eunuch Narses. Later Narses was called back and
Witigis was besieged in Ravenna. He imprisoned by general Belisarius after the siege of
Ravenna and taken to Constantinople, where he has got a title of patricius. But Totila
(542-552) reconquers Italy (except Ravenna) from Verona, fights against Belisarius
between 544 and 549, but is fallen in the battle against Narses at Tadinae. His successor
Teja dies some months later at Mons Lactarius. Now Narses conquered the whole Italia,
it was now a province of the Byzance and his successor as a governor of Italia has got a
title of exarch of Ravenna.
The kingdom of Langobards (568-774)
The Langobards move from their motherland Scandinavia into the lower Elba, then to
Moravia and found the first kingdom in Pannonia (the Danube region). After the
destruction of the kingdom of Gepids through Langobards and Avars under king Alboin
the Langobards with parts of Gepids Italia and found the second kingdom (568). Pavia is
conquered (572). The Langobards settle for all in the Po valley, but also in Northern
Toscana, in Umbria, Spoleto and Benevent. Alboin was murdered by his wife
Rosamunde, the daughter of the kings of Gepids Kunimund, who was killed by him.
After his death the aristocracy elechts Kleph to the king.
The state was divided into duchys (civitates); initially the dukes were established for the
life-time. Besides the duke, the king sent his official (gasindi), who ruled in the domain
as gastald. More and more he took the rights of the duke. After the finishing of the
conquest (ca. 650) besides the kingdom (with capital in Pavia) there are almost
independent duchys: Trient, Friaul, Spoleto, Tuscia, Benevent. Here the dukes appointed
the gastalds themselves and fought with the king for the power. The exarchate of
Ravenna, Istria, the duchy of Rome, the duchy of Neapolis, the southern coast of Italy
and Sicilia remain in the hands of Byzantines. So Italy is divided into the the

Langobardian (later Frank, then Emperial) and Byzantinian (later Normann, partly Pope)
region. The government by the dukes is abolished after the restauration of kingdom
(584). The kingdom of Langobards becomes purely German state because of political
deprivation of the conquered Romans (they preserved their possessions as the half-free
men – aldiones in difference to the free man of Langobard origin – arimannes, who
served in the army) and abolishment of the Roman administration. The towns, where the
arminannes were settled, became centers of the new aristocracy. After the death of Kleph
the land remained without king. The Franks and Byzantines invaded, and Authari, the son
of Kleph, was elected to the king. Under Authari (584-590), who was married to
Theudelinde, the daughter of the duke of Bavaria, the good political relations to Bavaria
begin. He extended the frontiers of the kingdom, but was depended from the Frank
kingdom (the paying of tribute). After his death his wife took the government and was
married by the member of the king’s house Agilulf of Turin. Agilulf (590-615) concludes
a piece treaty with Franks and the cease of fire with Byzance. He fought with the
revolting dukes, but defeated them, besides the duchys of Spoleto and Benevent, who
separated from him. His son Adelwald was converted to Catholicism and was baptized in
Monza, where the cathedral was built at the order of Theudelinde. After 600 the
Langobardian people became Catholic more and more. But the Arians revolted under
Ariovald and expelled the Catholic king. Later Rothari of Brescia took the power. Rothari
(636-652) codifies the Langobardian law : Edictus Rothari (643). He attacked the exarch
of Ravenna and took the most part of his territory. His successors became Catholic. The
culmination of the power is reached under Grimwald I (661-671) through the uniting with
the duchy of Benevent. The successful fights against Franks, Byzantine, Avars and Slavs.
After the death of Grimwald the fight for the throne and the power of aristocrats begin.
The Roman popes and the Western monks.
In the situation of disintegration of the West Roman Empire into different kingdoms the
significance of the bishop of Rome grows. Pope Leo I (440-461), who was called “the
secret Roman Emperor”, is a founder of the Pope primacy and the first real Roman pope.
445 by the edict of Valentinian III the primacy of the Roman bishop over the Western
Europe (Italy, Spain, North Africa, Southern Gallia) is approved. As the successors of the
Apostle Peter, whom Jesus Christ has given the special power, the bishops of Rome are
“Vicarii Christi”, who have the highest judiciary power (Matthew 16,18), the
administration of the church (John 21,25-27) and the teaching authority (Luke 22,32).
Therefore 451 Leo I protests against the declaration of the Chalcedon council about the
equal rank of the bishops of Rome and Byzance. The successors of Leo I have the same
pretensions on the power. Gelasius I (492-496) explains his teaching about “two powers”
in his writing to the Emperor Anastasios I: the priests are responsible before God for the
secular rulers, whom they exceed in power because of the spending of sacraments;
therefore the rulers as members of the church have to be under its supervision. Under the

pontificate of Symmachus (498-514) is decreed, that the Pope cannot be judged by any
man (Constitutum Silvestri). In the next time the popes are dependent politically from the
Ostgoths, then from the Langobards.
From 370 in the West the monks appear under the influence of “Vita Antonii” (Latin
translation of Euagrios of Antiochia). Its main representative is Benedict of Nursia
(Norcia to the East of Spoleto, 480-543). Ca. 529 he found the monastery Monte Cassino
in Campania and creates the western form of monk life with “Regula Benedicti”. In this
rule the Roman discipline connects with the old monk traditions: Stabilitas loci (staying
in one monastery) is consciously opposed to the wandering asceticism; Conversio morum
(poverty and celibacy), oboedientia (obedience to the abbot). The manual work is stressed
(ora et labora – pray and work), the excessive asceticism is negated. The tasks of the
monastery are the friendship to the guests, the care about the poor and the establishment
of the school. The monasteries become the culture centers: collection and keeping of the
ancient literature, the writing of history. Besides it, they are occupied with farming, vine
growing and cattle-breeding. Through the support of the Pope Gregory I (590-604), the
first monk as a Pope, the rule of Benedict becomes the main in the Western Europe.
Gregory I calls himself “Servus servorum Dei” (slave of the slaves of God), later it
becomes the official title. He simplifies the teaching of Augustin to the “vulgar
Catholicism”, through the centralization of the Pope property (patrimonium = latifundia
of the Roman church) he becomes a founder of the secular power of Popes in Italy and
because of it to the secular ruler of the city of Rome, taking over of the political and
administrative functions). He turns from the Byzantine cultural circle and moves to the
German people, whose significance is accepted by him, they are bound to Rome:
Westgoths, Swebs and Langobards become Catholic. Anglo-Saxons are converted by
monk Augustin, who is sent 596 to the king Ethelbert of Kent, the Canterbury
Archbishopry is founded. The Anglo-Saxons are now under the jurisdiction of the Pope.
The synod of Whitby (664) gives to the Pope the following rights in England: the
founding of dioceses and the nomination of bishops. The Irish-Scottish influence is
driven back. Rome proclaims again its pretensions on the primacy against the East.
Honorius I (625-638) supports the monophelitic teaching of the Emperor Herakleios I,
according to which Christ has two natures, but only one will. This teaching is condemned
by the 6th Ecumenical Council in Constantinople (680-681), the Pope as a supporter of the
heresy is accursed; so the unmistakable teaching authority of the Pope is destroyed on the
East.
As the result of the 15th period the Western Roman Empire ceased to exist, instead of it
different Barbarian kingdoms appear, the most important of which was a Frank kingdom.
On their top there is a German aristocracy, the subjugated people are of Roman and Celtic
nationalities. The kings in his laws, written in Latin, imitate to some extent the Roman
law, but brings also the novelties from the German law (the Germans have more rights

then Romans). The significance of Roman bishop grows, the Arian Germans become
Catholic. Economically the big land power of the new, feudal type with the serfs as a
labor force appear. The trade goes back. There are not many decisions in the culture in
this period. The monasteries become the main centers of the culture.
Questions:
1. What is the main result of the great wandering of people?
2. Describe the political and economical development of the Frank kingdom.
3. What was a fate of Italy in this period?
4. What was a development of religious thinking in the Western Europe in this time?

7. Byzance in 450-700. Georgia and Armenia. Early Slavs.
a) Byzance in 450-700.
Sources : Evagrius Scholasticus, Theophanes the Confessor, Procopius, Codex Juris
civilis, chronicles.
The foundations of Early Byzantine Empire are Roman right and the administration,
combined with Greek language and culture, the Christian religion and moral. The church
is the important factor of the power, from 479 the emperor is crowned by the church. The
empire is weakened by the discussion of Christological questions.
450 Theodosius II died, his empress Pulcheria (450-453) proclaimed senator Marcian
(450-457) to the emperor. He was of Thracian origin and served as tribune by the Gothic
general Aspar, fighting against the Vandals and Persians. After he married Pulcheria, he
was crowned by the Constantinople patriarch Anatolius (449-458). By his edict he
abolished the tax debts of the population for the last nine years. He restored the city
aqueduct of Constantinople. The emperor was very pious. In the 4th Oecumenic council of
Chalcedone (451) the monophysitic teaching is condemned, the teaching of Roman Pope
Leo I in the spirit of Augustin about two natures of Christ (Duae naturae, una persona) is
accepted also in the East. But in the provinces Monophysits (Egypt, Syria, Armenia) and
Nestorians (Syria) continue to exist. The new Jerusalem Patriarchate was established. The
rule 28 of the council proclaims the priority of the Constantinople patriarchate, which
caused the protest of the Pope. 453 the generals of the emperor defeated Arabs in Syria
and Nubian tribes in Egypt. 456 the Roman army entered Iberia, the king of Lazes Govaz
tried to get the Persian help, but in the next year has accepted the supremacy of the
Byzantine emperor, having giving power to his son. 456 the mutiny of the hippodrome
parties in Constantinople took place, in the beginning of 457 Marcian died from the
gangrene of the leg. The emperor has no children, with him the dynasty of Theodosius
came to the end.
The influence of Germans at the Byzantine court in the first half of the 5 th century is
abolished by the emperor Leo I the Great (457-474) with the help of Isaurians from Asia
Minor. Leo was a candidate of the same general Aspar, by whom he served as domesticus
(a head of the troops) and khiliarkhes. Leo was also of Thracian origin, in the youth he
would have worked as a butcher in Constantinople, then made a military career. After he
was crowned by the same Patriarch Anatolius, he built a temple to the Holy Virgin “The
Living source”. He fought the Monophysits in Alexandria, whose Patriarch was
Timotheos Ailouros (457-460, 475-477). The Orthodox Patriarch Proterios (451-457) was
killed. After Timotheos was exiled into Chersonesos in Crimea, the Orthodox Timotheos
Salofakiales became a patriarch. 467 he ordered to spend the Christian holidays without
works and music. 468 according to the edict of the emperor only Christians had to take
state offices in the administration and the court. 469 it was prohibited to wok on Sunday.
The robe of the Holy Virgin was moved from Jerusalem to Constantinople. 467 the war
with Goths and Huns (leaded by the son of Attila Dengizih) was successful for Byzance.
The war against Vandals in the same year was a total catastrophe. The differences
between the emperor Leo and Aspar began to grow. The Isaurian leader Tarasicodissa
became a husband of the emperor’s daughter Ariadne, took the name of Zeno and was
given a title of consul 469. In Antiochia he supported the heresiarch Apollinarius and
persecuted the local Orthodox bishop Martyrios. A conflict with Arian Aspar becomes
stronger. Emperor made an edict, prohibiting to take Isaurians and Goths to the military
service. In Thrace the revolt of Anagast took place. 471 the guardians of the king
murdered Aspar and two his sons. The Isaurian domination caused the protest of the
Greeks. 473 the mass mutiny in Constantinople took place, many Isaurians were

murdered. In the same year the priest - envoyee from the Christian Arabs, whose leader
was Amorkes, came to Constantinople; he became patricius and an ally of Byzance. At
the end of the year the grandson of Leo I and the son of Zeno and Ariadne Leo II the
Jounger (473-474) was crowned. Soon he proclaimed his father Zeno as his co-ruler
(474-475) and died soon. In his time the patricius Sevir made a treaty with Vandals and
strengthened the relations with Goths. But soon the Roman general Heraclius, who came
from the prison, was killed by the Goths. Soon the complot against Zeno took place, he
left Constantinople and went to Asia. The brother of the wife of Leo I Great Verina
Basiliscus (475-476) became an emperor with the help of the Gothic general Armatus. In
the time of Leo I Basiliscus fought against Vandals, but became a traitor and left his
army. Soon Basiliscus began repressions (many Isaurians were murdered) and established
huge taxes, his wife Verina fled. His new wife Zinonis made Armatus the eparch of the
capital. Basiliscus rejected the Chalcedonian creed, editing the “Encyclion”, and ordered
to confiscate the church possession. Revolt in the city, headed by Patriarch Akakios and
Daniel Stylites, began. In the fire many manuscripts from the Constantinople library were
perished. Basiliscus had to edit “Anti-encyclicon”, but now he lost confidence of his
earlier supporters. Zeno returned and ordered to imprison Basiliscus, his wife and son in
the fortress, where they died from hunger.
After 476 Zeno is the only emperor and he has given to Odowaker the title of patricius.
The Ostgothic army came to Constantinople and besieged it. But 484 Zeno concluded a
treaty with Theoderich the Great, made him a master of the army and a consul and has
given to him a part of territory in Dacia and Moesia. 479-480 there were some revolts in
the capital, 484 Verina supported the coronation of Leontios.Only 487 Zeno could
suppress the revolt. Five regions of Armenia lost their autonomy, now four of them were
ruled by the emperor. In the same year Theoderich the Great came to the Constantinople
again. 482 Zeno edits the obligatory “Henotikon” to reconcile Orthodox with
Monophysits.
His successor Anastasius I (491-518), nominated by the widow of Zeno Ariadne, was
possibly of Slavonic origin (he was born in Durrachium in modern Albania) and married
her after forty days. Isaurians tried to make revolt, but were expelled, many people were
killed and the hippodrome was built. The whole property of Isaurians were confiscated.
The whole time of his rule Anastasius had to be at war with the inner and outer enemies.
492-498 he fought with Isaurians, who were definitely defeated. 493 and 504 there were
two invasions of Slavs, 498 and 502 Arabs invaded the eastern provinces of the Empire.
502 Persians under king Kavad have broken the peace treaty from 442 and occupied
many provinces of Armenia. The war continued in Syria, where Edessa was besieged.
Anastasius sent his general-in chief Celer, who murdered all the population older than 12
year behind Tigris. 506 the ceasefire for seven years was concluded. Anastasius made a
financial reform, abolishing the old tax “annona”, which was given for the army by
products, by the money tax. He reformed the land tax and abolished the slavery for debts.
He began to take the soldiers-of-fortune on the voluntary base to the army and ceased to
give the German chiefs the title of “magistri”. 498 he confirmed Theoderich as the ruler,
later king (rex) of the Italy, but 508 he made a union with Franks against Ostgoths and
sent an squadron to the Southern Italy. 514 Vitalian (of Gothic and Hun origin) made
revolt, protecting the Orthodoxy, 515 Huns devastated Armenia and Asia Minor, 517 he
came to the Constantinople, and the Byzantine army used the “Greek fire” for the first
time against his fleet. Vitalian returned to Scythia, but 517 the Slavs devastated the
territory of empire. Anastasius became monophysitic and had conflicts with Roman
Popes.

The Armenian church had the council in Valarshanad 491, accepted “Henotikon” and
remain monophysitic. In difference to Armenia, Georgia became orthodox. 395 Rufinus
met with the Georgian prince Bakur, who served in the East Roman army. His “Historia
ecclesiastica” describes the conversion of Georgia through St. Nino, who was a prisoner
of war and healed the ill with her prayers. Later legends tell that Nino was a niece of
Patriarch of Jerusalem Juvenalius (422-458). The real begin of Georgian monk’s life in
Jerusalem is about ca.430. The Georgian prince Nabarnugios, who was a hostage in
Constantinople, fled to Jerusalem and became a monk Peter Iberus. Between 472 and 484
the anti-Chalcedonian catholicosate under the influence of Iberus took place. 475 Iberus
returned to Palestine. But 607 Georgia returned to Chalcedonian Orthodoxy.
The orthodoxy in the empire was restored 518 by Emperor Justin, who returned to the
teaching of Chalcedonian council. The patriarch of Constantinople has got a title of
Oecumenic. Justin I (518-527) fought against Goths.
The nephew of Anastasius Justinian, married to Theodora (died 548), ruled 527-565.
Justinian finishes the war with Persians with “eternal peace” (532) and tries to reconquer
the western part of empire: through Belisarius and Narses North Africa (the kingdom of
Vandals) was conquered in 535, Italia 553, South Spain, Sardinia and Corsica 554.
Because of the economic and financial over last the States has many debts. After the
suppression of Nika revolt (532) of the circus parties the autocratic position of the
emperor is secured (Caesaropapismus). 528-535 the Roman law is codified. Corpus iuris
civilis consists of Institutiones (manual), Digesta or Pandecta (the writing of classical
lawyers), Codex Justinianis (the collection of the emperor’s constitutions), Novellae (the
constitutions, edited by Justinian after 534). Justinian thought himself responsible before
God for the fate of church and took himself part in the theological discussions. He fought
against the remnants of Paganism, closed the pagan schools, persecuted the heretics and
limited the rights of Jews. 529 the Athenian academy is closed. A part of academicians
goes to Gundishapur (Persia) and founds there the first hospital. Because of his wife
empress Theodora he accepted the Monotheletism as a theological opinion and called
some meetings, trying to reconcile Orthodox with Monophysits. They did not give a
wished result. In his time many churches were built, 532-537 in Constaninople by the
architects Anthimios of Tralles and Isidor of Milet the cathedral of Holy Sophia was
constructed. The fifth Oecumenic council of the church took place in Constantinople 553,
which condemned the teaching of Origenes. After the death of Justinian the struggle
between Orthodox and Monophysits continues, Justin II (565-578) edits his acts about the
reconciliation. At the end of the century in Egypt the church was divided into two
patriarchates: Melkites (Orthodoxes) and Jacobites (Monophysitic). 568 Italy was loosed
to Langobards. Justin has given the power to his wife Sophia.
Maurice (582-602) founds the exarchates Ravenna and Carthago for the strengthening of
the empire after the invasion of Avars and Slavs on the Balkan. The exarch has military
and civil power, because of it his authority grows. 591 Maurice conquers Armenia. 602
the military revolt took place. The army proclaimed the centurion Phocas to the emperor.
He made terror against the nobility, which weakens the empire and destroys the slave
owner’s system. Decline of Mediterranean commerce; weakening of trade links between
India and the Mediterranean basin tooks place. One can speak about the beginning of the
Middle Byzantine Empire.
Heraclius rules 610-641. He accepts the Greek title “basileus” (king) except of Latin
Imperator. Greek becomes the official language. With the themai constitution he finishes
the work of Maurice: the region of Asia Minor is divided into the military districts (the

themai) under the strategos, who has both military and civil power. Through the
settlement of soldiers the peasant militia (stratiotai) appear. Every stratiotes is obliged to
the military service: he becomes the hereditary possession, from which he has to find the
sources to the life and to the acquisition of weapons. The order of themai was supposed
to increase the military power. The army consists from the forces of themai and from the
guards, stationed in Constantinople (tagmata), the fleet also is built from the squadrons of
themai and the emperor’s fleet of the capital. The central government is divided into
logothesiai under the leadership of logothetai (the most important is a dromos, who was a
leader of the state policy).The process of feudalization through the appearance of the
themai aristocracy and the growth of monastery possession makes serfs of the big land
owners from the free peasants and stratiotai, who are not subordinated to the central
power. Therefore Byzance has to hire soldiers. The state controls the economy of the
cities through the guilds. The struggle between the administrative aristocracy of the
capital and the military aristocracy in the provinces, as well the intrigues at the court
weaken the empire. 614 Persians took Jerusalem and subjugated the whole Palestine. 626
the Avars and Slavs together with Persians invade Constantinople. 628 Persians are
defeated, On March 29, 629 Jerusalem is reconquered. In the same year the Byzantines
are expelled from Spain. 632 Arabs began their conquests. 634 they took Antiochia and
Damascus, 635 Jerusalem, 641 Alexandria. Empire loosed the Eastern territories; three
from four Eastern patriarchates are now under the power of Moslems.
The dynasty of Heraclius ruled till 717. Under the emperors of this dynasty Constantin II,
Constantin IV, Pogonatos, Justinian II, Philippicos and Anastasius (641-717) the whole
empire was lost exept of the Asia Minor and Griece. Because of the continuing attacks of
Arabs the Balkan Peninsula is given to Slavs, but in the time of Constans II. Pogonatos
(641-668) they accept the Byzantinian supremacy. The attacks of Arabs to Constantinople
(674-678) remain unsuccessful. Constantinople was rescued by the “Greek fire”.
Konstantin IV.Pogonatos summoned the 6th Oecumenic council (680). This council
condemned the monothelitic teaching, but did not publish any canons. Therefore emperor
Justinian II (685-711) called the Trullos council, whose decisions were explained in 102
rules. At the end of his Justinian II was dismissed.
In V – VII centuries the Orthodox cult was enriched by many liturgical texts, which
explained the teaching of the church fathers and were dedicated to the events of the New
Testament and the vitae of the saints. It became the forms, in which it exits till the
modern time. To the liturgy, which order was established till the end of the 4 th century,
was added a hymn “The uniborn son”, who was written by emperor Justinian. In the 5 th
century the creators of the liturgic texts were Cyril of Alexandria, Roman Glycodeutes
and patriarch Anatolius. In the VI-VIIth centuries the holy songs were written by
Sophronius, patriarch of Jerusalem and Georgios Martyr of Syracuse. Maximus
Confessor (died 662 in Caucasus), who was an adviser of the emperor Herakleios and
fought against the Monothelitic teaching, commented the mystical works (about the
names of God and of the celestial hierarchy), ascribed to Dionysius Areopagites (whose
author was probably of Armenian origin and lived in VIth century). John “the ladder
man” describes the mystical ladder in thirty stages.
In this time both the historians of ancient style and the chronists of new medieval type
worked, who wrote in Greek and Latin. The last famous historian was Procopius of
Cesarea (ca. 490 – ca. 562), who was a secretary of the general Belisarius. His works are
the “Historikon” (Historia bellorum) in eight books, which describes the wars with
Persians, Vandals and Goths in the time of Justinian I, “Peri ktismaton” (De aedificiis)
and “Anecdota” (Historia arcana”), where Justinian and Theodora are criticized. John

Malalas from Antiochia, who lived in the second part of VIth century, wrote the
“Chronographia” (The world history) in 18 books. The Armenian history of Eznik was
written in Vth century.
Generally speaking, the Byzantine Empire preserves the high cultural level in his period,
but the transition from the slave owner’s to the feudal system takes place. In difference to
the West Europe, there is no decline of crafts, trade and coining here. Justinian tries to
restore the empire in the old borders, reconquering Italy, Northern Africa and Southern
Spain. The Roman law is codified. But after his death the empire looses most of this
territories, in the first part of the VIIth century it looses also Egypt, Syria and Palestine.
The Balkans are attacked by Slaves. It is the end of the Early Byzantine period and the
beginning of the Middle Byzantine Empire.
b) Slavs in VI-VII centuries.
Sources: Procopius, Jordanes.
The Byzantinian authors Procopius and Jordanes mention two military and political
unions of the Slavs: Sklavenoi – to the north of Danube (cp. German “Sklawen” slaves)
and Ants (cp. sanskr. Antas “end”) – to the east of Dniester. These two unions make a
comminity with Turkic Avars, who after the destruction of their kingdom in East Asia
(552) go to the west and settle in the Tisa valley. The florishment of this kingdom is
under the kagan Bajan (565-602). From 600 the West Slavonic people (Abodrits, Sorbs,
Venets and Pomorans) settle to the east of Elba. Another part of Western Slavs, the
ancestors of later Czechs, Moravians, Slovakians together with a part of Southern Slavs
(Slovenians and Croatians) form a first state of prince Samo (623-658).It protected the
Slavs from the Avars and defeated Franks, who invaded the Slavonic territories.
Persecuting them, Slavs occupied temporarily Thuringia and Eastern Franconia. This
state existed not long.
The Southern Slaves invade the Byzantinian territory to the south of Danube already in
the 5th century. From the end of VIth and in the VIIth century they settled on the occupied
territories. They occupy the north of Balkan Peninsula, especially they settle to the north
of the Balkans, in Misia, Macedonia, Illiricum, North Thrace; a part of them broke
through into the Middle Greece, Peloponnesus and the isles of the Aegean Sea. In the
VIIth century Slavs tried to occupy the second city of the empire Thessalonikai with their
siege technique. In Dalmatia the local population preserved only the costal towns. The
Slavs were united into the tribal unions - Slaviniai. In Northern Thrace, Southern
Macedonia and Northern Epirus they assimilated the local Thracian-Illyrian population.
On the base of tribal unions the Slovenes (in the north west, in the Alps valley), Croatians
(in the basin of Sava), Serbs (from the Dalmatian coast to the river Morava) and
Bulgarians appear.
In Misia the unions of seven Slavonic tribes and Severs are created. The Turkic Bulgars,
who were descendents of the Huns and Uigurs, create their state in the Don valley. Its
florishment was under Khan Kuvrat (died 679). After the state was destroyed by Turkic
Khasars, who organized their state in the Southern Volga valley, a part of Bulgars goes to
the north-east and creates a state on Middle Volga with the capital in Bulgar. Another
part, headed by Khan Asparukh, goes to the Western Black Sea region and attacks
Byzance. They cross Danube and occupy the territory of Dobruja (680). The aristocracy
of the Slavonic unions make a treaty with Bulgars, therefore the new state is called
Bulgaria. Its capital is situated in Pliska, on the north the frontier of Bulgaria reached the
river Timok, on the south – the Balkans.

The Eastern Slaves live in the Dnieper valley and gradually going to the north,
assimilating the Baltic and Finnish-Ugrian tribes. They make trade with Byzance and pay
tribute to Khazars.
All the Slavs are still pagan, they worship nature and different gods, which have parallels
by another Indo-European people. The most important of them are Perun (the god of
weather and thunder, cp. Indo-Arian Parjanya) and Svarog (sanskr. Svarga “heaven”).
Inside the tribe the gods of the fertility Rod and Rozhanicy are worshipped.
In the general, in this time the Western and Southern Slavs create the first states and
gradually go from the primitive society to the civilization. They are a bit back warded in
comparison with the neighboring Germans (about 200 years of retardation), but present a
serious danger to Byzance and Franks. The Eastern Slaves are still more back warded and
are not yet present on the scene of the world history.
Questions:
1. Describe the policy of the emperor Justinian and its results.
2. Describe the transition from the Early to the Middle Byzantine state.
3. What events took part in the church history of this period?
4. What are the cultural decisions of Byzance in this period?
5. What were the first Slavonic states?

8. Jewish civilization in 500-700 CE.
a) The beginning of European Jewry.
The history of the beginnings of a Jewish presence in Europe cannot be thought as a
linear and continuous development. The evidence is fragmentary, random, and often
inconsistent. The earliest recorded presence of Jews in medieval Europe is that of
colonies of oriental or “Syrian” merchants in towns north of the Loire or in southern Gaul
during the fifth and sixth centuries. In the historians’ debate concerning the demarcation
of periods, the existence of these colonies attests to the persistence of trade in the period
of transition from the urban and Mediterranean world of Late Antiquity to the Middle
Ages. It also indicates the contraction of commerce which was then limited solely to the
import of luxury goods and carried out almost exclusively by non-indigenous groups
which inherited the role of the Greek-speaking diaspora.
576 Avit, Bishop of Clermont-Ferrand, forces the 500 Jews in his town to choose between
conversion or expulsion. 581 king Chilperic I and Gregory Bishop of Tours conduct a
disputation with the Jew Priscus, agent of the king. A year later Chilperic orders the
forced conversion of the Jews in his kingdom. 629 the Jews were expulsed by the Frank
king Dagobert I.
Gregory the Great (590-604) adopts a “moderate” policy towards the Jews. He condemns
forced conversions but approves of conversions attained by material inducements; he first
formulates the principle which was reiterated from the twelfth century onwards in all
papal bulls favorable to the Jews that “as one should not accord the Jews in their
synagogues any liberty beyond what is fixed by law, thus they should not suffer, within
what they were accorded, any infringement of their rights”.
613-694 in Visigoth Spain the anti-Jewish legislation is published. 613: The Jews are
made to prepare for the chose between conversion or exile. 633: The Fourth Council of
Toledo (presided over by Isidore of Seville) condemns forced baptisms but confirms the
validity of previously achieved conversions of children; converted children are to be
taken from their families to protect them from returning to the false religion of their
parents. 638: The Sixth Council of Toledo institutes a public confession of converted
Jews who need to prove their loyalty to Catholic faith. 653: The Eight Council of Toledo
demands that converted Jews sign a written promise not to marry within the forbidden
degrees of family relations and that they themselves inflict the death penalty on any
person who disobeys the observances of the Catholic faith. 681: The Eleventh Council is
called upon to destroy “the Jewish pest”; prohibition on the celebration of all Jewish
festivals; introduction of a system of surveillance on converted Jews. 694: Jews are
accused of treason and reduced to “slavery”.
b) The Byzantine Jewry.
Reconstructing the history of Byzantine Jewry is an impossible task. The sources are
fragmentary, and the borders of the empire kept shifting. The Greek nature of the empire
was affirmed in the time of Justinian, becoming predominant after the loss of the eastern
provinces in the seventh century. Hence, the importance of Byzantine Jewry was
progressively reduced, and its role in Jewish history was minor compared to the Jewries
of the Christian West and the Muslim Orient.
484 the revolt of Samaritans in Neapolis in Palestine took place. They called his leader
Justas an eperor. Taking Caesarea, he killed Christians and burned the church. The dux of
Palestine Asclepiades and general Regis suppressed the revolt. As the answer, the antiJewish riots began in Antiochia.
503 in the time of the war between Byzance and Persia under Kavad, the Jews of Telle
tried to surrender the town to the Romans, digging out n underground way under the city

wall. But the Romans murdered all the Jews in the fortress and the town was not taken by
Persians because of the intermediation of the bishop Bar-Hadad.
Justinian defines the legal status of the Jews in the Empire. At the end of the 6th century
Jews were expulsed from Antioch; anti-Jewish riots in Syria and Anatolia; the central
authorities of the empire are too weak to protect the Jews nor can they force them to
adopt Christianity. 632 forced conversions ordered by Emperor Heraclius after the Jews
were accused of collaboration with the Persian invaders, particularly in Jerusalem in 614.
The “Romaniot” Jews (“Romania” was a synonym for Byzantium) yielded to the
influence of their environment, differing from the Jews of Western Christendom and of
Islam in their greek names and language. They developed their own customs and rites
which included reading the Bible in the synagogue in Greek translation. The presence of
Jewish communities in te capital, in the commercial and industrial centers of Asia Minor,
and along the Mediterranean coastline, ensured the active participation of Jews in the
economic life of the empire. Jewish artisans played an important part in silk production, a
state monopoly, as well as in the weaving and dyeing industries. They were to be found in
Constantinople, Sparta, Corinth, Thebes, and Apulia. There were also a large number of
Jewish tanners, particularly in Constantinople, and Jews had a large share in the local and
regional commerce of the Byzantine Empire.
Byzantine Jewish culture was always influenced by the rabbinic centers in Palestine and
in Babylon. It had, however, developed its own unique characteristics.
c) Palestine in the 7th century.
The early decades of the seventh century CE comprised one of the most eventful periods
in the history of Land of Israel. Within twenty four years, between 614 and 638, the
country changed hands three times. The four-centuries-long conflict between Rome and
Persia was to come to an end in a final collision of Byzantine and Sassanid armies. Both
these powers had attained great victories and suffered terrible defeats, and as they
continued to enfeeble each other, they gave way to the rise of a new power, the Islamic
forces, which would drive them both out of the region.
The events in Palestine during these years should be seen within the broader context of
the relations between the powers in the Orient. Several centuries of struggle had created a
sort of equilibrium: the Persians ruled east of the Euphrates, Rome ruled to its west, and
the “buffer states” – Armenia, Syria, Mesopotamia and Palestine – constituted the
battlefield for their frequent wars. This precarious balance persisted till the early sixth
century when the sovereigns of these two empires, threatened by other enemies, began a
correspondence that was meant to secure the frontier between them. The Byzantine
emperor Maurice and the Persian Khosrow II Parviz (the “Victorious”) finally signed an
“eternal” peace accord which was to last for ten years. 602 a soldier’s mutiny overthrew
the Byzantine monarch and placed a junior officer named Phocas on the throne. 603
Khosrow seized this opportunity to renew the war, leading the Persian armies into
Byzantine territories in the Near East. 609 the Persians cross the Euphrates. The war
continued in the time of Heraclius I (610-641). 613 the Persian soldiers completed the
conquest of Syria and captured Damascus. As the Persian armies were advancing, Jewish
communities were rising in revolt against local Byzantine rulers and hailing the Persians
as liberators.
In the early summer of 614 Khosrow’s troops entered Jerusalem and massacred its
Christian population. The city is captured after a brief siege; many Christians are killed,
and others, including the patriarch Zecharias, are exiled. The role of Jews during the
Persian siege and conquest of Jerusalem remains unclear. Later Christian sources,
however, accused the community of collaboration with the invaders and of the
destruction of many churches in the city. On the other hand, there is a clear evidence that
the status of the Jewish population under Persian rule had deteriorated prior 617. The
Persians apparently realized that there was little to be gained from appeasing a small

local minority. According to contemporary Jewish documents, a Jewish leader by the
name of Nehemiah ben Hushi’el, probably a messianic figure, was executed: “And there
was trouble in Israel as never before” (Book of Zerubbabel).
The Persian victory, however, was not to last. 622 Heraclius leaves Constantinople,
reaching the mountains of Armenia by the Black Sea. This is the beginning of Byzantine
counter-offensive against the Persians. Following a victory in Southern Armenia and
Nineveh in 627, the Byzantine Emperor Heraclius besieged the Persian capital of
Ctesiphon. Khosrow was deposited and assassinated, and his son, who wished to end the
war, died in 629. Heraclius reached an agreement with the Persian army commander who
ordered his troops to withdraw from Mesopotamia, Egypt, Syria and Palestine, and also
returned to the Byzantines reliques of the True Cross. On March 29, 629, as Heraclius
triumphantly entered Jerusalem, Christians wept with joy as the miracle of the restoration
of the True Cross. In his hour of glory, the emperor magnanimously refrained from taking
reprisal against the Jews. But soon (632) forced conversions were ordered by Emperor
Heraclius after the Jews were accused of collaboration with the Persian invaders,
particularly in Jerusalem in 614.
But the Christian restoration was also short-lived. 634 the Arabs invaded the land and
besieged Gaza over governor Sergius. With the beginning of the war with Arabs,
Heraclius orders the enforced conversion of all the Jews in his empire and sends
messengers to the kings of France and the Visigoths informing them of his decision. 635
the Arabs invade Syria from the Golan. 636, August they defeated the Byzantines by the
Yarmuk River, the Arabs conquer Tiberias and all of the Galilee. 637-638 besieges and
captures Jerusalem; in the treaty which he signs with the patriarch there is a clause which
confirms the prohibition of Jewish residence in the town. 641 the treaty is revoked and
Jews settle in the southern part of the town, after five centuries of absence/ 640 Mu’awiya
captures Caesarea after a seven-year siege. 641 the Arabs take Ashkelon, thus completing
the conquest of Palestine. In the early seventh century, in Palestine and through the
Orient, Jewish economy was essentially agricultural. The tribute, both a poll tax and a
land tax imposed on the dhimmi (the representatives of other monotheistic religions) by
the Arab conquerors, led many Jews to leave the land and seek their fortune in the highly
lucrative opportunities of commerce.
The Jews of Palestine looked on powerless as three empires fought over their land. With
each upheaval, messianic expectations soared. Their hopes were expressed in religious
hymns (piyyutim) which were recited on festivals in centuries to come: “When the
Messiah son of David will come to his oppressed people, these signs will appear in the
world… A king of the West and a king of the East will do battle and the western armies
will grow strong. But from Yoktan (Arabia) another king will go forth whose forces will
overrun the land… And the kohanim (temple priests) will officiate, ad the Levites will
preach from their pulpit saying: I have returned to Jerusalem in mercy”.
Generally speaking, the situation of Jews in Europe in this period was very difficult. The
outbreaks of hostility, persecutions, forcible conversions and expulsions took place. It is
connected with the anti-Judaism of the Christian church, which was behind both popular
anti-Jewish riots as well as official measures taken against Jews. The Church accused
dissenting sects of being influenced by Jews and “Judaizing”. Both the Church fathers,
who lost the hope to the conversion of Jews and the Roman (Byzantine) laws were
decidedly anti-Jewish. But Jews continued their life also without a patriarch – nasi. Only
with the beginning of Islamic power the situation of Jews becomes better, because early
Islam was tolerant to the “people of the book”.
Questions:
1. What was the situation of Jews in the Western Europe.

2. Describe the Jewish life in Byzance.
3. What was the fate of Palestine in the VIIth century?
9. Arabs in 450-700.
a) Arabs before Islam.
The most important power in pre-Islamic Arabia was Saba (Sabeans) with the capitals in Sirwan
and Mariaba (Marib). Ca. 250 Saba conquers the neighbor states Main (Mineans) with the capital
in Oarnau and Qataban with the capital in Timna. For the short time only Ausan with the capital
in Miswar and Hadramaut (Chatramotites) with the capital Sabata (Sabota or Schabwa).
From the 3rd century BCE in Southwest of Arabia the new power –Himyar with the capital of
Zafar appears. In the following time it conquers the neighboring states more and more, Marib
and Zafar become the capitals, Manza and Aden the havens. The power of Himyar reaches till
Somali land and Sansibar. At the end, ca. 300 Hadramaut is also subjugated. 327 the kingdom of
Ethiopia adopts Christianity. Ethiopian missionaries sent to convert the Himyarites; the church
historian Philostorgos remarks on the firm opposition of the Jews, thus offering the first evidence
of a Jewish presence in the region. 355-378 the state of Himyar is occupied and converted to
Christianity.
The Sabaean inscription engraved in stone refer to the Merciful One (409, 458-459, 467), which
can be seen as monotheism under Jewish influence. Jews had lived in Arabia since very ancient
times. In the fifth century they were concentrated mostly in two regions: Himyar in the south and
Hijaz in the north. The important Jewish communities there are in Yathrib, Wadi-l-Qura, Chaibar,
Fadak and Taima. They lived peacefully alongside Arab tribes. Judaism, combined with
Christianity of the oriental sects, must have had a certain influence on the Arab elites.
In the following century this influence was clearly evident in the self-perception of the Himyarite
aristocracy.518 Yusuf As’ar Yathar Dhu Nuwas, king of Himyar, accessed to the throne. During
his reign the Himyarites conducted an independent foreign policy in relation to Byzantine and
Persian Empires, and fought against the Christians of Najran in the name of a single god,
referred to as “The Merciful One”. Inscriptions on rocks in Arabia have preserved traces of this
triple phenomenon: religious separatism, embryonic monotheism, and war against the Christians.
He creates a powerful kingdom, which includes the whole south of the Arabian Peninsula. Yet
the kingdom was not Jewish, and its monotheism was but an expression of Himyarite
independence. 522 Ethiopian Christian forces attack the capital Zafar, but are driven back by the
Himyarite army; Dhu Nuwas conducts a campaign against the Christians of Najran. After it 525
Ethiopians, supported by Byzance, occupy the kingdom. Dhu Nuwas is killed in battle. Himyar
then came under Ethiopian rule under an almost independent governor, which lasted until the
Persian conquest of southern Arabia in 575. Nevertheless, long after Dhu Nuwas’ death, the
inscriptions continue to mention the single “merciful” god of the Himyarites. Ca. 600 the Jewish
poet Samuel ibn Adiya works. An inscription of the 7th century containing the 24 shifts of Jewish
priests was discovered in the 1970s in the village of Al-Hatzar near the city of San’a.
At the beginning of the 6th century in Mekka the legendary Quraish should have founded the
religious and economical domination of his tribe. A kind of trade aristocracy is built; the tribes
of Omaiyads and Machzumites are especially reach and powerful, the Hashims are poor. In the
middle of 6th century the Arab tribes of Aws and Khazraj settle near Medina and are influenced
by Jewish monotheism; they are also adopt certain arts which until they were considered
exclusively Jewish, such as the art of writing. 570 the governor of Himyar tries to conquer
Mekka and marches with his army, where also the elephants are present (“the elephant’s
campaign” to the north, but without success. 575 South Arabia becomes a Sassanid province.
After the defeat of Saba the famous dam of Adanat at Marib is broken the third time and is not
restored. The agricultural lands became a desert and the tribes – nomadic.
The Christian centers in the north are Bostra and Hira; in south there are Christian communities
almost in all cities. As vassals and puffer state of Byzance and Sassanids the supercifially

Сhristianised Ghassanides (Monophysites) and Lachmids (Nestorians) function. They build a
protection and connection to the tribes of the inner Arabia. 602 the Sassanians annect the
kingdom of Lachmides and 610 are defeated by the tribes of the inner Arabia, who are
superficially Christianized. In the 5th-6th centuries the Kinda try unsuccessfully to create a tribal
confederation. Many Arab tribes are still pagan, they worship stones, nature and astral gods. The
most important of them are Astar, goddesses Ilat, Manat and Uzza.
b) The life and activity of Muhammad.
Muhammad (Abu al-Qasim Muhammad ibn Abdallah) was born 570 in Mekka as son of
Abdallah ibn Abdalmuttalib from the Quraishite tribe Hashim. His father died shortly before or
after his birth, so his mother cared about him. According to the old custom to learn the original
language by the Bedouins he was educated by the nurse. Six years old he was given back to his
mother, who died soon. After staying at the grandfather’s Abdalmuttalib place he was educated
by his uncle Abu Talib, the new chief of the tribe. He is a shepherd of cattle in the steppe and
conducts the caravans. Because of the deterioration of the economical situation of Heshim, the
25 years old Muhammad begins to work for the rich widow Chadidsha, advised by his uncle. He
leads the business and works for all as a leader of caravans. Because of it he gets a precise
knowledge of the different tribes of the Bedouins, and for all their Jewish and Christian
communities. 595 Muhammad accepts the proposal of Hadidsha (545-619), although she is older
than he. They have four daughters and two or three sons. After the marriage the economical and
social situation of Muhammad is secured. He becomes a merchant together with the nephew of
the former husband of Hadidsha and tooks part in the social life; his advice is asked at the
conflicts.
From about 610 Muhammad ibn Abdallah began proclaiming monotheistic revelations, which he
would have received from the Archangel Gabriel, often with pains. Analysis of their content
clearly exposes ties between the new faith and old traditions of local Jews and Christians. The
five main principles of the new religion are the credo (“There is no God except Allah, and
Muhammad is a prophet of Allah”), the prayers (five times a day), the charity (tax for poor), the
fast (in month Ramadan) and the pilgrimage (hajj) to Mecca. To the members of his own family,
later to the people of Mecca, Muhammad spoke of his revelation concerning the last day of
judgment, of the necessity for man to be humble and grateful to the Merciful one and to worship
Him alone, and of obligation of generosity to the poor and the defenseless. The children of Israel,
he insisted, could testify to the authenticity of his message. All these were elements directly
influenced by the traditions and customs of the Jewish tribes of Medina. Like Jesus before him,
Muhammad also claimed that he did not wish to abolish the tradition of Israel, but to update and
adjust it in compliance with the new divine commandments revealed unto him.
In the formative stage of the new religion, the influence of early Judaism (Tora and Psalms) was
apparent not only in Islamic doctrines and customs (rejection of pig meet) but also in actual
strategy of expansion. At the 24th of September 622, when the people of Mecca rejected
Muhammad (after his wife was dead and his enemy and uncle Abdaluzza, nicknamed by him
Abu Lahab, became a leader of the clan), he left town with his supporter, the linen merchant
Abu Bakr, and migrated to Medina (300 km far from Mecca), where he thought he would find a
more receptive attitude to his gospel. The Hijra – Muhammads flight from Mecca to Medina
(Yatrib) – marks the beginning of the Islamic era. In this time about 8,000 – 10,000 Jews inhabit
the Medina region, most of them residing in the town itself. 622-624 Muhammad attempts
unsuccessfully to win the support of the Jews of Medina; at this point there is little difference
between Judaism and Islam. He was particularly confident that the three Jewish tribes of the
region – the Banu-Qainuqa who were goldsmiths, and the Banu-Nadir and Banu-Quraiza who
were date-farmers – would be the first to support him. He was, however, bitterly disappointed.
Despite their rivalries the Jews of Medina unanimously rejected the prophet. They criticized or
mocked his revelations and in certain cases gave political support to his opponents. Muhammad
therefore reversed his policy: his order to change the qibla – the direction of the Muslim prayer –
from Jerusalem to Mecca, signified that the he had abandoned all attempts to win over the Jews.

He also decided to evict the Jews from the Peninsula, and began by severing the alliances of each
Jewish tribe with its Arab neighbors. The Qaynuqa were the first to suffer. After the battle of
Badr (624, March 16) their surrendered, were forced to leave Medina and shortly afterwards
migrated to Syria. 625, March 24 the expulsion of Nadir follows; a member of this tribe, known
for his hostility to Muhammad, the poet Ka’b al-Ashraf, is assassinated by Muslims. The Nadir
capitulated after their palm trees had been cut down, and the tribe proceeded to the oasis of
Khaybar, 150 km north of Mecca.
From 623 Muhammad fight against the caravans of Mecca. As the answer 627 the siege of
Medina, after two weeks the Mecca riders go back. The Qurayza are accused by Muhammad of
conspiring against him together with the men of Mecca; after 25 days of siege, the Qurayza ask
to surrender on the same terms as the Nadir, but the prophet demands unconditional surrender;
the tribe was liquidated, all their men were put to death and the women and children sold into
slavery.
The last Jewish opposition to Muhammad was in Khaybar, where the Jews formed a coalition
with local Arabs. In may – June 628 Muhammad conquers this oasis. The Jews were allowed to
remain there but have to pay heavy taxes. All religions previously existing in the Arabian
Peninsula thus became minorities under the rule of Islam. 629 the first campaign against the
Byzance with many losses took place. January 630 Muhammad enters Mecca with 10,000 men
and cleanses the shrine of the Ka’aba of its idols; he proclaims a general amnesty and forbids
pillage; in the same month he attains victory over a large Bedouin army at Hunyan,
demonstrating that he is the most powerful leader in the Arabian Peninsula; tribes all over Arabia
ally themselves to him and become Muslim; the drive to the north begins. 631 the fight at Tabuk
at the Byzantinian border remains undecided, but influences the Christian and Jewish clans on
the north, which support Muhammad. In March 632 he institutes the great pilgrimage, the Hajj.
Coming back from the Hajj, he becomes ill and dies the 8 of June 632.
c) The four great caliphs (632-661).
After the death of Muhammad it looks that the work of his life was unsuccessful. Many tribes
separate from Medina; the believers discuss the question, whether the successor of prophet is
generally possible. Despite it, Muhammad’s father-in-law (his daughter was the most beloved
third wife of Muhammad Aisha, 614-678) and his companion on the flight from Mecca to
Medina Abu Bakr (632-634) become the first caliph (“khalif” in Arabic means “successor”). He
is elected by acclamation as the intermediary candidature between the early emigrants from
Mecca (Muhadshirun) and the new “helpers” from Medina (Ansar).He suppresses the revolts
(ridda) of Arabic tribes. His most famous general is Chalid ibn al-Walid. 633 Abu Bakr orders to
make a written collection of Suras of Quran, who were earlier transmitted orally. He begins the
campaigns in Syria and Irak. The first victories of Islam over Persians and Byzantines,
particularly in Palestine (the battle of Ajnadain, near the future Ramleh).
The second caliph is Omar ibn al-Khattab (634-644), designated by Abu Bakr. He was also a
father-in-law of Muhammad, the father of his fourth wife Hafsa (605-665). Initially he was an
enemy of Muhammad, then 616 came to his side, went to Medina and organized the Islamic
community there. He has a reputation of a “puritan” and became a title of an “emir (commanderin-chief) of the believers”. He conquers Egypt, Palestine and Syria from the Byzantines, and
Mesopotamia and large parts of Iran from Persians; towards the end of his reign the Arabs reach
the border of India. Omar prohibits the residence of non-Muslims in Arabia and (possibly) orders
the expulsion of Jews from Khaybar in the northwest of the peninsula; on the other hand, a
fragment found in the Cairo Genizah indicates that he authorized severity Jewish families to
settle in Jerusalem. 634-638 there are campaigns in Syria. 635 Damascus is conquered. 636 a
decisive battle against the Byzantines near the Yarmuk River. 637-638 conquest of Jerusalem
after two years siege. Omar visits Jerusalem as a pilgrim and founds a “holy rock” at the Temple
Mount, where 691 “the Dome of the Rock” is founded. ca. 640 conquest of Caesarea at the end
of a seven-year siege, then of Ashkelon (641). Tiberias is now the main Jewish center in
Palestine till the end of the eighth century. 637 the era “after the Hijra” is introduced. 638 the

conference of Jabiya (southern of Damascus) for the regulation of administration takes place. It
introduces the capital and land tax for not-Muslims; help to the poor; the paying of troops and
pensions on the base of genealogical register; the conquered culture land is seen as a property of
God, which is given to the Muslim communities to use. To discipline the troops, the garrisons are
founded, among them Basra (635), Kufa (638), Fustat (641). Omar wants to propagate Islam
through the peaceful mission. 634-642 the campaign in Iraq against the Persians. Campaign
begins from the defeats, but already 636 a big Persian army is defeated at Qadisiya, later the
main army at Dshalula. 639 Chusistan with the capital in Ahwaz is conquered (”victory of
victories”), 641 a victory at Nihawand. 639-643 the campaigns in Africa follow: till 642 Egypt is
conquered by Amr ibn al-As; 642 treaty with Nubia; 642-643 campaigns against Barqa and 647
against Tripolis. 644 Omar is murdered from the private revenge; the elective council of
Quraishites elects Uthman as a successor.
Uthman ibn Affan (644-656) was a son-in-law of the prophet as a husband of his daughter
Ruqaiya, then of her sister Umm Kulthum. In his time the conquests continue; to the first the
Islamic fleet is built in Alexandria and in the Syrian sea ports. 649 Cyprus is occupied, a
Byzantine fleet is driven back; 652 the first campaign against Sicily; 655, after the occupation of
Rhodos, a Byzantinian fleet is defeated. 645-653 the northern army conquers Azerbaijan,
Armenia and Georgia (with Tiflis); the central army in Iran goes till Afghanistan (651 Merw);
649 the southern army reaches the Indian border. In North Africa and Nubia the vast territories
are occupied. 653 the most important event in the inner life is a canonization of the Koran on the
base of the Suras, which were collected by Omar and preserved by his daughter Hafsa. In the
final redaction Koran consist of 114 Suras, who are divided into the Suras from Mecca (till
Hijra) and from Medina (after Hijra).
Caliphat enters into the crisis politically (the governors of the conquered territories with their
armies have their own policy), morally (corruption of the leading Quraishite aristocracy),
militarily (the garrison soldiers are organized tribally and receive not enough money), religiously
(Uthman is accused in the weak religiosity) and personally (he prefers mostly the clan of
Omaiya). 651 the enemies organize, in the garrisons of Egypt and Iraq the mutinies take place.
656 the delegates of garrisons in Medina demand a change of policy from Uthman. Uthman asks
his cousin Mu’awiya, the governor of Syria, to send the troops. The mutineers besiege the house
of Uthman and murder him (June).
Under the pressure of the revolt Ali ibn Abu Talib, Muhammad’s cousin and son-in-law (the
husband of his daughter Fatima) becomes the fourth caliph (656-661); Shi’ites (“Shi’a” means
“faction”) regard him as Muhammad’s only true successor. He is a candidate of a religious
aristocracy against the Mekka merchant class. His reign is marked with constant wars, mainly
with Mu’awiya, the governor of Syria, who proclaims himself caliph in Jerusalem in 660 and
revenges for his cousin Uthman. He is supported by the wife of Muhammad Aisha (656 “the
battle of camals”). 657 a part of Ali’s army separates from him (Haridshites). 658 caliph Ali
enters Firuz-Shapur in Iran; the Ga’on of Pumbedita and thousands of Jews welcome him with
enthusiasm. 651 Ali is murdered in Kufa by a Haridshite. His shrine in Nadshaf becomes a place
of pilgrimage.
d) The early Umayyads (661-705).
Under the Umayyad Dynasty the center of power is transferred to Damascus, it exerts a strong
influence over the Jewish communities in Syria and Palestine.
The Caliph Mu’awiya I ibn Abi Sufyan (661-680) from the line of Harb and Quraishite nobility
is a brother-in law and companion of the prophet (he is a brother of Muhammad’s 11 th wife Umm
Habiba) transforms the Arab world into a secular state in which religion takes second place. He
with his troops secures the unity of the state, which he divides into five provinces, ordering the
rights and obligations of the governors; the garrisons are divided into the tribal sectors. The

finances and tax system is restored. Attacks against Byzance (from 667) are unsuccessful, among
them the siege of Constantinople (673-677), but in the east Kabul, Bukhara and Samarkand are
conquered. Mu’awiya settles Jews, whom he considers to be faithful allies of the Arabs, in
Tripoli and Syria; a period of prosperity for the Jews and Christians in Palestine under a regime
which is very tolerant toward the dhimmi (the people of other monotheistic religions).
His son Jazid I (680-683) was designated as a successor, but he was not accepted by Quraish in
Mecca and Medina and by Ali’s son Husain. He defeats Husain and his supporters at Kerbela
(10.10.680 = the Passion’s day of Shiites), which becomes a Shiite pilgrimage place. His son
Mu’awiya II (683-684) dies soon after his father. Another representatives of this line are still too
young; therefore the elder Umayyads from the line of Abu l-As, the grandfather of Uthman, were
elected to Caliphs. Under Marwan I (684-685) the second civil war (fitna, 680-692) and anarchy
in the country, the provinces are lost. The causes of the civil war are: 1. The lack of legitimating
of the power. Instead of the direct inspiration of the prophet another institutions (Koran,
imamate, Sunna) are developed. The rulers are called “muluk” (kings), not Caliphs. 2. The
revolts of Alids, who are defeated: 680 Husain at Kerbela; 685 the self-suicide “penitents”
(tawwabun) at Ain-al-Warda; 685-687 Muchtar in Kufa fights against the Umayyads and anticaliph az-Zubair. Muchtar is defeated by az-Zubair’s brother Musa, the governor of Basra 687. 3.
The revolts of Harijites, who are against any caliphate: 684-685 in south and east of Arabia, in
Basra and Ahwaz; 691 against the brother of az-Zubair in Iraq. 4. The question of succession,
because every member of the tribe has a possibility to become a leader. 5. Anarchy of Arab
tribes: the conflicts between tribal confederations, “Southern Arabs” against “Northern Arabs”(in
Syria Kalb against Qais), also in garrisons and in Persia. 684 the defeat of Qais agains Kalb (the
allies of Umayyads) at Mardj Rahit (near Damascus) and tribal fights in Basra, Chorasan and
Sestan (Sejestan); 686-690 fights in Syria, Jazira and Iraq (690 the leader of Qais Zufar b. alHarith capitulates in Qadisiya). 6. The problem of Mawali (the new Muslims), who demand the
equal rights with the old Muslims, especially in Persia. 7. Other revolts: 683 Umayyads are
driven back from Medina, then the Syrian troops plunder the town and besiege Mecca (the brand
of Kaaba). Abdallah ibn Zubair (684-692), the son of the prophet’s companion, who represents
the Quraishite aristocracy, proclaims himself to the Caliph in Mecca and is recognized
everywhere; his brother Musa, a governor of Basra, killed 691. 8. The epidemics of the
pestilence and the nature catastrophes deteriorate the situation, especially in 683-685 and 685691.
The son of Marwan Abd al-Malik (685-705) finishes the civil war, suppressing the revolts of
Shiites and Haridijites, murders the anti-Caliph Abdalaziz and unites the state. He makes a
definite administrative reform: Arabic becomes a language of administration, the coins with
Arabic writing are minted; the conversions are prohibited (because of the tax for unbelievers);
the strong centralism; the beginning of the centralized administration (diwans = chambers) and
the permanent army. 689-691 The Dome of the Rock (the “Omar Mosque”) built by Caliph Abd
al-Malik on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem. He secures the domination in the North Africa (the
conquest of Carthage 698). 693-703 the Berber tribes who resisted the Muslim conquest of North
Africa were led by a woman (Cahina “a seer” or Dahina), who was a leader of a confederation of
nomadic tribes and is sometimes referred as ‘”the Jewess”. Hovewer, since the Jews of the
Maghreb had been severely oppressed by the Byzantine rulers after they had reconquered the
region from the hands of the Vandals, it is safe to assume that Jewish reaction to the Muslim
conquest of North Africa was generally favorable. 700-703 the revolt and mutiny of
Abdarrahman Ashat of the tribe Kinda in Kufa (“the army of peacocks”) and Sestan.
The Muslim expansion had significant effects on the economic structure of the conquered
population. Four categories of the land property exist: 1) the tribal lands, which are their
common property; 2) the privat lands – mulk; 3) the lands of the state; 4) the lands, which were

given from the state to the Muslim aristocracy. Many lands were property of caliph. The clear
system of taxes was developed, among them the tax on poor (zaqat, 1/40th of profit from the
trade, crafts and cattle-breeding); the personal tax (jizya) from non-Muslims; the land tax – ushr
(1/10th of the harvest) from Muslims and haraj from non-Muslims.
As a conclusion, can be said that in this time the Arab people has a big change in his history.
Earlier it was on the background of history, somewhere at the geographical end of the cultural
world. After the activity of the prophet the new state (really a big empire) is created, which soon
occupies the vast territories in Asia and Africa. It unites the people of different origin and
religions under its supremacy with one dominant religion (Islam) and one language (Arabic). The
conquered Sassanian state ceased to exist, Byzance had big territorial losses. It is a first century
of Islamic calendar, which is looked later with admiration. But already in this time Muslims are
divided into Sunnites and Shiites and the controversy between Arabian aristocracy and the
conquered people appears which causes many revolts.
Questions:
1. What was the situation of Arabs before Muhammad?
2. Describe the activity of prophet Muhammad.
3. What was the result of the rule of four great caliphs?
4. What were the main events in the political life of the time of early Umayyads?

10. Africa in 450-1200.
a) North Africa.
In the North Africa the kingdom of Vandals appears (429-534). After the conquest of Hippo
Regius (death of the church father Augustin in the time of siege 430) Vandals settle in the region
of Tunis and are recognized by Rome as foederati (435). After the take over of Carthage (439)
the Romans recognize that the conquered land is a sovereign possession (442). It is a first
foundation of a German kingdom in the territory of the West Roman Empire. The Roman
landowners are expelled (no taking of the land according to jus hospitale). Geiserich regulates
the succession of the throne through the principle of seniority, which is different from the
German blood right: now the eldest is a successor of the throne. The Vandal fleet controls the
whole Western Mediterranean. They occupied the isles of Sicilia, Sardinia, Corsica and the
Baleares. It makes a pressure on Rome, which depends from the Africa’s grain. 455 Vandals
conquer Rome (see paragraph 1). Despite the tradition, it was not a destruction of the cultural
monuments (“vandalism”), but a systematic plundering. 474 the conquest of the Roman
provinces in Africa is recognized by Byzantine emperor Zeno. After the death of Geiserich 477
his son Hunnerich came to power. He murdered his relatives. Through his edict of 484
Hunnerich ordered to close the Catholic churches, confiscated their possessions and expelled
them from the country. His successors Gunthamund and Thrasamund abolished his edict and
were milder to the Catholics, their situation still was very bad. 523 Hunnerich’s son Hilderich
came to power and broke the policy of his power, calling back the Catholics and moving closer
to Byzance, instead of keeping the union with Ostgoths. Because of it there was indignation in
the country, 530 he was overthrown and Gelimer, the relative of Geiserich, was elected as a king.
Emperor Justinian used it to invade Africa. 534-535 the kingdom of Vandals is destroyed by the
Byzantine general Belisarius. Gelimer was besieged and had to capitulate. After this he was
settled in Galatia on the land, presented by Justinian. The causes of the defeat were that the

kingdom is weakened by the struggle of the aristocracy and the king and the religious conflicts
(Arians – Vandals suppress the Catholics, occupy the lands and possessions of the Roman
church). But the Byzantine supremacy in North Africa lasted only a century. 642 Alexandria and
Libya, 647 Tripolitania, 698 Carthage is taken by Arabs. 670 Kairuan is founded. 693-703 the
Berber tribes who resisted the Muslim conquest of North Africa were led by a woman (Cahina “a
seer” or Dahina), who was a leader of a confederation of nomadic tribes.
In this time in Sahel the centers of trade like Jenne-jeno (in the today’s Mali) develop, which ca.
400 was protected by walls. Ca. 700 the kingdom of Ghana (which exists till 1205) expands in
the West of Sahara. It was situated ca.650 to the west from the modern kingdom of Ghana. The
kings were buried in the hill graves with many things. 738 the Arabs made West Africans to
slaves. Ca. 750 the Muslim Arabic states appear. At the end of the Xth century Ghana occupied
the important trade center Audagost, situated to the north of it. The trade was made by Arabs,
Berbers, Jews. 1076 the Almoravid sultan Abu-Bekr conquered Ghana and destroyed the town.
After eleven years revolt took place and the conquerors went. 1203 the related tribe of Soso
occupied the capital, the tradesmen went. The state of Takrur exists from 800-1100. The big
mosques in the form of bee-hive are made from the lime bricks. The biggest such work is the
Great Mosque in Jenné (Mali). On the western and southern points of the trade routes through
the Sahara the gold, ivory and slaves from the tropical regions of Africa were exchanged to salt,
glass and ceramics. The horses were especially expensive.
The Malinke (people of Mali) from the mountains of Mande as the “lords about gold” found a
state with the residences Kiri and Dakadyala before the 11th century. 1050 one of their kings
converts to Islam; according to Ibn Khaldun, he made a pilgrimage to Mecca and has got the
sultan’s title there.
From 7th to 15th century the dynasty of Dia (white Berbers) rule over the black Songhai at Niger.
1010 Dia Kossoi converts to Islam and makes Gao, at the southern exit of the caravan ways from
Tripolis and Caito, to the capital. Initially the Dia pay tribute to the kings of Mali.
The Chad Sea is a center of the caravan trade between Tripolis in the north, Egypt in north-east,
the upper Nile valley in the east, the Sahel zone and the slave reservoir in the south. Here already
in the 8th century the Tibu, invading as nomads from the North Africa, found the dynasty of Saif.
The king Hume (1085-97) introduces the Islam. The religion as the obligatory element of society
sanctifies also the supreme position of the king. Dunama (1097-1150), a son of Hume, makes
three pilgrimages to Mecca and “purifies” the belief in his country.
The Hausa are not an ethnic, but a linguistic unity. According to the legend, a king’s pair with his
sons founded the towns – fortresses with craftsmen, traders, fled peasants and warriors. From the
legitim sons the “legitim” Hausa state appeared: the town-states Daura, Kano, Katsena, Biram,
Zegzog, Rano; from the illegitim ones – the “illegitim” states: Djukun, Kebbi, Zamfara, Ilorin,
Guari, Dsurun, Yelua; Nupe belongs to this groop too. The most famous is the state of Kano in
the modern North Nigeria. Gijimasu, a grandson of the legendary king, shoud have founded the
town of Kano at the begin of the 12th century.
b) Sudan and Ethiopia.
Ca. 350 Meroe was destroyed by the incomers from Axum. Later Nubia was divided into three
states: Nobatia, Makkura (ca.600-1317) and Alva (ca.350-1505). Ca. 540 the Nubians were
christianized. They use the Greek alphabet for the translation of the Bible in their language.
From the middle of the 6th century there are three Christian kingdoms: Nobetia (Nubia), Dongola
and Aloa.They were not conquered by Arabs and remained independent till the Late Middle
Ages. 1171 the brother of Saladin occupies Nubia and begins the Islamization with the massacres
among the population. Aloa remains Christian till 1500.
The kingdom of Axum in the modern Northern Ethiopia continues to exist. Ca. 330 the Syrian
monks convert the king Ezana to Christianity. It is reported in the granite obelisk. Ethiopian

missionaries were sent to convert Himyarites. In the 4 th-6th century the monks from Syria and
Egypt preach Christianity in Nubia and Ethiopia. The Semitic Ethiopians adopt the South
Arabian alphabetical writing to their needs, making from it a syllabic writing with more than 200
signs. The Ethiopian Christianity has some Jewish elements. They use the apocryphical 1 st book
of Henoch as a holy book and have a convent of testament (which, according to the legend, was
taken by the queen of Saba from Solomon). Later they become Monophysits. After the conquest
of Egypt by Arabs the Christian communities of Axum were separated from the other Christian
world. From 600 Axum begins to decay. It is destroyed ca. 975. In the 7 th-8th centuries there is an
alleged period of autonomy of a Judaizing ethnic group which speaks Agau – a non-written
dialect. At the end of 9th century the traveler Eldad Ha-Dani testifies about a Jewish tribe in
Ethiopia. Ca.800 in the East African coast (modern Somali, Kenia and Tansania) the trade towns
appear. The most famous of them are Mogadishu and Mombasa. In the east of Africa the Arabic
tradesmen brought Ismal into the coast region, founded contors there and partly married the
native women. The Islamized African culture develops, which is formed through the trade with
India and China.
Questions:
1. Describe the state of Vandals in North Africa.
2. What states existed in the West Sahara and Sahel?
3. Describe Nubia and Axum in this time.
11. Persian state of Sassanids in 457-651.
The successor of Yezdigerd II (459-484) was his son Peroz. Being a prince, Peroz became a
governor of Sistan. In the time of the rule of his father the nomadic Ephtalites were
dangerous for the north-western frontiers of the Empire, therefore Jezdigerd removed his
court to the Parthian territory for seven years. Peroz restored the ancient title of “kavi” in his
Middle Persian form “Key” and had it on his coins. Earlier this title was used only by the
governors of North-Western Iran. He called his sons Kavad and Zamasp. The son of Peroz
Kavad also had a title of Key in his coins. Kavad called his sons Khosrow and Kaus. So the
Sassanids called his sons according to the heroes of the mythical dynasty of Keyanids, which
is mentioned in the Hwaday-Namag (“The book of the kings”). The real history of
Achaemenids was already forgotten in this time.
Peroz was killed 484 in the fight with Ephtalites. 488 Kavad I became a king. Earlier he was
two years as a hostage by primitive Hephtalites, may be therefore he supported the moved of
Mazdak, who tried to make a social reform: to take the excessive possession from the rich
and give it to the poor. He was made an advisor of Kavad, who tried to restrain nobility and
Zoroastrian priests. But soon the movement became dangerous for Kavad himself. 494
Kavad had to become refuge at Hephtalites, and his brother Zamasp ruled at his place. Kavad
returned back, but he ceased to support Mazdak and named his third son Khosrow, who was
called Anoshirvan (“the immortal soul”) as his successor, and not his elder son Kaus, who
accepted a new religion. Between 507 and 511 the calendar reform was made: the New Year
(Nouruz) was moved from the autumnal equinox (the 1st of Fravardin) to the spring equinox
(the 1st of Adur). The main religious holidays (seven gahambars) were also moved. But the 1 st
of Fravardin remain a first year of the civil year and the day of the coronation of the kings.
528 Kavad ordered to Khosrow to make a feast, which ended in the death of Mazdak and his
supporters. So the Zoroastrian orthodoxy was restored.
Khosrow I (531-579) is the most famous from the Sassanian kings; his rule is relatively well
documented, one of them is “Karnamagi-Anoshirvan” (“The book of acts of Anoshirvan”).

After the suppression of the heretics, Khosrow collaborated with the Zoroastrian priests.
Avesta, which consisted from 21 nask (book), was codified and copied by a special Avestian
alphabet from 46 letters. The commentaries (Zend) to it in Middle Persian were also written,
among them “Dadestani-menogi-hrad” (“The Discussions of the Mind of Wisdom”). The
main commentary –Bundahishn (“The creation of the foundation”) was written later. Another
book –Khosrow-ud-Redag (“Khosrow and page”) tells about the education in this time.
Besides the general schools (frahangestan), there were specialized schools for priests
(erbadestan) and the schools for priests (dibirestan). The academicians, who were expelled
from Athens 529, founded the first hospital in Gundishapur. According to the “Wizarishnichatrang ud hinishni new-ardashir” (The discussion of the chess and the disposition of the
backgammon”), the chess, which was invented in this time on India, came to Persia this time;
in contrast to it, the Persians invented the backgammon. Indian “Panca-tantra” was brought
in this time to Persia and translated. The court doctor Burzos would have brought both to
Iran.
In the economic life Khosrow made the important reforms. The most lands, among them the
lands, which were taken from the nobles by the Mazdakites, were included into the state
foundation. All the lands were divided into the categories and given in the possession of the
peasants, who had to pay a land tax (harag). Besides it, every man 20 till 50 years old has to
pay a capital tax (gezit) from 4 till 12 dirham. Another central and local taxes were abolished.
The aristocrats lost their land and became a state employees. The administrative and military
reform was also made. The country was divided into four military districts. In the system of
central administration vazurg-framatar (vezir) was at the first place, the commanders-inchief of the districts came next and the high priest (mobedan-mobed) at the sixth place. A
part of Turks were subjugated to Khosrow and settled by him inside the country to keep the
frontiers. After the reforms the Sassanian Iran has got a period of prosperity. The
international transit trade was made now through the territory of Iran, and not through the
Arabian peninsula. The new agricultural cultures (rice, sugar cane, silk growing) were known
to the Iranians. The crafts develops, especially the silver works were known; in the town the
corporations of artisans appear.
Khosrow I Anoshirwan made many wars and reached peace at the frontiers, having put the
end to the attacks of Ephtalites, but was ordered in the fight against the Byzantines. His son
Hormizd IV (579-590) was tolerant to the Christians. He had a conflict with his general
Vahram Choben from the noble Parthian clan of Mihran. After the revolt of Vahram Hormizd
IV was killed. The son of Hormizd IV Khosrow II became a king. But Vahram has got a big
support and only after a year of fight Khosrow with the help of the Byzantine Emperor
Maurice could overcome Vahram and get the power. The reign of Khosrow II lasted from 591
to 628. He made some successful wars against Byzance (see earlier paragraphs 7 and 8),
what for he has got a title of Parvez (“Victorious”). Khosrow spended a lot for the needs of
Zoroastrian religion. 614 the noble man Mihram-Gushtasp, who converted into Christianity
and under name of Givargis became a martyr. In the cave of Taki-Bustan at Hamadan
Khosrow II cut the last Sassanian relief with the scene of his ascension to the throne. The
gods Ormazd and Anahid are pictured. The deeds of Khosrow are told in the later “Shahname”. He instituted many holy fires and ordered 12,000 priests to serve in the fire temples
in whole the kingdom. He venerated especially the holy fire Adur-Gushnasp.623 He prayed
many days in the temple of this fire, but Emperor Heraclius invaded Iran, occupied and
plundered the temple. After the defeat the temple was restored. Khosrow died 628 in the
result of the revolt of his generals. His death is described in “Shah-name” (IX). Before the
death he made the Zoroastrian rites, his beloved wife Shirin of Christian origin has given all
his property as the presents to the temples. Khosrow II was succeeded by his son Kavad II,
who ruled only six months. After this it was a fight for power between different pretenders,

and 632 Yezdigerd II became a king. In this time (636) the Arabs began to conquer Iran, their
conquest was finished till 651. So the Zoroastrian Sassanian empire ceased to exist.
In this period the Sassanian Iran reached the culmination of his florishment, but it lasted not
long. It has many outer enemies, the most important of them were Byzance on the west and
the nomadic tribes on the east. After the new power – Arabs appear, the Sassanian state
ceased to exist. But not the Zoroastrian religion, which is preserved till the modern time by
the Parsees in India and as a small minority in Iran itself.
Questions:
1. Describe the movement of Mazdak.
2. What were the main results of the rule of Khosrow I?
3. Describe the rule of Khosrow II and his achievements.
12. India in 500-700.
a) The political history of India.
The empire of Gupta, which existed about two centuries (ca.320-535), was disintegrated
in the VIth century. The last nock to it was given by the invasion of the Hephtalites
(white Huns) from 430. The Gupta empire declines through the conquest and is
disintegrated into two parts (Western and eastern kingdom). The union of Hephtalite
tribes, which appeared in the Vth century in the Central India, defeated seriously the
Kushan rulers, the Sassanian Iran and invaded the North-Western India. The first invasion
in the middle of Vth century was beaten by Gupta, but in the VIth century Hephtalites
could conquer not only the Western India, but the most part of Jamna-Ganges valley. The
conquest had big destructions and bloodshed. The union of the Hephtalite tribes was not
long-living and could not preserve the dominion over the Indian regions, ca.527 the
dominion of White Huns is broken through.
In the following time many different states appear. The kingdom of later Guptas existed
in Malva. In the north of the country in the end of VIth century the state of Gauda with
the center in Bengalia was the most influential. Having extended its territory with the
conquests in Orissa and Magadha, his ruler Shashanka tried to subjugate the whole
Ganges valley, but having met the opposition from the state of Sthaneshvara in the region
of Jamna, had to go back. When Harsha (or Harshavardhana) came to power, he
subjugated the whole northern part of India for the six years. Harsha ruled 606 (or 616)646 in the state of Kanyakubia. He strengthened his army, especially in the regions,
which were immediately subordinated to him (besides them, the vassal kingdoms
appear). He supported Buddhism (in his time the famous monastery – school in Naland
was rebuilt) and tried establish the ties with China. Already after his death, 647 the
Chinese ambassador Wang Xuantse came to his capital. After having got the unfriendly
meeting, he collected a small army of Tibetans, Nepalis and his Chinese companions, he
not only defeated the army of the successor of Harsha, but also took him to China as
prisoner. 647 the state is disintegrated into the small states under the Rajputs (the mixture
of the Hephtalites, Gujars and the local population of the North-Western and Northern
India).In the south of India the states of Pallavas and Pandyas, which originated in the IIIIVth centuries, fought each other and resisted to Guptas, then to Harsha. In the VIIth
century in the southern part of Maharashtra the princedom of Chalukyas appeared and
began to conquer the territories of Pallavas. Chalukyas resisted successfully to the
attempt of conquest of Deccan by Harsha. They also fought against the revolting local
princes.

So, in Deccan and Southern India some more or less big states existed (Western
Chalukya, Pallavas, Cholas), who fought each other and subjugated the big territories, but
no one of them was strong enough to unite the whole Southern India.
b) The social system.
From 700 Buddhism was driven back by Hinduism. One of the possible causes of this is
the necessity of the fight against the invaders, therefore the caste system had to be
strengthened. Now varnas were divided into many castes (jati) according to the
professions or to the tribal divisions. The property became also more and more
significant. Many Brahmanic and Kshatriya families were bankrupt. Among Brahmans
there were now land owners, officials, generals. Rajputs, who were not only soldiers, but
also landowners, were included into the Kshatriyas. Rajputs themselves could not touch a
plough, therefore the dependent people (jatas) had to till the land. Among the Vaishyas
the process of the property differentiation took place, the merchants and rich craftsmen
were included into this varna. In the south from Shudras the militarily-agricultural castes
were formed. The castes, who were out of the varna system – the untouched, were also
formed, among them were people, who were on the bottom of the social pyramid and
made a dirty and non-prestigious work (butchers, cleaners etc.) and the local tribes. In
that time the castes were progressive, because they represented the social division of
labor. In the land the local communities took a big part; in the north of India they
included a number of villages, in the south some communities united the whole regions.
The communities made irrigation works, organized the necessary mutual help and the
defense of the villages. The decrees of the communities were cut in the stone plates in
the walls of the temples. The lord did not intrude into the affairs of the community, he
only collected the rent from the territory, that was occupied by the community. The
community was based on the individual peasant economy. The member of the community
possessed his land plot, it was hereditary, he could sell and buy the land, but community
controlled the expropriation of the land. There was a land tax, paid to the state. There
were the full-right members and the members with the limited rights, as well as the hired
laborers (karmakars). The community was ruled by the council and by the village head.
Some representatives of this category became feudals. The feudal could collect the state
taxes from their territory. In the early Middle Ages the state property was more common
then the private feudal one. Later because of the presents and the expropriation of the
community lands by its heads the big feudal property appears. Many lands were
presented to the Hindu temples and monasteries. Although in the letters of giving is
written that the land is given to the Brahmans, temples and other owners forever, really it
was oft redistributed and confiscated, especially in the time of the change of dynasties
and the conquests by other states. The land owner as a rule had not his own economy in
the domain, and the work rent was not very common (only the construction of the
irrigative works, roads, fortresses). The productive rent was common, its norm was very
high.
c) The economy of India.
In the early Middle Ages the towns and trade were in India (in difference to Europe) at
the high level. There was no decline of them because of the difficult political situation.
The coastal regions of India had sea trade with the countries of the Near East (and
through them with Europe) and with the South-East Asia.
The permanent trade routs, which connect the different parts of the Indian Peninsula,
existed already in the antiquity. The most important trade channel in the Northern India
was Ganges and its tributaries. From the Ganges valley the caravan routes lead to the
havens of the west coast and to the Southern India. The cabotage and river trade was

developed. The objects of the inner interregional trade were metal works, salt, horses, the
luxury objects. The neighboring villages supported the food products to the towns. The
village markets were common.
India had trade with the Mediterranean countries. The rare kinds of woods, the strange
birds and animals, the vegetables, the scents were very much asked at the West. The trade
was made both at sea and at the land by the caravan routes. Beginning from the VIIth
century, the Arabic merchants and seamen began to play a big part in the western trade.
The broad development of the outer trade of India caused the development of the export
production in the agriculture (speciae, cotton, dyes etc.). Already then the main
specialization of the Malabar coast as one of the region of the production of pepper and
other vegetables was important. The crafts had a big success. Especially famous were
weaving, the iron works, the jewelers.
In the early Middle Ages the towns of the Southern India, especially the sea havens, had a
broad autonomy. The self-government of the towns was in the hands of town councils,
which included the heads of the most important and rich castes, especially the merchants,
rarely the artisans. This council supported the order in the town, decided in the cases of
the court conflicts and collected the market and craft taxes. There were strong merchant
corporations in the towns that controlled even the trade regions. One of them was a
merchant corporation in the modern Kerala. The region of its activity was not only India
itself, but also the Indian trade factories in Egypt, Arabia and South-Eastern Asia. The
tradesmen guilds and town communities appeared on the early stage of the feudalism.
Gradually with the development of the feudal relations the town lost its autonomy. The
taxes were now collected by the state officials; the merchant corporations lost their
political significance. The ruler began to give the towns to the separate lords.
d) The culture of India.
On the base of the Brahmi alphabet some other alphabets in India and Central Asia
appear. Among them the Gupta alphabet from Magadha (IVth century), from it the
writing of siddha-matrka and the writing of nagari (“the town one”) in the Western part of
Northern India developed (the most ancient inscription in it belongs to 633). In the
Eastern Turkestan the Saka writing, the Tocharian, the Uigurian Brahmi appeared.
According to the legend, the Tibetian writing was borrowed from India ca. 630. It was a
special form of Gupta writing.
In the religion the Buddhism decays. The Hinduism was not only a revival of the old
Brahmanist teaching, but their systematization. The main gods of India are now Brahma,
Vishnu and Shiva, which were seen as a kind of unity (trimurti). The main principles of
the religion are dharma (the duty), karma (works) and ahimsa (non-violence). The caste
system is sanctified by Hinduism, it is an invention of the creator Brahma. The six
classical schools of Brahmanism continue to develop. As the reaction to the orthodox
Brahmanism, the mystical teaching of Bhakti appears in the VIth century in the Southern
India. The main idea of it is the love to God, the rites, asceticism, the Brahmanist
orthodoxy are not so important for the pietistic mystics. In the literature besides the
Sanskrit the local Middle Indian languages are used more and more, the successors of
Kalidasa continue the tradition of the theatre that decays and perishes till IXth century.
The collection of fables “Panca-tantra” was written approximately in this time. Among
the successors of epic poetry, continuing ‘Ramayana” and “Mahabharata”, one can
mention “Setubandhu” or “Râvanavaha”, describing the building of bridge to Lanka and
the murder of Râvana, ascribed to Kalidasa himself together with a king Pravarasena
(possibly a Kashmir king of this name, who lived in the middle of the VIth century);
“Jânakîharaṇa” of Kumâradâsa ( aking of Ceylon, possibly 7th century); “Râvanavadha”
(The murder of Râvana) of Bhatṭ̣ikâvya (the end of 6th or the begin of 7th century);
“Kirâtârjunîya” of Bhâravi, mentioned 634 in the inscription from Aihole as a famous

poet; “Shishupâlavadha” of Mâgha (7th century) By Tamils the literature in national
language exists, its center is the poet’s school in Madura. From the VIIth century the
strong movement againt the Jainism appears, the main representatives of which were the
Vishnuits Alvars, the three Shivaite Nayanars and the great singer Manikka-vasaka.
In Indochina and Indonesia the Indian cultural influence becomes stronger. In 4-5 th
centuries Shivaism as the cult of king’s dynasties invades from India. Buddhism is much
more important in this region. It propagates from India in the whole East and South-East
Asia. It can be integrated into different social and cultural contexts and integrate the
foreign elements without loosing its own substance. Ca. 450 the centers of Buddhism like
Pagan (Myanmar), Sumatra, Borobudur (Java) appear. In the IVth century in the center of
modern Myanmar the state the tribe of Pyu of Shrikshetra exists, in the south the state of
Mon Ramanadesa appears. The Mon state of Dvaravati in Tailand, which is testified in
the Mon and Sanscrit inscriptions, existed probably already in IV-VIth centuries and was
a vassal of the Khmer state of Funan. In the VIIth century it is mentioned in the Chinese
chronicles. In the middle of the VIth century Funan was conquered by its northern
neighbor Chenla. The new state was called by the Indoirinaian name of Camboja. There
are a few inscriptions from it in Sanscrit and Khmer, it was visited by the Chinese
embassies. Ca. 700 Camboja was divided into the conflicting states. In the south of
Vietnam the state of Tyampa existed, which in Vth century accepted the supremacy of
China. In 3-5th centuries Buddhism develops also in Borneo and Celebes. In 7 th century in
Java and Sumatra the Buddhist centers with Chinese monks exist. The first big state on
Sumatra was Shrivijaya, which appeared in the VIIth century. The propagation of
Buddhism is connected with the emigration from India, whose inhabitants flee from the
civil wars. 642 Lhasa (Tibet) is founded.
The natural sciences develop further. They free themselves from the Greek influence. In
the astronomy the original Sanskrit names of the constellations reset the borrowed from
the Greek. In Ujjain the main astronomical center appears. The most famous
mathematician and astronomer was Aryabhata. The decimal ciphers and trigonometry
appeared in this time. Another famous wise man was Bharadvaja (3-7 centuries), to
whom different works about machines as commentary to “Mahabharata” were ascribed.
There is a much progress in the field of medicine. The body was divided into 282 marmas
(regions). The water procedures, herbs, diets were used in the medicine. The surgery also
stands at the high level.
The cave temples and monolith temples in Ellora, Elephanta, Ajanta were built. They
were famous by its bas-reliefs, sculpture, painting. The Buddha statues in the Gandharastyle continue to be built.
In the whole, after the Gupta-time India gradually becomes a feudal state. There is no one
center of the power, the military aristocracy – Rajputs exploit the peasants. Still there is a
big percentage of the free members of the community. The caste system develops and
regulars the life of the people. In the culture Buddhism was more and driven back by
Hinduism that sanctifies the caste system. On the sea-side the trade and crafts flourish.
Questions:
1. Describe the political situation in India in this time.
2. What were the changes in the social system in this time?
3. What was the economy of India in this time?
4. How can one describe the development of culture in this time?
13. China and neighboring countries in 420-700.
1. China.
a) The period of disintegration – Nang-bei-chao (IV-VI c.).

In IV-VI centuries Northern China was an area of the permanent wars. Different Nomadic
tribes came to China. The Chinese people fled to the south of Yangtse. More than
900,000 people or 1/8 of the population of the North went to the south. The local Yuepopulation was mixed with the incomers. In the north the invaders created many states
that fought each other. It was a period of 16 kingdoms of five northern tribes. After some
time (till the VIth century) they were influenced by the Chinese culture to such extent
that lost their national identity.
At the end of the IVth century the leader of one of the Siangbi tribes Toba Gui united the
whole region of Huanghe and founded the state of Northern Wei (386-534). To the end of
the Vth century it reaches the shores of Yangtse. The administration was more and more
Chinese, but in the 50-70s of the Vth centuries there were inner conflicts at the court. In
477-485 the agricultural reforms of Toba Hun took place. It was called “the system of the
equal fields”. It looked like a revival of the plot system of Sima Yang two centuries
earlier. The general amount of the plot was about 120 mu (1 mu = 6,6 a). It consisted
from three parts (the agricultural land, the garden and the yard). A plot of the man from
15 till 70 was 40 mu, of the wife 20 mu, the bachelor member of the family got ¼, the
slave – 1/8, for each bull 1/10 of the plot was given. The amount of the garden land was
20-30 mu. The civil and military officials also got the temporary plots that were tilled by
the farmers who paid tax to the owner of the plot. The half-dependent, half-slaves and
slaves were now a big part of the land population. Now the main form of rent was a
product rent. There were three kinds of duties: the grain rent, the home production rent
and the work on the state works. The peasants could not quit the state land. Five farmer’s
yards were united in the low community, five low communities in the le, five le (125
yards) into the village community that was ruled by a head, whose family was freed from
taxes. Beside the plot system, there were private property of the strong families and of the
temples and the state property of the king’s family. Another reforms of Toba Hun
included the prohibition of wearing of Siangbi clothes and to speak in Siangbian
language at the court. All noble Siangbians had to change names and family names into
Chinese. Later the Siangbian state was divided in two (the Northern Qi, 550-577 and the
Northern Zhou, 557-581) and these prohibitions were forgotten, the short epoch of the
“Siangbian renaissance” began. But in the VIh century the Siangbian North China
practically already became Chinese. The foreigners were only 20% of the population of
the Northern China.
In the south after the Eastern Jin (317-420) another five dynasties ruled: Sun (420-479),
Qi (479-502); Liang (502-557); Cheng (557-589) and Later Lian (55-587). Many
aristocrats and educated Confucians-shi went to the south from the north. They brought
the big clan system of living to the south. First of all they were settled in the river valleys,
where they began to grow rice. From the Vth century one began to have two harvests of
rice a year. New towns and crafts appeared in the south, trade and ware exchange grew.
The most peasants were dependent from the private owners of the land. The work of
slaves was also used, but their part was small. The center of Chinese culture moved to the
south. The famous scholars, poets, writers lived there, Buddhism grew stronger both in
North and in the South. Liang Wu Di (502-550) protects the Buddhism of Mahayana,
which propagates over whole China. Taoists supported Buddhism, Confucianism became
gradually weaker. The Taoist terminology was used in the translation of Buddhist sutras
from Pali and Sanskrit into Chinese.
In the second part of the VIth century the difference between North and South became
smaller. The northern nomads were assimilated in the local population. The introduction
of the plot system stimulated the agriculture. The return movement of the population

from the southern regions began, where the inner wars and the feudal exploitation
strengthened.
In this time (the middle of the VIth century) the Turkic Kaganat appeared in the Central
Asia. In was a big threat for the security of China. Therefore the country was united.
b) The dynasty of Sui (581-618).
581 the general of the Northern Zhou Yan Jan, who already made some successful wars
and defeated the North Chinese kingdom of Qi, united the whole North China under his
power, having proclaimed the new dynasty of Sui (581-618). Having destroyed the
southern state of Cheng, he proclaimed himself an emperor with the name of Weng Di.
Having come to power, Weng Di made some important reforms to strengthen the
centralized state. The measures were unified, new standard coins were minted, the taxes
were regulated and the extraordinary taxes abolished. The reform of land possession to
diminish the significance of the strong families was made. This reform looked like a
continuation of the reform of Toba Hun. Now every grown-up man (including slaves)
could have 80 mu of land, a woman – 40 mu. From the usual plot of 120 mu a tax of
three dang (1 dang~ 100 kg) is to be given. Besides it, there was a working duty (20 days
a year for men) and tax in silk and weaver’s products for women. The thorough census
of the population was made and 1.5 million of peasant were found, who earlier did not
belong to the list of tax payers. The waste lands were given to the peasants, therefore the
square of the tilled lands grew from 19.4 till 55.8 million of mu for the time of the Sui
dynasty. Not all the lands were tilled by the state peasants. A part of land remained in the
hands of the nobility and officials. In this case their slaves and the dependent peasant
have got the whole plot, but had to pay only a half of the tax). Therefore the period of
flourishing of big landowners was already over.
The central power could liquidate the separatism of the local rulers. The emperor had an
unlimited power and ruled the country with the help of the bureaucracy. He was called
“the son of heaven”. He had a council of the most important officials and three chambers.
There were six ministries (of the offices, financial, ritual, military, of judgment and
punishments, of the public works). Then the provincial governments followed, the
administrative reform to strengthen the centralization of the country was made.
605 the son of Weng Di Yang Di became his successor. He looked like a new
reincarnation of the despotic Qing Shi Huang Di. In the building of the new capital
Loyang 2 million people took part; 10,000 rich families were settled in the new capital,
the luxurious palaces and the huge granaries were built. To transport the tax grain from
the south the Big Channel that connected Huanghe with Yangtse was dug out. In the
service of this channel 80,000 people worked. He also tried to reconstruct the Great Wall
that was no obstacle to the nomads. On the building works of channel and the wall two
millions of people were busy. 606 the system of literary exams for the officials was
introduced that lasted till the begin of the 20 th century (1905). They had to know five
Confucian classics. There were three degrees. Everybody could take part in the exams. 35 percents of the proved have got the degree and the right to qualify for the second
degree.
The foreign policy of the country combined diplomacy and the wars. With the help of
Turkic kaganat China could destroy the country of Togon in Central Asia. Then the
Chinese diplomacy helped to divide the dangerous rival in the control about the Great
Silk Way in two parts. The long war in south with Vietnam took place. Some campaigns
against the Korean state of Koguryo were unsuccessful. The growth of taxes and of the
state works brought to the peasant revolts in different places, which began 614. In the
region of Hebei-Shandong the insurgents tried to create their own state, having
proclaimed his own leader (a head of the village) Dou Jangde to the emperor. Many

slaves and dependent peasants were freed, the aristocratic families in the north of China
lost their importance. Emperor fled from the capital and was murdered. But of his
generals and relatives on the wife’s side Li Yuan proclaimed himself an emperor of the
new Tang dynasty in 618.
c) Early Tang dynasty (618-712).
Li Yuan and his son Li Shiming (Tai tsung, 626-649) founded the Chinese empire of
Tang, that lasted ca.300 years (618-906). It was already a new, feudal state. The language
was also changed in this epoch, it was a Middle Chinese language, different from the
language of the classical works. The peasant revolt of Dou Jangde was suppressed, he
himself was executed. The long-weary building works were stopped.
The plot system was changed by the decree of 624. Now the land was given only to the
men (80 mu), from the women only the widows got 30 mu and were freed from taxes.
The grain tax from the men’s plot was two dang. All plots were temporary and were
redistributed, therefore the state register of the peasants of different categories and of the
fugitives were made. The lands of fugitives were given to the incomers, but the fugitives
were not persecuted and could return. The village, beginning from the five yards, was
responsible for the paying of taxes for all members, including fugitives. The three-field
system was introduced. The taxes could also be paid by money. The money reform was
made, the local minting offices were abolished, the copper coins had now a hole in the
center.
There were new successes in the foreign policy. 88 Asiatic people accepted the
supremacy of China. 630 the Turks were defeated, their sultan Selim was imprisoned, a
big part of the Kaganat became the Chinese territory. Anxi was a Chinese protectorate
from 645-763.The territory of Soghd was also a Chinese protectorate for a short time
(649-659). Chinese troops went till Tashkent and Samarkand (659). The regions of
Ferghana and Hindukush with the Northern Afghanistan (Balch, Herat, Kabul, Zarang)
were also Chinese in the 7th century. But in this time in Tibet the strong state Tufan under
the king Sronbtsan-sgampo (608-650) appeared. According to the legend, the Tibetan
king came from the cord that hanged from heaven (i.e. from the other side of Himalayas).
In Tibet of that time the old Bon-religion existed (shamanic cults with the influence of
Zoroastrianism). Tibet became a rival of China in Central Asia. In the east the wars with
Korea (645-647 and 660-668) took place. The North Korean state of Koguryo with a
center in Pjongjang became a protectorate of China (668-676), but they were expelled
from Korea by the troops of the Southern Korean state of Silla with a capital in Kyongju
on the east coast. In the south Annam (the North Vietnam) remained Chinese. The
administrative reform of the Sui dynasty was continued under Tang. The empire was
divided into 10-15 provinces (dao) that were divided into regions (zhpu) and districts
(xiang). The regions (including military districts) were different according to the square,
population and the sum of taxes, all officials were appointed from the center. In the center
two chancellers existed (left and right), each of them led three ministries. The work of the
executive power was controlled by the special censors- procurers. The provinces were
ruled by governors, the districts – by the official, who could work only three years in one
place and used the gratuite help of the local important persons. Country had ca. 1,500
districts, the officials had ho have the third degree of the scholarship. All the officials
were divided into nine ranks, each of them had two degrees. The laws were collected
into the code of 500 articles in 12 chapters. According to them, only the high ranks’
officials had some heredity rights. There was a strict regulation of the clothes, manners
and the works for the officials and for the peasants.
The cities grow, the capital Chang’an (Xian) had a linear planning of the quarters
according to the world sides. The artisans, tradesmen, officials, doctors, actors, monks
live in the cities. The guilds (hans) of the craftsmen and traders existed. They have the

inner self-government, but did not take part in the city government. The craftsmen
worked mostly for the emperor’s court, army and nobility. The cities have baths, the
streets were stone-paved. The order in the city was controlled by the city guards and
special officials.
China had contacts with the neighbor countries – Tibet, Japan, India, with Byzance and
Arabic caliphate. The Buddhists made pilgrimage to the holy places. India was described
by Xuan Jang (606-661). From the VIth century Buddhism (in the form of Mahayana)
with its organisation became an influential religion. It incorporated the ancient Chinese
cults and rites. Buddhism concurred with Taoism (which from the VIIth century had also
its organisation) for the influence by the common people and at the court. In the same
time Confucianism continued to exist. In this time the first Christian (Nestorian)
missionaries came to China. Later Islam appeared in China.
In the culture the influence of the small people began to be stronger. From the end of the
VIth century the collection of books at the emperor’s court was restored. In the VIIth
century the court’s library had about 90,000 rolls. The hieroglyfic calligraphy was a part
of the art. But already in the VIIth century the xylography (the typing on the cut boards)
was invented. In this time the history writing was very common. The special officials –
historians existed. 710 Liu Zhiji collected a work “Deeping into the history”, where he
analyzed the previous historical works. In the literature in the VIIth century the genre of
novel, that describes the life and customs of the city dwellers, appears. Some scholars
look there the influence of the Indian traditions. The famous alchemist and doctor of the
time is Sung Symo.
In the art and architecture the influence of Buddhism and of the local traditions was
mixed. Many-stores stone pagodas in Henan (VIth century), Shangxi (VIIth century) and
in other places were built. The monasteries’ caves had frescoes, for example “The cave of
the thousand Buddhas” (near Dunghuan) had frescoes 25 km long. The sculpture of the
Buddhas were made. The 37 m arc bridge in Shangdong (beginning of the VIIth century)
was a great achievement of the technique. The silk and paper painting was famous. The
landscapes, as well as the flowers and birds were pictured.
In the whole, the history of China in the 15 th period can be divided into two sub-periods.
In the first part of the Period (450-575) China continued to be splitten into different small
states in the North and in the south. In the second sub-period (575-700) China was reunited and ruled by the Sui and Early Tang dynasty. It was a centralised feudal state with
many officials and dependent peasants. China, like earlier in the Han dynasty, was
important at the international area and controlled practically the same territories as then.
The culture made a big step ahead in comparison with the ancient time. Ca.700 China
was one of the two main world empires (besides Arabic caliphate).
2. Japan.
Already in the III-VIth centuries the agriculture (especially the rice culture) and the crafts
(weaver, pottery, smiths etc.) developed in Japan, the trade with China and Korea grew. In
Vth century the first haven Naniva (modern Osaka) was built. Till the end of the VIth
century the state of Yamato extended its territory over the big part of Japan the isle of
Honshu). The leader of the state (tribal union) had a title of the “sumeragi” (emperor).
552 Buddhism came from Korea to Japan. From the VIth century Chinese culture
exercised strong influence on Japan, the Chinese writing and calendar was introduced. At
the end of the VIth century the clan of Soga, which supported Buddhism, had victory
over other clans. Bemin (half-free members of the community), partly of Chinese and
Korean origin, who tried to have equal rights with the normal members of the clan,
supported Soga. 604 prince Shotoku-taishi (572-621) edited the “Law of 17 articles” and

the “Table of 12 ranks” under the Chinese influence. The emperor had an absolute power
over the aristocracy and people. Shotoku invited the Chinese and Korean monks and
artisans to Japan and sent the young Japanese to study in Korea and China.
To the middle of the VIIth century the clan of Soga lost its supremacy. As the result of the
revolt of Taika (“Great reform”) in 645 the most part of the clan was exterminated. The
throne was taken by the representative of the clan of Sumeragi Karu, who began to rule
under the name of Kotoku. He took the title of “tenno” (emperor), borrowed from the
Chinese “the son of Heaven”. The representatives of the house of Fujivara, who helped to
overthrow Soga, became his right hand.
The reform of government under the Chinese example was made. 646 all the land was
proclaimed the state (emperor’s) propriety. Emperor ruled the country, divided into
provinces and districts, with the help of the state council and chanceller with eight
departments. The population was divided into tax-paying full right peasant (ryomin ) and
non-full right ones (semmin). The full-right peasants got the state plot, which were
redistributed one in six years; for it they had to pay the rent in grain and textile and have
the working and military obligations. A part of the plots (from 0,7 till 300 ha) was given
to the officials and noble men in the life-long use, sometimes they had a right of heredity
till three generations. They also got some peasant yards who worked for them. The slaves
has got a third of the plot of the free men, the bemin became a full-right peasants and the
educated ones of them – the officials. The Buddhist monastery and the Shintoist temples
have got an un-taxed land. 662 the Japanese were expelled from Korea (conquered in
369). 701 to the laws the special code of Taihoryo was added. 708 the coins were
introduced, 710 Nara became the capital of the state.
In the whole, one sees in Japan the same development like in China – to the centralized
feudal state, divided into the provinces, ruled by an emperor with the central
government. The land belongs to the state, it is tilled by peasants, who also work for the
official and aristocracy. The Japanese state (in difference to Chinese, but together with
many other Oriental states) is built from top to bottom, not from the bottom (the peasant
community) to the top. Despite the insular situation of Japan, it has influence in the main
land and contacts to it.
Questions:
3.1.
Describe China in the first part of the period.
3.2.
What were the main reforms of the Sui dynasty?
3.3.
Describe the policy of the Tang-dynasty.
3.4.
Can one find any difference between Japan and China of this
period?

Results of the XVth period.
The next, XVth period (450-700), can be called “Early Byzantine”. On the West the
Barbarians are winning, forming their states, but they participate in the Roman heritage
after the Christianisation. In Byzance (and to some extent in the West) still there are some
remnants of the ancient culture and scholarship, the country still includes main territories
of the Near East and continues the Hellenism in such a way. Justinian almost restores the
Roman empire in the old limits, reconquering Italy and the Northern Africa, codifies the
Roman law, but in the same time clauses the Academy, demonstrating the Christian
character of the new empire. Christianity fights with the herecies, the main of which are
Monophisitism and Nestorianism. The Sassanian empire continues to be the main enemy
of Byzance, it continues to confess Zoroastrianism, the Avesta is codified. Manichaism
and Mazdakism represent the ideological opposition, the esoteric teaching of Zurvanism
is propagating. In India the civilization of Gupta epoch is developing, the Indian culture
reaches the culmination, but this state is also destroyed under the pressure of the
Barbarians. In China the disintegration as before, it ends with the coming of the Sui
dynasty to the power (590). In Japan the Buddhism is propagating from the middle of the
6th century, prince Shotoku (593-622) is founding the centralized state, which 646 became
the absolute monarchy, ruled by the emperor, but ca. 662 Japanians have to leave Korea.
The “Barbarian” states in Asia (the Hun Empire, the Turkic state) are created, the Slaves
appear on the scene of history. In Africa states Alwa and Axum are developing, ca. 540
Nubia became Christian. The epoch of early feudal relations, the part of slavery
diminishes more and more. With the appearance of Arabians on the stage of history the
abrupt change of the political map and of the spiritual culture begins. In the end of the
period the new world religion –Islam appears, the Arabic Caliphate is created, which
subjugates the peoples from Spain to the Chinese border. Byzance looses the Near
Eastern provinces and changes its face, it does not correspond any more to its pretensions
to the role of the Eastern Roman empire, becoming the Greek and Asia Minor state.
Greek becomes the official language under Herakleios (610-641), but the language of the
people changes a lot, the Old Greek education becoming a prerogative of the small group
of the population.
Question:
1. What were the main results of the 15th period?
The results of the Early Middle Ages (200-700).
The main result of the Early Middle Ages is the destruction of the ancient states, first of
all four big empires and the creation of the new states on the new, feudal base. The slaveowner’s society declines and perishes, instead of it the new, feudal society with the
dependent peasant, who work for their lords, appears. A big part of land is a state
property. These processes take part both in the West and in the East. In difference to the
West, there is not a big decline of culture in the East in this period. Ca. 700 on the map of
the world there are four big feudal states: Frank state, Byzantine empire, Arabic Caliphate
and Tang China, as well as some few states, which are dependent from the big ones. The
period of wandering is over, the nomads are settled in the conquered territories both in
the West and in the East. The main religions of the Middle Ages appear: Western
Christianity, Eastern Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Hinduism and Buddhism.
Question:
1. What were the main results of the Early Middle Ages?

XVI (III) period – 700-950 – 1st period of The Developed Middle Ages.
14. Western Europe in 700-950.
a) Christian Spain in 700-950.
711 Arabs conquer the West Gothic state. The Christian resistence begins already in the 8th
century, when in the Asturian mountains a group of Christians, headed by the West Gothic noble
man Pelagius, collects that defeats Arabs at Covadonga ca. 722. Pelagius founds the dynasty of
Pelajades and creates the independent Christian kingdom. Alfons I the Catholic (739-757), the
king of Asturia, liberates Galicia ; Cantabria is annected too. He conquers Leon that 910
becomes a capital of Asturia-Leon. The valley of Duero is evacuated to make a neutral zone
between the Christians and Muslims. Another centers of resistence appear in Pamplona and
Aragon ; Carolingians build a Spanish march with Gerona (785) and Barcelona (801). Already
813 at the highland in the extreme Galicia a grave was found with the cadavre that was ascribed
to Apostle James. Alfons II of Asturia (791-842) built there a church and monastery, the initiation
of the pilgrimage place Santiago de Compostella. 844 Ramiro I of Asturia and Leon defeats the
Arabs at Clavijo ; according to the legend, St. James appeared in the time of the battle and led
the Christians to the victory. After it he was seen as a patron of Christians in their fight against
Islam. Ca.850 Christians invade the Duero valley that is inhabited anew. Reconquista is followed
everywhere with the taking over of the lands and the new settlement. The Duero frontier is
secured with the fortresses like Simancas and defended by the armed peasants, organized from
Sahagun Abbey. To the south of Duero a neutral zone remains that is invaded sometimes by
Christian troops like 939 (the victory at Alhandega). Alfons III (866-909) rules already in the
whole North from Portugal through Asturia-Leon till Castilia.
So in the north of Iberian peninsula (to the north of Duero) the Christian states remain that
become a base of reconquista.
b) England in 700-950.
The domination of Northumbria in the 7th century is changed into the domination of Mercia,
which extends to Cornwall and Wales. 793 the monastery of Lindisfarne is plundered by the
Northmen. «The time of Vikings» begins. 790-840 they plundered and attacked the coasts – for
all the Celtic coasts in Scotland and Irland : Lindisfarne (793), Jarrow , Monkwearmouth (794),
Rechru, Skye and Iona (795). The Norway vikings occupy the Shetland and Orkney isles in the
8th century, then Faroer, Hebrids and Irland. Dublin was taken 838. Under king Egbert of
Wessex (802-839), who was educated at the court of Carl the Great, the attacks of Vikings
became ofter (Danes 838). He can be seen as a founder of the Anglo-Saxonic united state. After
he defeated the king of Mercia 829 in the decisive fight, the inhabitants of Kent, Sussex and East
Anglia subjected from their free will. After he defeated Mercia, Northumbria and a part of Wales,
for the first part in the history all Anglo-Saxonic states were united under the same king. The
German States in England were seen as now as a unity and became the same name « Anglia ».
Even if there were kings in some states, all of them stood under the supremacy of Egbert. The

Vikings went into the Themse, but 838 they were defeated by Egbert at Hengesdune, as they
tried to attack to Cornwall. Under Egbert and Ethelwulf (839-858) they burned London and
Canterbury. Under the sons of Ethelwulf one tried to prevent the attacks of Vikings through the
paying of money, but they came again and again, destroyed and plundered all and created own
states inside the territory of Britain. 866 they began the plan conquest of England from London
and the isle of Thanet in the estuary of Themse. England to the north of Themse became to the
teritory, occupied of Danes (Danelag), that was dominated by Danes from the « five burges »
(East Anglia and the « five burges land » 870-917, Northumbria 876 till 976).
Alfred the Great (871-899), king of Wessex, after the heavy fights (the foundation of fortresses
and the bulding of the fleet) defeats Danes at Edington (878) and after the conquest of London
(885) that is fortified by him make a division of the territory (on the line of London-Chester).
The significance of Alfred is in his activity as a law giver (the collection and the prooving of
laws) and a translater of historical and ethical works (Beda, Boethius, Orosius). He also
centralised the administration and the finances. Under his successors Eduard the Elder (899-924)
and Aethelstan (924-939) the Danish states were subjugated. 937 Aethelstan defeated the united
Danes (from Dublin), Scotts and Welsh at Brunanburh. Aethelstan, who had diplomatic relations
to Germany and France, makes a court administration and a chancellery without the major
domus.
The big theologian in the West was John Scott Erigena, born in Irland (820-877), who translated
the work of Dionysius Areopagita « About the heaven hierarchy » into Latin. He criticized the
predestination teaching of Augustin that was supported by Gottschalk at the court of Carl the
Bald. He also proposes a partly heliocentric picture of the world (Mercury and Venus are rotating
around the son).

c) The Frank state.
Carl Martell (711-741), the bastard son of Pippin II, fights for the position of major domus and
restores the state after the fight with Neustria and Aquitania. Alamannes and Thuringians are
subjugated; fights against Saxes. Bavaria becomes dependent. In the fight between Tours and
Poitiers (732), where the infantry is used in the defence, Carl Martell defeats Arabs under Abdar-Rahman. From 737 he rules without the Merowingian king. 741 before his death Carl Martell
divides his state under his sons, who were educated in the monastery of St. Denis: Carlmann gets
the east (Austria, Swabia, Thuringia), Pippin the West (Neustria, Burgundia, Provence),
Aquitania and Bavaria were under common rule. In many campaigns Aquitanians, Bavarians,
Saxes and Swabs were pacified. 751 the last Merowingian shadow king Childerich III is
dethroned. After Carlemann went into the monastery (747) Pippin becomes the only ruler of the
Frank state.
Carolingians (751-814).
Pope Zacharias (741-752) supports the overthrowing of the last Merowingian king, who is sent
into the monastery. 751 Pippin (751-768) is proclaimed to king “by all Franks” in Soissons and
oiled by the Pope legate archbishop Bonifatius as the first Frank king. 754 the treaties of
Ponthion and Quierzy: Pope Stephan II (752-757) asks Pippin for help against the Langobardian
king Aistulf, puts Rome under the protection of the Frank king and oils Pippin once more in St.
Denis. Pippin and his sons got the title “Patricius Romanorum”. After two successful campaigns
(754, 756) Pippin cause Aistulf to give back the conquered regions (exarchate of Ravenna,
Pentapolis), which he gives to Pope (the donation of Pippin). With the ducatus of Rome these
territories build the Church state. The Arabian Narbonne is subjected (759). After the successful
campaigns in Aquitania (760-768) the duchy there is liquidated. 768 Pippin divides the state
under his sons Carl and Carlmann, who dies before the beginning of the fightings (771).
Carl the Great (768-814)
The main direction of the wars under Carl the Great are east, south-east and south-west.
In the east the wars with the pagan Saxes (772-804) take place. They begin with the conquest of
Eresburg and the destruction of the Irminsul (the holy forest). The nobles are baptized en masse
and go to the Frank king, in difference to Widukind and free peasants. The revolt of Widukind is
suppressed (779/80). After the destruction of the Frank army in the Suntel mountains (782) the
day of Verden an der Aller (782) follows: the execution of 4500 (the number is unclear) revolted
Saxes, who given by the nobles to Carl. The new revolt (783-785) takes place, Carl goes till
Elbe. 785 the peace treaty between Widukind and Carl and the baptism of Widukind in the
imperial fortress Attigny. After the new revolts of peasants (792-799), who protested against the
church “tenth”, Saxes are deported in the Frank region and Franks into the Saxonyn. The definite
subjugation of Saxes under the last campaign (804). Franks and Saxes are reconciliated with the
“Lex Saxonum” (802), which is close to the Frank law (“Lex Ripuaria”), but also includes the
Anglo-Saxonic law. The Christianisation follows from the bishopries of Bremen, Verden,

Minden, Munster, Paderborn and Osnabruck that are subjected to the founded by Carl church
provinces Mainz and Cologne. Louis the Pious founds Hildesheim and Halberstadt. The
monastery Corvey an der Weser, founded from the North French Corbie (822), becomes the most
important Saxon monastery.
In many Slavonic wars (789-812) Wilces, Sorbs and Chechs were made tributary. The creation of
marks (frontier provinces), but no mission under Slaves. 788 duke Tassilo of Bavaria is
dismissed and exiled to the monastery: the last tribe duchy is liquidated. 791-796 after the
attacks on Friaul and Austria Avars are subjugated in three campaigns: the Avarian fortess is
destructed (822 the last mention of “rings”). The mission among the subjugated Southern Slaves
from Aquileia and the archbishopry of Salzburg (798). By the campaigns against Saxes, Slaves
and Avars the region from Oder estuary till Adria is included into the empire of Carl.
In the south-east the Langobardian state is conquered. After Pavia is given over, Carl call himself
“king of Franks and Langobardians”, renovates the donation promise of Pippin and puts the
Church state under the Frank protection.
In the south-east after the defeat of the Frank army from the Arabs in the Ronceval valley (778 ;
the death of count Roland, the campaign is described in « Chanson of Roland » with many
exaggerations) and after the Arabian attack to Narbonne (793) the Spanish marchis founded
(795).
In the west Bretagne remains unconquered after the campaigns of 786 and 799, the Bretonian
marchis founded.
23/24.12.800 Carl the Great is crowned as an emperor by Pope Leo III (795-816). The imperial
formula : « Romanum gubernans imperium ». 812 the treaty of Aachen. Carl the Great is
accepted as basileus by the Byzantinian emperor Michael I for the giving back of Venetia, Istria
and Dalmatia. His son Louis puts himself the crown on his head without the Pope under
Byzantinian example.
28.1.814 Carl the Great dies in Aachen.
The empire of Carl: government, church, culture, development of feudalism.
The Carolingian government is based on the king’s yard, the regional court and the chancellery
under the chanceller (the educated clergyman), who is also a chaplain for the spiritual things. The
office of majordomus is abolished, on the top of the economy there is a chamberman, besides
him, the senechal and marchal with a wine-giver are working. Besides the count, who is not
more an official, but a big senior, there is an immunity senior. The village heads are the secular
assistents of the spiritual immunity seniors. Missi dominici (king’s envoyees), one secular and
one spiritual, have the special rights to control the counts, the clergymen and the administration.
The frontier marks contain many counties, often also the dioistricts of the tributary tribes; there
are also subordinated kingdoms (like Aquitania). The government publishes orders (capitularia).
In a year there are three things (meetings) of the community: 7 till 12 judges make decision.
Carl’s conception of the empire does not develop the traditions of Roman emperors, but it
continues the German kingly priesthood in connection with the idea of Augustin of civitas dei
(the God’s state). Carl as the protector of the church, called from God, had the supreme power
and the church supremacy (theocracy). The protection of the church is a duty of his king’s office
that is given from God. Under the Carl’s presidency the imperial church councils take place, the
king and a popular meeting discuss the church problems: the compensation for the church
property through the church tenth, the economical security of the own churches, the creation of
the metropolies (12 French, five Italian, four German archbishopries) and the independent
priester churches in the country, the improvement of the education of the clergyman (Vita
canonica: the common life of the clergymen), the unification of the liturgy, the cure about the
moral behavior of the secular men. Carl also intrudes in the theological discussions of the church

(adoptionism, the veneration of icons, the “filioque” problem). The ordination of bishops is also
made by the ruler.
In the culture “the Carolingian renaissance” takes place. The “court scholars”, invited by Carl
from England, Irland, Spain, Lombardy and Italy, build the spiritual center for the fulfilling of
the culture policy tasks. Alcuin (ca. 730-804) is called from York as a leader of the high school
(781, from 796 Abbot of St. Denis). Besides him, some other scholars work: Paul Diaconus (ca.
720-795), the historian of Langobardes, Petrus of Pisa, Paulinus of Aquileia and Theodulf,
bishop of Orleans. Under the Frank secular men there is Einhard (ca. 770-840), the biograph of
Carl the Great (Vita Caroli). The palace school (schola Palatina) becomes an example for the
cathedral- and monastery schools in the whole empire. Because odf the orders of Carl the monks
create create the education instituations, make scholarship and become the carriers of the
classical antiquity and Christian literary tradition. The education is made through the artes
liberales (the studies, which are valid for the free men, in diference to artes mechanicae – the
crafts): grammar, rhetorics, dialectics (trivium); arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, music
(quadrivium). The Carolingian art follows the Byzantine (the orientalising antiquity): the chapel
in Aachen (the central building) with the partition of the entrance hall, the very high center of
which is flanked by two towers. The Roman basilica becomes an example for the monastery and
bishop’s churches, developed by the motives of towersand by the pictures of the west work (for
the protection of demons). Besides the book illustrations and small plastics (ivory reliefs) there
are only small remnants of palace buildings and the wall pictures. No monumental plastics.
The prerequisite for the appearance of the feudalism is the creation of the equestry (armored
riders) that becomes more important from the middle of the 8th century. By the borrowing of land
the warrior becomes economically independent and has possibility to buy the equipment (horse,
weapons). The late Roman commendatio (the surch of protection), wherein a man becomes a
servant (vassal, possibly, from Celtic gewas – knight), is connected with the German
understanding of service, based on fidelity. With the fidelity the knight office changes into the
honorary office. The mutual fidelity relation between the senior and the vassal and the obligation
of vassal to subordinaton (hominium = team of vassals; fidelitas = fidelity oath) is a personal
side of the feudalism, besides it, there is a material one: the fief, the land, given by the senior
(beneficium, feudum) that is a prerequisite for the duty. Duty and fidelity is a law cause for the
fief, for which the knight has personal obligations. Initially the fief is liquidated after the death
of the senior or of the vassal, because the vassalage and beneficium are thought personally, but
soon the fiefs become hereditary. In the capitularium of Quierzy (877) is ordered that the fief of
the father is given to the worthy hereditary. The feudalism is not restricted only by the layer of
the rider knights. The great men (potentes) receive their offices (duchys, counties) and another
allodial (allod = free property) possessions as a fief to strengthen the personal connection
between between the king and the official by fidelity (political subordination). Fiefs and office
fiefs become hereditary initially de facto, then de jure; as the result the connection of the nobility
to the ruler is lost. From the fiefs that are used (bought, sold, divided) by the noble men, the
territories are formed.
The Frank Empire after Carl (814-843)
Louis the Pious (814-843) stays under the influence of the spiritual advisers. 816 Louis is
crowned by Pope Stephan IV (816-817) in Reims: the imperial office is given by the Pope. 817
ordinatio imperii: by the imperial order the imperial office is given to the eldest son Lothar, the
younger sons get the part states: Pippin – Aquitania; Louis the German – Bavaria and East mark).
Another part states have not to be built. Lothar becomes a co-emperor. Against this order Louis
the Pious creates the new part state Alamannia for Carl the Bald, the son of his second wife
Judith (829). 830 the sons of Pippin Louis and Lothar revolt. Lothar is crowned as regent in Italy
by Pope Paschalis I (817-824) and by the constitution Romana (824) has got the imperial rights
in the church state (the court inspection, the oath of the new elected pope before the initiation).
833 the second revolt of the sons takes place, when Louis the Pious takes Aquitania from his son
Pippin. At the Lugenfeld (near Kolmar) the army of Louis goes to his sons. The emperor is

dethroned, but restored again by Louis and Pippin, who try to restrict the power of Lothar. After
the deat of Pippin (838) Carl the Bald gets Aquitania. 840 the brother war of Louis the German
and Carl the Bald against Lothar, who is beaten in the fight at Fontenoy (at Auxerre). 842 Louis
and Carl strengthen their union by the Strasburg oath (the ancient language testimony of the Old
High German and Old French language). 843 the empire is divided by the treaty of Verdun in the
middle, east and west state. The emperor Lothar I gets the middle state that extends from the
North Sea through Burgundy till the Gaeta Gulf wuth the imperial states Aachen and Rome.
Louis the German gets the East Frank state, Carl II the Bald the West Frank state. Ideally and
nominally the unity of the empire remains preserved.
3rd period (ca.850-1050)
The central state (843-875)
In the central state Lothar I (843-855) rules.After his death the state is divided under his sons:
Louis II (died 875) gets Italy and the emperor’s crown, Lothar II (died 869) – the region from the
North Sea till the sources of Maas and Mosel (Lothari regnum = Lotharingia), Carl (died 863) –
Burgundy and the Provence. After Carl’s death the brothers divide the country. 870 the treaty of
Mersen is concluded: after the death of Louis’s II Carl II the Bald gets Italy and is crowned as an
emperor by Pope John VIII (872-882).
The West Frank state (843-987)
Carl II the Bald (843-877) is crowned as an emperor 875. Because of the early death of his son
Louis (877-879) and both of his sons the state is divided. 877 Lower Burgundy (Arelat) under
Boso of Vienna and 888 High Burgundy under the Welf Rudolf I (888-912) become independent
states. The sons of the both rulers become kings in Italy. After the dethronement of Carl III count
of Paris Odo (888-898) is elected as the first anti-king. Carolingians exist about one hundred
years, but the real power is in the hands of Robertines, the successors of Odo. The big territories
(Francia, Champagne, Aquitania, Gascogne, Toulouse, Gothia, Catalonia, Bretagne, Normandy
and Flandria) are built.
The East Frank state (843-973)
843-876 Louis the German rules. The attacks of Northmen (845 the destruction of Hamburg) and
the Hungarians (862). After his death Bavaria with the south-east marks goes to Carlmann (died
880), Main Franconia, Thuringia and Saxony to Louis III (died 882), Alamannia (Swabia) to Carl
III the Thick (died 888). 876 the fight at Andernach: Carl II the Bald is beaten by Louis III at
the attempt to win the eastern half of Lotharingia after the death of Louis the German. 880 the
treaty of Ribemont: Louis III gets the western part of Lotharingia from the grandsons of Carl the
Bald. The western frontier of the central state remains the frontier between France and Germany
all the Middle Ages. Emperor Carl III the Thick (881-887) wins Italy, is crowned by Pope John
VIII and becomes the only ruler after the death of his brothers (882). He wins the supremacy
over the West state (except Lower Burgundy), but 887 at the imperial council at Tribur Carl has
to abdicate. Arnulf of Carinthia, the son of Carlmann (887-899) is elected to king by all German
tribes. Pretension at the whole empire is not given up: the Crown pretendent at the west gives the
fief oath. He is crowned as an emperor by Pope Formosus (896). Under Louis the Child (900911) the east state is destroyed with the inner fightings and the lasting attacks of Hungarians. The
defeats of the central king’s power against the attacks of the invading enemies (Hungarians,
Northmen) leads to the building of the tribal duchys: Saxony. Thuringia, Bavaria, Swabia,
Lotharingia and Franconia. After the dying out of the East Frank Carolingians the great men of
the state elect Conrad I of Franconia (911-918) to the king in Forchheim. He tries unsuccessfully
to strengthen the king’s power against the dukes. Lotharingia goes to the west state.
From 919 the Saxonian kings rule. Henrich I (919-936) is proclaimed to the king by Franconians
and Saxonyns. In the fight against the dukes the subordination of the anti-king Arnulf of Bavaria
(921) and the return of Lotharingia under the supremacy of the east state (925). Duke Giselbert
marries later the daughter of Henrich Gerberga. 926 the Franconian count Hermann is
proclaimed to the duke of Swabia after the death of Burkhard II of Swabia. In the fight against
the Slaves (928/929) the Hevellians (Brennaburg an der Havel) and Dalemintians are subjugated.

The revolt of Wilces and Abodrites is suppressed at Lenzen. To the defence from Hungarians
Henrich make a cease-fire for nine years, in this time he founds the fortresses and makes an
armoured riders’ army. With it he defeats Hungarians at Riade (933).
936-973 Otto I the Great rules. He was a son of Henrich and appointed by him as a successor,
later he was inthronised in Aachen by the secular great men and after the acclamation by the
people ointed and crowned by the archbishops. His dukes and ministers (Eberhard of Franconia,
Giselbert of Lotharingia, Hermann of Swabia, Arnulf of Bavaria) entered into their office at the
crowning meal. 936-937 Hermann billing and marchcount Gero organize the marks for the
security of the east frontier. 938 the half-brother of Otto Thankmar falls, Eberhard of Bavaria has
to abdicate from the church supremacy. 939 the revolt of dukes Eberhard of Franconia and
Giselbert of Lotharingia as well as the brother of Otto Henrich takes place, it is suppressed in the
fight at Andernach by Henrich of Swabia. Eberhard dies, Giselbert is sunken in Rhine. After the
unlucky conspiration (941) Henrich is definitely subdued. 942 Louis IV of France has to refuse
Lotharingia after the campaign of Otto I (940). Duchys are given to the relatives of Otto:
Franconia is incorporated, Conrad the Red gets Lotharingia (944), Henrich – Bavaria (947),
Liudolf – Swabia (950). 946 the second campaign to France gives to Ortto I the position of the
middle men. 950 duke Boleslav of Bohemia is subjugated. 951-952 at the request of Adelheid of
Burgundia Otto goes to Pavia (1st Italian campaign) and calls himself “king of Franks and
Langobardes” without election and crowning. He marries Adelheid. Berengard becomes Italy as
a fief, but has to give Istria, Friaul and Verona to Bavaria. 953-954 the revolt of Liudolf and
Conrad the Red is suppressed by the Hungaria attack: Swabia is given to Burkhard III,
Lotharingia – to Otto’s brother Brun, archbishop of Cologne. 10.8.955 Otto defeats Hungarians
at the Lechfeld. At October 955 victory at Regnitz over the Slavs. The mission of Slaves follows
by the foundation of bishopry of Shleswig, Oldenburg, Havelberg, Brandenburg (948), Meissen,
Merseburg and Zeitz (later Naumburg), which are subordinated by the archbishopry of
Magdeburg (968); Prague (973) and Olmutz (975) are ruled from Mainz (975). 961-965 the
second campaign of Otto to Italy. 2.2. 962 Otto is crowned as an emperor in Rome, he is called
“Imperator Augustus”. 966-972 3rd Italian campaign: the Langobardian princes of Italy pay
homage to Otto. Undecided fights against the Byzantinian Calabria; as exchange for the
evacuation of Byzantinian possessions Byzance recognizes the emperorship of Otto. Otto I is a
law successor of the Frank empire, but cannot restore it fully (France and Burgundy are not
included). With the office of emperor he gets the supremacy over the patrimonium Petri and the
protection over the church. The original Italian policy of the dukes of Upper Germany is
finished. The possession of the economically roch Upper Italy signifies also the power increase.
Now the crowning in Aachen (in difference to his father), the policy against France and
Burgundy and the Italian policy are understandable from the Carolingian tradition: Otto I sees
himself as a successor of the Frank emperors (in the lat years of his rule he spends 9 ¾ years in
Italy.
In the state and policy of the German state there are some changes in the comparison with the
empire of Carl. On the top of the empire (Regnum Francorum) there is a king (rex, rex
francorum), who rules under the Frank right. After the crowning in Rome he is called “Imperator
Augustus”. Election by the great men, designation (proposal of the predecessor with the
approvement of the great men), the right of blood (election in the king’s clan) and the “duty to
follow” of the great men. At the crowning in Aachen there are election and homage of the secular
great men with the 1st sitting down upon the throne and the oath of truth and the church initiation
with the giving over of insignia (holy spear, crown, imperial sword), oinment , crowning and the
second sitting down upon the throne (the chair of Carl I). At the end the king’s meal takes part,
where the dukes have their initial duties. The power of the king, who is the commander-in-chief
of the army, is based upon the house and imperial possessions, his supremacy over the imperial
church, the regalia (supremacy rights of the king): hunting, mining, salt, trade, suite and Jewish
regalia, coining and customs right, but also upon his sacred dignity and the fidelity of the suite.
In the 9th century, in the time of the weakening of the power of Carolingians, the young tribal

duchys (Saxony, Bavaria, Swabia, Lotharingia) are built. Lotharingia, inhabited by the Rhine
Franks, is the remnant of the empire of Lothar (regnum Lothari). Franks (“imperial people”) and
Thuringians do not built the closed tribal duchy. Conrad I is supported by bishops in his fight
against the tribes, but Henrich I refuses ointment and crowning after his election and wants to
work together with the dukes as the ruler of people. Initially accepted only by Franconians and
Saxes, gradually he overcomes the opposition of the Upper German tribes. Because of his death
the Roman campaign and the winning of the emperor’s crown are hindered. After the attempt of
Otto I to build a patriarchal monarchy is unsuccessful, the king goes to the only instance that
stays over the tribes – the church. The possession of church as a part of the imperial possession is
multiplied, the power of imperial bishops and abbots, who as the carriers of the supreme state
offices become the support of the king’s power, is founded. For the rich subsidies and the full
immunity (execution of the high judgment by the noble-free church village head) the bishops
have militarily and financial duties (servitium regis: two third of the imperial army and the state
costs). The church becomes the fighter for the imperial unity. The celibacy of church princes
hinders the heredity of office and fief and therefore the policy, serving to the dynastic purposes.
Italy in 700-965.
In the eighth century the Langobardian kings continue to rule in Italy. Liutprand (712-744) tries
to unite Italy tthrough the subjugation of dukes of Spoleto and Benevent and attacks on Ravenna
and Rome. 751 Ravenna is conquered by Aitsulf (749-756) : the end of exarchate of Ravenna
and of the Byzantine domination in the Middle Italy. 756-774 the duke of Tuscia Desiderius
becomes a king. 773-774 the Langobardian state is conquered by Carl the Great (take over of
Pavia). Desiderius has to abdicate. The Langobardian state is united with Frank one, but the
duchye of Benevent remains independent. Besides the duchye of Benevent new
« Langobardian » states appear (Naples, Salerno, Capua). Arabs intrude into the Lower Italkian
policy (827) ; the first attack of Hungarians in the Po valley. The marchcounts of Friaul, Tuscia
and Spoleto, which become stronger in the frontier territory, grow independent. In Venice 832883 the St. Marchcathedral was built.
After the death of Carl III marchcount Berengar of Friaul (888-924) is crowned as the king of
Italy, but in the beginning he is driven back by the dukes of Spoleto Wido (891-894) and
Lambert (892-898), who feel themselves as the inheritants of the Langobardian state and cause
the Popes to crown them as emperors. 894 Arnulf of Carinthia is recognized as a king and
crownes as an emperor (896), but he returns to Bavaria. After the death of Lambert (900) Louis
of Provence is crowned in Pavia as a king, in Rom as an emperor Louis III (901). After he was
defeated and blinded by Berengar in Verona (905) Louis returns to Provence, where he died 928.
915 Berengar is croened as an emperor. After his defeat against the Hungarians at Brenta (899)
the lasting plundering campaihns of Hungarians follow, to whom Berengar has to pay tribute.
The Arabian attacks on Reggio, Oria and Tarent.
922-926 king Rudolf II of High Burgundia is called to Italy and throws Berengar over, he is
killed (924). After the death of his father-in-law Burchard II of Swabia he gives the power in
Italy to Hugo of Vienna (926-947), he fight against the elected by the alternative party Eberhard
of Bavaria. After the death of Hugo his son Lothar becomes a king (931 crowned as co-regent ;
married with Adelheid , daughter of Rudolf II of High Burgundy). After his death Berengar II of
of Ivrea is crowned. Lothar’s widow is imprisoned by him.
951 Otto the Great, called by Adelheid for help, wins the domination in Upper Italy. He putts
Berengar as a vassal king , bu he together with his son Adalbert has conflict with the church
state. John XII calls Otto the Great for help ; he strengthens his power in Upper Italy in the 2nd
Italian campaign (961-965). Berengar is imprisoned, Adalbert dies in exile. After the coronation
the German kings see themselves as the rulers of the Lombardian kingdom (imperial Italy),
which belongs to the Christian empire.
In Rome the pope rule the Church state. Under the Pope Gregory II (715-731) Bonifatius become
bishop and makes mission in Germany. 732 he becomes the archbishop. 747 the Frank general

synode is subordinated to the Pope. Stephan II (752-757) breaks with the iconoclastic East Rome
and makes treaty with the Franks, the Church state is founded (« the donation of Pippin »). The
pretensions of the Pope for the land power are founded with the falsified « Donatio
Constantini », according to which already Constantin the Great would have given to the Pope the
secular power. Leo III (795-816) crowns Carl the Great as an emperor. 847-852 the PseudoIsidor decretalia are written in the church province of Reims, their aim to make stronger the
position of bishop against the metropolites, synodes and the secular power and the
indewpendence of the church. The Pope is proclaimed to the supreme ruler (Papa caput totius
orbis). Nicolaus I (858-867) tries to suppose the system of the land churches through the Roman
central power. 867 the new schism with the Eastern church because of the process against the
Constantinople patriarch Photius and the adding of « flioque » (from the Son) to the credo takes
place. It the Western church the discussion about the transsubstantiation of bread and wine into
the body of Christ takes place. His supporter was Abbot of Corbie Paschasius Radbertus,
opponent – Ratramnus. In the monasteries 743 the Benedict rule becomes the obligatory in the
Frank state, later it is approved by Carl the Great. 816-817 the first monastery reform under the
leading of Benedict of Aniane takes place, its main aim is the strong keeping of the Benedict
rule. The Cluny reform (from the monastery of Cluny, founded 910, and Gorze) demands to
reform the monastery economics, to give monasteries under the protection of the Pope (not under
the domination of bishops), the strong monk’s discipline and obedience to the abbot. Ca. 200
monasteries are united in one congregation under the abbot of Cluny.
d) Northmen.
Danes, Swedes and Norway are called Northmen or Vikings, in Russia they were called
« Varyagi » (warriors). The expansion of Northmen is caused with the over-population, surch of
fight, glory and adventures and the unsatisfaction with the political situation at home (the
appearance of the king’s power causes the free people who like liberty to emigrate). The
techniqual prerequisit of it is a kiel boat with a strong floor plate for kiel and sail mast instead
of the old row boat.
In the 8th century the Baltic Sea becomes Swedish, it is closed to the Friesian trade. The broad
trade net of Vikings succeeds the trade of Jews (the Nediterranean and East) and Friesians
(Europe). The ware exchange is made on the seas and rivers (the ships are driven between two
rivers on the short land distances). Because of the domination on the Russian trade ways (Dneper
to Byzance, Volga to the Arabic world) the world trade moves to Sweden (Birka) and after 900 to
Haithabu that is founded for the domination and shortening of the transit way between the
south-east and the west. The trade with Arabs (silwer from West Turkestan and Afghanistan :
founding of 40,000 Arabic silver coins in Gotland) is even more important than with Greeks.
Viking export fur, slaves (from the Baltic, Slavonic and Finnish regions) and the jewellery from
the noble metals.
In Norway there are part kingdoms and the peasant republics. 790-840 plunderings and attacks
at the coasts – for all the Celtic regions begin : Lindsfarne (793), Jarrow, Monkwearmouth (794),
Rechru, Skye at Iona (795). From 799 plunderings at the Friesian – Saxonyn coast that cause
Carl the Great to make a shore defence. The attacks of Vikings in spring and retturn in winter are
typical for this early period. From 840 the voyages are made by the strong armies that make a
strong camp at the river estuaries and remain through the winter.
The Danish vikings (the great army) plunder the close to the sea towns of the Frank empire,
make the plundering campaigns to Asturia and Portugal (844), to Balears, to the Provence and
Toscana (859-862) and after their return subdue the Northumria and East Anglia in England
(Danelag). Alfred the Great fights with them, making a fleet. 896 the Danish vikings settle at the
estuary of Seine. 911 the treaty of Saint-Clair-sur-Epte between the Seine vikings under Rollo
and French king Carl the Simpleton (898-923) is concluded : Rollo get the land of Normandy as
a fief and takes over its defence. After his baptism (912) he becomes a duke and a vassal of the
French king, his fief a duchy.

In Scandinavia itself ca. 900 the kingdoms under big kings are built, who accept the Christianity
for the strengthening of their power. Ca. 935-945 Gorm the Old rules in Danemark. From Jutland
he conquers the Swedish state of Haithabu (Sleswig).
The Norway vikings occupy the Shetland and Orkney isles in the 8th century, then Faroer,
Hebrids and Irland. After the unification of Norway (872) by Harald the Beautiful hair (ca. 860933) many Norways leave the motherland and from 874 settle in Island that was discovered 860.
The time of the land taking is closed with law and thing (930).
The Swedish vikings make campaigns in the Eastern Europe. Between 800 and 850 the Swedish
vikings make strong fortresses inside the Slavonic population in the region of Ladoga Sea
(Gardarike). The northern territories are united by Rurik (who, according to the legend, was
called by Slaves) into the Novgorod state.
The states of Northmen are founded by the thin layer of the warriors, which are absorbed by the
subjugated people in a short time.
e) Central Europe in 700-950.
805 the state of Samo became a tributary of Carl the Great. In the first part of the IXth century
the new big state of the Western Slaves with the center in Moravia appeared. They fight against
the East Frank state. Moravian prince Mojmir (818-846) united under his power the big territory
from Vltava in the north-west till Drava in the south. He defeated the princedom of Nitra and
expelled the prince Pribina. The Slavonic nobility revolted against Mojmir. It was used by the
Frank king Louis, who invaded Moravia 846 and dethroned Mojmir. His nephew Rastislav (846870) lost the dependence from the East Frank state with the Byzantinian help. 863 by his request
from Byzance to Moravia brothers Cyril (Constantin) and Methody were sent. Cyril, being
himself Greek, invented the Slavonic alphabet that later had two modifications (Glagolitic and
Cyrilic, the last one was built on the base of Greek with some extra letters), the cult books were
translated into the Old Slavonic (the artificial language which morphology and syntax was based
on Greek and the lexic was Old Bulgarian). Slavonic became the church language (besides Greek
and Latin). After many unsuccessful campaigns of Louis the German the nephew of Rastislav
Svatopluk (870-894) imprisons his uncle and gives him to Germans. 871 the revolt of the priest
Slavomir begins. The war is finished by the peace of Forchheim (874) : Svatopluk loses the
Lower Pannonia, but can continue the policy of expansion, winning the Sudetes, Slovakia,
Bohemia, West Hungary and Silesia. 880 the Great Moravia accepted the domination of the
Roman Pope. Rome ordained Methody as an archbishop of this region, after his death (885) his
pupils were expelled from Moravia. Later Catholicism was established in the area. After the
death of Svatopluk his sons fought for power, the state was divided, the Lausitz Serbs separated,
Chechia became independent (895). 906 Moravia was destroyed by Hungarians. Under the
leadership of Arpad (896-907) the seven Magyar tribes (the stweppe nomades) occupy the valley
of Tisa and the Middle Danube. 899 till 955 (the defeat at Augsburg) they make campaigns
against the Europian countries (Germany, Italy, France, Lotharingia, Burgundy, Spain and
Byzance)
At the end of IXth century in Chechia two princedoms were created : one with the center in
Prague (with the prince from the family of Przemyslides), another with the center in Libice
(headed by the Elichan princes of Slavnik family). The foundation of the strong independent
state is helped by the creation of the elite corpus of the princely riders and the changing of the
flight fortresses into the permanent strongholds. The prncely power became stronger under
Vaclav I (921-929). He protected the Christian church that got many lands. Vaclav I was
murdered in the result of the revolt, his brother Boleslav I (929-967) took the power and gave the
vassal oath to the German king Henrich. The central power was strengthened, the prince
governors ruled in some regions.
In the end of VIIIth century Slovenians and Croatians were under Frank rule. In the middle of the
IXth century the German marchcounts began to rule there. Slovenians could not create their own
state. In constrast to them Croatians created the independent state, which power was accepted
also by the Dalmatian towns from Istrian peninsula till the isle of Bracha (Zadar, Shibenik, Split,

Dubrovnik, Kotor etc.) that made trade by the products of agriculture and cattle-breeding,
imported from Croatia and Serbia and became to concurrents of Byzance. At the end of IXth
century the pupils of Cyril and Methody introduced there the divine service in Slavonic, but in
the Xth century the Latin service was established.
The Croatian state between Drava and Adria is built (924 king Tomislav). Later Venetia occupies
the coast territories.
As the result of the XVI (III) period in the Western Europe the Frank kingdom remains the main
power. After the conquests of Carl the Great it is proclaimed to the empire 800, but soon is
divided into three kingdoms (Germany, Lotharingia, France). Later (962) after the uniting of
Germany and Upper Italy with Rome the new empire is proclaimed. Besides it, the new national
states are formed at the corners of the empire: England, Danemark, Norway, Chechia, Hungary,
Croatia. Western Erurope is plagued by the attacks of the Northmen and Hungarians. The feudal
system is formed with the elaborated hierarchy of vassalage. The Western church with the center
in Rome, supporting the empire has more and more differences with the Eastern. Latin remains
the main language of culture in this time, although some works in the national languages (Old
German poems like “Hildebrand song”, “Louis song” “Heliand”, Bible translations and epics of
Otfried of Wessenburg « Liber evangeliorum ») appear in VIII-IXth centuries.
Questions:
1. Describe the development of England in this period.
2. Describe the Frank state and his successors.
3. What were the main new features in the development of fuedalism in this period ?
4. What was the significance of Northmen for Europe ?
5. Describe the beginning of states in the Central Europe in this period.

10. Byzance in 700-950. Eastern and Southern Slavs.
a) Byzance in 717-959.
717-802 Syrian (Isaurian) dynasty rules. It was founded by Leo III, born in the part of
Asia Minor where the Muslim influence was especially strong.With the Arab help he
threw over the last emperor from Heraclius’ dynasty. Then he tried to free himself from
the Arabic influence. 717-718 the attacks of Arabs to Constantinople are driven back. He
abolished the diffrerency between the civile and military rights and divided the empire
into the guarrison districts. Besides it, he collected the agricultural laws. The iconoclasm
(fight with pictures) that appears under the influence of the eastern sects (dualistic
Paulicians), Judaism and Islam weakens the state. 726 Leo III publishes the first edict
against the icons, 728 they were thrown from the churches and burnt. It causes strong
resistence of the picture venerators (iconodouloi) who see the icons as symbol and
intermediary. They were supported bu the Pope Gregory III, who condemned Leo III as a
heretician 731. 740 the new victory over Arabs at Acroinon.
Under the successors of Leo III Constantine V Copronymos (741-775) and his son Leo
IV Khazar (775-780) all defensors of the icons were persecuted. Initially Constantine V
fought for power with his father-in-law. Then the plague came from the East and
depopulated the big part of the country, occupied by the invading Slaves, so almost the
whole Greece bevame Slavonic.Many Orthodox monks fled to the West and asked
refuge by Roman popes. 754 the Iconoclastic council was summoned, where 338 bishops
took place. It proclaimed itself Oecumenic, although nobody from five patriarches was
present there. The iconoclasm was confirmed and Orthodoxes were condemned. For the
time of persecutions many confessors of Orthodoxy were murdered, among them the
patriarch of Constantinople Herman (740). 755 Bulgarians came to Constantinople,
burned and devastated the land, later they were driven back by the Byzantines. The next
campaigns of Constantin V make the existence struggle of the Byzantinian state to the
frontier war. The Arab expansion goes to the west – North Africa and Spain. The fall of
Ravenna (751) brings the decline of the Byzantine rule in Italy.
In the VIIIth century « The agricultural law » was recorded. The agricultural land was a
property of the communities, the slaves worked in the workshops and at the land of
emperors and big land owners, but the most artisants were free and united in the
corporations. The self-government in the towns (curiae) was almost destroyed. The
significance of the Balcan trade became greater. The trade with Venice, Amalfi and with
Arabs became more intensive. The trade ways from the Slavonic lands and fronm Wesern
Europe led to Constantinople and Thessalonice.
Only under emperor Constantin VI Porphyrogenetes (780-797), the son of Leo IV, for
whom his mother Irene ruled (he came to the throne being nine years old), the
persecution ceased. 787 Irene called VII Oecumenic council in Nicaea, where the dogma
of the veneration of holy icons was accepted that was prepared by John Damascenos,
who had the high office under the Caliph, but was expelled to the monastery. He was a
big poet and a creator of spiritual songs; besides it, he wrote «The exposition of the
orthodox faith» and many other theological works. The icons were not worshipped, but
must be respected with kiss and knee fall. After Constantin tried to expell his mother, 797
he blinded him and ruled along for five years. Emperess Irene cannot hinder the
emperor’s crowning of Carl the Great (800) that creates the connection between the Pope
and the Frank state. Arabs continued their fight against the empire, 802 Irene was
imprisoned and expelled from the country by the great chamberlain Nicephorus (802811), who proclaimed himself to an emperor. He had to give up pretensions on Rome and
the Middle Italy, but kept Southern Italy, Dalmatia, Istria and Venice. He died at the time
of the unlucky campaign against the Bulgarians His successor is his father-in-law
Michael I (811-813). 812 Michael I gives to Carl the title of basileus. After the defeat
against Bulgarians he had to give the power that was taken by his strategos Leo V. He

defeated the Bulgarians and concluded a treaty for thirty years with them (714). In the
begin of the IXth century the Iconoclastic movement appeared with a new force. 815
emperor Leo V Armenian and his successors began the open persecution of the icon
venerators. In this time the patriarch of Alexandria Gregorius was murdered. His general
Michael murdered Leo V in the time of Christmas liturgy 820.
820-867 Armorian (Phrygian) dynasty rules. Michael III (820-829) abolished the exile of
the icon venerators and allowed the private veneration of icons. He fought against Arabs,
who occupied Crete and the big part of Sicily. Another danger for the empire was revolt
of Thomas the Slav, who was a general of Slavonic origin. He collected a big army,
which was supported by a part of aristocracy, icon venerators, monks and Paulicians. At
the end of 821 his army besieged the capital, but the emperor’s fleet was stronger.
Bulgarians helped to the emperor and in summer 823 the army of Thomas was defeated.
Soon he was besieged by the emperor’s army in one of the Thracian towns, given to the
emperor and executed.
His son Theophilos ruled 829-842. In the time of his rule Arabs successfully continued
their war against Byzance.His four years old son Michael became an emperor 842.
Instead of him ruled the emperess Theodora. The persecutions of the icon venerators
ceased definitely. At the council in Constantinople that was summoned by the emperess
and Patriarch Methodius the the veneration of icons was approved and the celebration of
the Triumph of Orthodoxy was established (the first sunday of the Great Lent). The
Paulicians were persecuted, they fled to Arabs and disturbed the Byzantinian empire for a
long time.
After the end of the iconoclasm the new period of flourishment under Michael III (842867) follows. 863 victory about the emir of Melitene (begin of the Bysantive offensive
policy in Asia). Patriarch of Constantinople Ignatius,the son of the former emperor, who
was supported by the Studite monks, ruled 846-858. Then Photius, who was a theologian
and an educated man, became a patriarch with the help of Caesar of Constantinople
Bardas. 861 he was confirmed by the council. 860 and 866 Russians invade
Constantinople.The Slavonic people in Peloponnesos are missionized : 862 brothers
Cyril (Constantine, 826/7-869) and Methody (ca. 815-885), the sons of the Greek
governor of Thessalonice, go to Moravia. Chan Boris of Bulgaria (852-889) is baptized
(865) ; the supremacy of the Constantinople patriarch is accepted (870). 867 patriarch
Photius de facto separates the Orthodox church from Rome and proclaimed the
deposition of the Pope. The Roman pope Nicolaus I demanded to restore the old
patriarch. Bardas was murdered in the emperor’s camp in the time of campaign. His
successor Basileios became a caesar and after the murder of Michael III the emperor
(867). Ignatius was restored as a patriarch. After his death Photius returned and ruled till
886. Photius was a very educated man and collected the books, making excerpts. He
presided at the church council in 879-880 that prohibited to add anything to the credo
(« Eighth Oecumenic council »). 869 Cyril died in Rome, Methody was made a bishop of
Moravia and Pannonia, then was imprisoned by the German emperor for three years,
later was made an archbishop and legate by Pope John VIII, returned to Constantinople
and died 886.
867-1056 Macedonian dynasty rules. Under the emperors Basileios I (867-886), the
official who killed Michael, and Leo VI (886-912) the revival of the Roman law takes
place (the law books : three « basilicai »). The top of the emperor’s autocracy : the
emperor is elected from God. The legislative power of senate is abolished. The full
burocratisation of the state apparatus. The official became personal servants of the
emperor, only he decides about the state expences. The big land owners (dynatoi) strive
for independence, trying to buy more and more peasants (paroikoi) and taking out the

land from soldiers. They have their own armies and become the great danger for the state.
The emperors use the Northmen troops that make palace revolts and tried to prevent the
occupation of the peasant lands by the series of laws. .Another revolt is made by
Paulicians, who created the independent state in the east of Asia Minor with the capital
on Tefrica. Sometimes they controlled almost whole Asia Minor. Only 872 their army
was defeated and Tefrica was destroyed. The restoration of the Byzantinian rule in Italy
through the winning of Benevent (873) and Bari (876) takes place. Empire extends from
Euphrates till Danube and Sava. From the middle of the IXth century the new
development of towns begins. In the begin of Xth century the ‘Book of eparch » is
written. It lists 22 corporations. There were about sixty ministeries with different
chancelleries. The highest officials ans nobility made a synclitos (council at the basileus).
But Arabs have successes in this time : they conquered Sicily (902), occupied Crete and
Cyprus and plundered Thessalonike (904). 907 Russians attack Byzance. Byzantinians
had to conclude the treaty with Rus 911. Russian tradesmen could trade without tax and
had an office with gratuite provision in Constantinople. On the Athos (Chalcidian
peninsula) the first Russian monastery was created already in the beginning of the Xth
century.
The grandson of Basileios Constantin VII Porphyrogenetes (912-959) was also a very
educated man and edited fifty books books with excerpts from ancient writers. One
speaks about the « Macedonian renaissance» in this time. He gave the power to his
father-in-law and co-regent Romanos I Lecapenos (920-944) and later to his wife Helena.
The attacks of the Bulgarian czar Symeon (893-927), who tries to conquer Byzance, are
successful. Initially Bulgarians occupied almost whole Macedonia and Epirus,
subjugated Serbs. Only after his death Byzance concludes a treaty with his son Peter that
was confirmed with a marriage union and with the paying of annual tribute (927). 927
there was a hunger in the country. Russians (941) and Arabs (943) are also defeated.
Russians plundered the shores of Bosporus, Nicomedia and Paphlagony, but under the
walls of the capital their fleet was burned by the « Greek fire ». 944 the Russians came
again till the Danube shore, but Byzantinians gave then presents and renewed the treaty.
In the culture in the VIIIth and IXth centuries the liturgical canons continued to be
written. Andreas of Crete, Cosmas of Maium and John Damascene in VIIIth century, St.
Joseph, George of Nicomedia, bishop mark, bishop Theophanes and monk Mark, in the
Xth – emperor Constantin VII Porphyrogenetes wrote many canons.
One of the big chronists and historians of the time was Georgios Syncellus, who wrote
« Ecloge chronographias » about 800. He divided the history between the creation of the
world till the birth of Jesus Christ into twenty-one period that are discussed by him
synchronistically. He uses many different documents like the Egyptian history of
Manetho, the 1st book of Henoch, the Babyloniaca of Berossos etc. His successor was
Theophanes the Confessor.
In the whole the Middle Byzantine period is continued in this time. The feudal system
becomes stronger, the big land owners have more and more power, the slavery
extinguishes, the peasants are more and more dependent from their masters. The empire
is limited by Asia Minor and Balcans and fights against outer enemies – Arabs,
Bulgarians, Russians.
b) Bulgaria in 700-950.
After the creation of the First Bulgarian state (681) Pliska became its capital. On the west
the Bulgarian frontier reached the river Timok, on the south – the Balkans. The Turcic
Proto-Bulgarians were soon assimilated. In the VIIIth – first half of the IXth century the
process of feudalisation went rapidly. In the end of IXth century the peasants had to work
for masters. The clergy men and nobility (bolyars) had big land possessions and huge
herds of cattle. The country was headed by khan - the commander-in-chief, priest, judge

and law giver. The biggest representatives of the Slavonic and Proto-Bulgarian nobility
were included into his council. In the capital there was a strong centralised powwer of
khan, in the provinces – the Slavonic princes.
In the VIIIth – first century of the IXth century there were continuing wars between
Bulgaria and Byzance. In the begin of the VIIIth century Bulgarians many time attacked
Constantinople. In the middle of the VIIIth century the attacks of Bulgarians became
weaker : fighting for the throne took place in Bulgaria. Both Proto-Bulgarian and
Slavonic nobility opposed the strengthening of the khan’s power. Byzance organized nine
campaigns and almost destroyed the Bulgarian state.
But under khan Crum (803-814) Bulgaria had many successes : its frontiers extended to
the north-west to the river of Tisa. 811 emperor Nicephorus I plundered Pliska, but
returning from the campaign his army was destroyed by Bulgarians in the mountain
passages, where he died. Crum ordered to make a cup for wine from his skull. He died
on preparing the campaign against Constantinople. His son Omortag became an ally of
the empire. He helped to suppress the revolt of Thomas the Slave, but later established
his power under the region of Srema. Till the middle of the IXth century a part of the
Middle Macedonia became Bulgarian.
In this time khan Boris (852-889) decide to accept Christianity. Using the hunger in
Bulgaria, Byzantines invaded its territory. 865 Boris accepted the Eastern Christianity
but the independent archbishop was established. The new big Christian center became
Okhrid in Macedonia. Khan is called now « knyaz’ » in Slavonic. A southern part of
former Dacia was also christianized in this time. After twenty years the pupil of Cyril and
Methody, expelled from Moravia, went to Bulgaria and propagated the Slavonic writing.
In the end of IXth century the country had no need in the Byzantine priests. In the
second half of the IXth century the process of feudalisation was accelerated. The
Bulgarian towns began to develop. The metal working (iron, copper) and a polychrome
ceramics had big successes. In the Xth century John the Exarch mentions a lot of crafts.
From the end of IXth century Preslav became a new capital of Bulgaria. Silistra
(Dorostol), Preslavec upon Danube, Pliska also grew. The merchans from Russia,
Hungary, Chechia, Byzance, eastern countries came there. Bulgarians had trade in the
towns of Dalmatia, Thessalonice and Constantinople. The remnants of the ProtoBulgarian nobility united with the Savonic one. The country was divided into the
comitats, headed by comites. Bolyars occupied the high offices and was divided into the
capital and provincial ones. The king’s troops had big significance, but the free
communal peasants were the main part of the army.
At the end of the IXth century the nobility tried to oppose the strengthening of the central
power. 889 the son and successor of Boris Vladimir tried to restore the Paganism. But the
most of nobility opposed to it, Vladimir was overthrown and blinded. The throne was
taken by another son of Boris Simeon (893-927). He was an educated man and dreamed
about the establishment of the united Slavonic- Byzantine state on Balkans with the
center in Bulgaria. But at the end of the IXth century the relations with Byzantine grew
bad. 894 Bulgarians were refused to keep trade in Constantinople. Simeon began the war
that lasted almost thirty years and initially was unsuccessful for Bulgaria. But in the
begin of the Xth century Simeon caused Byzance to renew the paying of tribut. The
frontiers of Bulgaria were extended till Thessalonice, 917 at the river of Acheloos Simeon
defeated the Byzantinians. The territory of the Bulgaria state was extended from Danube
till Thessalia and from Adriatica till the Black Sea. Simeon accepted the title of the « czar
of Bulgarians and Greeks », Simeon prepared to the siege of Constantinople. But the
siege did not take place, because the emperor could disturb the treaty of Simeon with the
Arabs of Egypt, who promised to send their fleet. Serbs revolted and Croatians defeated
Simeon. The successor of Simeon Peter (927-969) concluded a peace treaty with
Byzance. The Archbishop of Okhrid became an autocephaly. 931 under the support of

Byzance Serbians were separated from Bulgaria under zhupan Cheslav, who subjugated
Duklia, a part of Bosnia and Travunia. The first states in Serbia appeared in some regions
in IXth century : in Rashka, Duklya, Travunia, Huma(Zahlumye). The biggest from them
was Rashka.
In the IX-Xth century the new dualistic movement of Bogumiles became important, it
was a continuation of the Manichaism and influence by the Paulicians, the supporters of
which inhabited Philippopolis and his region. They taught that the man was created by
devil, and God has given him the soul. They refused all the rites and accepted only the
baptism by the laying of hands. As the writer of the Xth century Cosmas writes, they
criticized the nobility and hated the king. John of Ryla foght against them (died 946). The
Bogumile movement was temporarily suppressed in the middle of Xth century.
The Bulgarian state in this time was strong enough and became Christian, it was a
dangerous rival of Byzance. The Proto-Bulgarian and Slavonic nobility was united. But
the conflict between the king and nobility and the wars with Byzance weakened the state.
c) Rus in 700-945.
Under “Russian history” we mean the history of all Eastern Slaves, because:
1)Formation of the Belorussian and Unkrainian ethnoses began only in the 3rd cyclus of
world civilization ;
2)These people got the stateship only 1991 ;
3)The name «Russian » often was used also by representatives of these people till the
20th century ;
4)One must not to project the modern state frontiers and ethnic differences into the past,
for example, calling the Kiev Rus « Old Ukrainian » and the Great Princedom of
Lithuania – « Old Belorussian » state, as it is made by some Ukrainian and Belorussian
historians. The idea of Panteleimon Kulish (19th century) about the « Old Russian » and
the « New Russian» people is more interesting ; one must differentiate between them in
14th century, making clear difference between Kiev and Moscow Rus that is often not
made so all this period is called « Old Russian ». Really only the period of Kiev Rus is
« Old Russian», the period of Moscow Rus can be called «Middle Russian» , the period
of Russian Empire – « New Russian ». Certainly one must also discuss another two
periods – the Soviet epoch and the modern epoch of Russian Federation, beginning from
1990-1991. So there are five big epochs or macroperiods. What partition must be inside
each macroperiod ?
Every of the past epochs will be divided by us into seven periods, approximately equal in
the time, and try to bring the arguments for such division. It is connected philosophically
with the Indian teaching about seven bodies – physical (sthula-sharira), ethereal body
(linga-sharira), live energy (prana), the lower mind of desires (kama-manas), mental
(manas), intuitive (bodhi) and spiritual (atma). We will show that the development of
civilization (and any live system) is also subordionated to the spiritual laws. In the first
three periods there is a « physical » development, growth and perefectioning of this or
that system (without the dependence from its character, which is proved by the
comparison of Czar Russia and the Soviet Union). The highest stage, the culmination of
the system is the fourth one (which corresponds to the « mind of desires »). Then the
thinking about the went way (which corresponds to the mental and intuitive plan) and the
deeping crisis of civilisation (5,6,7 periods). In the last, seventh period the mysticism
often grows stronger (which corresponds to the « spiritual » plan) and the fall of system
with the abrupt transition into the new, first period of the next macroperiod takes places,
which is often connected with the destruction of all that has to be destructed. But history
does not return back, it comes to the new stage, therefore its development is not cyclic
but spiral.

Speaking about the modern Russian history, we think that country is now (2011) at the
beginning of the 3rd period of 5th macroperiod (or 31st in the whole). This point of view we
will prove later, using the tylopogical parallels.
Let us discuss the epochs more precisely.
I macroperiod – the epoch of Kiev Rus.
Fist of all we must determine the temporary limits of the macroperiod that is not easy in
this case. The “Founding of Kiev” by Kiy and others is legendary enough, its “date” –
482 is not contained in owr main source – “The Nestor Chronicle”. We would date Kiy by
the first half of the 9th century, following the Novgorod chronicles. “The Nestor
Chronicle” brings 852 as the first precise date – the beginning of rule of the Byzantine
emperor Michael, in whose time the first campaign of Russians to Constantinople took
place and “the Russian land became to be cald”. Under 866 there is a legend about the
calling of Varagians and about the coming to power of Rurik in Novgorod, and of Ascold
and Dir in Kiev, who 866 made a campaign against Byzance. These princes are almost
legendary (a Rorik is mentioned in the time of Carl the Great), only after Oleg came to
power (879), who occupied Kiev 882, the real history of the united Old Russian state
begins. To define its end is also not a simple task. The taking over of Kiev by TatarMongolians 1240 is certainly an important event and the beginning of the new period, but
not yet the beginning of the new macroperiod (one sees it from the chronicles). On the
other side, the taking over of Kiev by Lithuanians 1340 and 1362 changed already
nothing in the political situation of this time, because Moscow was already at the first
place. Therefore as the approximate date of the end of Kiev Rus we take 1300 – the begin
of the establishement of the Moscow princedom under prince Daniil and the moving of
the Kiev Metropolitan to Vladimir that symbolized that the first city lost its role as a
capital city (“stol’nyj grad”). Although the decline of Kiev began much earlier but there
are no grounds to move this event for example into the middle of the 12th century, the
beginning of the hegemony of Vladimir-Suzdal princedom).
After the determination of the chronological limits let us discuss the macroperiod in the
whole and the separate periods. Kiev Rus is generally seen as the early feudal state,
developed from the tribal unions. On its top there is a prince, whose task are judgment
and defence of the country. He is supported by the meeting of the nobility and of the
representatives of towns. So the state unites to some extent the monarchic, aristocratic
and democratic elements. It correspons to the Merowingian Frank state that appeared
some centuries later (ca. 476) and to Bulgarian state (681). One can say that Rus has 400
years of retardation in comparison to the West and 200 years in comparison to Bulgaria.
But till the time of the establishment of stateship in Russia in the West Europe the next
period was already begun – the feudal disintegration after the division of the empire of
Carl the Great (843) that was positive for the development of Rus in the East Europe. In
Rus itself the disintegration begins only after 1054 (the death of Yaroslav the Wise), so
the stadial retardation of Rus shortened in a half and was already about 200 years. Rus
was a European state and entered into the “European home” of that time. The fact that the
Northmen (Varyagian) dynasty ruled in Rus has in itself nothing shameful and has not be
silenced or refuted (like it was made by some Russian scholars, beginning from
Lomonosov), on the contrary it testifies about the European integration of Rus (for
example, Yaroslaw the Wise married the daughter of the Swedish king, his daughter was a
queen of France) – in this time the Northmen dynasties ruled in the north of France, in
the kingdom of both Sicilies, from 1066 in England. In the social system Rus also
corresponded to the Western states, “Russkaya Pravda” looks like the “Barbarian” laws
of the German kingdoms that appeared at the territory of the Western Roman empire in 56th centuries. According to them there were some slaves, but the most peasants were
personally free. The murder of the representative of the ruling class (of the foreign
origin) was punished more than the murder of the free men. In the same way like the

tradition of old Rome and Catholicism influenced these kingdoms Rus was influenced by
the “second Rome” – Byzance with its more developed culture that caused the
Christianization (988, 120 years after the Bulgaria and 500 years after the Frank state).
Many things are changed after the Tatar- Mongol invasion. Russia was now separated
from Europe, between Russia and Europe the puffer state of Lithuania appeared that
received almost all West Russian (Belorussian and Ukrainian) territories. The integration
center of Russia was Moscow that was under the power of the Golden Horde that testified
the transit to the new macrostage of development.
Let us characterize the periods. The macroperiod of 420 years (879-1300) can be divided
into seven periods sixty years each. For the convenience we define periods, going out
from the real events that became epoch-making and therefore opening the beginning of
period; for the comparison we bring the approximate dates of periods which are different
from the real not more than for 5-10 years.
I period –879-945 (appr. 880-940)
This period includes the time of rule of the first princes – Oleg (879-912) and his
relative Igor (912-945). The most of East Slavonic tribes were united under the power of
the Rurikide dunasty and paid tribute. The outer policy was active. Rus was territorially
between Europe and Asia that began at that time already on Don and Volga and was
personified by the tribes of Avars, Khazars, then Pechenegs and Qumanes (Polovcy),
who changed each other as the enemies of Russia (that is possibly personified by the
Zmey Gorynich – dragon with many heads). The fight of Russians with Avars (7th
century) is recorded in the “Nestor chronicle”, as the date the period of rule of the
Byzantinian emperor Heraclius I (610-641) is given. The famous singer Bayan, who was
mentioned in the “Igor’s song” could also have an Avarian prototype (the khan of Avars
who ruled 565-602). Rus had also to deal with Khazarian kaganate. According to the
chronicle, already Ascold and Dir freed the KIwev people from the Khazarian tribute,
instead of which they began to give tribute to the Europeans – Northmen. Here the main
problem of Russia in the future became evident – its geographical position between
Europe and Asia.
Young states always try to get a diplomatic recognition. Rus was no exception. The
military campaigns against Byzance (860, 866, 907, 941 and 944). Oleg and Igor also
went east, to the Caspian Sea (912 and 943). In the plane of ideology the Paganism
continued to dominate but possibly already from 860 (the mission of Cyril) Christianity
existed and was a religion of the some representatives of nobility that was testified in the
treaties. It is a heroical epoch, the legends about Oleg (Scandinavian “holy”, wise, a kind
of a soucerer), Igor (“the warrior of Inge”) and others that go back to the epics of a
military men are preserved. The period ends with a death of Igor from the hands of
Drevlyans (“a forest men”) that shows the insufficience of the system of the state power
that grew from the tribal unions.
In the whole, the Orthodox (East European) civilisation is represented in this time with
Byzance that was plagued by the iconoclasm and the attacks of Arabs and Slaves.
Among the Slavonic people Bulgarians were christianized and possibly a part of
Russians. Rus appears at the stage of history as a big state between Europe and Asia
under the power of the Northmen dynasty.
Questions :
1. Describe the iconoclastic movement in Byzance.
2. What was the inner and outer policy of Byzance in that time ?
3. Describe the Bulgaria in this time.
4. What was the beginning of state in Rus?
11. Jewish civilization in 700-950 CE.

a) Jews in Western Europe.
797 the Jew Isaac is included in a delegation sent by Charlemagne to Harun al-Rashid ; he is
the only one to return from the voyage. The group of Jewish merchants arrived from the great
centers of Jewish civilization in Palestine and Babylon. They were attracted to Europe not
only by the profit to be made in distant lands but also by the policy of protection offered by
the Carolingian kings who wished to encourage and control the suppliers of expensive
textiles, spices, and other luxury articles consumed by the rich nobility. In the ninth century
some of these merchants were involved in long-distance trade encompassing the whole of
Eurasia. From the Frankish kingdom they exported swords, slaves, and furs to the Muslim
world ; then, following the Silk Road to India and China and returning via Khazaria and the
Slavic lands, they brought back spices and perfumes to Europe. A Muslim document refers
tyo these great dealers as « radhaniya » (from the river Rhone or a region near Baghdad).
From several sources we learn of the the existence of a community of prosperous Jewish
merchants, protected by imperial agents, who enjoyed the social prestige which the Christian
society was willing to accord to the descendants of the people of the Bible.
Ca. 820-828 Agobard, the Archbishop of Lyon, conducted an intensive campaign against the
Jews that is testified in his letters. The letter concerning « the superstitions of the Jews »
reveals that the Jews of Lyons were familiar with the mystical writings of the ancient Orient.
His efforts to resrtict their activities all failed. Ca. 825 Louis I the Pious accords a bill of
rights to « Rabbi Donatus » and his nephew, to Jews in Lyons, and to Abraham of Saragossa.
Jews are seen as unprotected foreigners and have to be protected personally by the king, for
the first time under Louis the Pious. 838 the Bodo-Eleazar affairs takes place : Bodo, a
deacon at the court of Louis the Pious, befriended Jewish merchants who frequented the
palace ; in 838 he fled to Muslim Spain, embraced Judaism, and adopted the name Eleazar ;
his works include missionary pamphlets extolling messianic expectations and describing the
End of Days as the avenging of Israel’s humiliation. The privileges to Jews are also given by
the later German kings. The church prohibition of percents by loans cause Jews to occupy
with the money trade (Jew as a creditor, Christian as a debtor).
825-1067 Sicily is held by North African Muslims; strong institutional and commercial ties
between the Jews of the island and the North African communities.
According to the “Ahimaaz Scroll”, chronicle of an important Jewish family in Italy, ca. 850
a certain Aaron of Baghdad arrives in southern Italy and serves as a link between and
Babylonian Judaism.
At the beginning of 10th century « The Book of Josippon », a Hebrew version of Josephus
Flavius, is composed in a southern Italy by an unknown author. 917 is the assumed date for
the departure of the Kalonymus family from Lucca in Italy to Mainz in Germany. Hassidic
sources from the 13th century influenced by the Carolingian legend attribute the migration to
the initiative of a king called « Charles ».
Shabbetai Donnolo (913-983), an Italian Jewish physician, the first author of Hebrew
medical works in Europe, lives ; his most famous work, « Sefer ha-Yakar », list 120 different
remedies and their compositions. His name is associated with the medical center in Salerno
which was not influenced by Arab culture.
So in this time the Jews began to settle in Western Europe. There were a lot of Jewish
communities in Europe already in the 9th century, among them Judenburg in Carinthia.
b) Jews in Arabic Khaliphate.
1. Spain.
711 Muslim conquest of Spain takes place. According to Lucas de Tuy (13th century), the
Jews delivered Toledo into the hands of the invaders. The accusation of « treason » during
the Muslim invasion will be raised often against the Jews and « conversos » in the 15th
century. In Spain, where the Visigoths had prohibited all manifestations of Judaism and had
separated children from their families in order to bring them as Christians, the Jews
welcomed the Muslims as the saviors from long persecution. Moreover, they actively

collaborated with the invaders who rewarded them by leaving the defense of certain
conquered cities to Jewish garrisons. Many Jews who had left Spain during the Visigothic
persecutions returned there from North Africa.
929 the Umaiiad prince of Spain proclaims himself Caliph. Ca. 950 the first manifestations
of authonomy in the Spanish community are seen: Hisdai ibn Shaprut, leader of the Spanish
Jewish community and an eminent physician, is appointed counselor of the Umayyad caliph
Abd al-Rahman III; patron of Jewish court culture, Hisdai surrounds himself with poets and
scholars, founds a library, supports writers and linguists, and appoints Moses ben Hanokh to
the rabbinical seat in Cordoba.
In Muslim Spain the Jewish science found the most fertile soil. In this period Andalusia was
the greatest center of Europe and of entire Mediterranean basin. Its Muslim rulers, opulent
and tolerant, offered the prosperous Jewish elite opportunities for complete social and
cultural integration, which were not surpassed amywhere throughout the Middle Ages. In
Andalusia, as in the Muslim world at large, the Jews wrote their scientific treaties in Arabic,
a language which they found best suited to this branch of human learning. Hisdai ibn Shaprut
contributed to the construction of Arabic into a scientific vehicle, mainly by preparing the
final Arabic version of the “Materia medica, the great pharmaceutical compendium by the
Greek botanist Dioscurides (1st century CE).
Under him the Hebrew literature began to flourish. From the beginning, poetry and
philosophy went hand in hand. 958 Menahem ben Saruq, secretary to Hisdai, known to his
prophane poems, also compiled the first dictionary of biblical Hebrew roots, the “Mahberet”.
This work provoked a fierce response from Dunash ben Labrat, leading to an extensive
debate which was most beneficial to the advancement of biblical exegesis. The same Dunash
ben Labrat revolutionized Hebrew poetry by introducing metrics and genres fashionable
among Arab poets. The Spanish Golden Age of music: Jewish musicians, minstrels and
jugglers, perform in Spanish courts and before high-class audiences elsewhere in Europe. At
the same time, biblical exegesis and Talmudic commentary were also flourishing in other
Jewish intellectual centers – Lucena, Granada, Seville, Malaga, Saragossa, and Barcelona.
2. North Africa.
The Maghreb (“sunset, west” in Arabic) geographically designated North Africa as well as Spain.
North Africa had always attracted populations from the Mashrek (“east”). Among the
immigrations from the East there were many Jews. From the ninth century onwards, these
newcomers, who still had family, commercial and cultural ties in their countries of origin, began
to dominate the Maghreb communities.
Ca. 800 the earliest evidence of Jews participating in North African trade. Ca. 810 Letter from
Pikoi ben Baboi to the Maghreb community: the Babylonian sage encourages the North African
Jews to accept the authority of the Babylonian academies rather than that of the Palestinian
center. Between 830 and 880 leaders of the North African communities Nathan ben Hanania and
Judah ben Saul respond to certain halakhic questions themselves while addressing others to the
Babylonian academies.
The oldest dated document of the Genizah (“a place for the depositing of damaged bibles’) in
Ben Ezra Synagogue in Fostat (old Cairo), uncovered in 1890, is the 5th of October, 871. It is a
marriage contract, written on Friday, 16th of the month of Tishri. The script resembles that of
ancient Hebrew papyri; the scrobe stopped in the middle. Ca.880 traveller Eldad Ha-Dani visits
Tunisia. 882 Saadia ben Joseph is born in Faiuyum, Egypt. During his years of study in Egypt
(until 915) and Palestine (until 922) he wrote several works, including a Hebrew-hebrew
dictionary (“Sepher ha-Agron”) and an anti-Karaite polemic.
Ca.900 families bearing names indicating Persian, Iraqi or Palestinian origin – Ben Ukai, Ben
Shahun, Ha-Bavli (“the Babylonian”) etc. – are prominent in Maghreb and Egyptian
communities. 909 creation of the Fatimid caliphate in Maghreb marks the end of the first phase
of expansion of this Shi’ite dynasty; themselves a minority in the Muslim world, the Fatimids
appoint Jews and Christians to positions in which they had power over Sunnite Muslims. 969-

973 the Fatimids complete the conquest of Egypt where they establish their capital; the Zirides, a
Berber dynasty loyal to the Fatimids, rule North Africa. From the tenth century onwards, the
Jewish community of Kairouan in Tunisia was governed by own “nagid” (“rais al-yahud” in
Arabic, “leader of the Jews’; other “negidim” were to be found in Spain, Egypt and Yemen). Ca.
920 the exilarch Ukba is expelled by the caliph to kairuan in Tunisia.
The first Talmud commentator was a Tunisian rabbi from Kairouan, Hananel ben Hushi’el, who
was followed by his pupil Nissim ben Jacob ibn Shahun (ca. 980-1062). Other North African
scholars entered the secular sciences. In the early tenth century Tunisian Isaac ben Solomon
Israeli (850- ca.932) wrote treatises on medicine and philosophy (“The book of Remedies”,
“The Book of Fever”, “The Ethics of Physicians”), his disciple Dunash ibn Tamin ca. 950 wrote
on philosophy, mathematics, and astronomy; another Dunash, a North African Jew who had
studied with the gaon in Baghdad, brought Saadia’s theories on Hebrew poetry to North Africa.
Medieval Hebrew poetry, born in the east, was developed and enriched in the west, and therefore
labeled “Spanish”. The first collection of the stories in Judeo-Arabic was composed in Tunisia,
and Hebrew philology was born in Fez, Morocco, spreading from there to Spain and Palestine.
There was virtually no intellectual, spiritual or artistic sphere which was not explored and
revitalized be medieval North African Jewry.
3. Jews in Muslime Palestine.
638 Omar ibn Al-Khattab conquers Jerusalem; seventy Tiberian Jewish families settle in the city.
Palestine was divided into two districts: Jund of Filastin (district of Palestine) in the south and
Jund of Jurdunn (district of Jordan) in the north. The Jews accepted the change of regime with
enthusiasm, even to the point of endowing the Arab conquest with a messianic significance.
After centuries of being barred from residing in the city, a small community was now formed in
Jerusalem. Pilgrimage to the city was also renewed. Jerusalem thus regained its status as a
religious and spiritual capital. Besides Jerusalem there were several important urban Jewish
communities in Banias, Tyre, Acre, Haifa, Ashkelon and Gaza, and above all in Tiberias and
Ramleh. Tiberias was a literary and religious center, reknown for the masoretes, the scholars
responsible for the authorized version of the vocalized Hebrew Bible (Masorah means
“transmission”). 748 the earthquake in the Jordan valley took place, Tiberias suffered severe
damage. 895 in Tiberias Moses ben Asher copies and vocalizes a manuscript of Prophets, which
may be found today in the Karaite synagogue in Cairo. Ca. 930 the Bible manuscript known as
“Keter Aram Zova” (“The Crown of Aleppo”) is copied in Tiberia; the copy is attributed to
Solomon ben Buya’a, and the vocalization to Aaron ben Asher. Ramleh, founded in 716, was
home to the largest community in Palestine during the tenth and eleventh century. At the same
time, a process of Islamization of the land emptied the Galilee of the peasants who had
comprised the majority of the Jewish population during the Byzantine period. The city
inhabitants were immigranmts from either Islamic countries of the Orient or from the Fatimid
state interior. Among the newcomers, the immigrants from Babylonia were the most distinctive
group. In the major Palestinian centers, the two communities – Shami’in of Palestine and Iraki’in
from Babylon – lived side by side. An additional group comprised the families of North African
and Sephardi origin, who were active mainly in Jerusalem and Ramleh, and often became
important dignitaries in their local Jewish society.
The academy (yeshiva) of Tiberias was moved to Jerusalem. The authority of the Palestinian
academy was grounded mostly in the religious functions which it claimed as its prerogatives:
organizing the pilgrimage ceremonies and “proclsiming the festivals” (that is, determining the
Hebrew calendar, a prerogative that was contested by the Babylonian center). Once a year,
during Sukkot, the academy organized a celebration on the Mount of Olives, which attracted
many Jews from all over the Orient. 912-933 the Palestinian academy is headed by the Meir
family; gaon Meir, his son Aaron, his grandson Abraham. 921-923 “the calendar dispute”
between Aaron ben Meir and Saadia ben Joseph, the future gaon of the Sura Academy. Took
place. 960 the Rhine valley communities send their halakhic questions to the Palestinian
academy. Jews throughout the districts formerly belonging to the Byzantine Empire upheld the

authority of the Palestine academy. The head of the academy, successor of the “nasi” of
Byzantine time, was theoretically equal in status to the exilarch and the heads of the Babylonian
academies.
970 the Fatimids begin their conquest of Palestine. Soon it was under the Fatimid rule.
4. Jews in Babylonia.
750 Abbasids accessed to power in Arabic Caliphate, the capital was moved to Baghdad. 757761 Yehudai ben Nahman, gaon (the head of the yeshiva) of Sura, suggests that the Jews of
Palestine follow the Babylonian custom; the latter, howver, prefer to maintain their own written
traditions which were established in the Jerusalem Talmud. 786 arguing that the most Jews
throughout the land no longer owned land, the heads of the Babylonian academies (in Sura and
in Pumbedita) and the exilarch (“rosh ha-gadol”) proclaim regulations which differ from those of
the Talmud. In the early ninth century two yeshivot were transferred to Baghdad and continued
to carry the names of their former locations. The Babylonian canter had jurisdiction over the
communities in Iraq, Iran and Yemen. Ca. 810 letter of Pirkoi ben Baboi to the Jewish
communities in North Africa; he tries to convince them of the superiority of the Babylonian
Talmud over the Jerusalem Talmud. 825 David ben Joseph and his brother Daniel, each
supported by one of the two academies, fight bitterly over the title of Exilarch (“prince of the
exile”, political leader of the Babylonian community); the Abbasid Caliph Al-Ma’mun authorizes
the multiplication of religious sects among the dhimmis. The controversy and the caliph’s decree
leads to a decrease of the Exilarch’s prestige. Ca. 840 the Babylonian exilarch demands
gfinancial support from the communities in North Africa and Spain. 842-855 Paltoi bar Abbaye,
gaon of Pumbedita, sends the Talmud and its commentaries to Jewish scholars in Spain. Ca. 850
according to the “Ahimaaz scroll”, chronicle of an important Jewish family in Italy, a certain
Aaron of Baghdad arrives in southern Italy and serves as a link between western and Babylonian
Jewry. 857-875 Amram ben Sheshna is gaon of Sura. His Seder (”Order of Prayers and
Blessings”) is the oldest extant order of Jewish prayers; it became influential in many
communities in North Africa and Europe. Ca. 880-930 the prospering of the jahbadhiyya, rich
Jewish bankers in Baghdad, influential at the caliph’s court. 890-898 Hai bar Rav David Gaon
transfers his yeshiva from Pumbedita to Babylon.
916 death of Netira, founder of an important Jewish banking firm in Baghdad. 921-923 the
polemic over the calendar, between the Ben Meir family, the Palestinian gaonim, and the
Babylonian community leaders supported by Saadia ben Joseph (882-942), takes place.
Summaries of the arguments are dispatched to the diaspora communities, most of whom accept
the authority of the Babylonian center. 926 Saadia ben Joseph writes his “Book of Documents
and Deeds”, part of a larger halakhic work which he intended to write; this is the first work on
Jewish law written in Arabic, and the first divided according to topics rather than by association
of ideas, in the manner of Talmud. 928 Saadiah ben Joseph is appointed head of the Sura
academy by the exilarch David ben Zakkai. Ca. 931 a power struggle develops between Saadiah
Gaon and the exilarch who appointed him; the exilarch nominates someone else as head of the
Sura academy, Saadiah in turn appoints another exilarch, his adversary’s brother. During these
years Saadiah, forced to go into hiding for four years, wrote his major philosophic work, ‘Book
of Beliefs and Opinions”: an attempt to find rational proof for the dogmas of the Oral and
Written Law. 937 Saadiah returns to his position as head of the academy, where he will remain
until his death in 942. Saadiah ben Joseph was the incontestable authority for all Jewish
communities in the Muslim lands. In this time Jewish music develops. The hazan is a
professional musician; adoption of the Tiberian system of accents and musical intonation;
rudimentary musicology under Arab influence. Before 942, Saadiah Gaon writes a treatise on
rhythmic science influenced by the Arabic philosopher Al-Kindi. Ca.950 Baghdad and its
wonders are described by Nathan ben Isaac ha-Bavli (“the Babylonian”) for the benefit of the
Jews of North Africa.

In the whole, the situation of Jews in the Islamic world was much better than before.
They have they own self-government with the centers in Babylonia, Palestine and North
Africa and brought a lot of cultural achievements.
с) The Karaites.
Ca.760 the activity of Anan ben David – a learned and aristocratic man, probably belonging to a
family of exilarches, the leaders of Babylonian Jewry, and of his disciples – Ananites begins.
However, as rebels against all the authority, they soon disintegrated into a plurality of groups.
Ca.830-860 Benjamin ben Moses Nahawendi (of Nehavend) establishes a Karaite doctrine in
Iran; through him the sect became known as Karaites or Benei Mikra (“sons of the Scriptures”).
Islamic influence was apparent in all aspects of Karaism – in their philosophical outlook, in their
spiritual views, customs, laws, and judicial processes. The main hallmark of the Karaites is their
rejection of the authority of the Oral Law and the belief in the necessity of direct, independent,
and critical study of the Bible. A “Karaite” reads the Mikra (the Pentateuch) and recognized the
Scriptures as the exclusive source of religious law. This biblical fundamentalism was the basis of
their entire religiosity, and placed them irrevocably in opposition to Talmudic Judaism. Some of
the Karaite doctrins and customs distinguishing them from the Rabbanites are the literal
interpretation of the biblical rules concerning the observance of the Sabbath, celebrating the
festivals differently (they do not blow the shofar on Rosh ha-Shannah, nor do they wave the
“four species” in Sukkot; and they ignore Hanukkah since it is not mentioned in the Bible). In
addition, they are particularly severe with regard to the law on marriage among the relatives.
Their liturgy is mostly biblical psalmody, and their practice different methods on ritual slaughter
– a custom which widened the rift between them and the Rabbanites, as they cannot share the
same food.
873-875 Daniel of Qumisi – native of the town of Qumis, near Isfahan – brings the message of
Karaism to Palestine. The Karaite doctrine emphatically stressed the obligation to live in the
Land of Israel. Residing in Jerusalem, praying at its gates, submitting to severe practices of
purification – these concrete measures were to hasten the End of Days; and without them there
was no hope to Redemption. Hence the constant propaganda for a Return to Zion. Consequently,
between the ninth and eleventh centuries the “roses” – as the Karaites called themselves in
contradistinction to the rabbinical “thorns” – comprised the majority of the Jewish community in
Jerusalem.
Ca. 905 Saadia Gaon writes an attack on Anan ben David in Arabic; the future head of the Sura
academy is the strongest opponent to the sect and the one most frequently cited in the writings of
its adherents; his attacks initiates the long and acrimonius quarrel between Karaites and
Rabbanites. In the 10th century an important community of Karaites exists in Jerusalem, where
they regard themselves as Avelei Zion (“they who mourn in Zion”, Isaiah, 61:3). Led by a nasi
(“prince’), claiming Davidian lineage, the Karaites attracted many scholars of distinction in
biblical exegesis, law, Hebrew lexicography, and philosophy. During the first half of the century,
the most important figure of Karaism was Jacob al-Kirkisani. He was a great scholar, well
versed in the theological sources of the three monotheistic religions. Al-Kirkisani’s works in
Arabic include the ‘Book of Lights” and “Watch-Towers”, a code of Karaite law, and the “Book
of Gardens and Parks” which is a commentary on the pre-legal chapters of the Pentateuch.
So in this time the non-Talmudic sects of Judaism began to flourish.
d) Khazars in VI-Xth centuries.
Khazars were seminomadic tribes (land tilling, trade), who founded their state to the north of
Causacus. They were of Turkic origin and spoke language close to Chuvash. From 552 they
belonged to the West Turkic state.They were divided into the white and black Khazars. Khazars
were ruled by bek (king) and kahan (prince).
Their state had close relations to Byzance, gained profits from the customs and had a permanent
army. Already in the VIIth century Khazars were allies of Heracly in his fight against Persians
and besieged Tiflis. The first conflict with Arabs was 642 in Caucasus. 653 the Arabic general
was murdered at the battle at Balanjar. According to al-Mas‘udi, the capital was initially at

Balanjar, then in Samandar at the Caspian Sea and later in Itil. 679 their destroyed the Bulgar
state on Volga. Ca. 700 Khazar officials were on Bosphorus and in Phanagoria. Justinian II was
imprisoned in Chersonesos, fled to Khazars and married the sister of kahan Theodora. After his
return to power, 711 he sent his troops to Chersones that was already under the Khazar influence.
The troops of the emperor revolted, Justinian II and his younger son from the Khazarian princess
Tiberius was murdered. 733 Leo III Isaurian married his son Constantin with the daughter of
Khazar kagan Irene. From this marriage Leo IV Khazar was born. Ca. 740 one of the Khazar
kagans asked Leo III to send him a missionary of the Christian faith. 730 Arabs defeated Arabs at
Ardabil. After 731 a part of Khazars became Muslims. Under kagan Sauriel-Obadi 763 they
accepted Judaism that appeared already 740 under kahan Bulan. The second war with Arabs
began 772 and ended 773 with the defeat of Khazars. After the suppression of the Hursat revolt
the Jewish inhabitants of Hwarizm fled to Khazars (60-80s of the VIIth century). According to
Iehuda Halevy , ca. 800 kahan Obadia made a religious reform in the country, the synagogues
and religious schools were built in the country, Khazars began to study Tora, Mishna, Talmud
and Jewish divine service. According to Al-Mas‘udi, in the time of Harun al-Rashid (786-809)
in the Khazarian state many Jews appeared, who were expelled from Byzance and Caliphate. A
Jew would even become a king of Khazars. In the time of the Byzantine emperor Theophilos
(829-842) Khazars asked to send missionaries again. The Byzantine engineers built the fortress
of Sarkel. 861 Cyril (Constantin) was sent to Khazars. 862 Oleg would have liberated Kiev
dwellers from the Khazarian tribute. 932 al-Istahri describes the election of kahan from the
nobility. He also tells about the caravan way from Khazaria to Khwarizm and about about the
“king’s way” from Khwarizm to Volga. According to Ibn Fadlan, the kahans were buried under
water. 965 Sarkel (“the white fortress”), the western frontier fortress at the Don estuary, was
conquered by the Russian prince Sviatoslav. 969 Itil, the residence at the Volga estuary, is also
falling. The remnants of Khazarian state existed till the Tatar-Mongol conquest.
The Khazarian state was one more nomadic tribal organization that controlled a big territory of
the East Europe. In the difference to earlier “states” (Hun and Avar), it existed for a long time
and were inhabited by a different population, among them were Jews and Muslims.
Questions: 1. Describe the situation of Jews in the Western Europe.
2. What were the main centers of Jewish civilization in the Arabic caliphate?
3. What were the main differences between Karaimes and Rabbanites?
4. Describe the Khazarian state.

12. Islamic World in 700-950.
a) Late Umayyads.
Under al-Walid I (705-715), the son of Abdalmalik, the culmination of the power of
Umayyads is reached: conquest of Transoxania (705-712), the Indus valley (711-12) and
Spain (711); Berber Tariq ibn Ziyad crosses the Gibraltar strait (Jabal al-Tariq) and
destroys the West Gothic army under Roderich at Wadi Bakka between Jerez de la
Frontera and Cordoba. He was also the most important builder of the Umayyads.
Then the second son of Abdalmalik Sulaiman (715-717) and Omar II (717-720), the son
of Abdalaziz rule. Under him the attempts of big reforms, especially in the religion, are
maid. Omar II gave equal rights to the all Muslims with his tax reform. 717-718
Constantinople was besieged from the land and from the sea. This king is called caliph in
the Islamic tradition, in difference to the other Umayyad kings, who called simply muluk
(kings). He adopted the harsher attitude towards all the minorities in his empire. The
Covenant of Omar (a series of religious measures like prohibitions on building high
prayer houses, conducting public religious ceremonies, studying the Koran and certain
humiliating restrictions like wearing distinctive clothes and a prohibition of riding horses,
intended to mark the superiority of Islam over the infidels), which was to regulate the
relations between the Muslim power and the “Peoples of the Book” until the nineteenth
century, was probably accepted under this caliph (not under the tolerant Omar I). In the
time of rule of Yazid II (720-724), the third son of Abdalmalik, the revolt of South
Arabian and the governor of eastern provinces Yazid ibn al-Muhallab (720) takes place.
Arabs make plunderings in Rhone valley (723-725). 723 the tax reform is abolished.
The next caliph Hisham, the fourth son of Abdalmalik, rules almost twenty years (724743). In his time the revolts of different groups and the Turkic invasion takes place. The
most important event of his rule is the fight between Tours and Poitiers (732), where
Arabs were defeated by Carl Martell and stopped the further movement to the West. The
social and economical crisis, caused by the equality of the conversed non-Arabs with
Arabs, the revolt of Shiites and Charijites and the conflicts between Umayyad and
Abbasids lead to the decline of the Umayyad dynasty. 740-741 the small Charijite states
in Maghreb appear. The new Muslims (mawali), especially in Persia, revolted, especially
important was the revolt of al-Harith ibn Suraij in Horasan (734-746). 725 the first tax
revolt of Copts took place. They last till 773.
743-750 the third civil war takes place. 743-744 three caliphs fight for power. Then
Marwan II (744-750), the nephew of Abdalmalik, as the chif of the clan defeats the other
pretenders. 744-47 the revolt of Alid Abdallah bin Muawiya in Kufa and Istacht. 745-747
the Charijite revolt in Wasit, Kufa and Mosul. They are against any caliphate. The 745746 Arab tribes of Kalb revolted against the orefernce of Qais tribe by the caliph Marwan
II, who resided now in Harran. 745 pestilences and a nature catastrophes sharpen the
situation. 747 the Byzantine victory at Cyprus; Byzance dominates in the sea for a
hundred years. 750 Marwan II is defeated at Great Zab by the Abbasids and Hashimiya
and is murdered in Busir (Egypt). The almost ninety years of Umayyad caliphate with
the center in Damascus came to the end.
b) Abbasids.
Abbasids are the descendents of the uncle of Muhammad al-Abbas. Their fight with
Umayyads begins 710, after they were exiled to Humaima (to the south of the Dead Sea)
because of the support of Alids. The first Abbasid caliph is Abu-l-Abbas (750-754). 751

Narbonne is reconquered by Franks. In the same year Arab and Chinese armies meet at
Talas (Kirgisia).
The real founder of the Abbasid dynasty is his brother al-Mansur (Victorius), who rules
754-775. He comes to power with the help of Persian troops, but the leader of Hashimiya
abu-Muslim is murdered 755. His supporters revolt in Nishapur (Chorasan). 762 the new
residence Baghdad is founded (not far from the Persian capital Ctesiphone). The
supremacy position of Arabs goes to the end, now Persians have a leadership: the Persian
court ceremonies are introduced, the state is lead by vezirs, the administration is
reorganized according to the Persian and Byzantinian examples. There are divans of
finances, army, correspondence, intelligence and spies. In the law the judges (“qadi”)
have a relative freedom, policy works as militia, the market and mores policy (“hisba”)
controls the participation at the divine service. Instead of the five Umayyad provinces
(Syria, Irak, Jazira, Persia with the East and Egypt with the West) the new provinces
(about 30) correspond to the historical Roman and Persian provinces. Caliph is
surrounded by his court and unreachable for the people. Already 756 Spain (al-Andalus)
is lost and ruled by the Umayyad dynasty (the emirat of Cordoba). 762-763 revolt of Alid
Muhammad ibn Abdallah, “the pure soul” and the revolt of his brother in Basra. 776-779
al-Muqanna, “the veiled”, calls himself the successor of Jesus, Muhammad and Ali and
open the holy war in Transoxania.
The next caliph is a son of al-Mansur al-Mahdi (775-785). In his time the ideology of rule
is created, according to which only the Abbasids are legitime caliphs, not the descendents
of Ali. 783 his son Harun al-Rashid, the son of al-Mahdi and of the Berber slave, causes
the Byzantine emperess Irene to make a hard cease-fire. He rules 786-809. He is famous
from the collection of tales “1001 night” and incorporates there the power and luxury of
the Abbasid state (in the alike way the Russian prince Vladimir, who ruled 200 years
later, is glorified in the byliny). He has diplomatic relations with his contemporary Carl
the Great. He extends the city of Baghdad to the north (Shammasiya) and to the south
(Mucharrim). It would have in this time about 300,000 people. 790-796 the revolt in
Syria against the domination of Irak takes place. 795-809 Hamza ibn Adrak, a Charijite,
is proclaimed to caliph in Chorasan. 803 the Persian vezir family of Barmakids is lost of
power. In the same year the revolts among Arabic tribes in Syria take place. 805 Rafi bin
Laith, a descendent of the Umayyad governor, revolts in Samarkand. Despite the
victorious fight against Byzance, the caliphate looses the territories in the North Africa:
in Marocco the dynasty of Idrisids of Fes (808-903), in Alger the Rustamids of Tahert
(777-909) and in Tunis the Aghlabids of Kairuan (801-909) rule. Harun ar-Rashid
appoints Abu Yusuf Yaqub (715-798), a pupil of the famous law scholar Abu Hanifa to
the Supreme Qadi (judge) of the state. He divides the state in two parts: al-Amin, a son of
the Arabic woman, receives the office of caliph and the Arabic lands of the west; alMamun, a son of the Persian woman, receives the Persian lands in the east.
Al-Amin rules 809-813. 811 begins the brother war with al-Mamun, it becomes the war
between Arabs and Persians. 813 Baghdad is besieged, the parts of residence are
destroyed. Al-Amin is murdered by Tahir, a Chorasan general of al-Mamun.
Al-Mamun rules 813-833. He is the most important Abbasid; he develops the
administration, the culture flourishes. He builds a guard from the Turkic body guards.
815 the Hasanid Ibrahim Tabataba and the chief of Beduines Abu s-Saraya, a supporter of
Alids, revolt in Kufa and Basra. 816-837 revolt of Mazdakite and reformer Babak in
Azerbaijan, it is also a revolt of peasants against the Arabian land nobility; it is
suppressed by the Irak general al-Afshin, Babak is executed.To reconsiliate with the
moderate Alids, al-Mamun promises 817 the succession of power to Ali ibn Musa, called
ar-Rida; in Baghdad the anti-Abbasid revolt takes place and the anti-Caliph is nominated.
818 ar-Rida is dead; his tomb in Meshed becomes later a Shiite pilgrimage place. 819 alMamun suppresses the revolt and returns to Baghdad from Merw. Arabic dynasty of

Ziyadids or Zaidites (819-989) in Yemen (residence in Zabid) is founded by the Abbasid
general Muhammad ibn Ziyad. 827 the Mutazilitizm, a rationalistic direction of Islam,
becomes a state religion; a kind of inquisition is built. 829 “the house of wisdom” is
created in Baghdad for the translation of the Greek works into Arabic. 829-830 the new
tax revolts of Copts in Egypt took place.
833-842 al-Mutasim, the third son of Harun ar-Rashid, rules. He creates a guard from
Turkmenian tribes. 841 a famous general al-Afshin dies in the prison after the accusation
by inquisition. 836 Samarra becomes a residence and a guarrison city (till 883 or 892).
Baghdad decays: 865 it is besieged for the second time, 932 the walls of the round city
became to decay, 941 the round city is destroyed by the earthquake. 839-841 the peasat
revolt under Mazyar in Tabaristan (the south coast of the Caspian Sea). 840 revolt of
Mubarqa in Syria, he did not want to call the Umayyad caliphate unlawful.
842-847 al-Wathiq, a son of al-Mutasim, rules; he is the last caliph who can rule
relatively independently from the body guards, but he does not appoint a successor. After
his death his brother al-Mutawakkil is elected to caliph under the pressure of the body
guards, from whom it becomes dependent and is murdered 861. Later the Caliphes are
the victims of the palace intrigues – some are blinded, other are killed. The state looses
more and more territories: in the east Samanides rule (from 819 as the governours in
Transoxania dependent from Tahirids (820-872), from 875-999 independent), North
Mesopotamia is ruled by Shiites Hamdanides of Mossul and Aleppo (890-1003). The
North Africa is united by Ismailite Fatimides (909-972), who 969 conquer Egypt, where
earlier Sunnite Tulunides (868-905) and Ichshidids (935-969) ruled. 869-883 the revolts
of Neger slaves from Zanzibar (Zanj) in salt mines of South Irak; the autonome state is
built under the Alid Ali ibn Muhammad. 890 Ismailite Qarmate revolt in Bahrain. The
state of Qarmates (894-1078) is founded by Hamdan Qarmat. Sunnite Saffarides (867911) is founded by the copper smith (ar. Saffar) and the leader of robbers Yaqub ibn alLaith, who was a commandant of the Abbasid troops in Sestan (Sejestan). The Turkic
dynasty of Sajids (889-920) in Aserbaijan is founded by the Abbasid general Abu l-Saj
Diwdad; the son of Muhammad al-Afshin is governor there.
The office of caliph is restricted to the spiritual leader of the believers, the real power is
in the hands of Amir al-Umara (the highest emir) from 936. From 945 the Shiite dynasty
of Buyids resides in Baghdad (till 1055).
с) The regional dynasties of the West.
1. The Spanish Umayyads (756-961).
711 the West Gothic residence Cordoba is taken by Mughith ar-Rumi, the lower general
under Tariq, but it remains under Jewish administration. 719 the governor of al-Andalus
moves his residence from Sevilla to Cordoba; the walls and the bridge are restored, the
mills are built in the river of Guadalquivir (al-Wadi al-Kabir, “the great stream”), in the
south of the city the cemetery is made. 750 the governor Yusif ibn Abdarrahman rebuilt a
half of the West Gothic church of S.Vicente to the mosque.
Abdarrahman I al-Dahil (“the immigrant’), one of the living Umayyads, came to Spain
754 after some years of flight in North Africa and defeats the governor of Cordoba 756.
He founds the dynasty of Spanish Umayyads and rules 756 till 788. The population of the
country consists from Christs, Jews and Muslims, who are divided into “South Arabians”,
“North Arabians”, Orientals and Berbers. Arabs live in the towns, Orientals, especially
the Syrians, who suppressed the Berber revolt of 740, in the country; Berbers in the Ebro
valley, in the region of Valencia, in the southern Meseta and the Estremadura. The north
frontier against the Christians (Spains and Franks) is organized into three marches that
sometimes revolt against the central government. The attack of Charlemagne is stopped
776 at Saragossa and his arrierguard destroyed by Basques 778 in the Roncesvalles

valley.Abdarrahman built Cordoba to the residence and begins the building of the Great
Mosque 785, destroying the remnant half of the church.
Hisham I (788-796), the son of Abdarrahman, introduces the Malikite rite. He fulfills the
building of the mosque and builds the minaret. He also builds the great bridge of
Cordoba. Charlemagne conquers Barcelona 795, but in the whole the state remains stabil.
Hakam I (796-822), the son of Hisham, fights with the revolts in the marches and in
Cordoba: the ‘suburbians” of Cordoba, supported by the leading law scholars, is
suppressed harshly, a part of the population is deported; other flee to Fes ar Alexandria,
where from the invade Crete.
Abdarrahman II (822-852), the son of Hakam, extends the mosque to the south by nine
ships and builts the second minaret. He has to fight against the Northmen, who attack
Lissabon, Sevilla and Almeria 844. Muhammad I (852-856) renovates the mosque and
decorates it. Abdallah (888-912) makes a column way (sabat) between his palace and the
mosque. The state is plagued with revolts and separatistic movements. Omar ibn Hafsun,
a descendent of the converted Christian, revolts in the south, fortified in the almost
unaccessful fortress of Bobastro to the north of Malaga. For a some time he occupies
almost the whole south, including Malaga, Granada, Ecija, Jaen and the Gibraltar strait.
Abdarrahman III (emir 912-929, Caliph 929-961) brings the domination of the Spanish
Umayyads to the culmination. He restores the unity of the state; the descendents of Ibn
Hafsun (died 917) capitulate, the fortress of Bobastro is destroyed. 929 Cordoba becomes
a state of caliph. He renovates the minarets and makes the northern precinct of the yard
greater. In the 10th century Cordoba would have 500,000 inhabitants, 50 hospitals, 300
bathes, 600 mosques and 80 medreses, 70 public libraries. For the memory of his late
wife (936) he makes a residence Madinat az-Zahra (the town of flowers) to the west of
Cordoba. He makes diplomatic relations to Byzance, to the German emperor Otto I, to
the Chazars. He leaves the very well administrated and flourished state with the big state
revenues and the intensive cultural life. The defeat at Simanca from the Christian Ramiro
of Leon (939) cannot destabilize the state.
2. The Dynasties of Maghreb and the conquest of Sicily.
Rustamids (777-909).
After the conquest of North Africa by Arabs the governors are appointed. The subjugated
Berbers enter the Charijite line of Islam. Charijite Berbers conquer the state Qairuan
(Tunis), his leader is Persian Ibn Rustam (died 787). After giving Qairuan back, he
returns to the central Maghreb. 761 he founds the town and the state of Tahert (Alger).
Another Charijite-Berberian princedom appears in the oasis of Sigilmasa under Banu
Midrar (Midrarites). Rustamids are overthrown by Fatimids 909; a part of the Charijite
confederation returns to Sahara, initially in the oasis of Wargla, then in the oasis region of
Mzab.
Idrisids (789-974).
The dynasty is founded by Alid Idris ibn Abdallah, who fled to Walila in Marocco after
the massacre of Fakhkh (Abbasids against Alids 786). 789 he is proclaimed by Berbers to
Imam; but he does not cause them to convert into Shiism. 791 he is poisoned, possibly in
the order of Harun ar-Rashid. His mausoleum is in Mulay Idris. Idris II (791-828), his
posthum born son, becomes a ruler 803, subjugates other Charijite Berberian tribes and
occupies Tlemcen; he builds a city of Fes at the another river side of the founded by his
father 789 market place, where mostly Arabs settle. The last Idrisid is taken by Spanish
Umayyads 974 to Cordoba, where he dies 985.
Aghlabids (800-909).
Ca.800 the army in Tunis rebels against the Abbasid governor. The Arabic (or Persian)
governor of the western neighbor region Ibrahim ibn Aghlab suppresses the revolt and is
appointed by harun ar-Rashid as the hereditary emir of the province Ifriqiya.He founds

the dynasty of Aghlabids. Ibrahim builds the residence of al-Abbasiya some km to the
south of Qairuan and stations there a guard troop of 5,000 men. He dies 811.
Under the Aghjlabids Ifriqiya has an economic growth. The irrigational channels for the
tilling of crops, fruits and olives are made at renovated, iron, copper, antimonium and
plumbum are mined and kept.
Ziyadatallah I (817-838) mets with the growing opposition and leads the military outer
policy. 822 the army on Tunis rebels again, supported by the Qadi of Qairuan. Berbers,
who were earlier the enemies of Aghlabids, help to suppress the revolt. 827 Ziyadatallah
sends the parts of the army, supported by the fled enemies of the Spanish Umayyads, the
parts of Iranian troops and Berbers from the Huwara tribe under the command of his
hardersr opponent the Qadi Ibn al-Furat to Sicily. The army lands at Mazara, conquers
Marsala and defeats the Byzantinian army. But the attacks at Siracuse and Enna fail
(828). 830 Ziyadatallah sends against the group of rebels as the additional army under the
command of the enemy of the Spanish Umayyads to the isle. 831 Palermo is conquered.
Ziyadatallah appoints his cousin at-Tamimi as the commander-in-chief in Sicily. He
weakens the conflict between the African and Spanish Muslims and builds Palermo as the
capital. Enna canot be taken also 834-835; at-Tamimi is killed by own officers.
843 the Saracenes conquer Messina and make plundering campsigns in Southern Italy till
Naple and till the estuary of Tiber. After 851 the new governor Abu al-Aghlab conquers
Butera, Cefalu and also Enna. Christians are defending the mountain fortress of Rometta.
875 the new emir of Qairuan, Ibrahim al-Ahmad, sends again the army of rebels to Sicily.
The emir of Palermo Jafar, sieges Syracuse anew and takes the city 878. In Sicily the
Muslims are also divided: Arabs are against Berbers, the Berberian tribes against each
other, the Sicilian Muslims against the new comers from Ifriqiya. 902 the former emir
Ibrahim ibn Ahmad comes to Trapani to confess by jihad the crimes of his rule in
Qairuan. From Palermo he goes to Taormina, takes the town and makes terror there.
Aghlabids became the important power in the central Mediterranean. Ifriqiya becomes
the cultural center of the Islamic world; Qairuan with its Great Mosque is a religious
center. Here the people of Malik the lawyer Sahmun (died 854) lives. He makes a
thorough explanation of his teaching and expands the teachuing of this school in North
Africa and al-Andalus.
Fatimids.
The great grandfather of the founder of the dynasty, the would-be descendent of the
daughter of Muhammad Fatima, was in the middle of the 9 th century the leader of the
Ismailite sect in Irak, where from he fled to Syria and propagated his message in the
whole Islamic world. 893 one of his messengers Abu Abdallah ash-Shii founds a
community among the Berbers of Kutama. He throwns over the dynasty of Aghlabids and
conquers Qairouan 909. The last emir Ziyadatallah III dies in exile.
905 the leader of the sect Abdallah al-Mahdi fleds from Syria over Egypt to Sigilmasa.
910 he is invited by Abu Abdallah ash-Shii to Qairouan, celebrated as Imam and Mahdi
and proclaimed to caliph, who fights against the “usurpation” of power by Abbasids in
the whole Islamic umma.
The Conflict between Arabic Sunnites and the Berberian Shiites develops also in Sicily.
937-941 there are Sunnitic revolts in Agrigent and Palermo. They are suppressed by
Fatimids, who fight also the Charijitwe Berbers in Maghreb. 948 the commander of
Fatimid troops al-Hasan from the Arab tribe confederation of Kalb, who suppressed the
Charijites, is appointed by the Caliph in Cordoba to the governor of Sicily. They accept
the supremacy of the Fatimids, but rule practically independent. 964 the last Christian
fortress of Rometta is taken.
953-975 Fatimids under Caliph al-Muizz conquer the whole Maghreb. They fight at the
sea against the caliph of Cordoba and against the Byzaqnce. 969 the Fatimid governor
Jauhar conquers Egypt. 972 Fatimids leave Ifriqiya, having left there Sirids as governors.

e) The economics and culture of Arabic caliphate.
The state land ownership preserves in the caliphate of Abbasids. Besides it, there is a private
(mulk) and the conditional (ikta) land ownership, a part of land was in the ownership of tribes
and communities. Caliph and his relatives were big landowners. In the IXth century the new kind
of the feudal land ownership –wakf appears : the lands, given by the state or the private owner to
the different Muslim institutions – mosques, scools, hospitals, the clergy men, are not taxed by
the state. In the VII-IXth century there were still many slaves, who were used not only as
servants, but also in the industry – irrigatory works, gardening, crafts, mines, as shepherds etc.
Many slaves were brought from abroad, especially from Africa.
Trade was very much developed in the Arabic caliphate. The caravan ways, connecting the
Mediterranean with the Far East, went through its territory. The sea trade with India, Indonesia,
China, trade with Africa, Khazars, Turks, Rus was developed. The money system in the
Caliphate was based upon three metals: the cheapest coins were minted from copper or bronze,
tin was imported from South East Asia and England. The more valuable coins (dirhems) were
from silver, dinars were made from gold. There were many cities in the Caliphate. The most
important crafts were textile (silk, linen, cotton, woollen), Iranian carpetry, jewelry. The
production of paper Arabs borrowed 751 from the Chinese, 794 was made the first paper factory
in Baghdad. Weapons were made from Damascus steel. Towns were ruled by the officials –
hakims, appointed by the state from the aristocracy.
In Islam the prophane branches of scholarship (philosophy, mathematics, medicine, geography,
natural sciences) were called “the sciences of the ancients”, because they appeared from the
Greek heredity and were strictly separated from the religious (theology, law, history, philology).
Soon the prophane scholarship emancipated from Koran as an initial context, especially through
the translation of the Greek texts) and got under the pressure of the legitimation problem. In the
first phase (7th-10th
centuries) the places of origin of poetry and scholarship concentrate in Lower Mesopotamia. In
the classical time almost all sciences are represented by the scholars of the firts rank.
1. Poetry.
Akin to the Arabic language that was sacralised as the medium of the revelation, the poetry is
also high estimated in the Islamic society. Accordingly one receives and gives futher the preIslamic Arabic poetry because one thinks it is unavoidable for the understanding of Koran.To the
original Arabic literature the Persian influence is added in the 10th century. The Arabic poets are:
Abdallah ibn al-Muqaffa (720- ca.757; Basra) translates a cyclus of the fables from Persian into
Arabic; because of his Zoroastrian belief is murdered by the order of Harun ar-Rashid. Abu
Nuwas (ca.772-815; Basra, Kufa, Baghdad), a friend of Harun ar-Rashid, writes not more the
Beduine, but the “modern” court poetry, singing wine and pederasty. His partly frivole poems
bring him up and to into the prison. Al-Jahiz (776-868; Basra, Baghdad, Samarra) is one of the
most many-sided poets. His works promote the development of the Arabic prose, especially the
“adab” literature that praises the gastly friendship, the care about friends, later eloquence and the
cultivated behaviour in the court society. Ibn Qutaiba (828-889; Basra, Baghdad), initially Qadi,
then teacher, is an example of the stile and mastership in the art of the court “adab” for the later
generations. He composes the poetic anthology for the high society.
Among the Persian poets one can name Rudaki (died 941; Buchara). He founds the new Persian
literature and is praised as the “sultan of poets”. He reworks poetically the Indian fable
collection “Kalila and Dimna” and develops the Old Arabic kasida (the poem of remembrance to
the beloved) to the modern form.
2. Philology and the art of translation.
Already in the 8th century the rivalizing grammar schools of Kufa and Basra (later Baghdad)
began to lexicalize the Arabic to normalize the high language. Abdallah ibn al-Muqaffa
translates the Indian manual of the prince to Arabic. Al-Chalil ibn Ahmad (718-786/91; Basra)
collects the Arabic lexics in the order of the consonantic roots. His pupil Sibawaih (died ca.793;

Basra), a Persian, writes the first systematic Arabic grammar. Hunain ibn Ishaq, a Christian (810873; Baghdad) translates Greek works from Syrian into Arabic and brings the translation art to
the perfection.
The philologues worked also at the collection and evaluation of the hadithes (stories and
teaching of the Prophet). They had a task to separate the true hadithes from the untrue and to
elaborate the criteria for the decision. At the end the hadith was collected in six canonical
collections: 1. Buchari (810-870; Buchara) makes the first big hadith collection and demands
that the chain of tradition must go back till the contemporary of Muhammad. 2. Muslim (817875; Nishapur) make broad travels to collect the hadithes and collects the second hadith
collection with ca. 300,000 hadithes that was thought to be true. 3. Abu Dawud (815/18 –
884/89; Isfahan, Baghdad. 4. Tirmidhi (815-883/93; Tirmidhi). 5. Nasai (830-915; Damascus). 6.
Ibn Maja (824/25 – 886/87; Quazwin).
3. History and geography.
Ibn Ishaq (704-767; Baghdad) writes the first biography of Muhammad; al-Waqidi (died 822;
Medina, Baghdad) describes the war campaigns of the Prophet; Ibn Hisham (died 833; Cairo)
composes the genealogic writings. At-Tabari (839-923; Amul, Raiy, Baghdad, Basra, Kufa)
writes the universal history from the creation of the world till 913 in the form of annals to prove
the hand of God in the history. He tries to understand Koran in the connection with the historic
conditions, which led to the codification of the practical advises. His critical compilation of the
former commentaries is the first important revue of the Koran exegesis. In difference to him, alMasudi (died 956; Baghdad, Fustat) understands the history as the prophane process in his world
history. He also composes the big description of the Islamic world in thirty volumes. Geography,
like history, is legitimated like the prove of the God’s creation. Encyclopedia are based on the
own travel experience. Ibn Churdadhaba (9 th century; Baghdad) composes the ininerary (the list
of the ways) of Islamic countries, as well as of India and China.
4. Sciences.
Medicine is the most important of the sciences. Hunain ibn Ishaq translates also the medicine
works, especially Galen. With the citing of the Christian ethics (as Nestorian) and of the
Hippocratic oath he refuses to make a murder by poisoning, ordered by Caliph Mutawakkil, and
is imprisoned. Zakariya ar-Razi (865-925; Raiy, Buchara), Persian, the important doctor and
empirist in the Islamic East, who also works pharmaceutically, writes the manual of medicine.
Al-Chwarizmi (780-850; Baghdad) founds the “Algebra’ (the title of the book), the counting with
letters as variables and is a medium of the Indian writing of the numbers. Al-Batani (850-918/29;
Samarra) continues the founded by Ptolemy table work of the heaven mechanics.
5. Philosophy.
Al-Kindi (died 870; Baghdad, Kufa, Basra) founds the philosophy in Islam with his introductions
to the logical and physical works of Aristotle, who was called “the first teacher”. But al-Kindi
tells that the revelation has more truth than a rational mind. Zakariya ar-Razi (865-925; Raiy,
Baghdad) represents the contrary opinion: only human mind can lead to the secured knowledge.
Al-Farabi (870-950; Otrar (Mawarannahr), Baghdad, Aleppo, Damascus), “the second teacher”
(after Aristotle), composes writings about logic, physics, psychology, ethics. For him the
philosophic truth is more perfect that the revelation.
6. Theology and mystics.
Islamic Sunnite theology, based on Koran and Sunna, has three stages of development. At the
first stage, the beginnings of theology (660-750), the questions about the limits of the human and
divine predestination, the ideal of the first community, the examples, first of all about the
Prophet are discussed. The second period is a domination of Mutazila (770-847): the mutazilites
want to defend theology with the rational thinking (mutazila – to distance itself). They teach for
all in Basra, then in Baghdad. Under Caliph al-Mamun (813-833) Mutazila becomes an official
teaching (827), Caliph al-Mutawakkil (847-861) prohibits it and persecutes its followers. The
third stage is the beginnings and flourishment of the Asharism (850-940): Al-Ashari (873-935;

Basra, Baghdad) tries to make an equivalence between faith and rational mind, according to him
the rational mind makes the skeleton of the teaching of faith, the heart fills it with live.
In difference to Sunnites, the Shiites develop a teaching about the patience and its healing
working; the ideas of sin, confession, punishment are important for their teaching, the patient
martyrer is the ideal. The hope of Shiites is directed at the God-sent and “lead correctly”
successor of Ali (al-Mahdi) – for the “twelf Shia” it is the twelfth hidden imam Muhammad, who
left the world 941. He will end all the political and religious splittering of Islam, restore the pure
initial Islam and build the state of righteousness in the whole earth.
In difference to the rationalists, the mystics strive for the unio mystica with God. The Islamic
ascetics were called Sufis (cp. Greek “sophos” wise or from Arabic suf = the woollen dress of
the ascetic. The mystic ascends from stage to stage on the path of “illumination” to God. The life
of the first mystics is determined by the fear of God, in the 9 th century the trust to God comes at
its place. The main Sufis are: Hasan al-Basri (died 728; Basra), a law scholar, lives ascetically,
makes warning preachures against the loosed behaviour of his contemporaries. Rabia of Basra
(died 801; Basra), the freed maid servant, sees in God the beloved, whom she worships in his
beauty and for him she writes the religious “love songs”. Al-Muhasibi (781-857; Basra)
describes the way of life of the “searcher of truth”, who encounters with the the huge greatness
of God; he develops the psychological method of of “path”. Dhu n-Nun (died 859; Baghdad;
Cairo), a Nubian; praises the nature, filled by the praise of God, in the form of the well-klinging
rime prose. Bayezid Bistami (died 874? Bistam in Persia) writes in the poetic language about the
dissolution in extasis; the appeared vacuum is then fully filled by God; the ascending of
contemplation leads to the painful experience of the change of the nearness and the farness to
God. Al-Junaid (died 910; Baghdad) analyzes the essence of the experience at the end of the
“path”: a man, searching the truth, may come face to face to God. Al-Hallaj (executed 922 in
Baghdad) collects a circle of pupil after the years of wandering; it condemned in the show
process by Mutazilites and Shiites. His words “I am the truth” and “In my body God Himself
shows” were understood as the blasphemy, the order to prefer the inner pilgrimage to the
pilgrimage to Mecca as the lastering of the one of the Islam norms. Al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi, the
‘wise” (died 932; Balch, Mecca) develops the hierarchy of holiness according to the hierarchy of
the mystic knowledge with Muhammad at the top.
7. Law.
The law scholarship is a religious one; it is based upon Koran and Hadith. In 8/9 th centuries four
Sunnite law schools are built.
1) Hanafites. The representatives of this school are:
Abu Hanifa (699-767; Kufa), a rich linen merchant, collects the principles of law on the base of
Koran and Hadith; besides it, he introduces the principle of analogy, the principle of the healthy
human mind and the personal decision in the law. He is not a practicizing qadi and therefore
develops a system of law theory. He founds the school of Hanafites.
Abu Yusuf (729/31 – 798; Baghdad) is a judge in Baghdad, then the highest qadi of the state
under Harun ar-Rashid. As the pupil of Abu Hanifa he propagates his teaching and makes it to
the foundation of the practical law process. The authority of Hadith and the tradition of his law
school is for him more important than the opinions of the scholars (ray), whose consensus he
accepts in the dubious cases.
Ash-Shaibani (749/50-804/05; Kufa, Medina, Baghdad) is also a pupil of Hanifa and Qadi; he
describes the principles of his teacher in six volumes and creates the big written fixation of
hanafism.
2) Malikites.
Malik ibn Anas (710?-795; Medina) also supports the tradition, especially the usual law and the
law praxis in Medina, but he is critical against the Hadith. He also recognizes the usefulness of
the law. In the dubious cases he is for the own verdict; but the consensus of the scholars has the
prerogative. His “Law book” is the oldest preserved law codex of Islam, formed in the law
norms and juridic notions. He founds the Malikite school that later becomes too dogmatic.

3) Shafiiites.
As-Shafi (767-820; Mecca, Medina, Fustat) is initially a pupil of Malik, then he uses the work of
Shaibani and seeks the middle way between Hanafites and Malikites. Upon the base of tradition
and consensus of the community he explains Sunna strongly after the analogy principle. He
abolishes the principle of “healthy mind” and the own decision. The strength of systematic and
the brilliance of his explanation make him the founder of the Islamic law as a science. He founds
the school of Shafiites.
4) Hanbalites.
Ibn Hanbal (780-855; Baghdad) fights with Mutazilites and is therefore imprisoned. After their
overthrow he propagates his teaching: the foundation of the law is for all the God-inspired Koran
without commentaries and Hadith. Ibn Hanbal refutes the own decision and the method of
analogy strongly. He founds the school of Hanbalites that can win with the time only in few
centers; today it is unlimited for all in Saudi Arabia.
Shiites develop their own law school that is the fifth one, besides four Sunnites, - the school of
Jafarites, called after the 6th Imam Jafar (died 765, Medina). The religious scholarship were
initially studied in the mosques.
In the whole, in this period Arabic caliphate extends from Spain to Indus river. But the
separatistic tendencies, especially in the western regions, bring the beginning of the own
dynasties in Spain and Africa, later in Iran and Mesopotamia. At the end of the period the office
of caliph has only a religious significance. Despite it, the culture develops in all the provinces of
the huge country, Arabic language is its medium, but its creators represent different nationalities
– Semitic, Iranian, Turk, African. They receive the Greek culture and combine it with Arabic
holy texts. Material culture and trade flourishes, but in the end of the period one can see the signs
of decline, for example the reducing of the state incomes.
Questions:
7.1.
7.2.

Describe the later Umayyad rule in Damascus.
What were the main events of the political history of Abbasid
caliphate?
7.3.
Describe the Umayyad Spain and North African dynasties.
7.4.
What were the main achievements in the culture of this period?
.

13. India and neighbor countries in 700-950.
a) Political history.
Already 634-644 the avantguard of Muslins reaches the lower valley of Indus. 711-713 the
Muslim invasion to India begins. Under general Muhammad ibn Qasim the Arabic troops
come to the estuary of Indus and go to the north till Multan at the southern border of Punjab.
Muhammad organizes the rule, subordered to Caliph; he gives the status of dhimmis
(protected) to Hindus and Buddhists. Another attacks come upon the resistence of Hindu
princes, who defeat 738 an Islamic army at Navsari. 745 Sind with the capital in Mansura
becomes a province of Caliphate. 900 Shiitic Qarmates begin to settle in Multan.
Because of their marginal position Kashmir (with the residences in Srinagar, Pravarabura,
Patan) and Bengaly (residence Lakshmanavati) have a special development. From 7 th to 9th
century Kashmir is an important power with high culture (especially Sanskrit literature).
Under the king Lalitaditya (733-769) the campaigns are made against Turks in the north,
Tibet in the east and the successors of king Harsha in Kanauj. Bengaly from 8 th to 12th
centuries under Palas dynasty (with the center in Bihar) is also a powerful state. From the
numerous Buddhist monasteries – the most important is Nalanda – missionaries go to Tibet,
Burma and Java. The Tibetan art is strongly influenced by Bengalian. Tibetan state becomes
Buddhist (“red caps”), fights against Chinese, Kashmir and Bengaly. 791 the Tibetan victory
over Chinese in Tingchou ends the Chinese domination in Central Asia. In 9 th century
(ca.860) the Tibetan state disintegrates.
In the south of subcontinent the regional states appear. The most important is a Tamil state of
Chola (from ca. 880; residence in Tanjore). At the end of the IXth century it destroyed the
Pallavas state and occupied its territories, 910 it defeated the state of Pandya. It attacks till
Bengaly and occupies North Ceylon and Maldives, its sea power extends till Sumatra. To the
north the Western Chalukya dynasty has its florishment in the 8 th century. The Rashtrakutas
state in the middle of VIIIth century could overthrow the rulers of the Chalukya state, after a
century the prince of Chalukya restored his dynasty for a short time.
Further to the noth the Rajputs (king’s sons) dynasties in Gujarat fought each other. One of
the important residences of them is a fortress of Chogori. In VIIth-VIIIth centuries the Rajput
kings strengthened their positions and organized the army, beaten the Arab attacks. The
Rajput state of Pratiharas united almost all Rajput lands (Rajputana, Malva), then subjugated
the region of Doab (the Ganges and Jamna rivers), the central lands of North India. Pratiharas
fought with Palas, in VIII-IXth centuries Doab came from one side to another, later Palas had
to give it over.
In Siam the state of Dvaravati continues to exist. From VIII-IXth centuries the capital of it
becomes Lopburi (Lavapura), the state was in the vassalage from Khmers. Another Mon state
in Tailand Harijapujaya appeared in the VIII-IXth centuries to the north of Lopburi and
fought with it. In VII-VIIIth centuries Cambodja was divided into some rivalizing states,
from the IXth century Cambujadeva (with the center in Angkor, founded 802, with Shivaist
symbols) with divine kings.In Southern Vietnam the state of Tyampa continues to exist. In
the IXth century the first Mahayana monasteries appeared here.
The first big state in Sumatra was Shrivijaya (VII-XIIIth centuries). It occupies also a part of
the neighbour islands and a part of Malacca. In Yabva the Hindu state of Mataram is founded
by Sanjaya in VIIIth century, but his grandson founded the dynasty of Shailendra and
supported the Mahayana Buddhism. In the begin of the IXth century one of its
representatives became by the marriage a ruler of Shrivijaya and founded the same dynasty
there.
In 8th-11th centuries the Mahayana Buddhism develops in Sumatra and Java (the center in
Borobudur with the architectonic picture of the Buddhist cosmos). The propagation of
Buddhism is caused by the emigration of Indians who fled from civil wars. In the 9 th century

the significance of Buddhism in Indonesia diminishes, while ir loses its contemplative
character and becomes very ritualistic; but especially because it does not exclude other
religious movements. The elements of Hinduism are accepted which succeeds Buddhism at
the end. Already in the 9th century in Java Hinduism is connected with the cult of divine
king. It is another Hinduism than in India, because it integrates the traditions of Buddhism
and Shivaism and the traditional religions. Bataks in Bali have own pictographic codexes.

b) Culture.
In this period the Hindu literature in Sanskrit continues to develop. After the periods of Vedas
(Samhitas and Upanishads) and Sutras, as well as the big epic texts, now the periods of
Pûraṇas (religious encyclopaedias) and Âgamas (sect writings) comes. Pûraṇas literally
means “old”. In the poetical form they describe the mythical and historical traditions,
philosophy, ritual precepts and science (like astronomy and cosmology). Traditionally 18
great Pûraṇas are mentioned, the list of them is given already by Al Birûnî (1030). One of
them most important of them is Vishnu- Pûraṇa, which gives the history of India from the
begin of Kali-yuga till the appearance of Arabs, so it is written in VIIIth century. Another
important Pûraṇas are Shiva- Pûraṇa and Bhâgavata- Pûraṇa (10th century). Besides them,
there were Upapûraṇas (additional Pûraṇas) and Sthala- Pûraṇas or Mâhâtmyas (local works,
describing some places of worship).
Âgamas belong to the Tantric literature, describe the energy (wife) of the supreme God,
called Shakti. Theu are divided into 108 Vishnuist, appeared in the north of India, 28 Shivaist
and 77 Shâkta- Âgamas or “Tantras”. Another tradition names 192 Tantras and describe
three region of their origin, amiong them Bengaly and the region, close to China. Some
scholars see Chinese influence in Tantrism. Tantrists use short bija-mantras instead of Vedic
hymns, for them four “m” are not prohibited (meet, fish, drinking and sex).
Besides it, different Shastras (commentaries) appeared. The most important scholar of the
time is Shankara (ca.788-820). He develops the philosophy of Vedânta, according to which
the world is a big illusion (maya). Vyasa (Xth century) comments “Yoga-sutra” of Patanjali.
The Jainist literature continues to develop. Among the famous Jainist commentators of
Shvetâmbara school Siddhasena Divâkara (7th century?) and Haribhadra (8th century) can be
mentioned. The Digambara school is represented by Samantabhadra (600), Pûjapâda (700),
Nemicandra (ca.1000) and others. They write not only in Sanskri, but also in Prakrits and
remember Pûraṇas according to his encyclopaedian contence.
The holy books of Buddhism continue to be written. Besides Hinayana and Mahasyana, the
third scool of Buddhism – Vajrayana develops. It is a Tantric Buddhism, that was taught in
the “university” of Vikramashila, founded in 9th century. This school was especially
influential in Bengaly. In the neighbour Tibet the “Book of dead” (Bardo Thödol) appears in
the 8th century. It describes the psychological of the dean in 49 days after the death. He sees
the Buddhas and six realms (Lokas) of existence. After it he reincarnates. The tradition of
wrathful deities is close to the western tradition of the waiters, known already in Ancient
Egypt.
The Sanscrit secular literature develops too. Among the epic writers one can mention Jaina
Haricandra (9th century), Buddhist poet from Kashmir Shivasvâmin (the end of 9 th century)
and the Shivaist epics “Haravijaya” of Kashmirian Râjânaka Ratnâkara.
The first books in Hindi would have written in this time. Punda or Pushya lived in the begin
of the 8th century at the court of the king Yashovarman of Kanauj. Another work is “Khumân
Râsa”, where the works of Chitor prince are sung (850), but tese works are spurious. The
aldest work in Hindi is the metric translation of Bhagavadgita of Bhuvâl (953).
In the architecture the big concentric temples (vimanas) are built in the south.
In Southern India and and Indonesia from the VIIIth century the own alphabets are created
(Tamil Vetteluttu, Old Kannada Xth century, Old Yavan Kavi 732)
In the whole, India in this period is splitten into different states. The Arabic conquest begins
in the west. Despite it, the culture flourishes. The literature of different religions and the
secular literature develops in Sanskrit and in Middle Indian languages, continuing and
finishing the old topics. India is near to the end of its development as an independent great
civilization.
Questions:

1. Describe the political development of India and neighbour countries.
2. Describe the culture of this period.

14. China and neighboring countries in 420-700.
A) China and neighbor countries.
The time of rule of the emperor Hsiien (Xuang)-tsung (713-755) was a culmination of the
Tang dynasty. But already in this time the features of decay began to be seen. 711 the
institution of military governors in the frontier regions was created. 718 the letter in Persian,
found by Sir Aurel Stein, testifies the presence of the foreign (Jewish and Muslim) merchants
in Khotan in the Sinkiang Province on China’s western border. Feudals concentrated more
and more land in their possession, the number of peasants with plot reduced. The state
income sank. In 755 from 53 mln. of population only 8 mln. had natural and work duties. In
50th-60th
years a wave of military feudal revolts went through the country. The foreign
policy was also not successful. Afterb the battle with Arabs 751 at Talas (Kirgisia) China lost
control over the Great Silk way. Korea was lost. In the north-east, in Southern Manzhuria,
Kidans settled and threated the agricultural regions of China. In the south-west (Yunnan) the
state of Nangzho was created, together with the Tibetan tribes it attacked the Chinese
territory. At the end 755 military governor An Lushang revolted and caused the emperor to
flee from the capital. Revolt was suppressed, but both emperor and his female favourite Yan
Guifei died.
His successors suppressed the military governors and restored the centralized administration.
The prime minister Yan Yang made a tax reform 780. Now taxes had to be paid two times a
year (in summer and late autumn), everybody who had land, also officials, artisans and
merchants had to pay taxes according to the category of their land. The natural tax could be
substituted by money tax. The fields were not more annually redistributed, the bying and
selling of the land became free.
Already in the begin of the IXth century the situation became worser. 845 the state
confiscated the lands of monasteries (Buddhist, Nestorian and Manichean). Emperors were
under the influence of Taoists, trying to get immortality, they were poisoned by quicksilver.
874 in the country began the pesant war. It began in the provinces Henan, Hebei and
Shangdun. The most popular leader was Huan Chao. 876 the army of the revolting peasants
was more than 100,000 people, the region of revolt was in the five provinces between
Huanghe and Yantse. They made campaign to the south of China, taking Guangzhou, then
returned to the north. 878-879 according to the testimony of the Muslim traveler Abu Zayyd,
120,000 people – Muslims, Christians and Jews – are massacred during a rebellion in
Canton. 880-881 both capitals of the country Changan and Loyan were taken. Emperor fled
to Sichuan, 880 Huang Chao proclaimed himself an emperor. The noble men and high
officials were killed. The arm people got provision and treasures from the stories of feudals.
Huang Chao was murdered already 883, but only 901 the revolt was suppressed. The nomads
(“black ravens”) helped to suppress the revolt, but the state was destroyed.
907 till 960 the period of five dynasties and ten kingdoms lasted. The inner wars brought big
devastations. The irrigational system decayed. The North-Western nomadic tribes of Kidanes
created his empire 916, Apoka from the clan of Elyuy seized the supreme power and
proclaimed himself to the emperor. 946 Kidanes occupied the capital of one of Chinese states
Kaifeng. From 947 the state was called Liao. A part of North Chinese lands came into the
territory of Liao. Chinese and Koreans helped to organizxe the administration; the original
writing was made on the base of Chinese; towns, crafts, trade was developed by Chinese and
Koreans.
Only 960 the new Sung dynasty came to power.
The fall of the Tang dynasty caused the liberation of North Vietnam from the Chinese power.
Initially it was headed by the kings from Khuk dynasty (906-923), then Ngo (939-965).

In Korea already in the second half of the VIIth century the state of Silla united the country
under its power with the help of Chinese troops and became a vassal of China. Under the
example of China the system of administration and taxes was reorganized in Korea. The
country was divided into nine provinces (each former state into three), subdivided into
districts and smaller units, where the appointed from the center officials ruled, who had to
pass exams. The plot system was introduced in the agriculture. Arustocrats became hereditary
lands. Korea met the same problems like China – the economic crisis, weakening of the
center and peasant revolts. 936 the new dynasty of Koryo came to power. Its founder Van
Gon used the weakening of the central power in China and remained independent from the
nomads (Kidans, Jurjenes). He made Buddhism the official religion of Korea, but the
foundation of culture remained Confucianism with Chinese hieroglyphic writing. The
number of provinces was changed (six, then ten), but the plot system with the redistribution
of plot was preserved. Central administration had six offices, according to the Chinese
example. Officials were divided into the civil and military. Army was made according to the
recruite system (one soldier from 4-5 courts). There was a state crediting of peasants and help
in the time of the bad harvest. Many land were possessed by Buddhist monasteries. People in
village and town were divided into the full-right tax payers (yanin) and non full-right
(chonin), who did not pay taxes and worked as hired workers.
Eighth century is a “Golden age” of the Chinese poetry, written in Middle Chinese language.
The anthology of Tang poetry has more than 50,000 works. The most famous poets were
Wang Wei (699-761), Li Bai (699-762), Du Fu (712-770).
There were many inventions in this time. Xylography, invented in VIIth century, continued to
be used. Ca. 850 the gun powder was invented. In the Xth century compass began to be used.
The philosophical works continue to be written. In Buddhism many new schools adapt Indian
teaching to the Chinese circumstances, among them Chang-Buddhism (“the Buddhism of
insight”). In Taoism the “inner alchemy” appears, one of the famous treaties of the time is
“Infu Jin” (eight century), written by Li Tsuang. Another important text of this time is
“Guang Yintse”. The famous Taoist of the time was Lu Dungbing.
In the whole, China remains a big empire in this time and has a cultural influence on the
neighbours. In the end of the period the peasant war and disintegration of the country took
place. But in difference to the West, country is soon united by other dynasty. The nomads
became already a big problem for the Chinese civilization.
B) Japan in VIII-Xth centuries.
710 the capital of Japan was moved to Nara. Nara with its palaces, prospects, temples and
monasteries was build after the example of the Tang capital Chang’an. The traditional
religion of Japanese Shinto (“the way of gods”), where many different spirits were
worshipped, has got a corpus of liturgic hymns in this time. It was influenced by Taoism and
further by Buddhism, the Shinto deities were understood as the protectors and incorporations
of the Boddhisattvas. Chinese Chang- Buddhism also became propagated in Japan as Zen
Buddhism. Zen-Buddhists layed the gardens for meditations. Historical chronicles of Japan
(”Kojiki” and “Nihonshoki”), describing the Japanese history from the legendary emperor
Jimmu and the sun goddess Amaterasu (660 BCE) till the modern time, where written. The
poems in Japan in original syllabic verse meters were made, even by the emperors.
Nara period lasted not for a long time. Already 794 emperor Kammu moved the capital to the
new city of Heyan (Kioto from XIth century). In the best time the population of Heian was
ca.100,000 people, among them 10 % of nobility. The cultural life flourished at the court.
Heian emperors came more and more under the influence of the Fujiwara clan, whose
daughter were married with the members of the emperor’s family. The representatives of this
clan took all the important positions in the central administration. The emperors became

almost their marionettes, they came upon the throne in the young age and after some years of
the rule abdicated to the honor of the successor and went to the monasteries. The noble
families and the Buddhist monasteries have got the tax free lands (shoen) from the emperors.
In the same time the peasants were even without the seeds, having payed the taxes, and had
to take grain from the state grainaries for the high percent. To pay the debts, even women and
children were made to slaves. There were a lot of peasants’ revolts in this time, they fled
from their places. To defend their possessions monasteries and the noble men hired the
professional soldiers, who also got the lands. They became the special military caste with
samurai (bushi) that had a special ethics. Later they became to fight each other, destroying
the peasant lands.
Interesting enough, the insular Japan shows in its development many differences to the
continental China, it looks more like the European Middle Ages (the Frank Empire). The
power is directed from the top (the emperor and his chanceller, looking like the majordomus)
to the noble men and monasteries, who had their own troops, fought each other and exploit
the dependent peasants, who lost their property. It is still under the big Chinese cultural
influence, but develops their own stile in the historiography and poetry, as well as the own
religious traditions.
Questions:
1. Describe the development of China in this period.
2. What differences were between Korea and Tang China?
3. What were the main peculiarities of the development of Japan in this period?

Results of the XVIth period.
16th period (700-950) begins from the Iconoclasmus in Byzance, which causes the big
decline of culture, finally the Orthodox dogmata were established. The Slavonic states
appear, among them the Bulgarian state, which becomes the dangerous rival of Byzance,
in the 9th century – Old Rus, which retardation in the stadium of development from the
West Europe was more than 1 period (Rus of IXth century is compared with Gallia of Vth
century), which was created by the North men (“varyagi”, i.e. warriors), who were of
Nordic and possibly of Baltic origin, worshippers of Thor (=Perkuns, Perun) and other
Pagan goddesses and soon were assimilated in the Slavonic milieu (like Lithuanian kings
in XIVth century). Holy Cyril und Methodius create the Slavonic writing, Slavs became
Christians. In Eurasia the Khazars play the big part, they win over Arabs, who stop their
movement to the north, but later are defeated by the Rus princes. The weakening of
Byzance causes the loosing of its authority by the Western Europeans, the Frank state,
which defeated the Arabs 732, becomes an empire and soon disintegrates into the
European national states. In Europe Latin is still used, the difference between the Western
(Latin) and Eastern (Greek) Orthodox churches becomes greater, but they still form
officially one church. For the countries of the Near East it is the end of Hellenistic epoch,
but the culture of the Arabic Caliphate uses the achievements of the conquered people
and develops the Greek heritage further. Islam propagates to the limits of the civilized
world, dividing into Sunnism and Shiism, the country becomes disintegrated. Buddhism
propagates in Tibet, China and Japan, mixing with the old religions of these people.
Tibetan and Japanese states are developing, in China Tan dynasty (618-906) comes to
power, which also stops the movement of Arabs 751 and tries prohibit Buddhism
(together with Nestorian Christianity and Manichaism) 845. In this epoch Tibet becomes
the dangerous rival of China. 708 in Japan the coins were introduced, 794 the emperor’s
court moves to Heian (Kyoto), from the middle of the 9th century the real power is in the
hands of the Fujiwara family. In this time the setting of the world religions, which is
typical also for the modern time, is created – Zoroastrianism declines, the Christianity is
divided more and more into the Western (with the center in Rome) and the Eastern (in
Konstantinople, after Alexandria, Jerusalem and Antiochia were lost and became only
nominal center), Islam, Hinduism and Buddhism were established.
Questions:
5.1.
What were the main results of the XVIth period?

XVII (IV) period – 950-1200 – 2nd period of the Developed Middle Ages.
17. Western Europe in 950-1200.
a) Northern Spain 950-1200.
Asturia-Leon becomes dependent from the Muslims under al-Mansur 987 till 1002. In
Navarra under Sancho III (1004-35) a kingdom appears that encompasses also the counties of
Castilia and Aragon. His son, count Ferdinand I of Castilia (1035-65), conquers Leon 1037,
takes the title of the king and uunites Castilia with Leon ; he also conquers the North
Portugal (1064 Coimbra). His son Alfons VI (1065-1109) unites the whole north ; he invades
deeply in the Muslimic territory and takes Toledo 1085 which he preserves despite his defeat
at Zallaqa (1086). His Christian opponent is Rodrigo Diaz de Vivar, called in the epics el Cid
(« Lord ») and Campeador (« Fighter »). He changes 1072 at his side, but is exiled 1081
because of his position between the parties and serves to Arabs. He becomes the independent
ruler of Valencia 1094, but it goes to Almoravides again 1102.
In the mean time in Aragon under Sancho Ramirez (1063-1094) the small Christian kingdom
is built. He has relations with the reformed Popes and proclaims himself a vasall of St.Peter
in Rome 1068. When 1064 South French riders invade spontaneously to Aragon, Pope
Alexander II promisses to them the forgiving of sins. Three years after Zallaqa (1089), Pope
Urban II demands the restoration of the town of Tarragona as the fortress against Islam from
Catalonian bishops and counts and equals it to the pilgrimage to Jerusalem. Consequently he
proclaims at the council of Clermont 1095 that the fight against Muslims in Spain is a part of
the general crusade movement.
The orders of riders play an important part in the Reconquista. After 1108 Johannites, after
1120 the Temple brothers are in Spain ; the local orders are organized too. They appear from
the brotherhoods of crusaders, like Calatrava order and Caceres order ; 1175 the « Order of
St. James » (also order of swords) is approved by the Pope; further order of Trujillo and order
of Alcantava ; in Portugal the order of Aviz and the order of Christ that appeared from the
Temple brothers (convent in Tomar). The order defend the frontiers from their fortresses,
build the core of the army, organinze the resettlment and defend the new-won territoeies from
counterattacks. They buy Christians from the Muslim imprisonment and support the pilgrims
on their way to Santiago.
Between 1108 and 1111 Castile suffered a series of rural and urban uprisings similar to
contemporary revolts of communes and peasants in other parts of Europe. A general
economic depression, caused mainly by the drying up of the flow of money from Muslim
Spain, aggravated social unrest. This agitation was accompanied by anti-Jewish riots and
massacres.
After 1140 the kingdom of Leon is divided into Portugal, Castile and Leon ; all three
kingdom separately try to go south. Alfons VIII of Castilia (1158-1214) conquers Cuenca
1177, but is defeated by Almohades at Alarcos 1195 and is saved only by the help of king
Peter of Aragon. Together with him he wins at Las Navas de Tolosa 1212.

Alfons I of Aragon (1104-34) takes again Saragossa from Almohades 1118 that he makes to
his capital. He promisses his state to the Temple brothers and Johannites, but the crown goes
to his son-in-law Raimund Berengar IV of Barcelona, who subjugates the land between Ebro,
Pyreneans and the Mediterranean and unites Aragon with Catalonia into the personal union.
Alfons I Henrique (1128-85), the son-in-law of Alfons VI of Castile-Leon, has taken the
king’s title in Portugal after his victory over Arabs at Ourique (1139). 1147 Lissabon is
conquered and became a capital instead Coimbra, 1179 Portugal became independent from
Castilia.
So the Reconquista makes big success in this period. The whole Portugal and a good half of
Spain is liberated from the Muslim rule.
b) England and Normandy in 950-1200.
Edgar (959-975), ruler over the whole Edgard, is crowned and anointed as the first king by
St. Dunstan, Archbishop of Canterbury, after the West Frank ritual (973). Under the influence
of ideas of Gorze and Cluny the church reform begins. Aethelred (978-1016) tries
unsuccessfully to prevent the the Danish attacks by the high tributs, those he takes from the
population (« The Danish money »), it becomes the first general tax. But they conque the
whole England (1013). Knut the Great (1016-1035) is elected to the king by the Englishmen
and makes England a base for his North Sea empire, that included Danemark, Norway,
Sweden, England and Scotland. He marries the widow of Aethelred and becomes Christian.
He divides the land to his suite in the south, but does not make the general expropriation. The
army, except the guard, is sent to home, the state unity is liquidated (the new duchies are
organized, they are occupied both by his relatives and by Englishmen).
The Anglo-Saxonic people is divided to the noble men (thegns), the free warriors (ceorls) and
unfree. The administration of the village is in the hands of thegns and four « bests ». In the
10th century because of the creation of the territorialk hundreds the new division of the state
takes place, but the greater territorial unities are preserved. Later shires (counties with
fortresses as the senter) appeared, they gradually expand to the whole country from Wessex.
The big regions of earldoms, often developing through the mediatization of the independent
small oewners and the unification of the many counties in one hand, are the danger for the
king’s power, that appoints independent small officials. Sheriff (shiregerêfa = the count of
shire) becomes the king’s control official for the earl and gradually gets the influence in the
hundreds by the rising through the local courts (« turn » of sheriff).
After the death of Knut his sons rule till 1042. Eduard the Confessor (1042-1066), the son of
Aethelred, has conflict with the Anglo-Saxonic national party under earl Godwin of Essex
because of the creation of the central administration, occupied by Northmen. After the death
of Edwin his son Harald is elected to the king. He defeats the Northmen at Stamfordbridge,
but is defeated by the army of duke William of Normandy in the battle of Hastings
(14.10.1066).
William the Conqueror (1066-1087) is crowned to the king in Westminster (1066). Initially
he occupies only the south of the country, then he conquers the whole England (1071). The

king of Scottland Malcolm gives William the oath. After many revolts the Anglo-Saxonic
mobility is robbed of its possessions. In the Domesday book (1086), the land cadaster, all the
lands are klisting according to their yearly income. 1086 the oath of the subjugated people
takes place at Salisbury. On the top of the feudal pyramide the kings stays, the curia regis
(the council of the great men) is at his side. King himself apponts the judges and commissars.
The king’s court decides the cases of different way. Willian built many building, among them
the famous Tower and the crypta in the Canterbury cathedral (1070). In the last years of his
rule he fights with France, falls from the horse and dies from wounds 1087.
William II the Red (1087-1100), the son of William, ruled in the tyrannic and unright way
and was murdered 1100. His elder brother Robert Shorthose, becomes the duke of
Normandy. After the death of William his younger brother Henry I (1100-1135) is crowned to
the king. He defeat Robert at Tinchebrai (1106) unites Normandy with England again. 1107
the concordate of Westminster ends the investiture struggle. He wants the oath from
Archbishop Anselm of Canterbury, then Anselm is expelled. The « free election » of bishops
at the king’s court and the approvement of the king is now needed, but the right of appelation
to the Rome exists. He ruled according to the law and custom and was beloved by the
people.Under his rule an account chamber (Scaccaroum, exchequer) is created, where from
sheriffes count incomes in pipe rolles (from 1130/31) at the Easter and St.Michael day. From
the « Danish money » the general state tax develops.
He was married with the daughter of Malcolm Mathilde. 1127 he causes the nobility to
accept his dauther Mathilde (the widow of the emperor Henrich V) as the successor of the
throne. She is married with count Gottfried of Anjou (1128), who called ‘Plantagenet ». But
the nephew of Henry Stephan of Blois rules after his death (1135-1154). After his landing in
England (1139) the epoch of anarchy and civil war begins, where from the nobility and
church are strengthening.
After his death 1154 the son of Mathilde Henry II Plantagenet become king, approved by
Stephan as successor (1153). His dynasty ruled till 1399. His French territories (Normandy
and Bretagne from the mother ; Anjou, Maune, Touraine from the father; Aquitania from his
wife Eleonore of Poitou) build together with England the Angevine state. His main adviser
was Thomas Becket. 1155 be became a chanceller, 1162 the archbishop of Canterbury. 1164
Henry summoned prelats and barons at his land possession in Clarendon (not far from
Salisbury). Here the Clarendon constitutions were accepted : the criminal clergyman were
condemned by the church court, but punished by the secular court. The appelation right to
Rome was limited, the last instance was now a king. The Pope refused to recognize this
decision. Thomas Becket supported the Pope and was murdered (1170). Henry made
penitence at his grave (1174) and abolished the Clarendon decisions. 1171 he begins to
conquer Irland. 1173-1174 the revolt of Henry’s sons, especially of Richard, and barons took
place. Henry developed a king’s court (curia regis), having established a permanent
courtyard with five members in Westminster (1178), where the real processes of investigation

and proving took place. The judges were elected by the people. The English common law is
gradually built. The counting chamber became a financial courtyard.
1189 till 1199 Richard I Lion’s heart rules. He was hard and wild. The most time of his rule
he spends outside England, where his mother rules. After his return from the IIIrd crusade
(1189-1192) he subjugates his revolting brother John the Landless. But his conflict with the
French king Philipp II August, began in Palestine, continues till Richard dies at the siege of
the fortress of Chalus (1199).
In the culture after the Norman conquest (1066) many French words came into the language that
changes into the Middle English stage. The aristocracy speaks French (with the Norman
pronunciation). One of early scholasts, who tried to develop the dialectics and to think out the
preceeding traditionalist theology logically, was Anselm of Canterbury (1033-1109), who tries to
undestand the contence of the belief (« credo ut intelligam » I believe to understand), explains
the satisfaction theory (cur Deus homo) and bring the ontological prove of God’s existence.
Oxford university is founded 1167.
In the whole, in the first part of the period England ia a part of the big Nordic civilization. In the
second part of the period (after 1066) , England and the Western France have the same historical
fate. That explains the French influence in the English culture and brings a lot of problems,
which led at the end to the Hundred years war.
С) France in 950-1200.
Hugo Capet (from cappa « the small coat »), son of Hugo the Great, is elected to the king and
crowned under the influence of Bishop Adalbert of Reims, leader of the German-friendly
party, and with the support of the emperess Theophanou. His successors, Robert the Pious
(996-1031), Henry I (1031-1060) and Philipp I (1060-1108), have the title « Rex
Francorum », but there are only shade kings.
4th period (ca.1050-1250)
The foundation of the king’s power is his domain. In the 11th century big territories are built,
the king is on the top of the fief pyramide. Vasalles are obliged to follow their segnors
(homines ligii, ligesse), but the obligation against the king cannot be damaged (rex :
Dominus ligius ante omnes). The central administration is strengthened with the creation of
parlament (the supreme court) and the state of officials. The taille (money paying for the
military service) is beginning of the direct tax. The state budget is made. The towns are
strengthened because of the financial and militarily grounds, they get the communal
privileges.
The progress of Capetings begins with Louis VIth the Thick (1108-1137) , who subjugates
the vassals of the crown and make connection with the Holy See against the Germany with
the help of the co-regent Philipp I. His adviser, abbot Suger of St.Denis (1122-1151), builds
the centralized administration and creates the connections between the king and the new
monk’s orders with the help of his friend Bernhard of Clairvaux. Because of the crusades,
where the Frenchmen feel themselves as the ‘Gesta Dei per Francos » (the God’s deeds for
Francs), and with the attack of emperor Henry V (1124), the ally of his father-in-law Henry I
of Englanmd, the French natural feeling appears. The golden king’s banner (auri flamma) is
established. Possibly then the cry « Hurra » appears.

Louis VII (1137-1180) , married with Eleonore of Poitou, the heir of Aquitany, takes part at
the 2nd crusade. Abbot Suger represents the king in the time of his absence and introduces the
common tax for the needs of the second crusade. After the divorce of Louis VII (1152)
Eleonore of Poitou marries Henry, the duke of Normandy, count of Anjou, Maine and
Touraine, to whom he brings Aquitany (Poitou, Guyenne, Gascogne).
In the realm of culture in France at the early Gothics (St. Denis, chor 1144 ; Sens. Beg.
1142) the high Gothics follows (Chartres, beg. 1194). Bonizo of Sutri makes a codex of the
Christian rider (Miles christianus) in « Liber de vita christiana » (ca.1090). Chretien de Trois
(between 1160 till 1190) makes his great court novels (Romans coutois) : « Erec »,
« Cligés », « Lancelot », « Yvain », « Perceval ». These anti-historical propaganda works
testify the beginning of the evaluation of the Early Middle Ages. The first troubadour in
Provence is William IX of Poitiers (1071-1127). The Paris university appears ca.1150. Petrus
Abaelard (1079-1142) becomes the creator of the dialectic methode (sic et non). The main
philosophical problem of the time is the main problem of the time : the realism represents the
general notions (universalia), nominalism thinks that they are the abstractions of the rational
mind. Petrus Lombardus (died 1160) creates the dogmatic manual of the Middle Ages :
« Sententiarum libri IV ». Early mystics are Bernhard of Clairvaux (1090-1153), and Hugo of
St.Victor (died 1141).
In the whole, France is in the bad situation in this period. It lost most of the territories to
England. But Paris and irs domain is still controlled by the French kings that gives the
opportunity of the creation of the French national state.
d) Northmen in 950-1200.
In Danemark after the defeat against Otto II (974) Harald the Blue tooth is expelled by his
son Sven Gabelbart (985-1014), who Christianizes the country and leads the Danish army
against the Anglo-Saxons (994). His son Knut the Great (1016-1035) is accepted as king in
London after his victory over Edmund. After the death of his brother Harold he becomes the
king of Danemark (1019). Norway is subjugated (1028). The mission and building of the
church is made by the Anglo-Saxonic priests. 1104 the archbishopry of Lund is founded.
Danemark is oft a vasall of German empire in 11th and 12th centuries and is weakened by the
struggles for the throne. Valdemar I the Great rules 1157-1182. In his time the ascence of
Danemark to the Nordic great power begins. With Absolon (bishop of Roskilde) he
subjugates the provinces (building of fortresses) and makes campaigns against the Wendes
together with Henry the Lion (1160-1164). The Chrch and nobility progress at the cost of the
peasants. Knut IV (1182-1202), married with Gertrud, the daughter of Henry the Lion,
refutes the vassalage to the emperor and conquers Pommerania (1184). Bogislav of
Pommerania becomes his vassal (1185). His brother Valdemar, duke of Shleswig, conquers
Holstein with Lubeck and Hamburg (1201).
The Norways continue to go west. 982-984 Eric the Red arrives into Greenland and makes
coilonies there. His son Leif Ericson lands ca. 1000 at the coast of North America (Winland).

Under Olav Tryggvason (995-1000) and Olav the Holy (1016-1028) the Christianity (partly
violently) is introduced. Magnus the Good (1035-1047) becomes king after the expelling of
Sven, the son of Knut the Great. His uncle Harald Hardradi (1047-1066) dies at the attempt
to conquer England at Stammfordbridge against Harald. Under his successors the dioceses
are made. The development of towns is favored. 1130-1240 the civil wars for the throne take
place. 1152 the bishopry of Nidaros (Drontheim) is made. 1164 the parlament in Bergen
takes place. The bishops want the right of the king’s election. Against the clergymen the
party under Sverrir (1184-1202) rises, who defeats the church party (Baglar) and causes
bishops to crown him. Sverrir opposes the interdict of Pope Innocence III and founds the
strong hereditary kingdom.
In Sweden Olav Shootking (995-1022) from the Uppsala dunasty is baptized 1008. After the
death of his sons the dynasty of Stenkils follows, under which the permanent fights between
the Christian Gautes and the pagan Svear take place, they are ended 1125 with the dying out
of Stenkils. With Sverker the Elder (1130-1156) the dynasty of Sverkirs comes to the throne
and favors the Zisterzian order. 1164 the archbishopry of Uppsala is fouded.
In Lower Italy Northmen accept the Pope’s suzerainity at the synode of Melfi (1059).Robert
Guiscard becomes a duke (Dux Apuliae et Calabriae). The Northmen end the domination of
Byzantines in Lower Italy and the Arabs in Sicily, conquering Messina (1061) and Palermo
(1072). Under the Northmen domination the Byzantine and Arabic elements intertwine with
Latin and Northmen ones. Not the tolerance in the modern sense, but the pragmatical feeling
of reality (the plurality of population) causes the Northmen kings to allow to his group its
own life and to preserve different traditions. Already count Roger I (1061-1101) lays the
foundation for this multicultural state: Christians, Muslims, Jews are allowed to practice
freely their religions. Therefore Roger I does not take part at the 1st Crusade (1096-99).
Roger II (1101-54) unites 1130 Sicily with Calabria and Apulia (Rex Siciliae, Calabriae,
Apuliae) and makes Palermo to the capital. Amalfi (1137), Naples (1139) and Gaeta are
conquered.He integrates Byzantinian, Arabic and Northmen traditions in the kingdom and
administration till the small details: the proclamations are read in Greek, Arabic and Latin –
king himself speak French privately; the big law collection, the Assises of Ariano, follows
the example of the East Roman emperor Justinian; on the coins he calls himself ‘the defensor
of Christianity”, but in Arabic writing, meanwhile in the seals the Latin expression rex (king)
in Greek writing appears. Palermo becomes a cultural center, where this integration is clear:
near the king’s palace Roger II orders to build the church San Giovanni degli Eremiti, which
cupolas and cross way is inspired by Muslim architecture; the walls of the court chapel,
Capella Palatina, are pictured with the Byzantine mosaics, over the room the Islamic
stalactite ceiling from the wood is situated.
Under William I (1154-66) his barons fight the Arab-friendly politics; to the first time in
Palermo and inside the country Muslims are persecuted, who revenge with the murders of
Christians. Under William II (1166-89) the conflicts continue. The king tries to secure the
coexistence of difference religions. In this time the cathedral of Monreale, near from

Palermo, is built; the Islamic, Byzantine and Northmen-Roman elements unite to the
harmonic unity. After the death of William II the Muslim elite leaves the Christian land
according to Koran; the Muslim peasants flee inside the country; the Byzantinian
communities decay.
1186 Henry VI marries the daughter of Roger II Constance and inherits the Northmen state
(1194).
In the culture ca.1000 the “Elder Edda” is created at the Old Islandic language. The hymns of
the Edda describe the Pagan mythology that is already dying out and prophecy the end of the
world (under the influence of Christianity), as well as the historical sages about the
wandering of people and the Niflungs.
f) Germany in 973-1197.
Till 1024 the Saxonic emperors rule. Otto II (973-983), married with Theophanu, the niece of
the Byzantine emperor, makes campaigns against the Harald Bluettooth of Danemark (974)
and against Bohemia. 976 Henry of Bavaria is deposited: Caqrinthia becomes an independent
duche, Nordgau and Ostmark is given to the Babenberger Berchtold and Luitpold. 980-983
the Italian campaign, caused by the attacks of Fatimide Arabs at the tensions with Byzance,
take place. 982 defeat from Arabs at Cotrone in Calabria. 983 the big revolt of Slavs causes
the lose of East Elba region.
Otto III (983-1002) is till 995 under the tutelage of his mother Theophanu and his
grandmother Adelheid, makes 996 an Italian campaign, puts his cousin Brun as Pope
Gregory V (996-999) and is crowned to the emperor. He tries the “renovatio imperii
romanorum”: Rom is to be the capital of the empire, where from Imperium: Germania,
Roma, Gallia, Sklavenia has to be ruled (997). 1001 he takes the title “Servus apostolorum”
to get influence at the Poland and Hungary, which are given to the Holy See.
Henry II, the son of Henry of Bavaria, rules 1002-1024. He leads 1003-18 the unsuccessful
wars with Boleslaw Chrobry of Poland and conquers Bohemia 1004, but 1018 Boleslav
retains Lausitz and Milzenerland as the imperial fief in the treaty of Bautzen. 1006 the
heritage treaty with childless Rudolf III of Burgundy, who elects Henry II as the heir. 1007
the bishopry of Bamberg is founded: mission among the Main Slavs. Three Italian campaigns
take place: Henry is crowned to king in Pavia (1004) and in Rome to the emperor (1014).
With his struggle against Byzance he stopps its further expansion in Lower Italy (1021-22).
Frankish or Salic emperors rule 1024-1125.
Conrad II (1024-39), the greatgrandson of the Lotharingian duke Conrad the Red, is elected
in the Frankonia (Kamba opposite Oppenheim) and crowned in Mainz. The gives the
heredity and the unexpropriation of the fief to vassals (1037). He gives marche Shleswig to
Knut the Great (1025), and the region between Fisha and Leitha - to Hungary. But Meszko II
has to leave Lausitz and Milzenerland. 1033 the kingdom of Burgundy is united with the
German empire. Now ‘imperium” consists from the “trias”: Germany-Italy-Burgundy. 1027
Henry is crowned as emperor in Rome. 1037-38 the second Italian campaign takes place: in
the struggle against Aribert of Milan the German emperor has the firtst defeat against the

Lombardian towns. Aribert gives the flag vehicles (carroccio) to the militia of Milan as the
symbol of the freedom of the town.
His son Henry III (1039-1056), married with Agnes of Poitou, thinks about the church
reform. After the subjugation of Bretislaw of Bohemia (1041) and the victory over
Hungarians (1044) Bohemia and Hungary become German fiefs. 1046 at the synodes of Sutri
and Rome Henry III sets three popes and liquidates the influence of the Roman aristocratic
parties at the election of the Pope. 1047 Henry III is crowned as an emperor. After the
partition of Lotharingia (1044) the lasting struggle between the emperor and the duke of
Upper Lotharingia Gottfried the Beardy, who marries Beatrix of Tuscia secretly (1054) and
builds the mighty princedom. Giving privileges to towns, Henry III restrict the power of
marche counts. Beatrix and his mother Mathilde are imprisoned and led to Germany. 1045
Adalbert is made to archbishop of Bremen. The missionary activity in the north. The attempt
to make Bremen to the patriarchate of the North is unlucky.
4th period (ca. 1050-1250)
Henry IV, son of Henry III, rules 1056-1106. In the time of the regency of his mother Agnes
of Poitou (till 1062), Archbishop Arno of Cologne (till 1063) and Adalbert of Bremen (till
1065) the power of princes grows. 1066 after Henry took the power, Adalbert is overthrown
by princes. In his fight with the princes Henry is supported by the lowel nobility, ministerials
and the citizen of the rising towns.His acts upon the rounding of his possessions cause the
revolt of Saxons, attack at Henry in Harzburg and the destruction of the fortresses (1073),
then peace of Gerstungen. After the victory of Henrich at Homburg an der Unstrut Saxons are
finally subjugated. 1075 the conflict between Pope Gregory VII and Henry IV begins. 1076
Gregory VII excommunicates the emperor, who goes to Cannossa (25-28.1.1077) to confess
his sins. Princes elect Rudolph of Swabia to the anti-king. The civil war ends with the death
of Rudolph (the battle of Hohenmolsen,1080). In the same year Henry is one more
excommunicated by the Pope. The Archbishop Wibert of Ravenna is elected to the anti-Pope.
After the conquest of Rome (1083) in the 1 st Italian campaign Henry IV is crowned by the
anti-Pope Clemens III. The Northmen under Robert Guiscard intrude into the conflict. Henry
IV has to leave Rome, as well as Gregory VII, who dies soon. 1090-1097 the second Italian
campaign of Henry IV takes place. His enemies are Pope Urban II, the Lombardian league,
and his son Conrad, as well as Welfs of Bavaria and Tuscia. 1104 Henry V makes revolt in
Bavaria. 1106 Henry IV has to abdicate and dies in Liege. Empire is called now Regnum
Teutonicum.
Henry V (1106-1125) gives Saxony to Lothar of Supplinburg. The supremacy of empire in
Bohemis is restored (1110). The 1st Italian campaign (1110-1111) end with the treaty of Sutri
between Henry V and Pope Paschalis II. After the 2 nd Italian campaign the concordate of
Worms (23/9/1122) between Henry V and Calixt II is concluded; the king loses the right of
investiture. The bishops become the vassals of the empire. The princes get stronger in
Germany, the towns in Italy.

Lother of Supplinburg (1125-1137) is elected to the king against Staufer Frederic II of
Swabia. The prince dynasties at the east frontier are favored. In Saxony Welfs strengthen by
the marriage of Henry the Proud with Lothar’s daughter Gertrud. Crowning to emperor in
Rome by Innocence II (1133). After the death of Lothar his allodial lands and the duche of
Saxony are taken by Henry the Proud.
Then the dynasty of Hohenstaufen rules. Conrad III (1137-52) gives Saxony to Albrecht the
Bear, Bavaria to Babenberger Leopold IV, marche count of Austria. In the peace of Frankfurt
(1142) Henry the Lion becomes the duche of Saxony, Albrecht the Bear the North marche,
Henry II Jasomirgott, marche count of Austria – Bavaria. The second crusade is unlucky, the
reconciliation with Henry the Lion, who cause Abodrites to pay tribute in the “Wenden
crusade” (1147).
Frederic I “Barbarossa” makes the treaty between Staufers and Welfs. Tuscia and Spoleto is
given to his auncle Welf VI, Bavaria to his cousin Henry the Lion. Austria becomes a
dukedom under Henry II Jasomirgott. Frederic makes six Italian campaigns. 1178-80 process
of Henry the Lion. At the end his possessions are divided. Saxony belong now to Bernhard,
count of Anhalt; Bavaria to Otto of Wittelsbach. Stiria becomes independent. Archbishop of
Cologne becomes the duke rights for Westfaly and a part of Engern. Nenry himself 1181
becomes the hereditary lands of Braunschweig and Luneburg and is expelled to England. His
vassals Mecklenburg and Pommerany become subordinated to the empire, Lubeck the
imperial town. After the 6th Italian campaign Henry VI is crowned to king in Milan and
married with Constance in Sicily. The Pope Urban III (1185-1187) makes connections with
North German princely opposition. 1187 Frederic I and Philipp II August of France make
union in Toul: begin of the union between Staufers and Capetings against Welfs and Anjous.
The foundation of the power of Frederic I are Staufen possessions, the imperial possessions,
High Burgundy (Arelat), which heir Beatrix is married by him (1156), crowning to the king
of Burgundy in Arles (1178).
Henry II Hohenstaufen (1190-97) has two enemies: Henry the Lion and Tankred of Lecce,
the half-brother of William II of Sicily, who is elected to the king by the Norhmen party.
1191 the 1st Italian campaign and the crowning to emperor by the Pope Coelestin (11911198) takes place. The sige of Naples is stopped because of the epidemy, the Pope gives
Sicily to Tankred. The princely opposition in Germany is broken after the imprisonment of
Richard Lion’s heart after the return from the crusade. Richard makes an oath and pays a
huge amount of money. Henry the Lion reconcilies with the emperor (1194). 1194-95 the
second Italian campaign takes place: Henry VI crowned to the king of Sicily in Palermo
(1194) and “unio regni ad imperium” (the personal union of Sicily and the German empire) is
made. Henry VI dies, 32 years old, his widow Constance is regent for Frederic II till her
death in 1198.
In the culture the development concentrates in the growing towns. After the cathedrals of
early Romanic epoch (the Ottonian art: cathedral of Magdeburg, St. Cyriacus in Gernrode)
the monumental cupola building are erected (cathedrals of Speyer, Mainz, Worms). The

central building of the Holy Virgin church in Trier snd the Elisabeth Church in Marburg (the
hall) introduce the early Gothic. The high Gothic are the cathedrals of Strasburg and
Cologne.
The literature is created in the Middle German language, which is different in many aspects
from Old German. Ca. 1200 the “Nibelungs Epics” appears, which has already rimes. In the
poetry the lyrics of Minnesang is represented by Reinmar of Hagenau, Henry of Morungen
(between 1190 till 1200) and Walther from the Vogelweide (ca. 1190-1230). The main
representatives of the court epics are Henry of Veldeke (“Servatius” ca.1170; “Eneit”,
ca.1190); Hartmann of Aue (“Gregorius”, “Poor Henry” 1190-1200; “Iwein” ca.1205);
Wolfram of Eschenbach (“Parcifal”, ca.1210), Gottfried of Strasburg (“Tristan”, ca. 1210).
The first universities are created in Italy (Bologna 1088 with the study of law, Salerno 1173).
In the whole, the German empire constitutes in this period as the successor of the Frank
Empire, it includes the territories of Germany, Northern Italy and Burgundy. Emperors fight
with the princes, Italian towns and the Popes. To the end of the period the whole Italy is in
hands of Germans. The movement to the East begins.
g) Central Europe in 950-1200.
The creation of the Polish state is a bit later than in the neighbor Slavonic states. The core of
the state is built by the tribes of Polyane. Mieszko I (960-992) from the Piast dynasty
converts to Christianity after his marriage with the Czech princess Dubrawka (966). Poland
becomes a Christian state with own bishop (Posen). After the attacks of Wichmann (963 and
967), the treasurous Saxonian vasall of Otto I, the recomciliation with Germany comes.
Meiszko becomes “the emperor’s friend”, that mean a personal fidelity, but not a vasall
relation. 985 he pays homage to Otto III, but puts his land under the Pope’s protection. Under
his son Boleslaw I Chrobry (=Bold, 992-1025) the friendly relation to the empire appears.
His daughter Reginlindis is married to marche count Hermann I of Meissen. The domination
of Poland between the West Slavs is secured with the conquest of Krakow and the
subjugation of Wisla tribes. 1000 the Archbishopry of Gnesen (Gnesno) is founded with the
bishopries of Breslau (Vroclav), Krakow and Kolberg. Otto III takes part at the ceremony of
sanctification of Bishop Adalbert of Prag as the pilgrim. Already 1002 Boleslaw turns from
the idea of the universal Christian empire and makes the politics of national interest against
Bohemia and the empire. 1003-1018 the conflicts with the empire take place. The plan of the
West Slavonic union under the Polish leadership contradicts the conception of the German
East politics. The fight for the land of Liutichs, Lausitz, marches of Meissen and Bohemia
takes place. But already 1013 Boleslaw accept the supremacy of the German king. 1018 the
peace of Bautzen is concluded: Lausitz and Milzenerland is given to Boleslaw as the imperial
fief. After the occupation of Kiev in the time of the Russian fight for the throne (1024)
Boleslaw is crowned as king. After him Mieszko II (1025-1034), married from 1018 with the
granddaughter of Otto II, has to leave the crown because of his opposition to Conrad II and
accept the dependence from the German king (1033). Pommerania, Laisitz and the big
regions between Wisla and Bug. 1037-58 Kasimir I rules. The Pagan revolts and the attacks

of Bohemians, who bring the remnants of St. Adalbert to Prague and annect Silesia (1038).
After his expulsion Kasimir returns to the land with German help. From Krakow, the new
residence, the restoration of church (with German clergy) and state (the power moves from
Great to Small Poland). Silesia is returned by Henry III (1054).
Till 1138 the duche of Poland is fully centralistic and ruled by the castellans, who had all the
power. Under the influence of the German right the immunities for the church and for the
nobles, who consist from magnats and szlachta (the riders, lower nobiliity), appear.
Boleslaw II (1058-1079) is on the side of the Pope Gregory VII against the coalition of
Henry IV, Bohemia, Russia). He is crowned to the king 1076, but soon expelled from the
throne by the spiritual and secular nobility. Later Wladislaw Hermann (1079-1102) and
Zbigniew (1102-1106) rule. After them Boleslaw III (1106-38) rules. Pommerania (1121) and
the regions between Oder and Elba (mission of Bishop Otto of Bamberg 1124/25 and 1128)
are subjugated. 1135 the supremacy of the German king is accepted, West Pommerania is
taken as a fief. 1138 the seniorate is introduced: the eldest from Piastendyn as the supreme
ruler has Small Poland with Krakow as the capital and coronation town, other members of
the family receive Silesia, Masowia, Kujawia, Great Poland and the Eastwern Small Poland
with Sandomir as dukes. But the expected strengthening of the unity does not take place,
moreover the permanent struggles appear in the next 150 years; the state consist from the part
princedoms. But the idea of the Polish unity lives further in the unified church organization
and the tradition of the big noble families. 1146 Wladislaw, the elder son of Boleslaw III, is
expelled by his brothers with the help of nobility and flees to his father-in-law Conrad II.
1180 the meeting of Polish dukes and bishops in Lenchitsa abolishes the seniorate and
shortens the privileges of clergymen. The unity of Poland is not reached, the duches of Pists
exist further. But the possession of Krakow is a prerequisite for the restoration of the Polish
state unity.
In Chechia after the death of Wenzel, the later national saint, Bohemia is incorporated into
the empire with its own dynasty. 973 the bishopry of Prague under Mainz is founded. In the
fights between Bohemia and Poland Silesia is given to Poland 1054, but Moravia stays with
Bohemia. Wratislaw (1061-1092) is made to king by Henry IV (1086). After the struggles for
the throne in the first half of the 12th century, the strengthening of aristocracy with the
institution of seniorate and the introduction of primogenitur (1158) Wladislaw II (1140-1173)
becomes a hereditary king. With the begin of the German East movement (1170 priviliges for
the German tradesmen) the towns and citizens appear together with the native nobility and
clergymen.
After the defeat of Hungarians at Augsburg (955) the grandson of Arpad Geza (972-997)
strengthens the princely power and favors the Christianization and the settling of Hungarians.
Stephan I the Saint (997-1038) founds the Christian king’s power. Because of the presens of
German riders at the court and the enfiefment of the Benedictines with land Hungary
becomes a Christian country. 1001 the Archbishopry of Gran is founded and Stephan is
crowned with the crone, sent by Silvester II. The king rules together with a council of the

clergymen and the counts of “comitates”. In the following time the country is weakened with
the dynastic fights for succession, the pagan reactions and the foreign attacks. In Croatia
Demetrius Zvonimir (1074-1095) liquidates the Byzantinian supremacy; his crowning 1076
by the Pope strengthens the Roman Catholic (Western) oriented culture. Hungarian king
Ladislaus I (1077-95) bring Croatia into the personal union with Hungary. His successor
Koloman I becomes king of Croatia. According to the personal union with Hungary (pacta
conventa 1102) Croatia has a self-government with own ban (commander-in-chief of the
Hungarian frontier marche). Hungarian Bela III (1173-96) reaches the annexation of
Dalmatia, Croatia and Bosnia after the conflict with Byzance. The relations to France appear
because of the calling of Cistercienses and Premonstratenses. Transilvania is settled by the
“Saxes”, called into the land.
h) Popes and Catholic church in 950-1200.
In the 10th century the Catholic church is in decay. Tha Latin church literature, especially the
vitas of the saints, continues to be written. In the ‘Vision of Tnugdal” the hell is vividly
described. The Popes are dependent from the German kings. Otto III nominates his cousin
Brun as Gregor V (996-999). The next Pope Sylvester II is a mathematician Gerbert of
Aurillac (999). The “end of the world” did not come in year 1000. But the reform of the
church continues. The reform movements are Camaldulenses (founded by Romuald of
Ravenna 1012), Hirsaues (monastery of Hirsau, reformed 1069), Cartesians (founded 1084
by Bruno of Cologne). 1098 the order of Cistercianenses by Abbot Robert of Molesme (died
1100), who made caritative work. There the influence of Bernhard is strong, who enters 1112
in Citeaux and becomes 1115 the first Abbot of Clairvaux (Clara vallis). 1119 “Charta
caritatis”: the Benedictine order becomes additions by the third Abbot of Clairvaux Stephan
Harding. Through the foundation of the filial monasteries the order of Cisterciences becomes
a new organizational form. The highest authority is the yearly general capitule of Abbots.
The churchea are supervised by the mother monasteries, the mother monasteries by the four
eldest filial monasteries (La Ferté, Pontigny, Clairvaux, Morimond). The features of
Cistercienses: the strong ascetics, simplicity (the monastery church without tower), mystic
piety, economic activity. The colonization of the German East. 1120 the order of
Premonstratenses in Prémontré is founded by Norbert of Xanten, from 1126 Archbishop of
Magdeburg. The members are regularly canonics, not monks. The activity of the order is the
charity and mission, for all to the east of Elba. From the heremite communities in the mount
of Carmel in Palestine 1156 the Carmelite order is created.
From the purely religious reform of Clunians in the 11 th century the demand of the reform of
general church appears. The fight of reformators is directed against the simony and the
marriage of priests. The reform party becomes strong in France with the movement of “Pax
Dei” (the divine freedom) by the clergymen: the protection for the clergy men, peasants,
travelers and wives. Treuga Dei (=trêve): the ceasefire from Wednesday evening till Monday
morning and in all holidays (fight only 90 days in a year). 1046: synode of Sutri. Pope
Clemens II (1046-47) must to free the church from the evils of simony and the priester

marriage according to the wish of emperor. The appointed from emperor bishop Bruno of
Toul as the Pope Leo IX fights for the church reform. The supporters of reform (Humbert of
Silva Candida, Petrus Damiani, Frederic of Lotharingia, Hugo Candidus, Hildebrand) are
summoned to Rome, they have to bring “primates Petri” in the church to the validity. The
collection of the imperial laws to the position of the Roman church (Libertas ecclesiae
Romanae) is made. 1054 the ultimate schism between the Latin and Greek church takes
place. The conflict was mostly about the subordination of the Italian church provinces. 1057
Cardinal Humbert edits “Libri tres adversus simoniacos”, in the third book the right of the
secular men in the church is contested.
Nicolaus II (1058-1061) accepts the order of Pope election (1059): the cardinal bishops
nominate the Pope. The influence of the Roman nobility and of the German emperor is
excluded, the investiture of secular men is prohibited. The strengthening of the Popes is made
through the union of the Pope with the Northmen in Southern Italy (1059 Robert Guiscard is
infiefed with Apulia, Calabria and Capua), the march count Mathilda and the Pataria of
Milan, a social and church revolt movement.
Gregory VII (Hildebrand) is Pope 1073-85. The victory of the Papistic idea with
monarchistic and centralized constitution comes to expression in “Dictatus Papae”. The Pope
as the supreme and unlimited ruler of the universal church can overthrow not only the
bishops, but also the kings, who are as the officials of God also the officials of church. The
fight is about the “right order in the world” and about the freedom of the church. The sacred
character of the king’s power (king = Vicarius Dei) is not more accepted (desacralisation of
the king’s office). 1074 Gregory VII plans to come for help to the oriental Christians at the
top of the European rider army (as dux and pontifex). Besides the liberation of the Holy
Grave and the regions, occupied by Seljuks, the union of Greek and Roman church is his
goal. In the same 1074 the Lent synode is made: the priester marriage is prohibited (the
prescriptions of celibacy). At the Lent synode of 1075 the prohibition of the seculary
investiture opens the fight with German kings. 1076 at the Lent synode the German king is
overthrowned and excommunicated by Gregory VII, the subordinated are liberated from the
fidelity oath. 1080 Gregory VII prohibits Henry IV for the second time. 25/5/1085 Gregory
VII dies in Salerno.
Urban II (1088-99) saves the work of Gregory VII with the reconciliation.1095 Alexios I
Comnenos send a delegation to the Pope at the synode of Piacenza with the asking of help.
At the synode of Clermont (26.11.1095) the prohibition of the secular investiture is renewed
and the fidelity oath of the clergy men to the secular men is prohibited. Urban II agitates the
Western riders and princes for the crusade with his speech (“Deus lo volt” = God wants it”).
In the same time he fights with Henry IV. 1111 Paschalis II (1099-1118) and Henry V make
the treaty of Sutri: the king leaves the investiture, the church –its imperial possession, given
by Charlemagne. The treaty is unsuccessful because of the opposition of bishops and prelats.
The imprisoned Pope confirms the right of investiture to the king in the peace of Ponte
Mammolo. According to the Worms concordate (23.9.1122) between Henry V and Calixt II

(1119-24) by the French theologist and lawyer Ivo of Charles the differentiation between
temporalia (given secular possessions) and spiritualia (spiritual offices) is made. The king
has now no right of investiture with ring and stick. In Germany the canonic election takes
place in the presence of the king or his delegate, then the investiture with the cepter before
the initiation (in Italy and Burgundy six monthes after the initiation) takes place.
Despite the schism of Anaclet II (1130 till 1138) and revolts, which appear from the demand
of Arnold of Brescia for the return of the secularized church to the apostolic poverty, through
the works of Bernhard of Clairvaux (deepening of piety) the Popes reach the culmination of
their power and fight support in France. Ca.1140 decretum Gratiani (collection of church
right that becomes independent). With the late addition it builds ‘Corpus iuris canonici”.
In the struggle over the leading of the western Christianity (imperial or curial world
domination) Frederic I meets the pretensions of Alexander III (1159-81), which he must
accept. The Third Oecumenic Lateran council (1179) decrees that 2/3 of cardinals are needed
for the election of the Pope.
Herecy is punished by the church with expelling and monastery imprisonment in 12th century.
Despite it, more and more sects appear. The connection of the church with the world after its
liberation from the world obligations (libertas ecclesiae) leads to the creation of the sects,
which contest the right of the church for possession and demand the apostolic poverty. The
sect of Cathars appears from the Bulgarian Bogomils (the radical dualistic teaching, the
strongest ascetics, the apostle-like life) and from the heretic wander movement. The bishop’s
churches appear. After the heretical council of St.Felix-de-Caraman (1167) the radical
dualistic teaching of Nicetas of Byzance wins. The most important group is Albigensians
(from the state Albi) in South France. The sect of Waldenses, founded by the Lyon merchant
Petrus Waldes (the ideal of poverty and perfection) expands rashly. Besides the French
Waldenses (Pauperes spiritu), through the connection with the Humiliates in Upper Italy the
second group (Pauperes Lombardi), that becomes independent 1210. They preach in the
native language (translation of the Holy Writ into Provencal). The literary understanding of
the mountain sermon leades to the refutation of oath, condemnation of the death penalty,
negation of the hierarchic church, purgatory, indulgences and the veneration of saints.
In the whole, in the 17th period the Western Europe has two main centers, who fight each
other – the German emperor and the Roman Pope. They fight each other and the nonChristians (Pagans in the East Europe, Muslims in Spain and heretics). Every one of them
has own hierarchy. On the ranks the new states appear (Nordic states, Poland, Hungary,
Croatia). England and Western France are united under one rule. The towns begin to develop,
the first universities are opened. In the culture the works on the native languages coexist with
the Latin works. The feudal disintegration continues, but in England the power is already
centralized.
Questions:
1. Describe the successes of the Reconquista.
2. What were the main political events of the English life of this period?

3. Describe the France in this period.
4. Which main problems were before the German emperors in this period?
5. Compare the development of the Nordic and of the Central European states.
6. How the Catholic church fought with the crisis of the previous period?

18. Byzance in 950-1200. Eastern and Southern Slavs. Georgia and Armenia.
a) Byzance and the East in 959-1204.
After the death of Constantin VII his son Romanos II ruled. His widow Theophano was
regent for her two sons after his death. In the time of her regency the empire was attacked by
Vikings and Arabs, so she had to buy the peace from Bulgars under Simeon. Her husband
Nicephoros Phocas (963-969) as general wins Creta (961) and Aleppo (962) back and as an
emperor Cyprus and Cilicia in the fight against Arabs. He becomes independent from
Bulgarians.
His murder and successor John I Tzimisces (969-976) in the « two fronts war » defeats the
Russians under Sviatoslav, who invaded from Balkans, and makes East Bulgaria to the
Byzantine province (971). Syria and Palestine are conquered. The rule of his son Basileios II
(976-1025), «The killer of Bulgarians », is the time of culmination of the Byzantine power.
Having given his sister to the Russian prince Vladimir, who was baptized (988), he helped to
spread Christianity in Russia. The Russian church is subordinated to the Patriarch of
Constantinople. Having secured the Syrian conquests of his successors against the Fatimides,
he subjugates the West Bulgarian state of Simeon in many years of fight (991-1014). 1014
Bulgarians are defeated in Struma region, 14,000 prisoners are blinded. West Bulgaria
becomes a Byzantine province (1018). Serbs and Croats accepted the supremacy of
Basileios. Preparing to the fight with Arabs, who invaded Sivcily, he died 1025.
His successor Constantin VIII was the last male representative of the Macedonian dynasty.
The decline of the Middle Byzantine empire begins. Through the unstopped process of
feudalisation the fiscal and militarily foundation of the empire is destroyed, the themai order
is liquidated. The fiscal immunity (full tax freedom) is given to the big landowners and the
taxes are leased. The pronoia (giving of the lands for the determined time as payment for
service) and charisticar (giving of monasteries tio the secular rulers as beneficies. Big
burocracy layer appears in the cities. The power is in the mains of intrigant wives, initially of
the Constantin’s daughter Zoe, then her younger sister Theodora.Zoe proclaimed her husband
Romanos III to the emperor, after his death the official of the palace Michael IV Pahlagonian,
who became her husband. After his death Zoe adopted his nephew Michael V Kalofates
(1041-1042), who became an emperor and put Zoe to the monastery, but she fled from there,
became the leader of the people’s revolt and overthrowned Michael. Zoe came to the throne
and married to the third time, this time with Constantin IX Monomachus (1042-1054). 1043
the Russian fleet besieged Constantinople, but was damaged from the tempest on Bosporus
and from the « Greek fire ». But as result of the new treaty the son of Yaroslaw the Wise
Vsevolod was married to the daughter of Constantin IX.
The winning of Armenia (1045) was the last Byzantine success in the east. Zoe died 1050.
After her death Theodora ruled till 1056. Byzance had now two new enemies – Northmen,
who expelled Greeks from the southern Italy, and Seljuks, who invaded Asia Minor.
In this time the ultimate schism betwen Grek and Roman church takes place. The Pope made
treaty with Northmen, both churches had conflict about the influence upon Slaves. In this
situation the patriarch of Constantinople Michael Caerularios condemned many Latin
teaching 1053. The Pope brought his legates 1054 to the Sophia cathedral in Constantinople
with the curse bulla against the patriarch.
Because of the decline of empire and the giving of power to eunuchs, the aristocracy
revolted, especially the families of Comnenos, Ducas, Angelos and Paleologos, and
proclaimed Isaak I Comnenos (1057-59) to the emperor. His family was one of the powerful
of the land and had big land possessions in Paphlagony. Wnen 1059 Isaac went to the
monastery, the crown went to the member of ducas family, Constantin X (1059-67).

Northmen, Pechenegs in Romania and Hungarians, for all the Seljuk Turks invade. After the
death of Constantin his widow Eudoxy was married to young general Romanos IV Diogenes.
In the time of his rule Seljuks had the victory at Mantzikert (1071). Romanos was
imprisoned by Seljuks, his representative Michael put Eudoxy in the monastery, after the
return of Romanos from the prison he blinded and killed him. In this time Seljuks under their
leader Soliman conquered Asia Minor and made their own Sultanat of Rum (Ikonium) 1080,
in the west Bari, the last Greek possession in South Italy, was lost to Robert Guiscard.
The second part of the XVIIthe period begins in Byzance with the coming of new dynasty –
Comnenes (1081-1185). 1081-1118 Alexios I Comnenos rules. Initially he fought against
Northmen. Therefore he made peace with Seljuks and made 1082 Venetians to allies, given
them the tax-free trade and the whole trade quarter in Pera. When Robert Guiscard landed in
Greece with his army and was close to Constantinople, his ally Gregory VII called him back
for help against Henry IV, who attacked rome. After the death of Robert (1085) Greece was
saved. Pechenegs 1090 came till Constaninople, but were defeated 1091 in the battle at
Levunion. 1092 the offensive policy against Seljuks. Alexios help Pope Urban II for help.
1096 the crusaders begin to go through the Byzantine territory and create their states. Alexios
I reaches the recognizing of the Byzantine supremacy over Antiochia (1108) and conquers
West Asia Minor. When Bohemund of Tarent invaded the empire, Alexios I made a treaty
with Pisa (1111), giving them trade privileges, and destroyed his army. The life of Alexios is
described by his own daughter Anna Comnena in “Alexias”. John II (1118-43) destroyes
Pechenegs (Berrhoia 1122), fights against Hungarians (1124-28) to get control over Serbia,
Dalmatia and Croatia (against Venice) and subjugates Armenia Minor (Antiochia 1138).
Manuel I (1143-1180) tries to make a restoration policy in Italy, which brings to the
economical decline of Byzance. He wanted to be the only emperor and therefore supported
the Pope Alexander in his fight against Frederic I Barbarossa. The attacks of Northmen under
Roger of Sicily, Serbs and Hungarians are beaten. 1158 Byzance becomes supremacy over
the crusaders’ state in Syria. 1159 Croatia, Bosnia and Dalmatia became under the Byzantine
influence through the restoration of the intervention policy in Hungary. 1175 Venice makes
treaty with Northmen king William II against Byzance. 1176 the defeats at Mysiokephalon
against the Seljuks.The western influence becomes strong in the Byzantinian army,
administration and trade. After the death of Manuel the reaction against the western influence
came, the Latin population in Constantinople was murdered. The Frank widow of Manuel,
maria of Antiochia, was dethrowned, the Greek renaissance had its culmination. The small
son of Manuel Alexios I ruled after him (1180-83). Then the cousin of Manuel Andronicos
Comnenos came to Constantinople from the exile. He murdered Alexios and condemned
Maria to death. He made reforms in the tax collection, protected trade and crafts and
repressed aristocracy. Therefore they called Northmen for help, who occupied Drach
(Dyrrachium) and later plundered Thessalonice. Andronicos was murdered by the mob, the
new dynasty of Angeloi (1185-1204).
Isaac (1185-95) made union with Saladin against Frederic Barbarossa and became an enemy
of Hohenstaufen. Northmen settled on the Greek archipelagos and conquered 1186 the
islands of Kephalonia and Zakynth. Another enemy of the empire Bulgarians crossed the
Maritza river. The 2nd Bulgarian state was founded under princes Peter and John Asen. 1187
this state was recognized. Empire lost also Dalmatia, occupied by Venice, Croatia and Serbia,
Trapezund and Cyprus separated. Big possessions became to provinces, the governors to
independent princes. Taxes were too big, officials plundered state costs. As Isaac Angelos
was dethroned by his brother Alexios III (1195), his son Alexios fled to Philipp of Swabia to
find help. The doge of Venice Enrico Dandalo united with Germans to organize the fourth
crusade and to make Alexios, who promised a lot of money, the emperor. 1203
Constantinople was taken by the crusaders for the first, and 1204 for the second time. The
Middle Byzantine Empire ceased to exist.

In IX-XII centuries the Byzantine culture became mostly Greek. The wars with Arabs was
sung in the songs, which make the foundation of the heroic epics “Digenis Akrites”. In the
religious sphere the vitas of the saints continue to be written. In the “Vita of Basileios the
New” (Xth century) the vision of Theodora describes 20 tax stations, which are passed by the
soul in its ascent. This idea goes back to the Old Egyptians and Gnostics. In difference to it,
the satiric poem “Timarion” (XII century) describes the descent to hell and the meetings with
dead, criticizing hypocrisy and vanity. The apocryphic books were written. Philosoph and
historian Michael Psellos (1018-1068) studies Hermetic treatise “Poimandres” and Chaldaic
oracles (II-III centuries). He also wrote the ‘Chronography”. As successor of the Mangaura
school the university was opened in Constantinople in XIth century, which had two facultiesphilosophical and law. The dean of the philosophic faculty Psellos tried to combine the study
of the ancient philosophy with theology. Philosoph John Italos preferred the ancient wisdom
and was condemned as heretician. The compilative medicine and agriculture encyclopaedia
were written.
In the architecture the vast basilica was succeeded the the cross-cupola temples of the middle
and small sizes. The inside of the churches lost monumentality. The church painting reached
the limit of stilization in the Xth century.
In the whole, the Middle Byzantine state fought with different inner enemies –Turks from the
East, Bulgarians, Pechenegs, Russians from the North and Western people, who brought the
end to this state, which became more and more dependent from the West. The process of
feudalization went further, destroying the unity of the state. Under the Byzantine influence
Russia was baptized. The Greek culture continued to develop in the Old Greek language, but
some changes in the language were made.
In the XII-begin of the XIIIth century Georgia was at the ascent. It became one of the most
important states of Near East and stretched from Black to the Caspian Sea. The kings could
suborder the nobility. In the time of queen Tamara (1184-1213) the poet Shota Rustaveli
wrote the poem “ Rider in the tiger’s skin”. The Georgian architects built magnificent
edificies and helped to build the Russian churches.
b) Balkan countries in the IX-XII centuries.
Nicephor II Phocas refused to pay tribute to Bulgarians and prepared for the war. 968 he
provoked the Russian prince Sviatoslav to fight against Bulgaria. But Sviatoslav preferred to
support the son of Peter Boris, who has got the throne and the treasury and used the
Bulgarian help for the war with Byzance. After 971 Sviatoslav had to leave Bulgaria, its
northern part was occupied by Byzance, and the Bulgarian church was subordinated to the
Constantinople patriarch.
Western Bulgaria was not occupied by Byzantines. Soon its rulers – brothers Comitopuloi
(sons of the comit Nicola) returned North-Western Bulgaria. In the 80-s one of the brothers
Samuil was left at the top of the state, he made a strong army from the free peasants, who
lived in the western, mountainous regions. Bulgaria reached again the limits of the Simeon
state. Not only Serbia, but also the Adriatic coast with Dyrrachium (Drach, Duracco, modern
Durres).
In the begin of XIth century emperor Basileios II began the attack against Bulgaria. In the
summer of 1014 at the mountain of Belasica Bulgarians were defeated. Basileos blinded
14,000 prisoners. Then Sanuil died and fight for the throne. Many feudals went for the
emperor’s side. 1018 Bulgaria was conwuered by the empire.
In the conquered territory some themai were created. Serbians and Croatians became vassals
of Byzance. The domination of empire in South-Eastern Bulgaria was weaker, it was attacked
by Pechenegs, Uzes, Kumans from the middle of XIth century. The church of Western
Bulgaria preserved the independence from the Patriarch, but his leader (archbishop of Ohrid)
was appointed by the emperor. All main positions in the church and administration were
occupied by Greeks. Later, to the middle of XIth century, the Byzantinian tax system was

extended to the Bulgarian territories. The taxes grew, the lands were given to the Byzantine
feudals. The feudalization accelerated at the west and slowened in the north-east, where the
nomadic tribes dominated.
The revolt in the West Bulgaria under Peter Delyan, began 1040, extended to the most part of
the empire’s possessions in Europe. It was supported by Serbs, Albanians, Greeks. But a part
of Slavonic nobility became treasurous. 1041 Delyan was treacherously blinded, and the
revolt was suppressed. In the Central Bulgaria after the revolt of Pavlikians and Bogomiles,
thousands of hereticians were expelled from the native places. 1111 the head of Bogomiles
Vasilij was burned alived. In the second part of the XIIth century the new wave of
repressions against Bogomiles went through Macedonia.
1185 the inner and outer situation in Byzance became complicated. In the North-Western
Bulgaria the people’s revolt began. In the begin of 1186 it was headed by brothers-bolyars
from Tyrnovo Fyodor (Peter) and Asen. They expelled the Byzantine guarrisons. Bulgaria
returned the political independence. 1187 empire concluded peace with the new state.
In the end of XIh century the Serbian state was disintegrated. The sea lands (Zeta, Travunia,
Hum) were in the sphere of Catholic influence and were subordinated to the bishops of
Dalmatian towns. Rashka remained orthodox and was dependent from Ohrid eparchy.
Serbian lands became part of the West Bulgarian state, later the vassals of Byzantine empire.
1035 Zeta liberated from Byzantine dependence. Its position became stronger after the revolt
of Peter Delyan, where Serbians took place. Only in the begin of XIIth century Byzance
subjugated both Zeta and Rashka, who conflicted each other. Under the great zhupan Stephan
Nemanya (1167-1196) Rashka liberated from the Byzantine power. Nemanya subjugated
Zeta, Travunia, Hum. The son of Nemanya Stephan has got the king’s crown from the Pope,
and after three years in Serbia the independent archbishopry was created.
In X-XIth centuries in modern Romania princedoms (knezaty) and generalship (voevodstva)
appared.
In the whole, the Slavonic lands were in this period more or less dependent from Byzance
and were part of the Orthodox civilization.

с) Russia in 950-1200.
Second period (945-988, or ca. 940-1000).
This period includes the epoch of Svyatoslav’s rule, whose regent was for a some time his
mother Olga (945-957), later he ruled independently (957-972), Yaropolk (972-980) and
Vladimir till the baptism. Russia develops in a progressive way. Its development looks like the
development of the contemporary Nordic or Central European countries, which were discussed
earlier. The baptism of Olga is symbolical, but the time for the conversion of Russia into the new
faith did not come yet. The “pagan reaction” in the person of Svyatoslav took place. He could
reach big success in the foreign policy at two fronts – the eastern, destroying 965 Khazarian
caganate and Volga Bulgarian state (967-972) and the western – in Danube Bulgaria. Besides the
continuation of the politics of struggle with Byzance, the striving to help the brotherly Slavonic
people is seen here, which was for a thousand years an important factor in the Russia foreign
policy. But Slavs were not always the true allies, and often went to the side of the enemies of
Russia. This appeared also this time – Bulgarians together with Byzantines united against
Sviatoslav. On the return way Svyatoslav was defeated and killed by Pechenegs (972), who
succeeded Khazars as Asiatic enemies of Russia. The foreign policy of Sviatoslav, which aim
was the uniting of Slavs under the leadership of Russia and the taking of Constantinople was,
certainly, adventurous, but on his steps the Russian politicians went also in the later epoch, till
the modern time. He began the division of Russia into partial princedoms instead of the old
tribal division, that became the past, dividing it between three sons (Vladimir, Yaropolk and
Oleg). It certainly brought the feudal inner wars, in the result of which Vladimir won.
In the first years of his rule Vladimir finished the uniting of Rus, bringing the Red Rus
(Galicia) and Polotzk princedom (White Russia). Vladimir, in difference to the hero Sviatoslav,
tried to find the ideological foundation of a new state (such attempts, as we will see later, are
typical for the end of 2nd – begin of the 3rd period). Initially he tried to make a reform of
paganism, creating an official pantheon (and even victimized two Varyags), then thought about
the conversion to the one of the world religions (western or eastern Christianity, Judaism or
Islam). The real choice was here between Europe and Asia, because Judaism and Islam were
personified in that time correspondingly by Khazars and Arabs. Vladimir made European choice
that caused the flourishing of Russian culture in the next period. The epics of the warriors
continues to be created also in this epoch (stories about Olga and her revenge to Drevlyans for
the murder of her husband, about the campaigns of Sviatoslav, about the fight of Vladimir with
Yaropolk etc.).
3 period –988-1054 (ca. 1000-1060)
Time of the rule of prince Vladimir after the Baptism (988-1015), Svyatopolk (1015-1019) and
Yaroslav the Wise (1019-1054). The period of the utmost flourishing and the international
acception of Kiev Rus. Vladimir himself married the Byzantine princess Anna, Yaroslav – the
Swedish princess, and his daughters were married to the European kings. The Christianization
caused the appearance of the writing, schools, monasteries, which became the centers of culture.
But Byzance itself continued to remain an enemy of Russia. Both Vladimir and Yaroslav made
campaigns against it. Because of the conquest of Galicia the young Catholic Polish state that
supported Svyatopolk against Yaroslav, but had its own goals, became also an enemy of Russia.
To the first time the Russian-Polish (broader, Orthodox-Catholic conflict) is seen. Later Yaroslav
helps Casimir I together with Henry III to restore the ruke of Piasts (1039). In Kiev the
important architectural edifices are built, first of all churches, the Kiev-pechersk Lavra
(monastery) is founded. The law code –“Russkaya pravda” is formed (not unlike the Gernman
laws of the early Middle Ages, for example, the murder of a Varyag was punished more severe,
the the murder of a Slav).
The fight of Russia with Pechenegs (victory of 1036) is followed with its expansion to
the east, Yaroslavl upon Volga is founded. The Baltic and Finno-Ugrian people became the
subjects of Russia (more nominal than real), 1030 the town of Yuryev (Tartu) is founded. The
practice of dividing of Russia into partial kingdoms, began by Sviatoslav, is continued by

Vladimir and Yaropolk, which brought the inner wars and the decay of the state. The revolts take
place in the land because of the introduction of the new religion or economic grounds,
sometimes because of both (like 1024 in Suzdal). The economics is developing, the first Russian
coins – grivnas appear.
The epoch of Vladimir the Red Sun is pictured in the Russian heroic songs - bylinas,
which did not dreate the one epics. From the literary works, which formed the ideology of the
new state, one can name “The word abou the law and favor” of the Metropolitan Illarion (the
position of Russian Metropolitan, that was initially taken by Greeks, sonn was occupied by the
Bulgarians and Russians). The murdered by Sviatopolk sons of Vladimir Boris and Gleb became
the first Russian saints. Vladimir corresponds typologically to Charlemagne (who also became a
hero of the literary works of epics), and Yaroslav – to Louis the Pious. Then, with the typological
retardation of 200 years from the Frank state, Russia enters into the period of feudal
disintegration.
4 period – 1054-1125 (ca. 1060-1120).
Yaroslav divided Rus into five partial princedoms among his sons, Izyaslav became his successor
in Kiev. The conflicts among princes strengthened in this time, to solve them the congress of
princes in Lyubech was summoned, which did not have the immediate results. On the east the
new enemy – Kumanes appeared, that was the main enemy of Rus for almost two years. Inside
the country the revolts take place, the most important of them were revolts in Kiev 1068 and
1113. The last ascent of Kiev Rus was in the time of rule of Vladimir Monomach (1113-1125),
the grandson of Yaroslav and Byzantinian emperor Constantin Monomach. In the international
and inner politics he could repeat the successes of Yaroslav the Wise.
In the realm of culture – a lot of achievements, the civilization begins to meditate about
itself, not only ideological, but also historical (“the Chronicle of Nestor”), philosophical
(“Teaching of Vladimir Monomach”) and church-historical (“Kievo-Pechersk paterikon”) works.
The most ancient illustrated manuscripts are “Ostromir Gospel” 1056-57 and “The collection of
Svyatoslav” 1073.
Kiev Rus, having reached the top of the culture development in this period, enters the
period of disintegration in the political plan; the first features of decay are already noticeable.
5 period (1125-1185, ca. 1120-1180)
Kiev remains nominally the center of state, the great prince rules in it, but really the
disintegration becomes stronger. After Yaroslav Mstislav the Great (1125-1132) rules. Kiev
princes – Yaropolk, Vsevolod, Mstislav, Roman, Svyatoslav etc. mostly make campaigns against
Kumanes, who create their state in the southern steppes, existing from 1154 to 1222, the most
lucky of them was the campaign of Svyatoslav Vsevolodovich 1184, where khan Kobyak was
imprisoned. In the fight against Kumanes Kiev princes are supported by Turkic tribes, who lived
in Southern Rus, who became the allies of Rus and were gradually rusified. The family relations
with the Asiatic people were also established (so prince Igor was a son-in-law of the khan
Konchak). Rus moves in the direction of the Asia. In the same time in the north and north-west
of Rus the powerful princedoms are created. In the north the Great Novgorod becomes stronger,
which earlier also played an important part in the fates of Rus (so, before their rule in Kiev
Vladimir and Yaroslav were Novgorod part princes). 1136 Novgorod people expel prince
Vsevolod and Novgorod becomes de facto a republic, in which veche (the people’s meeting)
plays an important part and elects posadnik (president). The prince was invited only as the
leader of the troops, his rights were restricted.The alike respublic is organized also in Pskov. The
Novgorod republic expands to the east and north and reaches with the time Ural and Polar
region. In the north-east of Rus the Vladimir-Suzdal princedom with the active princes on the top
– the son of Vladimir Monomach Yury Dolgoruky, his son Andrey Bogolubsky and Vsevolod
Bolshoe gnezdo (Big Nest). 1147 Yury Dolgoruky founds Moscow that does not have yet the big
significance. 1149 he occupies Kiev and remains there. 1169 Andrey Bogolybsky also occupied
Kiev and proclaimed himself to the great prince, but continued to be prince in Vladimir.Whether
Novgorod, nor Vladimir-Suzdal princedoms cannot yet be seen as “Great Russian” and therefore

one cannot see in the taking of Kiev “the first Russian-Ukrainian conflict”, as some Ukrainian
historians (like Michael Grushevsky) thought, but the dialect divisions in the Old Russian
language were possibly already in this time (as testified by the documents from Novgorod). In
Novgorod in this time Old Russian mathematician Kirik works, in Vladimir architectural
edifices, among them cathedrals, are built, the writing of chronicles, that was earlier restricted
mostly with Kiev, is regionalized.
In the whole, in this period the Old Russian state, founded by Northmen (Varyags), who were
soon Slavonized (like Northmen in England), becomes a part of the East Christian (Orthodox)
civilization and controls a big part of the East Europe. It also is disintegrated; princes fight each
other and the nomadic people. The unclever politics of the princes from Rurikid dynasty bring
the decay of the state.
Questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Describe the political and cultural development of Byzance in this period.
What were the causes of the taking over of Constantinople in 1204?
Describe the fate of Bulgarians in this period.
What was the significance of Old Russian state for Europe?

19. Jewish civilization in 950-1200 CE.
a) Jews in Europe in 950-1200.
Only after the Carolingian period the Jewry destined to be known as ‘Ashkenazi” was
formed and began to evolve its unique patterns of internal organization and cultural life.
Large families, often led by Rabbinic scholars, migrated from southern Europe, particularly
from Italy, to establish communities in the Paris basin and the regions of Champagne and the
Rhine. Quite small at first, these communities began to grow rapidly during the eleventh
century. From about 4000 persons around the turn of the millennium, the number of Jews
lands had reached almost 20,000 by the time of the First Crusade (end of eleventh century).
These new communities also dealt in long-distance trade. The first-generations immigrations
recognized hereditary monopoly rights in relations with clients.
960 the Rhine valley communities send their halakhic questions to the Palestinian academy.
According to a Jewish story, 982 a Jew called Kalonymus gives his horse to Emperor Otto II,
thus saving the Emperor’s life during a battle against the Muslims in Calabria, Italy. 992 the
Jews of Limoges are accused of witchcraft. 1010 together with some Saracenes from Spain,
they are accused of inciting the Fatimid Caliph Al-Hakim to destroy the Holy Sepulchre in
Jerusalem. Expulsion of the Jews of Limoges. 1018 Boleslaw I, duke (later king of Poland),
plunders the Jewish community of Kiev. 1054 in Capua, Italy, a certain Ahimaaz composes
“The Ahimaaz Scroll”, a splendid chronicle of his family, known for its prominent position in
Byzantine Italy. 1084 the Bishop of Speyer grants privileges to the Jews according to the
model of the letters of protection of Louis the Pious. 1090-1095 Gilbert Crispin, Abbot of
Westminster and disciple of Anselm of Canterbury, writes a “Discussion between a Jew and a
Christian”, presented as a transcript of a friendly disputation between Crispin and a Jew from
Mainz; the Jew enumerates various objections which permit the author to expand on the
fundamentals of Christianity in a rational manner.
1096, March: the peasant’s Crusade, then the First Crusade; massacres and forced
conversions throughout Northern France and in the Rhine and the Danube valleys take place.
1097 Emperor Henry IV allows Jews who were forcibly converted in the previous year to
return to his faith. Ca. 1120 the first “Sicut Judaeis” bull – a comprehensive act of protection
for Jews. 1146-47 preparations for the Second Crusade take place. Peter of Cluny advises
Louis VII to confiscate Jewish property to help finance the crusade. Bernard of Clairvaux
goes to the Rhine Valley to stop the anti-jewish campaign conducted by the monk Raoul.
1182 Frederick Barbarossa stresses the duty of the emperor, prescribed by justice and reason,
to defend the rights of his subjects, including non-Christians.
In the middle of 12th century the first Oedipal versions of the life of Judas appear in monatic
circles (before betraying Christ, Judas Iscariot killed his father and married his mother). 1144
“Martyrdom” of young William of Norwich (East Anglia), supposedly killed by Jews. His
remains were transferred to Norwich Cathedral in 1171. Although not officially canonized,
the abundance of iconographic representations and the miracles recited by Thomas of
Monmouth will perpetuate his memory. This is the the first instance of the libel repeated until
the 19th century; during Passover, the Jews have to kill a child, crucify him, and drink his
bllod as part of their ritual. The year 1144 also witnessed the first systematic attack on the
Talmud (The Abbot of Cluny, Peter the Venerable).
1171, May 26: the first pogrom is caused by the new myth: the Jews of Blois are accused of
killing a young Christian; thirty of them are burned at the stake. 1179 “martyrdom” of young
Richard of Pontoise or of Paris, recounted by Rigord and Guillaume of Breton; in the 15 th
century Robert Gaguin will write the Passion of this Richard. 1180 “Martyrdom” of Herbert
of Huntingdon (central England). 1182 Philip Augustus expels the Jews from the royal
domain. So, in 12th century instead of earlier Christian anti-Judaism (theoretical fight against
Jewish teaching) the real anti-Semitism with pogroms appears in Western Europe.

Despite it, the Jewish culture continues to develop. In the second half of 10th century Judah
ha-Kohen Leontin, the first known German Talmudic scholar, lives. Ca. 950-1028 life of
Rabbenu (“our master”) Gershom. His name is associated with several takkanot
(“directives’), such as the prohibition on polygamy and on the unauthorized reading of
private letters, but there is no definitive evidence that these takkanot were really his. Ca.
1040-1105 lifespan of Rashi (Rabbi Solomon ben Isaac). Born in Troyes, he studied in
Worms and Mainz, occasionally returning to these yeshivot after establishing his own school
in Troyes. In his works there are frequent references to the tribulations of the Jews dutring
the time of the First Crusade. His comments on biblical passages are often intended to refute
christological interpretations which were offered by those converted Jews who placed their
Judaic knowledge in the service of the Church. His commentary on the Babylonian Talmud
was to become the basis for all later literary activity in this field, particularly for that of the
school of the tosafot (“additions”). After 1100 the generation of Rashi’s disciples (Simhah of
Vitry, Judah ben Nathan, Joseph Kara) lives. Under his influence the schools of Champagne
and northern France would eventually supplant those of Rhenish provinces. In the first half
of 12th century three chronicles were composed recounting the persecutions during the First
Crusade (1096). Ca. 1100-1171 Jacob ben Meir Tam, called Rabbenu Tam, Rashi’s grandson,
the greatest of the tosafists, lived. His nephew, Isaac of Dampierre, was the most wivedly
known tosafist in the late 12th century. After 1150 Samuel ha-Hassid, probable author of the
first two parts of Sefer Hasidim, is regarded by all scholars as the founder of the Hasidei
Ashkenaz movement. The social doctrine of the Hasidim was essentially egalitarian, and
perceived inequality to be the outcome of sin. The movement’s leaders prescribed ways to
mitigate the unjust distribution of riches by advocating virtuous ways, compassion, and
charity. 1171 Rabbenu Tam institutes a fast on the date of that event; he apparently also
coordinated attempts by the Jewish communities in Paris and in Champagne to convince
King Louis VII and the Duke of Champagne to halt the spread of anti-Jewish allegations.
1177 Jewish mintmasters in Poland begin to issue coins with Hebrew inscriptions. 1190 Yom
Tov of Joigny, a disciple of Rabbenu Tam and a synagogal poet, is said to have inspired the
collective suicide of the Jews of York who took refuge in the royal castle to escape a
crusaders’s attempt to convert them by force. After 1196 Efraim of Bonn, author of a
chronicle recording the events during the Second Crusade, died. He praises Bernard of
Clairvaux for his endeavor to end anti-Jewish violence. Ca.1200 Judah ha-Hassid, who lived
in Speyer and died in Regensburg in 1217, was active. He was often compared to Francis of
Assisi).
In the early 12th century the Kabbalah begins in southern France, contemporary with the
Ashkenazi pietist movement of the Hasidim. In the middle of 12 th century extensive kabbalist
activity in Provence takes place: Abraham ben Isaac of Narbones, his son-in-law Abraham
ben David of Posquieres (today Vauvert), Jacob Nazir of Lunel, and others. This circle was
influenced by Judah Halevi’s “Kuzari”, in the Hebrew translation of Judah ibn Tibbon. Ca.
1180 “Sepher ha-Bahir” is written. It discusses the mystical significance of the letters of
Hebrew alphabet, continuing the tradition of ‘Sepher Ietsira” after 1000 years. It is a
renaissance of Kabbalistic teaching.
So, despite the begin of the pogroms (one of their causes were the Crusades, Jews became to
be seen as the suspectous ones, because they could work for an enemy), the Jewish culture in
Western Europe continues to develop both in rational and mystical spheres.
b) Jews in Islamic world.
1. Jews in Spain.
1031 the Umayyad caliphate in Cordoba came to the end; the small Muslim kingdoms that take
its place will survive until 1094. Some of them are founded by mercenary militarily commanders
of Berber origin. In these courts, Jewish dignitaries attain positions of high authority. Ca. 1021
the poet and philosopher Solomon ibn Gabirol (Avicebron in Latin) is born in Malaga. 993-1056
Samuel ha-Nagid (Ismail ibn Nagrela), born in Cordoba and vizier to Badis, the Berber king of

Granada (1038); his writings begin the Golden Age of Jewish poetry in Spain. He was a military
commander and author of halakhic treatises and collections of poems. Corresponding with
contemporary Jewish scholars, Samuel emphasizes the Jewish nature of his deeds, presenting
himself to the Muslim court as an emissary of the Jewish people. Ca. 1040 Jonah ibn Janah, a
philologist born in Cordoba ca. 985, writes his “Kitab al-Tanqih” (Book of Grammar) in
Saragossa. 1055 Moses ibn Ezra is born in Granada; a great poet and literary theoretician, dies in
Castile after 1135. 1056-1066 succeeding his father at the Granada court, Joseph ben Samuel haNagid is killed during a revolt which destroys the city’s Jewish community. Ca. 1070 Judah
Halevi, the greatest Jewish poet in Spain, is born in Tudela (Navarre). 1081 Pope Gregory VI
urges the King of Castile not to place any Jews in positions of influence. 1089 death of Isaac ibn
Ghayyat; he is succeeded by Isaac Alfasi (1013-1103) and then by Joseph ibn Migash (10771114) as Talmud teachers in Lucena.
1090 Granada is conquered by the Almoravides; the Jewish community is destroyed; the Ibn
Ezra family is among the refugees. 1094-1145 Andalusia is ruled by the Almoravides; many
Jews escape to Christian Spain. In Granada as in Seville, the Almoravides expelled the Jews
from all positions of influence. Poet Moses ibn Ezra, as he was wandering from place to place in
Christian Spain, lamented the crudity of society which lacked the refinement of the Andalusian
courts. 1099 death of Rodrigo Diaz de Vivar, the famous Spanish hero known as El Cid; miracles
and conversions of Jews take place around the corpse. The poem ‘El Cid”, composed ca. 1140,
includes the story of two Jewish preachers from Burgos whose treacherous operations are foiled
by the Christian knight. 1106 conversion of Moses-ha-Sefardi (Petrus Alfonsi), sponsored by the
king of Aragon, Alfonso I the Battler. In his polemical works, Petrus Alfonsi attacks post-biblical
rabbinical Judaism and denounces the anthromorphic representations of divinity in Jewish
homilies. 1108 murder of Solomon ibn Ferrizuel, patron of Judah Halevi, and nephew of Joseph
ha-Nasi Ferrizuel called “Cidellus” (“little Cid”) who was counselor and physician to Alfonso
VI. 1109 Jews are massacred in Toledo and in the Burgos region. 1111 anti-Jewish violence
erupts in the wake of the peasants’ uprising in the Sahagun region. 1118 Saragossa is captured by
Alfonso I the Battler, king of Aragon. In November king Alfonso VII of Castile, wishing to
appease the townsmen of Toledo, introduces a law which excludes Jews and recent converts
from public office in the city.
1136 death of Abraham bar Hiyya from Catalonia, author of scientific works. 1141 Judah Halevi
dies on his way to Jerusalem, or – according to tradition – is murdered near the city walls; end of
the Golden Age.
1147 Alfonso VII of Castile appoints Judah ibn Ezra (nephew of poet Moses ibn Ezra)
commander of Calatrava (Ciudad Real), an important fortress on the Muslim border.
1147-1148 rise of the Almohads; the major centers of Jewish culture in Andalusia are destroyed.
Ca. 1150 in Toledo Abraham ibn Daud composes his “Book of Tradition”, a history of Talmudic
scholarship. 1151-1166 John, Archbishop of Toledo, rules, to whom “Avendahut Israelita
philosophus” dedicated a translation from Arabic to Latin of Avicenna’s “De Anima”.
‘Avendahut” was probably the philosopher and historian Abraham ibn Daud (ca. 1110-1180). He
was active in Toledo under the protection of the archbishop Raymond and was Maimonides’
precursor in rationalist philosophy; author of books on instruments for measuring celestial
bodies; translator from Arabic into latin in all fields of scientific knowledge; astrology,
astronomy, philosophy, medicine, and magic; author of books on instruments for measuring
celestial bodies, on philosophy, and the occult. Because he was so prolific – his works span 23
titles – certain scholars attributed some of his works to other Jewish works.
1161 Joseph Kimhi and Judah ibn Tibbon, both emigrates from Muslim Spain who settled in
southern France, one in Narbonne and the other in Lunel near Montpellier, simultaneously
translate the “Duties of the Heart” of the Jewish philosopher Bahya ibn Paquda from Arabic to
Hebrew. 1166 Judah ibn Tibbon translates Judah Halevi’s “The Book of Kuzari” from Arabic to
Hebrew. The Christian monarchs of Castile and Aragon used the Jews in order to colonize
regions reconquered from the Muslims. Also, in imitation of the Muslim princes, they developed

the custom of employing Jews in the highest administrative and financial positions. 1176 the
fuero (privilege charter) of Teruel – Jews are made the property of the royal treasury.
1138-1204 Moses ben Maimon (Maimonides), the most important Jewish scholar in the Middle
Ages, lives. He was born in Cordoba and died in Cairo. He was a leader of the rationalist school,
his work – particularly the “Guide of the Perplexed” (1190-91) constitutes the greatest attempt at
forming a synthesis between Jewish tradition and contemporary Aristotelian science. His family
fled from Almohad Spain top Egypt. 1171 he became a court physician to vizier Al-Fadil,
ca.1185 a regular adviser to vizier Al-Fadil and other dignitaries in the entourage of the Ayyubid
Sultan. 1199-1200 Maimonides is appointed personal physician to Al-Afdal, Saladin’s son. 1202
Meir ha-Levi Abulafia of Toledo asks the rabbies of Lunel to condemn Maimonides’ theses
which, according to Abulafia, deny a belief in the resurrection of the body. Sheshet Benveniste of
Barcelona, physician, diplomat, and administrator at the Aragonese court, tries to dissuade of
Lunel from supporting Abulafia, arguing that the Talmudic scholars of Castile opposed
Maimonides’ works only because his teachings undermine their judicial authority.
In the whole, the situation of Jews in Spain worsened after the begin of Reconquista and coming
to the power of Almoravides in the south. As Judah Halevi said: “They (Christians and Muslims)
make war, and the ravages of combat bring about our ruin”.
2. Jews in North Africa.
Ca. 930-1006 Jacob ben Nissim ibn Shahun lives, who wields spiritual authority over all the
academies in the Maghreb. Ca. 940-1025 Joseph ibn Abitur lives. He is a member of an
aristocratic Jewish family from Spain, translator of the Talmud into Arabic, and finds refuge in
Morocco and then in Egypt. He writes two hymns for the Palestinian synagogue in Fostat and
participates in the leadership of the Egyptian and Palestinian communities.
969, August 5 the Fatimides conquer Fostat. 969-973 the Fatimides complete the conquest of
Egypt where they establish their own capital (October 973: the capital of the Caliphate is
transferred from the Maghreb to Egypt to a new city north of Fostat, Cairo, built especially for
the new rulers); the Zirides, a Berber dynasty loyal to the Fatimids, rule North Africa. 987 the
famous letter by Sherira Gaon to the Jews of Kairouan listing five generations of the Sages since
the time of the Mishna down to his own time; the ties between the Babylonian yeshivot and the
North African communities are consolidated. 990 the legend of the “four captives”: sold in four
different countries and ransomed by their brethren, they establish four independent Jewish
centers – in Egypt, Tunisia and Spain (the fouth is not named). Although the story is fictitious, it
reflects a historical reality; the emergence of several Jewish centers which are gradually freed of
Babylonian tutelage. The Babylonian center extinguishes. 1005 Hai ben Sherira is nominated
gaon of Pumbedita in his father’s lifetime. Writing several halakhic works, he wishes to
strengthen the ties between his academy and diaspora communities. In a letter written in 1006, he
tries to no avail to impose his authority on the Spanish rabbi, Hanokh ben Moses. Ca. 980-1062
Nissim ben Jacob ibn Shahun lives, head of the Talmudic school at Kairouan, author of Talmudic
commentaries and numerous halakhic works. The other leader of Kairouan community after
1005-1007 is Hananel (or Elhanan) ben Hushi’el, author of the first complete commentary on the
Talmud. In this time his father Hushiel ben Elhanan, and later he himself emigrate from Italy and
settle in Kairouan. 1003-1021 Anti-Jewish and anti-Christian persecutions in Egypt take place.
1012 the Palestinian synagogue in Fostat is sacked; its wooden panels are torn out and sold by
soldiers. 1015 in Kairouan Abraham ben Nathan, court physician to Zirid emir Badis (966-1016)
and to his son Al-mu’izz (1016-62), receives the title of nagid from Hai gaon in
acknowledgment of his generous contributions to the Pumbedita academy in Babylonia. 10211039 major repair works on the Palestinian synagogue of Fostat where the Geniza will be kept
till the 19th century. All its documents – Hebrew, Arabic, Persian, Spanish, Greek and even
Yiddish – are written in Hebrew letters, among them vocalized the manuscripts of the Bible.
Ca.1025 a dispute between the leaders of the Palestinian community and the Babylonian
community in Fostat over questions of jurisdiction. 1038 death of Hai ben Sherira; end of the
geonim period.

1053-1056 the Almoravides conquer the cities in the Maghreb. 1057 Hananel ben Hushi’el dies.
His commentary on the Talmud gained wide circulation and served as the main bridge between
the teaching of the Babylonian geonim and the scholars of North Africa. 1065-1082 Judah ben
Saadia ha-Rofe is the first nagid in Egypt. 1082-1094 David ben Daniel ben Azaria calls himself
“head of the Jews” of Egypt. Ca.1140 letters by Judah Halevi, discovered in the Genizah, clarify
the circumstances of his writing the “Kuzari” (“The Book of the Khazars”) and the reasons that
led him to travel to Palestine. The greatest Hebrew poet of the “Golden Age” in Spain vows not
to compose any more secular poetry, but he cannot resist the courtly atmosphere in the home of
nagid; his stay in Egypt delays his “ascent” to the Land of Israel until his death, announced in a
letter conserved in the Genizah. This document makes it doubtful that Judah Halevi ever reached
the Holy Land.
1140-1148 the Almohads conquer cities in the Maghreb; the Jews are given the choice of either
conversion or death (500 years after Muhammad are elapsed, Messiah did not come, so the
“Peoples of the Book” should embrace Islam). 1148 in a letter to his father, Solomon ben Judah
ha-Kohen describes the Almohad campaign of foreign conversion. North Africal Jewry was
crush under their rule, numerous Jews in Morocco refused to convert and chose martyrdom
instead; others found refuge in Ayyubid Egypt. Ca. 1160 fleeing the Almohads, the Maimon
family leaves Cordoba for Fez. 1171 the Kurdish Salah al-Din (Saladin), vizier of the last
Fatimid caliph, founds the Ayyubid dynasty and re-establishes Sunna Islam in Egypt. According
to Muslim sources, Maimonides becomes the nagid (head) of Egyptian Jewry. 1184-99 reign of
Almohad Abu Yusuf Yaqub al-Mansur, during which the attitude towards the Jews is hardened.
1166-1204 Maimonid stays in Egypt; his arrival in Fostat and his accession to the position of
nagid are amply documented in the Genizah.
Also in North Africa the situation of the Jews is worsened in 12th century. Many of them were
converted to Islam.
3. Jews in Muslim Palestine and Yemen.
970 the Fatimids begin their conquest of Palestine. 1009 the anti-Christian and anti-Jewish
persecutions began by the Fatimid Sultan Al-Hakim. 1015-1025 the academy is exiled to
Ramleh. 1024-1029 Bedouin revolts (“the second war of the sons of Jarrah”) take place; the
Jewish communities in Ramleh and Jerusalem are badly affected. 1025-1051 Solomon ben Judah
is head of the Palestinian academy. Of the history of Palestine under Muslim rule, this is the
period best documented by the Genizah. 1033 a severe earthquaqe hits the whole country,
particularly the coastal plain; Jerusalem, Hebron, and particularly Ramleh are badly damaged.
1038-1042 Solomon ben Judah and Nathan ben Abraham fight over the leadership of the
academy, each supported by one of the Palestinian centers, Jerusalem and Ramleh; the
communities in Fostat and Kairouan, as well as the strong Karaite communities in Jerusalem and
Ramleh, take sides in the quarrel. 1052-1062 Daniel ben Azariah, a scion of the exilarches, styles
himself gaon and nasi; Daniel wins the leadership of the Palestinian community after a long
dispute with members of the Ha-Kohen family. 1062-1083 Elijah ben Joseph Ha-Kohen is head
of the Palestinian academy.
1073 the Turkish Seljuks conquer Palestine; the Palestinian academy is transferred from
Jerusalem to Tyre. 1078-1094 David ben Daniel’s time of activity, which culminated in 10821094 in his self-appointment as Exilarch in Fostat and attempt to impose his authority on the
Palestinian communities. Supported by the Karaites and notables in Egypt, David ben Daniel
attacks the head of the academy in Tyre, Abiathar ben Elijah Ha-Kohen. This affair, with its
messianic overtones, gives birth to the “Scroll of Abiathar”. 1081 celebration of Sukkot in Tyre,
in imitation of the ceremony on the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem; on this occasion Abiathar ben
Elijah Ha-Kohen is proclaimed gaon of the academy. 1082 celebration of sukkot in Haifa; the
year is sanctified and the calendar proclaimed. 1089 the Fatimides capture the Palestinian coastal
towns from the Seljuks. 1098 the Fatimids reconquer Jerusalem.

1099, July 15: the Crusaders enter Jerusalem, massacring the Muslim and Jewish population.
The Jews in\of Jerusalem participate in the defense of the northern wall of the city attacked by
Godfrey of Bouilon. When the city fell, the Jews were burned inside the synagogue where they
sought refuge. In the following years the crusaders will sell prisoners and prayer books for a high
ransom to the oriental Jewish communities. 1100 the crusaders conquer Haifa. According to
Albert of Aachen, the Jews defended the town and were slaughtered by the assailants. 1104
conquest of Acre and massacre of its inhabitants. 1123 siege and capture of Tyre. Its inhabitants,
including Jews, are allowed to either leave with their belongings or to remain in the town. 1140
Judah Halevy sets out on his Aliya (“ascent”) to the land of Israel; although tradition has it that
he reached Jerusalem; he most likely died on the way. 1153 the crusaders take Ashkelon where a
Jewish community will remain until 1191. 1165 Msimonides arrives in Acre, makes a pilgrimage
to Jerusalem and Hebron, then leaves to Egypt. Ca. 1178 Benjamin of Tudela comes to Palestine;
his account is the only existing testimony of 12-th century Palestinian Jewry. Ca. 1180 Pethaniah
of Regensburg in Palestine. Literary sources attest that among the pilgrims were Hasidim
(“devout”) and perushim (“separated’) – men of pietist and ascetic tendencies.
1187 battle of Hattin and end of the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem. Saladin attacks Jerusalem; the
Christian defenders capitulate; somewhat later a number of Jews (from other Palestinian towns,
but also from Yemen, from Maghreb and Europe) are permitted to settle in the city in own
quarters. 1191 Saladin destroys Ashkelon; many of its Jews leave for Jerusalem and constitute
the nucleus of the Jerusalem community in the time of Ayyubids. 1205 Maimonides is buried in
Tiberias; his son Abraham is appointed nagid (head) of Egyptian Jewry.
After the begin of Crusades the situation of Jews in Palestine also became complicated, but after
the Ayyubid conquest (1187) the Aliyah reaches its peak.
Letters found in the Genizah testify to the existence of relations between the Jewish centers in
Iraq and Egypt and the community in Yemen (11th century). Ca. 1170 an anonymous pseudoMessiah appears in Yemen; Maimonides writes his famous “Epistle to Yemen”, a fundamental
document to the definition of Jewish messianism. 1198 forced conversion of Jews in southern
Yemen, particularly in Aden; many readers, refusing to convert, are put to death. 1202 with the
death of the “mad” imam the edict of conversion is revoked.
С) The Karaites in 10th-14th centuries.
Between the ninth and eleventh centuries the ‘roses” – as the Karaites called themselves in
contradistinction to the rabbinical “thorns”- compised the majority of the Jewish community in
Jerusalem. In the second half of 10th century David ben Abraham Alfasi of Fez (Morocco) lives,
who was grammarian and biblical exegete, author of a Hebrew book of synonyms in which the
language of the Bible is compared to Aramaic and Arabic. Towards the end of the century,
Japheth ben Ali of Basra translates the Pentateuch into Arabic, adding his own commentary. In
Jerusalem his son, Levi ben Japheth, composes a codex of religious laws, “The Book of
Precepts”. In the first half of 11th century period of activity of Abraham ha-Cohen ha-Ro’eh (“the
Seer” – a euphemism, since the man was blind), a polyglot, a rationalist, and a great traveler. He
refutes Saadia Gaon’s arguments against the sect, and contributes to the spread of Karaism. In
the second half of 11th century due to the work of missionaries from Jerusalem, the Karaite center
of activity gradually shifts to Europe. The authorities in Spain, forewarned by the Rabbanites,
extirpate any sign of the sect; the situation is more favorable in the Byzantine Empire: an
important center for the translation of Karaite works emerges in Constantinople around Tobias
ben Moses ha-Ma’atik (the “copyist”), translator of Jeshua ben Judah, the last Karaite scholar in
Palestine, and of the “Seer”. 1099 the First Crusade destroys the Karaite community in
Jerusalem; the Crusaders, making no distinction between Karaites and Rabbanites, drive them all
together into a synagogue and burn them alive. Decline of Karaism throughout the East, with the
exception of Egypt, where it will exercize some influence until the arrival of Maimonides in
Cairo ca. 1170.
12th -14th centuries are the Golden age for Karaite literature in the Byzantine Empire . Judah
ben Eli Hadassi writes “Eshkol ha-Kofer” (“The Cluster of Camphire”, a title borrowed from the

Song of Songs, 1:14), a theological summary and the most important Karaite work ever to be
written in Hebrew. Aaron ben Joseph ha-Rofe (“the Physician”), called ha-Kadosh (“the Saint”),
writes his classical commentary on the Bible, “Sefer ha-Mivhar”. Aaron ben Elijah, the “Karaite
Maimonides”, writes his “Gan Eden” (“Paradise”), a systematic codex of Karaite laws and
beliefs. 1354 the poet Moses ben Samuel of Damascus, a native of Safed in Palestine who moved
to Damascus and became a manager of the emir’s estates, is forced to convert to Islam. Later he
flees to Egypt and returns to Karaite Judaism.
Despite the persecutions in the time of Crusades, the Karaites continue to exist and create in the
Byzantine Empire.
In the whole, the Jewish civilization continues to develop in this period. Jews exist both in the
Christian and Muslim countries and sometimes have important positions in the administration,
they also make international trade. The big exegetes continue to develop the Jewish theology, the
mystical Kabbalah also revives in this time.
Questions:
1. What was the situation of Jews in Europe?
2. Describe the problems of Jews in Christian and Muslim Spain.
3. When the situation of Jews in North Africa worsened?
4. What problems met Jews in Palestine and Yemen?
5. Describe the development of Karaites in this period.

20. Islamic World in 950-1200.
1. The local dynasties.
A) Dynasties of Al-Andalus.
Till 1031 Umayyads continue to rule in Spain. Hakam II (961-976), the son of Abdurrahman III,
is a promoter of the science and a big builder; he expands the Great Mosque of Cordoba and
founds a voluminous library. His wife of Basque origin is in the same time a favourite of the
court official Muhammad al-Mansur; he becomes a teacher and a chamberman of al-Hakam’s
son Hisham. Hisham II (976-1013) stays fully under the influence of his teacher al-Mansur, who
defeats all the enemies inside the country, among them his own relatives. In Madinat-az-Zahira
to the east of Cordoba he builds his own administrative center, he also expands the Great Mosque
of Cordoba by eight ships. He makes campaigns in all directions, first of all against the king of
Leon and Castile. 985 he invades Barcelona, 988 he even attacks Leon and 997 makes an
adventurous sommer campaign against Santiago de Compostela. As Al-Mansur 1002, Caliph also
loses his power; many usurpers came to the thron. Hisham II rules one more 1010-1013, then the
state disintegrates. The “people” of Cordoba declares that the caliphate is ended 1031.
The time of the small kings (taifa) durates 1031-1086. This time brings from the one side the
disintegration of the Muslim power, from the other – the cultural pluralism. There were twelf
small kings, in Cordoba Jauharids rule (1031-1070), from 1070 it is under the domination of
Sevilla, where Abbadids rule (1023-1091), the last of whom dies as a prisoner of Almoravids.
Sevilla becomes a residence from 1023 till 1070. Another important towns are Malaga, Granada,
where Sirids rule (1012-90), the last of whom dies in Marrakesh, Valencia, Toledo, Murcia,
Saragossa. Alfons VI of Leon-Castile uses the disintegration of Muslims and takes big tributs
from the part kings; 1083 al-Mutamid of Sevilla is defeated by him. 1085 Alfons conquers
Toledo; when he moves to Aledo between Lorca and Murcia, the rulers of Sevilla, Badajoz and
Malaga call Almoravids for help, who destroy the army of Alfons at Zallaqa (1086).
Almoravids rule in Andalus 1086 till 1147. The Almoravid Yusuf ibn Tashufin (1061/86 – 1106)
initially returns to North Africa 1086, but comes anew to al-Andalus 1088 and besieges Aledo in
vain. In further campaign of 1090 he liquidates many small kingdoms. In this time Rodrigo Diaz
(el Cid) makes a state in Valencia, fighting both against the Almoravids and the Christian kings.
The fights between Almoravids and Christians take the character of the religious wars.
Almoravids can defend al-Andalus against the Christians, they conquer Saragossa 1110, but lose
it again 1118. The last Almoravid Ali ibn Yusuf (1106-1143) can keep the state together; after his
death the decay begins. 1147 the domination of Almoravids in al-Andalus and Marrakesh ends.
Almohads rule in Andalus 1147-1225. 1147 Almohads come to Spain, from 1150 they are
recognized in Lower Andalusia. Abdalmumin (1128-1163) strengthens Gibraltar 1161 and
conquers Granada. Abu Yaqub Yusuf (1163-1184) conquers the east of Andalus against the
Arabic troops and defends Islam against the Reconquista. His governors make Sevilla to the
center of culture. After the attack at Evora (1181) he falls at the siege of Santarem (1184). Abu
Yusuf al-Mansur (1184-1199) is one of the most important and disputed rulers of Almohads.
From the one side, the time of his rule is an epoche of high cultural and economic flourishing;
poetry, scholarship, philosophy develop; in Sevilla the Great Mosque is finished; in Alicante the
important havens appear, in Almeria the weaving works of silk are built; from the havens the
intensive trade with the Upper Italian towns takes place. From the other side, the strict religious
position of Almohads suppresses the big parts of population; all, who are not the strict Malikits,
are persecuted.
In the whole, despite the cease of the Umayyad rule and the Reconquista, Spain (al-Andalus)
remains a big cultural center of the Islamic world.
B) The dynasties of Maghreb.
Almoravids (1056-1147)

Ca. 1050 the religion fighters of Sanhaja –Berbers begin the revival movement in West Africa.
From Mauretania to Senegal the order-like unions are built, they live in fortresses (ribat);
therefrom the al-Murabitun (Spanish Almoravids) appear. Abu Bakr ibn Omar (1056-87) founds
the political domination of Murabitun; 1062 he founds Marrakesh as residence. 1062-1084
Morocco and West Algeria are conquered, 1084 the oasis of Sijilmasa. Yusuf ibn Tashufin (10871106), his cousin and from 1061 already an independent partial prince, recognizes formally an
Abbasid caliph, but receives the title amir-al-muslimin (“prince of Muslims”). Meanwhile
Almoravids conquer Andalus (1086). 1147 Marrakesh is conquered by Almohads, the dynasty of
Almoravids ends.
Sirids (972-1156).
When Fatimid al-Muiz moves his residence from Ifriqiya to Egypt, he appoints the leader of
Ketama-Berbers Bulukkin (died 995) as vice-king. Till 1016 Sirids subjugate almost the whole
Maghreb. Under Sirids Ifriqiya has newly an economical and cultural ascent. 1049 Sirids
separate from Fatimids and are subordinated to the Abbasid caliph. As the punishment Fatimids
cause the attack of Arabic nomads, for all of Banu Hilal and Banu Sulaim (1052). 1057 Qairuan
is conquered and destroyed by Banu Hilail; the land becomes desert and is beduinized. The last
ones of Sirids are overthrown by Almohads (1156).
Hammadids (1014-1152).
The founder of Sirid dynasty Bulukkin built his residence Ashir to the south of Algeria. His son
gives it together with the governorship to his uncle Hammad; he himself goes to Qairuan.
Initially in the order of Sirids Hammad subjugates East Algeria, conquers Tlemcen and expels
the Zanata Berbers. He founs his own residence Qalat Bani Hammad (the fortress of
Hammadids), separates from the Fatimids and is subordinated to the supremacy of Abbasids.
1016 Sirids confirm the partition of his state. Like Sirids, the Hammadis are oberthrown by
Almohads (1152).
Almohads (1147-1269).
The dynasty of Almohads goes from the religious movement of Masmuda, the Berberian tribal
family in the west of Morocco and in the High Atlas, directed against the Almoravids. They will
practicize the pure faith and the pious way of life and therefore call themselves muwahhidun
(“the confessors of divine unity”, Spanish Almohads). Abdalmumin (1130-63) is the real political
organizator. Gradually the whole Maghreb is subjugated; to the first and to the last time Maghreb
builds a political unity. 1195 Almohads become the rulers of al-Andalus.
С) Egypt.
969 the Fatimid ruler Jauhar wins Egypt, against the security warrancy (aman) – e.g. the
unlimited exercize of the Sunnite cultus – he gets the approval of the Egyptian vizier, the
supreme qadi and the seniors from the clan of Muhammad to the supremacy of Fatimid caliph.
He builds the new residence al-Qahitra (“the victorious”) to the north of Fustat. 970-972 the
palace mosque al-Azhar (“the shining brightly”) is built. 972-973 Caliph moves to Egypt
together with the tombs of ancestors, the state insignia and treasury, the holy books, the gurds
and many Kutama-Berbers as the suite. In the south the trade haven Misr is built, in the north the war haven al-Maqs. In Ifriqiya the Berberian Sirids are appointed as vassals of Fatimids
(972-1049).
Caliph al-Aziz ibn Muizz (975-996) builds the Fatimid state. The top of administration is
occupied both with native experts and with Berberian control persons. Caliph allows the Sunnite
confession to the population; Christs and Jews get high state offices. 975 he calls all Muslims of
the word to the pilgrimage to Mecca. Al-Aziz has to give Syria to Byzantines, who occupy
Homs, Tiberias, Akko, Caesarea, Sidon and Beirut; but he can still preserve Damascus 977-978
as the northern defense point. 988 Mosque al-Azhar becomes the Shiite law school, it is a
spiritual and missionary center of the Fatimid-Ismailite Shia.
Under al-Hakim (996-1021) the parts of Palestine are reconquered (996-1000). Al-Hakim is a
scrupulous Islamic ruler, who has his office of Caliph and Imam, keeping the strong faith.1004

the mosque of al-Hakim is built. In the same year Jews and Christians are suppressed, 1008-1013
they are even persecuted, Christian churches and monasteries are plundered, 1009 the Tomb’s
church in Jerusalem is destroyed. 1015 al-ilm (“the house of scholarship”), a kind of university is
founded (till 1123). 1015 the emir of Aleppo recognizes the supremacy of the Fatimid caliph.
1017-1021 in Cairo Hamza al-Labbad (“the fir-maker”) from the East Iran works, who pays
homage to Caliph as the incarnation of God and founds the sect of Druses. Al-Hakim goes 1021
to the desert and does not return.
With caliph az-Zahir (1021-1036) the economy reaches its top flourishing; but 1033-34
Jerusalem must be surrounded by the wall against the attacks of Byzantines. 1034 the rebuilt
Tomb’s church is one more destroyed with the earth quake.
Under al-Mustansir (1036-94) the state passes its zenith and begins to decay. The black guards
are stationed to the north of al-Qahira. 1038 the peace with Byzance is concluded, but the
situation in Syrian fromtier region remains difficult; Syria goes from the Fatimid control. 1049
Sirids abolish the vassalage and are subordinated to the Baghdad Caliphate. 1054 and 1065-1072
the hunger in Cairo. 1058 the Mameluke general al-Basasiri, supported with the Fatimid weapon
and money, can cause Seljuk Toghrul Beg to leave Baghdad, but he returns 1060. In the same
year the Cairo palaces are plundered by soldatesca. 1070 the sharif of Mecca recognizes the
Caliph of Baghdad. 1071 Aleppo is taken by Seljuks, in the same year Jerusalem is taken by the
Seljuk general Atsiz. In Palestine only Askalon and Akko remain Egyptian. In the next year
because of the revolts Caliph is imprisoned in his palace. 1073 the Mamluke general Jamali
comes as savior from Akko, lands at Damiette and occupies Cairo 1074. He becomes the chief of
the army and the vizier and rules for twenty years the state, which recovers politically and
economically. Still 1076 Damascus is lost. 1087 the new city wall of al-Qahira with two main
towers is built. 1094 with the death of al-Mustansir and the vizier Jamali the decay of the
Fatimid state continues.
1094 vizier al-Afdal, the son of Jamali, nominates a younger prince to Caliph instead of the thron
successor Nizar. Nizar is murdered; his followers build the sect of Nizarites – better known as
Assassines (French “killers”) – initially in the mountain fortress Alamut. 1098 Jerusalem is
reconquered from Emir of Damascus, its walls are fortified against the crusaders, who take it
1099. The Fatimid army is defeated in Augist 1099 at Ascalon. Haifa and Caesarea are also lost
1101, Akko 1104 and to the end 1109-24 another coastal towns in Syria and Palestine. After the
victory crusaders organize their own states: the princedom of Jerusalem under Gottfried of
Buillon (1099), later a kingdom under Balduin of Edessa (1100-1187), county of Tripolis (11021289), princedom of Antiochia under Bohemund of Tarent (1098-1268), county of Edessa under
Balduin of Boulogne (1098-1146).
1123 the Egyptian fleet is destroyed by Venetians at Ascalon. But despite the loses in Palestine
the time of 1101-1130 under Caliph al-Amir and his viziers is once more the epoch of stability
and growing prosperity. After al-Amir is murdered by a Nizarite 1130, the decay of the caliphate
is unavoidable. There is anarchy inside, Egypt becomes something like a “Frank” protectorate.
1138 the earthquake destroys parts of Fustat and Cairo. 1162 the king of Jerusalem invades
Egypt, but in his turn “saves” it 1164 and 1167 from the Zengids in Syria. 1168 the Fatimid
Caliph al-Adid orders to burn Fustat because of the attack of Amalrich of Jerusalem; the decay of
Fustat makes al-Qahira to the capital. Between both towns there is a desert stripe. 1169 the
Ayyubid Saladin becomes a vizier of Fatimids, residing to the north of the east palace, and after
the death of the last Fatimid (1171) he takes the power in Egypt in the name of Baghdad Caliph.
The Fatimid caliphate is ended.
The dynasty of Ayyubids.
The father of Saladin Aiyub ibn Shadi, of Kurd origin, becomes a servant of the Syrian ruler
Zengi together with his brother Shirkuh 1138. The young Saladdin becomes a servant of
Nuraddin 1152. 1164 and 1167 he fights against Egypt together with his uncle Shirkuh, 1168-69
anew. Shirkuh becomes a vizier of Fatimids, after his death Saladin follows to him. Formally he
is a vassal of Nuraddin, but in the same time a vizier of Fatimid Caliph. The name of Abbasid

Caliph is called already in the Friday prayer in the Amr mosque, but in the palace mosque only
1171 after the death of the last Fatimid Caliph. Initially Saladin consolidates his power inside; he
reforms the iqta-system: the taxes of every village are numerated and divided for soldiers. This
reform lasts many years and finishes 1181. In the same time Saladin expands his territory; 1173
his brother Turanshah occupies Nubia and brings under his control Hijaz and Yemen. He also
expands his domination in North Africa. When Nuraddin demands tribute payings from Saladin,
the conflict looks unavoidable; the death of Nuraddin (1174) prevents the clash. Now Saladin
tries to conquer his state. His enemies are Zengids of Damascus, Aleppo and Mosul. 1174 he
occupies Damascus. 1175 the Caliph al-Mustadi approves the Saladin’s rule in Egypt, Jemen and
Syria. He begins the building of the citadel (1175) and plans to make walls around both towns.
Fustat is still populated densely, for all by the poor population; the residence is a town of the
nobility and rich citizens.1176 he marries the widow of Nuraddin. Aleppo and Mosul remain in
the power of Zengids; only two years after the death of Zengid Ismail in Aleppo Saladin
becomes his heir (1183). 1186 he also gets domination in Mosul, bringing the vassals of Zengids
to his side.
All this time Saladin has the ceasefire with “Franks” (1175, 1180, 1183, 1185). 1186 he gives the
administration of Egypt to his brother al-Adil and remains mostly in Syria. 1187 he begins
preparations to the war with ‘Franks”. Guido of Lusignan, the king of Jerusalem breaks the
ceasefire; his vassal Rainald of Chatillon attacks the Muslim caravane despite the ceasefire.
Saladin besieges “Franks” at Hittin on the 4th July 1187. 50 fortresses and Jerusalem fall into the
hands of Saladin. The culmination is a take over of Jerusalem on October, 2. Christians control
only the haven cities of Antiochia, Tripolis and Tyros.All western Christians are expelled, the
eastern Christians had to care about the Tomb’s church and other churches. Former mosques are
now returned to Muslims; the Patriarch’s palace belongs to Sufis, the church of Hospitaliers – a
Muslim hospital.
By the attempt to take Tyre Saladin had the first defeat. The defensor, Conrad of Montferrat,
could destroy the fleet of Saladin in a coup. Now Tyre could nor be taken, Egypt was
endangered from the sea, therefore Saladin ordered to fortify Damiette in the Nil delta. Pressed
by emir, Saladin dismissed his troops before Tyre and hurried to Akko. Here the Muslim garrison
was encircled with the troops of Richard Lion’s heart and Philipp II of France. Saladin besieges
them in his turn, but has to negotiate. He is under pressure of Richard the Lion’s heart, who
orders to murder 3000 Muslim prisoners; the emirs of Syria and Iraq did not come because they
prepared for the next conflict. 1192 Saladin has to approve the treaty. It sanctions mostly the
previous situation: the coast between Akko and Jaffa is controlled by Christians, and pilgrims
become the free access to Jerusalem again; but the city remains in the hands of Saladin.Short
after the ceasefire Saladin dies from the illness (1193). He was a great ruler and became very
popular in the Islamic and Western tradition (Dante, Boccaccio, Lessing). The long succession
fights between his sons and his brother al-Adil begins. Already 1183 Saladin nominated his
beloved son az-Zahir before the eldest son al-Afdal as sultan, but the heredity did not play ant
part. Besides it, Saladin did not try to build the unified state; he understands his country as the
federation of the part kingdoms, which are ruled by the family clans. In the mean time the
crusaders organize new state: kingdom of Cyprus (1192-1489) and Armenia Minor (1198-1289).
September 1197 the German crusaders occupy Sidon and Beirut, but the army is dissolved after
the death of Henry VI.
1200 The Saladins brother al-Adil Saifaddin (“the sword of faith”) goes as a leader from the
succession fights, but in the different part kingdoms many members of family rule.
D)The Zengid state in Syria.
Imadaddin Zengi ibn Aqsunqur (1127-46), son of a chamberman of Seljuk Mahmud II, is Atabeg
(independent ruler under the supremacy of Caliph) of Mosul (1127) and Aleppo (1129). As the
believing Muslim propagates a religious war (jihad) against the crusaders. Besides Mosul and
Aleppo he wins also the other places of Syria. 1144 he conquers Edessa, 1145 he goes till

Euphrates. As result the 2nd Crusade takes place (1147-49), which ends in a catastrophe. July
1148 the Christian siege of Damascus is stopped.
After the murder of Zengi his younger son Nuraddin Mahmud (1146-74) expands his power from
Aleppo to the regions of county of Edessa, which are situated to the west of Euphrates, to the
eastern regions of princedom of Antiochia and to the ‘Frank” regions at the upper Jordan.1154
Nuraddin becomes a ruler of the Syrian capital Damascus without fight. From here and from
Aleppo he organizes the struggle against “Franks” in Syria and Palestina. Nuraddin incorporates
a new spirit of the “Contra-Crusade”: he is decided to expel the unbelievers from Palestine, to
restore the unity of Islam, to strengthen the orthodoxy and to fight with the weak Islamic rulers.
Arabic historians picture him as the ideal of the Islamic ruler: tall, with a beautiful face and
pleasant eyes; very pious; personally pretenseless; of the proverbious rightessness. He follows
the law school of Abu Hanifa, but is not fanatical. For the common prosperity he orders to build
medreses, mosques, caravan serailes, hospitals and monasteries, creating the funds. 1163-69
Nuraddin fights with the king of Jerusalem for the domination in Egypt. 1163-64 the Fatimid
vizier Shawar calls the Zengids to help, but expels them again with the help of “Franks”, who
cause to pay tribute to them and station their troops in Cairo. When 1168 the king Amalrich of
Jerusalem appears in Egypt again under the Byzantinian protection with the aim of conquest,
Shawar calls the Zengids for help again. They remain in the land 1169; Shawar is murdered. A
governor of Nuraddin Saladin rules there. After the death of Nuradin (1174) Saladin occupies
Damascus, 1183 Aleppo and 1186 Mosul.
E) Seljuks.
In the 10th century the wandering to the west of the Inner Asian Turkic people begins; Turkic
Oghuzs build a steppe state under the Samanids (875-999/1005). One of the Oghuz tribal leaders,
the legendary Seljuk, supports the Samanids against the Qarachanids in the fight for Buchara; he
converts to Islam and becomes an ancestor of Turkmen. 992 Qarachanids in the union with
Ghaznawids take Transoxania from the Samanids; Seljuks began to serve to the Qarachanids.
1035-39 the grandsons of Seljuk, the brothers Togril and Chagri, liberated from the vassalage of
Qarachanids, conquer the province Chorasan from the Ghaznawids. 1038 Togril resides in
Nishapur, Chagri in Merv. 1040 the brothers defeat Sultan Masud of Ghazna at Dandenakan.
Togril occupies Chwarizm 1041 and conquers Tabaristan and Raiy 1043. After the netotiations
with Caliph he calls himself “the protector of princes of believers”. 1051 Isfahan is taken, Togril
attacks Aserbaijan and Jazira. 1055 he comes to Baghdad and ends the rule of Buyids. Togril is
recognized as “Sultan of East and West”; he is a secular ruler, legitimized by Caliph. 1063-72
Alp Arslan (“the lion”), a son of Chagri, who was the successor of his father already 1061, unites
the both parts of the state to the state of Great Seljuks.
1045-55 another Seljuks invade to East Anatolia and Armenia and attack the Byzantinian east
frontier. The Byzantinian emperor Romanos IV Diogenes invades into Armenia, is fully defeated
by Alp Arslan at Mantzikert 1071 and is imprisoned. Seljuks under prince Suleyman conquer the
whole Asia Minor; another Turkmen under Malik Danishmend make an autonome rule in North
Anatolia.
1072-92 under Sultan Malikshah the Seljuk state reaches its greatest extension; the residence is
Nishapur. 1077 Suleiman ibn Qutlumish makes a residence (military camp) in Nicea; his Seljuks
feel themselves as the heirs of the Byzantine Romans, Romaioi; therefore they are called ‘RumSeljuks”. 1078 Tutush, a brother of Malikshah, conquers Syria and Palestine. 1089 the
Qarachanids recognize the Seljuk supremacy. The Seljuk state is organized by Sultan Malikshah
and his vizier Nizamalmulk, one of the most important statesmen in the Islamic history. Born
1018 in Tus, he serves as the official of Ghaznawids and takes a Samabnid tradition; already
before 1063 he enters into the service of Alp Arslan and connects the Chorasan administration
with Turkic elements (language, customs, the way of life). He changes the nomadic society into
the sedentary, which secures the order. For all he binds the Seljuk warriors into the state life: the
iqta-system for the lower military nobility is taken from the Buyyids; a regular army is build as a

stationary army; the hordes of warriors as the relious fighters are settled at the frontiers; a strong
guard is made from the military slaves. Nizamalmuks understands himself as a protector of the
“true”, i.e. Sunnite, creed against the Shiite Fatimids. Therefore he founds medreses to the
education of Sunnite theologicians and law scholars, the most important of them iz Nizamiya in
Baghdad. He fights the radical sect of Assassines, because it is a permanent element of unrest
against the state order. For Nizamalmulk Sultan is elected by God to secure the order, therefore
he does not need the legitimation by Caliph. As the main goal of his politics in his” Book about
the state governorship” he formulates the creation of the righteous political and economical
order under the domination of Sultan. Nizamalalmulk stays on the top of the powerful burocracy,
which is dependent from him, he is protected by own guard, to its provision the arsenals are
made in the whole country; he is supported by the clergymen, theologists, law scholars, writers;
awarded many times by Sultan and Caliph; his wife is a princess of Abchasia; Caliph gives him a
title Ghazi Emir al-Muminin, which is given only to ruling princes. Whether Caliph nor Sultan
can make something against the will of mighty vizier. But Nizamalmulk uses his power only in
the service of state and Sultan. In the end of his life Nizamalmulk tries to reconcile with Shiites:
1089 he visits their holy places and supports them materially; the Alid becomes a new rector of
Nizamiya. 1092 Nizamalmulk is murdered, possibly by Assassines.
After the death of Nizamalmulk and his Sultan Malikshah (1092), who was probably poisoned
after the attempt to dethrone Caliph, the decay of the Great Seljuk state follows because of many
grounds: 1. The rule of appointing of the members of the ruling family into the prtial regions
brings the dissolution into the small feudal states. The Assassines make their terror unhindered.
2. The fights for the thron weaken the state. Every party tries to secure his supporters, creating
more and more iqta-domains and giving the provincial administration to military rulers. Both
becoming hereditary, the feudalism is built, which weakens the central power. 3. The crusaders
take big parts of Asia Minor, Syria and Palestine from the Seljuks. 4. The relation to the
Caliphate becomes more and more tensed. The Great Sultans keep only their residence in
Chorasan; but it is more and more endangered by the other Turkic and later by Mongolian
people.
The successor of Malikshah was Qilich Arslan I (1092-1106). 1093 Caliph of Baghdad dies from
the poison mushrooms. 1096 Seljuks beat the first Crusade (without the riders) and fight the
Danishmenids.Mai – June 1097 the rider Crusade crosses the straits. Alp Arslan gives Nicea to
the Byzantinian generals. At the 29th of 1097 Sejuks are defeated at Dorylaeum and have to give
the West of Anatolia.The residence is moved to Konya.In March 1098 crusaders make a
Christian state of Edessa with the help of Armenian Emir of Edessa. In Juny 1998 Antiochia falls
after a half-year siege into the hands of crusaders, the Muslims of the city are murdered. Emir of
Mosul, who comes to help with Iraq and Persian troops, is defeated at the end of June at
Antiochia. Jerusalem is besieged from 7th June till 15 July 1099, the Jews and Muslims are
murdered. Caliph of Baghdad cannot help. The main causes of the defeat are undervaluation of
the enemy, the disintegration and decay of the Muslim states (Caliph and Sultan ask for help as
refugees, as chronist al-Qalanissi (1073-1160) criticizes. Because of the iqta-system the men stay
at home at the time of harvest and cannot fight. But soon Muslims can revenge (after the main
goal- Jerusalem is achieved, the crusaders fight each other; they did not get new forces from their
countries). Already 1101 the Lombardian crusaders at Merzifon to the east of Halys, French,
Aquitanian, Bavarian and Austrian crusaders at Heracleia are fully defeated. 1104 the emir of
Edessa tries to conquer Harran and is destroyed.
The last Great Sultan is Sanjar (1118-1157). 1137 he fights against Kara-Kitais, related to
Mongols, who subjugate Qarachanids from Turkestan (with the capital in Balasaghun), conquer
Kashgar and attack Samarkand. 1141 Sanjar is defeated in the steppe of Qatvan and is
imprisoned. In the west the second Crusade 1147-49 is unsuccessful. In October 1147 the RumSeljuks have victory over the emperor Conrad III at Dorylaeum; in January 1148 they defeat
king Louis VII of France at the mountain of Cadmus. In July 1148 the Christian siege of
Damascus is stopped. Sanjar dies childless in Balch 1157; it is the end of the Great Sultanate.

Its heir is the Seljuk governior at Oxus with the title of “Chwarizm Shah”. Tekesh (1172-1200)
conquers the eastern parts of the Seljuk state and creates a big state.
Seljuk state was a first Turkic state at the Near East. As the other states of the periods, it was
disintegrated.
F) The Baghdad Caliphate.
Caliph al-Mustarshid (1118-35) tries as the first to fight against the Sultan; but he is poisoned
too. Caliph al-Muqtafi (1136-60) under Sultan Sanjar strengthens his position: he makes an own
army, fortifies Baghdad and annects Iraq. Caliph al-Mustanjid (1160-70) contradicts the
appointment of the Seljuk governor in Baghdad. Caliph an-Nasir (1180-1225) strengthens the
souverainity of Caliphate: he rules in Iraq, builds a futuwwa, the men union organization, whose
grandmaster is he himself; makes diplomatic relations with other rulers; tries to reconciliate with
the shia of 12. Futuwwa is fulled by the entrance of princes from the whole Islamic world.
G) Islamic culture in 950-1200.
1. Poetry and philology.
The most poets of the time are Persians, who write in their own language (New Persian).
Firdausi (940/41-1020; Tus, Ghazna) describes the Persian history in his epics “Shahname” (the
book of kings), appeared under the Zoroastrian influence (Middle Persian “Xwaday-namak”,
describing the fight of good and evil).
Omar-i Chaiyam (1038/48-1120/31?; Nishapur, Balch, Buchara, Merv, Baghdad) is famous for
his parodistic and skeptical four-lines poems.
Attar (1119?-1220/30?; long travels), drugstore man from Tus, influence the mystical poetry of
Persia with his symbolic epics; one of his works allegorizes the pilgrimage of the birds as the
men’s way of life.
Nizami (1141-1209; Genje) is not a court poet, but an unbound man, is famous by his idealizing
love epics, for all “Khosrow and Shirin”.
Al-Jauhari (died 1007/11; Baghdad) composes the first vocabulary in the alphabetic order.
2.History and geography.
Al-Biruni (973-1048; Raiy, Jurjaniya, Ghazna), taken from Mahmud of Ghazna to his residence,
co-traveler to India, describes a cultural history of the land and tries to bring the exact
chronology.
Ibn Hauqal (2nd half of the 10th century) – travelings from Spain to Transoxania.
Al-Muqaddasi (945/6-1000; Aleppo, Shiraz): culture geographical description of the lands,
together with economy and society.
Al-Bakri (died 1094; Cordoba) composes a description of Spain and North Africa and a
geographical vocabulary.
Al-Idrisi (1100-66?) makes the most famous Arabic world map.
Ibn Jubair (1145-1217; Granada) describes his pilgrimage to Mecca in the form of a diary; his
work becomes an example for the later pilgrimage stories.
Yaqut (1179-1229; Baghdad), a liberated Greek, brings all the known places of Islam in his
geographical vocabulary and gives the coordinates of the most important of them.
3.Natural sciences:
Al-Majusi (died 982/95; Baghdad): general description of the medicin.
Abu l-Qasim az-Zahrawi (936-1013; Cordoba) is famous as a surgeon.
Ibn Sina (980-1037; Buchara, Hamadan, Isfahan) writes one of the most famous and
comprehensive works about the medicin (“The canon of medicine”), especially about the
diagnosis and therapy, the possibilities of hygiene, the effects of the healing plants.
Ibn Zuhr (1091-1162; Cordoba, Sevilla), the court doctor and the vizier of the Almohad
Abdalmumin, describes his practical experience as a doctor.

Ibn Rushd (1196-1198; Cordoba, Sevilla, Marrakesh) is a successor of his teacher Ibn Tufail as a
doctor of the Almohad Yusuf in Marrakesh and temporary a qadi in Sevilla and Cordoba. He
criticizes the medicin of Galen, recognizes the function of the net skin.
Already 1000 the star is operized. Alcohol (alqahl) is distilled in XIIth century.
Al-Biruni composes a fundamental work about geology and geodesy. He works about
trigonometry and separates it from astronomy. According to the Indian sources he makes a
manual of astronomy, he represents the opinion that the earth rotates around the sun.
Omar-i Chaiyam composes the cubic equalities and finds the algebraic and geometric ways of
their solvation; he makes a very precise calendar.
Ibn al-Haitham (963/65-1039; Cairo) understands optics as an experimental science, searches for
the laws of breaking and studies the influence of the curved mirrors; he is also an astronomer and
a mathematician.
Ibn Yunus (died 1009; Cairo), the greatest Arabic astronomer, composes the so called Hakimite
tables (dedicated to the Fatimid Hakim) with the observations of eclipses and the conjunctions of
planets. He develops the methods to the finding of the geographical latitude (the observatory in
Cairo).
Az-Zarqal (died 1100; Toledo) improves the tables of Ibn Yunus and composes so called “Tables
of Toledo”. They influence the Western astronomy for whole the Middle Ages.
4.Philosophy.
Ibn Sina is a universal scholar, who is respected as “a true teacher” of the philosophy in the
Islamic world. He tries to make a synthesis between Aristotelism and Platonism and understands
philosophy as a kind of natural religion. It is cricisized by the theologist al-Ghazali in his book
“The unlogic of philosophs”.
Ibn Badja (died 1139; Sevilla, Granada, Fes, Valencia, Oran), doctor, poet and musician, is
suspected in the herecy as a philosopher and brought into the prison.
Ibn Tufail (1105-85; Sevilla) is a vizier and a doctor; in his novel “The living son of awakening”
the author understands the high truths without the revelation and develops a kind of the
philosophical nature religion.
Ibn Rushd (Averroes) criticizes the “neuplatonic falsification” of Aristotle, for example at Ibn
Sina, whom he still defends in his book “The unlogic of the unlogic” against al-Ghazali: only
philosophy can answer the central questions of theology. Under the successor of his protector
Yusuf Ibn Rushd is condemned as heretician 1195, his books are burned. With this event the
Islamic philosophy, thinking founded on the ration and the science practically ends.
5.Theology and law science.
In the theology the fight against the Aristotelian logic and the philosophs takes place (10751220). Against these influences the influential theologist of Islam al-Ghazali (1058-1111;
Baghdad, travels, Nishapur). Initially he is a supporter of Ashari and teacher of the Nizamiya in
Baghdad, but soon goes to Sufism. In his works “Revival of the religious science” and “The
unlogic of philosophs” he opposes the religious feeling to the Aristotelian logic, the faith security
to the bringing of proves. The work of Ghazali is a culmination and the end of the Middle Age
Islamic theology. After him one can name only few scholars, for example ash-Shahrastani (10761153; Nishapur, Baghdad, Shahrastan). He composes the description of religions, among them
Islamic heretical sects as Mutazila and – according to his opinion – also Shia, as well as the
“heretical” non-Islamic religions Judaism and Christianity and the religions of India.
The Koran exegesis develops further. Al-Zamachshari (1075-1144; Mekka, Baghdad, Jurjaniya)
exposes the Koran in the direction of Mutazila, because he is also a philologist. Even the
orthodox Muslims sometimes cite him in singular questions, albeit they refuse his teaching in
general.

Fachraddin ar-Razi (died 1209; Heart) integrates philosophical elements, for all Aristotelism and
Platonism, in his theology. Through this synthesis, for example the rational explanation of the
idea of god, he tries to defend Koran and Sunna as well as the methods of Ashari.
Ibn al-Arabi (1165-1240; wanderings) brings mystical ideas in his commentary, therefore he is
high estimated by mystics, but refused by many orthodoxes.
Ibn Hazm (993/4-1064; Cordoba) is from Christian origin, for a time he is a vizier (initially
Malikite, then Shafiite), then follows to the Hanbalite teaching: all religious precepts correspond
to the will of God and are proclaimed in Koran and Sunna; only the generally understandable
word significance of Koran and Sunna is valid. All other principles are to refuse.
Under Nizamalmulk the religious schools (medreses) are opened, not only in Baghdad
(Nizamiya), but also in Nishapur, Balch, Herat, Isfahan, Basra, Merv, Mosul and Amul
(Tabaristan). Also another officials and private people found medreses from Fes till Samarkand.
The medreses have libraries (library of Cordoba has 600,000 volumes). By Rum-Seljuks the
tomb-medreses develop – giant edifices, where mausoleum, medrese and mosque are united. The
most famous medrese – Nizamiya as a building corresponds to the Azhar-mosque of Fatimids in
Cairo. The Seljuk mosques are built after the example of Buddhist monastery schools in Central
Asia. The monumental minarettes and tomb towers after the example of the Central Asian
nomadic camps are typical for Seljuks. Besides it, there were secular buildings – bridges,
caravan serais, medreses. Ceramics of Seljuk-time is famous, especially from Raiy, with motives
from Central Asia and China, often with scenes from “Shahnameh”.
5.Mystics and orders.
In 10th-11th centuries the teaching and practice of mystics consolidate. For all mystics is
understood as the way to the deeper understanding of Koran and Hadith through meditation. The
culmination of it is in the works of al-Ghazali.
As-Sarraj Abu Nasr (died 988; Tus) describes the mores and customs of Sufis; with him the
consolidation of mystics begins.
Al-Kalabadhi (dies 990?; Buchara) as Hanafite lawyer tries to reconciliate mystics and
orthodoxy.
Abu Nuaim al-Isfahani (died 1037; Isfahan) composes the biographies of the great Suphis, “The
decoration of the God friends”, and creates a kind of a calendar of the saints.
Ahmad al-Maarri (973-1058; Baghdad, Maarra in Syria), an Arabian poet, returns from Baghdad
1010 and lives as ascet and monk in his motherland.
Al-Qushairi (died 1072; Nishapur, Bagdad) writes the classic manual of mystics about the
persons, forms and terminology of Sufism.
Al-Hujwiri (died 1071/75?; Iran and Lahore) laments the deterioration of Sufism in dance and
music; he writes the first systematic treatise about the life and teaching of Sufis in Persian.
Abdallah-i Ansari (died 1089; Herat) is the “patron” of Heart and strict Hanbalit. He pays no
attention to the laudations or scorn of the contemporaries and writes a Persian prayer book.
Al-Ghazali (1058-1111; Baghdad, Nishapur, Tus) leaves his teaching office at the Nizamiya and
lives eleven years wandering, with a life of the world negation, ascetics and meditation. He
condemns the “false ways” of the former theology, especially the high estimation of the rational
mind. Instead of it the light of illumination must be the source of faith and the guide, as the
experience of the mystics tells.
Abdalmajid ibn Adam Sanai (died 1030/31; Ghazna, Merv) is initially a poet à la mode, then he
goes into the solitude and composes many mystical works. He is one of the first poets of Sufian
mystics in Persian.
Omar-i Chaiyam, the “tent maker” (died 1120/31?; Merv, Baghdad, Isfahan), is a universal
scholar, who praises mystical ascent till the condition of drunkenness.
Suhrawardi Maqtul (died 1191; Baghdad, Aleppo) is a Persian, who initially lives in Baghdad.
He tells about his mystical illumination (nickname “The illuminated”) and is condemned and
executed by orthodoxes as the heretician (nickname “The murdered”).

Faridaddin Attar , “The spices trader” (died 1220; Meshhed, Nishapur), traveled for thirty years
to collect the Sufian poems. His “The talks of birds” are famous, where the bird is a symbol for
the soul. He is the second great Persian mystical poet.
Ibn al-Arabi (1165 in Murcia – 1240 in Damascus), the great systematisator of mystics, preaches
a kind of pantheismus, a unity of the men, the world and God in love; the “inner light”
illuminates the men and gives hiom a true knowledge.
From the 11th century the Sufian religious societies appear from the veneration of the living or
died Sufi or as a brotherhood under the leadership of a Sufian master. The Sufis live together or
are vagantes, they build esotheric circles or engage in the political life. The separate orders
follow the authority of a “path”, a method (tariqa), which is ascribed to a legendary founder of
the early time. There were about 100 Sunnite and Shiite orders. The most important of them are:
Suhrawardiya, founded by Abu Hafs Omar as-Suhrawardi (1144-1234; shrine in Baghdad) and
his uncle Abu Najib as-Suhrawardi (died 1168). Their activity in Baghdad is fundamental for the
education of Sufis in brotherhoods.
Rifaiya, founded by Ahmad al-Rifai (1106-1182; shrine in Umm Obaida), known as “howling
derwishes” after their exstatic cries; they wound themselves to show the obedience to God in
exstasy; propagated in the whole Near East.
Qadiriya, founded by Abdalqadir Jilani (1088-1166; shrine in Baghdad), who works as a
Hanbalite preacher in Baghdad (“The renewer of religion”), then for 25 years lives as ascet in the
Syrian desert. The veneration of his person leads to the foundation of the brotherhood and
creation of a “monastery” extra the walls of Baghdad; propagated from Morocco till Indonesia,
later in India and Punjab.
Yasawiya, inspired by Yasawi (died 1166; shrine in Turkestan), whose short wisdom proverbs
make a foundation of the order; propagated in Central Asia; influenced the later orders, for all
Naqshbandiya.
Kubrawiya, founded by Najmaddin Kubra (1145-1221; shrine in Chiwa), a pupil of Abu Najib
as-Suhrawardi; their teaching is full of visionary experiences and Shiite tendencies; propagated
from Turkey to India.
In the whole, the Islamic countries show the big cultural florishment in this period. The culture is
made now not only by Arabs, but by the other people, who come into the orbite of Islamic
civilization (Iranians, Turks, Berbers). The same situation is in the politic: the Baghdad caliphate
continues to exist nominally, but real power is in the hands of local rulers –Berbers, Turks,
Iranians. The main enemies of the Islamic people are crusaders, who are beated by Kurdian
Sultan of Egypt Saladin. The Islamic world is plagued by disintegration and feaudalisation
(because of iqta-system) in the same way, like the contemporary European countries, who
borrow from it some cultural decisions (ciphers, maps, algebra etc.).
Questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Describe the history of al-Andalus.
What new development is in Maghreb in this time?
Describe the history of Egypt in this period.
What were the successes of Turkic people in the Near East?
Describe the fight of Islamic people with the crusaders.
What were the main cultural achievements of Islamic people in this time?

21. India in 950-1200.
962 in East Afghanistan the state of Ghaznawids appears. The Turkic Sultan Mahmud (9981030) organizes seventeen plunder campaigns to North India, goes till Kathiawar and destroys
many Hindu temples. 1017 Lahore becomes a capital of a Ghaznawid province; 1045 Masud, a
son of Mahmud, endangered by Seljuks, moves his residence from Ghazna till Lahore. The court
becomes a center of Islamic education and Turkic-Persian culture. The conquered regions are
formed to one region of domination. Already 1021 the frontier region on the other side of Indus
was subjugated. But the further invasion of Seljuks to Iran and the devastation through the
frontier fights bring the decay of Ghaznawids. They are overthrown by Gurids, who have their
center in Gur, to the north of Kabul.
1186 Gurids defeat the Muslim rulers in Lahore and Sind and go till the region of Delhi. The
united North Indian kings manage to beat Gurids 1191 at Tarain; but Muhammad of Gur
organizes his army anew, and the Indians are defeated by the moving archers and swift riders in
the second battle at Tarain 1192. 1195 Gurids conquer Delhi, Ajmer and Kanauj and invade
eastwards into the Ganges valley. 1201-1202 they invade Bengalia and plunder the capital
Nadiya; the last centers of Buddhism are destroyed. The bastions of Rajputs of Delhi, Gwalior,
Ajmer, Kalinjara, Kanauj etc. are occupied with the Muslim guarrisons. The death of
Muhammad of 1206 at the adventurous campaign to Tibet signifies the end of Gurid rule. In
Tibet in the XIth century the Indian missionary Atisha cared about the revival of Buddhism that
influenced soon all the aspects of Tibetan life. New sects (ngadyupa and karmapa) and many
monasteries appeared.
962-1019 Bhaskara Ravi Varman rules, the Jew Joseph Rabban (Isuppu Irappan in Tamil) is
granted the right to live in Cranganore on the Malabar Coast, 35 km north of Cochin, as two
copper plates record. 1167 Benjamin of Tudela arrives in India; evidence of a Jewish settlemernt
on the Malabar Coast.
In the begin of XIIth century Cholas practically controlled the whole South India, partly they
even drive back the Rajputs in Gujarat. But to the end of the century the state of Cholas was
disintegrated. In Tamilnad princes from the house of Pandya restored their power. Some
princedoms of the state of Chalukya became independence, the inner struggle in the South India
began again.
Till XIth century the capital of Shri Lanka was Anuradhapura with many Buddhist temples and
monasteries. After the conquest of Shri Lanka by the South Indian state of Chola and
proclamation of Shivaism as the state religion, the capital was moved into the town of
Polonnaruva, the center of Hinduism. The head of the state was the supreme possessor of the
land, monasteries were also the big possessors, peasants payd rent-taxes to the treasury or to the
monasteries and temples. The community that was near to the Indian existed, it was ruled by the
council. The country was divided into provinces, regions and smaller units. From the XIith
century the separatist tendencies became stronger, only some rulers could unite country for a
short time. The most important and rich part of the country was south-east, where the
independent state of Kotte appeared, which specialized on the growing of cocos palms and
spices.
In Burma in XIth century the kingdom of Pagan appeared, which united both the inhabited by
Burmanians northern lands and the South Burmanian country of Mon. Arakan (on the south-west
of Burma) became a vassal of Pagan. The influence of Shri Lanka caused the domination of
Southern Buddhism of Theravada in Burma (the special pagoda of Shvezigon was built to place
there the copy of Shri Lanka tooth of Buddha in Kandy) more, than of the Mahayana Buddhism,
mixtured with Tantrism, of the north. The lengendary founder of the state Anoratha (1044-1077)
made a lot for the strengthening of the state. Under his rule the foundations of the Burman
writing on the base of the graphics of Pali and Mon alphabet appeared, as well as literature and
different arts in his Indianized mythological form. Chinese influence was important too. The

ruler has the supreme land possession, besides it, the big possessions of the big nobility, the
apparatus of officials, and the community tax-paying peasants existed. At the end of XIIth
century the centralized structure of the state was weakened, the state began to disintegrate.
The state of Nanzhao still existed in the south of China (Yunnan province), where from the Tai
people migrated to the south, in the XI-XIIth centuries they began dominate at the territory of
modern Tailand and create some states. In Camboja in the XIth century the flourishing of the
Angkor state takes place.
In XIth century the South Indian state of Chola possessed Shrivijaya (on Sumatra) for a some
time, the Malayan states came under the power of Chola. In XIIth century a part of Malayan
princedoms was under the power of Khmer Angkor. But both Shrivijaya and the strengthened
state of Jambi, which was earlier a vasall of Shrivijhaya, pretended upon the supremacy here.
Shrivijaya existed till the XIIth century, its rule was extended not only to Sumatra, but also to
the small neighboring islands, sometimes on the part of Malacca. Shrivijaya was a recognized
center of the world trade, from it Buddhism came into the islands of Indonesia. But in Sumatra
itself there were not such magnificent Buddhist temples and other edifices, like in Yava. At the
end of XIIth century a part of Sumatran princedoms became independent.
The Shailendras of Mataram on Yava ceased to rule in XIth century; its successor was a state,
created by the son-in-law of the last ruler Erlanggi (Erlanga). Erlangi restored the priority of
Shivaism on Yava, but he did not persecute Buddhists, trying to make a synthesis of both
religions. Its state subjugated the whole Yava and was a strictly centralized state with good
organized organization of officials, the developed crafts and trade. The state cares about the
irrigation and brought the taxes into the order. The amount of rent-tax was approximately a tenth
of the harvest. After Erlangi the created by him state was disintegrated, but soon one of his
successors became strong in the princedom of Kediri that was almost the strengthest on Yava in
XII century.
In religion Vishnuism and Shivaism develop: the pashupata- and lingâyat sects belong to the
Shiva group, which represents the ascetic way of salvation. The founder of the last sect were
Basava, a minister of the king Bijjala of Kallacuri with the capital in Kalyâṇa (1156-1167), and
his nephew Cannabasava, who write a short proverbs – vacanas. Another collection of proverbs
is Someshvara-shataka of Puligere Soma (ca.1200). The Vishnu group seeks the salvation
throung the loving devotion (Bhakti) to the gods; the Bhagavatas use the holy book
“Bhagavadgita”, which is explained by Ramanuja (1055-1137) with the accent upon the mercy
of God. The Vedanta is divided now into dvaita, advaita and vishishtadvaita Vedantas according
to the question of relation odf individual soul to God. From the Jainist of Shvetâmbaras school
one can name Hemacandra (1088-1172), of Digambaras – Nemicandra (ca. 1000), they write
both in Sanskrit and in Prakrits. In the “Kumârapâla-carita” Hemacandra sings his protector king
Kumarapala. In Kashmir a lot of poets lived. In 11th century Kshemendra composes his epics,
which describe the Rama legend, the fight of Mahabharata and the history of ten reincarnations
of Vishnu; hundred years later Mankha describes in his “Shrikantha-carita”, how Shiva destroys
the demon Tripura. A famous work of the love lyrics is “50 strophes of the secret love pleasure”
(Caurîsutarapancâshikâ) of Kashmirian Bilhana (11th century). The poetry (kâvya) reaches a
culmination in “Naishadhacarita” (Naishadhîta) of Shrîharsha, who lived at the end of 12th
century in Kanauj. He elaborates poetically the story about king Nala and Damayanti from
‘Mahabharata”. The cult of Krishna has a new flourishing in Bengaly through the activity of
Jayadeva, a court poet of the Bengalian king Lakshmasena (12th century), who in his Sanskrit
book “Gîtagovinda” describes the love of Krishna and Râdhâ. Brahman Kalhana, who lived in
the first half of 12th century at the court of Kashmir, wrote epics “Râjatarangini” (the stream of
kings), which describes the history of his country. Two Kashmirian works in Sanskrit –
“Brihatkathâ-mañjarî” of Kshemendra (written 1037) and “Kathâsaritsâgara” of Somadeva
(written between 1063 till 1081) elaborate the “Brihatkathâ” of Guṇâdhya in Paishaci-Prakrit,
that would have 100,000 strophes. The allegorical drama was founded anew by Krishnamishra
(end of the 11th century), who glorifies a victory of the Vishnuite Vedanta over the heretical

teachings in his “Prabodhacandrodaya” (“The moon ascent of recognition”). Another famous
dramas are “Rukmiṇîharaṇa” of Vatsarâja (ca. 1200), which describes the stealing of Rukmini
by Krishna or “Pârthaparâkrama” of prince Prahlâdanadeva (12th century), where the bringing
back of the Virâta’s cows by Krishna is pictured. One of the humoristic plays is “Laṭakamelaka”
of Shankhadhara Kavirâja (12th century).
The first big work in West Hindi is “Prith(v)îrâj(a) Râsau” of Cand Bardâî. The poet, a man from
the old bard clan, describes the works of his lord, the king Prithviraj of Ajmer and Delhi, to
whom he served as a court poet and a minister and with whom together he dies after the second
battle of Tarain (1192). The Sanskrit translation of Pahlavi version of Avesta was made by priest
Neryosangh, a son of Dhval, ca.1200. The first known Marathi writer is Mukundarâja, who lived
under the king Jaitrapâl of Devagiri (Daulatabad) at the end of 12th century.
The Tamil literature continues to develop. The religious and battle poems, dedicated to the war
goddess Kâlidêvî (=Koṛṛavai) Kalingattupparaṇi of Jayankoṇdân (Sayankoṇdân), Vikkirama
Côlanulâ, Kulôttunga Côlanulâ and Kaḷavali Nâṛpâtu come from 12th century. The collection of
hymns, praising the god Shiva, “Tirumuṛai”, called also “The Tamil Veda”, consisting from 11
books, was edited by Nambiyâṇdar Nambi, who lived in the end of 11th – begin of the 12th
century. The Telugu kings write poems in own language. Nannecoda (the middle of 12th century)
writes “Kumârasambhava” about Shiva. To Pratâparamudra (1117-1140), the king of Worrungal,
the “Nîtisâramu” is ascribed. Somanâtha, a son of the direct pupil of Basava, converted him to
Virashivaism, described the live of Basava in “Basava-Purâṇa” and wrote “Panditârâdhyacaritra” and ”Anubhavasâra” in Telugu.
In the whole, the north of India in this time was already conquered by Muslims. In the south the
independent states existed. The Indian culture influenced the states of Indochina and Indonesia.
The literature in Sanskrit, in Middle – and New Indian languages develops, as well as in
Dravidic languages. The big amount of literature is dedicated to the religious topics 9Shivaism
and Vishnuism) and to the epics. In the second period of developed Middle Ages India is
disintegrated and feudalized in the same way, like the European and Near East countries.
Questions:
1.Describe the political history of India in this time.
2. Describe Shri Lanka, Indochina and Indonesia in this period.
3. What were the main achievements of culture in this time&

21.China and neighboring countries in 420-700.
1.China and its neighbors.
960 the army, which was at the war with Kidans, proclaimed its general Zhao Kuaning to the
emperor. He ruled as Sung Tai-tsu (960-976). 969 to the first time the canons with the shoot
powder were used. Later his brother Sung Tai-tsung ruled (976-997). China was united again, but
territories on the North-East and West were not controlled. On the West 982 the Tangut state the
Western Sia was created. 1004 Kidans were against at the walls of Kaifeng. According to the
peace treaty, the empire had to pay tribute – 200,000 pieces of silk and 100,000 lian of silver
every year. In the meantime Tanguts attacked the north-western frontiers of the empire,
occupying the provinces of Gansu, Qinhai and a part of Shanxi. 1038 Tanguts accepted the
emperor’s title. According to the treaty of 1042, the tribute to Kidans became greater – till
300,000 pieces of silk and 200,000 lian of silver every year. According to the treaty of 1047,
Sung China payed tribute also to Tanguts – 100,000 pieces of silk and 30,000 jin of tea every
year. Despite the growning of Chinese army, which was about 1,5 Mio. In the middle of XIth
century, Sung emperors prefer to pay to the enemies, preserving the inner stability in the land.
1075 Sung China had to give some more north Chinese districts to Kidans.
In the X-XIIth century the private feudal landownership grew. The waste and desert lands
became the property of the people, who tilled it. Officials, merchants, usurers and rich people
became the owners. The state lands were divided between the emperor and the nobility or given
as the plots to the officials and military men. The new rice sorts were brought from Vietnam,
therefore the harvest was two times in a year. The new kinds of grain were artifially made. The
number of food products grew in two times, correspondingly the population grew. The peasants
had to pay taxes two times a year, 10 l of grain from 1 mu (ca. 1,5 centner from 1ha). The
number of peasants lessened, the number of people, who hirew the land grew, especially from the
incomers –kehu. Many peasant revolts took place (ca. 200 in XI-XII centuries). The heretic
teachings and the secret religious-political societies were organized.
In the middle of XIth century the ruling Confucian elite tried to make reforms to bring the
country from the crisis. One of the reformers Li Gou made project “to enrich the state, to
strengthen the army and to calm the people”. 1068 Wang Anxi became the chancellor. His “new
laws” (1070-76) prescribed the measures for the improving of the irrigation, the measuring of the
fields, the centralized bying of grain, instead of the labor duties the money tax was introduced.
The reorganizition of exams and the ordering of the payings to the officials, the state security
system with small percent, the recruit army and the centralized arsenals had to improve the
situation in the administration and the army. Wang Anxi qwas two times dismissed (1074 and
1076), his reforms were partly abolished.
1113 The ruler of Zhurzhens Aguda (Tai-ju) began to fight against Kidans, occupied a part of
their lands and created the state of Jin (1115-1234), which was proclaimed to the empire. 1125
the Kidan state of Liao was destroyed by Zhurzhens ( a part of Kidans went to the west, where
they created the state of Kara-Kitai, the Western Liao (1124-1211) in the region of rivers Talas
and Chu). The new empire of Jin invaded the Sung territories. 1127 Kaifeng was occupied, the
emperor with his family was imprisoned. One of his sons fled to the south, in Hangchou, which
became a capital of the new Southern Sung empire (1280-1280).
In difference to the north, the south was inhabited almost fully by Chinese. The peasant armies,
created by Wang Anxi, opposed the invaders. Yue Fei (1103-1141) was a talented general and
had some victories over Zhurzhens in the middle of 30-s. But the chancellor Qin Gui called Yue
Fei in Hangchou 1141, brought him in prison and executed. After it 1142 the state of Sung
concluded a peace treaty of 1142 with Zhurzhens, according to which Zhurzhens got 250,000
pieces of silk and 250,000 lian of silver every year.

In 11th century approximately 1000 Jews, bringing cotton from either Persia or India, received
permission to settle in Kaifeng. In 1163 a synagogue was built there which was rebuilt several
times over the years.
Generally in the Sung time, especially in the south, there were many cultural achievements. The
cities grew. Kaifeng and Hangchou had a couple of hundred thousand people. The metal and
smith works were developed. China pots and clothes were made. The banks were introduced for
the financing of the trade. They use the paper money. The book printing (xylography) made
1000-1500 reprints of a table. 1090 for the Sung court a wather clock was made. Ca.1150 the
magnet compass was used with the needle, pointing to the south. State monopolies for the metal
ores and salt, charcoal were introduced. Many big works were propriety of the state, which
bought the wares for law prices. The water mills, the new sail ships – junkes and the river boats
with wheels were made.
In the culture the New Confucianism appears, his main theoreticians were Chu Si (1130-1200)
and brothers Cheng. In Taoism the “inner alchemy” continues to develop, its third teacher Zhan
Boduang (983-1082) writes treatise “Wu zheng pyang” (Chapters about the seeing of the truth).
In XI-XIIth century in Taoism the tendence to the individual moral perfectioning and to the
meditative practice appears. The Taoism pantheism is formed with Yu Huang Shangdi, who was
proclaimed to the highest deity by the emperors of Sung dynasty in XIth century. The lists of
good and bad deeds were made. In XIIth century in the north of China the Taoist “reformation”
takes place. The new schools appear: “The teaching of the Great One” (Tai i zhao”), founded by
Xiao Baoren 1138, who preached the healing force of the incantantions and talismans; “The
teaching of the true great Tao” (“zheng da dao zhao”), whose founder was Lu Deren (11231180), who has got a revelation from the immortal 1142. His teaching had nine main ethical
principles, akin to Yoga. 1167 the Jin emperor Shijun has given to Lu Dezen the title of the
“reighteous man from the eastern hill”. The school of the“Teaching of perfect truth” (tsuang
zheng zhao), was founded by Wang Chungyan (1113-1170) in 1167. He made a monastery at the
place, where immortal Lu Dunbing appeared to him. His successor was Ma Tong (Ma Dangyan,
1123-1183). The seven pupil of Wang Chungyan has got a title of “seven righteous men”. His
teaching had fifteen articles, where the influence of Chang Buddhism can be seen. In the art the
best Chinese painters lived, who were united around the Academy of art. Among them were the
theoreticians of art and the masters of fine landscape, who pictured flowers and birds. Some of
the Sung emperors painted under the pseudonym. In the literature Wu Yang Siu and Su Dong Po
were famous.
In the whole, in the begin of the period the China was united again by the Sung, but the nomadic
people created they own states in the north-east and on the west. The private property and
feudalization grew. In the second half of the period China was divided into north and south and
united again only by Mongols in the next period. Despite it, the Sung dynasty had many cultural
achievements and influenced the neighbor countries.
In Korea the state of Koryo continues to exist. 976 the state land cadaster was made and the
strict control for the using of land was introduced. But the process of feudalisation took place
also here. The central power weakened, the peasants revolts went together with the mutinies of
nobility. In XIth century Kidan Liao could not conquer Korea. In XIIth century the power of
ruler-wang was limited by the military-feudal cliques from the noble families.
In Vietnam general Ding Bo Ling founded a dynasty of Ding (968-981) and gave tto the country
the name of Daikoviet. He made reforms, aimed at the strengthening of the power of center (the
creation of the regular army, the new administrative division) and against the inner struggle of
separatistic aristocracy. After the death of Ding the power went to Le Hoan, who founded the
dynasty of early Le (981-1009). Le annected a part of Tyam lands. The independent feudal clans
(sy-kuan) with big land possessions strengthened, whose representatives came to power. Le
could weaken the power of these clans. In XIth century the new centralized state was made by
the rulers of new dynasty of Li (1010-1225).

The Li dynasty changed the name of country to Daiviet and divided it into 24 provinces with the
changing governors. In the foreign policy the fight against Tyams and the defense against
Angkor Camboja took place. All political system was reorganized according to the Chinese
model. It was also a base in the sphere of economics and social relations; the land was a property
of the state, which was personified by the king; the community peasants, who were divided into
full-right and non full-right members, paid the rent-tax to the treasury; the officials lived from a
part of this rent; a small layer of heredity nobility (the relatives of the kings) existed, which had
the land possessions with limited rights; in the towns the guilds and the system of state
monopolies in the craft workshops existed; the Buddhist church had big influence. Buddhism,
Confucianism and the local cults had tendencies to the unification. Despite the political
independence of Daiviet, the influence of Chinese culture was strong there. On the eve of XIIXIIIth century dynasty weakened.
2.Japan.
The Heian period continues till 1192. Heian is called Kyoto from 11th century. The culture
flourished at the court. 1010 Murasaki Shikibu (a women) writes the novel “Ginji monogatari”.
The court elite differed from the people by the complicated rituals, clothes and etiquette. In the
XIIth century the towns became more numerous, crafts and trade grew, the corporations of
artisans took place. Traders had some privileges, in the haven towns the ship building developed,
some of them got a status of free towns and had own self-government. 967-1068 the Heian
emperors were more and more under influence of the noble families like Fujiwara, who married
their daughters with the representatives of the emperor’s family. In 1156-1159 the family of
Taira dominates at the court. The Samurai clans intrude into the court politics. The first civil war
takes place (1180-1185). Under the leadership of Minamoto Yoritomo (1148-99) the Minamoto
family defeated Taira in the battle at Dan-no-ura (1185). Yoritomo, who was now the most
powerful man of Japan, got the title of shogun (“the victor over Barbarians”) from the emperor.
Yoritomo was a brilliant administrator. His fortress in Kamakura in the eastern Honshu became
to the second residence. To strengthen his authority in the provinces, he created the office of
shugo (a local military governor). The emperor’s court stayed in Heian, but the real power was in
the hands of shogun. After the death of Minamoto 1199 his small son Sanemoto became a
successor, his father-in-law Hojo – a regent, then he took a title of a ruler (sikken). In the culture
the different Buddhist schools appear, among them Amidaism and Nyoren. The monk Eisai
(XIIth century) brings tea to Japan and develops the Chinese theory about the correspondence of
the five elements and the organs of men’s body.
In the whole, in the Japanese history the same processes, like in the West, take place: the
feudalisation grows, the towns and crafts develop. The emperor loses his power, the military
nobility –samurais- strengthen.
Questions:
5.1.1.
Describe the development of China in this period.
5.1.2.
What was the difference between Japan and China in this
time?

Results of the XVIIth period.
17 period (950-1200) can be called “period of distintegration” or “developed middle ages”. In
Europe the Holy Roman Empire (962) succeeds the Frank Empire, it consists of many lesser
feudal units. The North men (Vikings) play an important part, they found the states and travel till
the American continent. Europe became Christian fully (except of Arabic territories), new states
– Poland and Hungary appear, with the appearance of the last “The great wandering of the
people” is finished. Rus too becomes Christian. It is a big state of the Eastern Europe, which
rivals with Byzance and with the West, at the end of the period it also enters into the phase of
disintegration, which already begins to be overcome in the West. Vladimir as Christianizer (988)
can be compared with Hluodwig (496), among them 500 years, but Rus in the end of the 12th
century looks typologically like Europe of 9th-10th century, so the retardation is reduced to ca.
200 years, or 1 period. The Old Rus has many cultural achievements. Catholicism and
Orthodoxy are finally separated from each other (1054). In Europe the local languages begin to
be used together with Latin in the documentation. Arabic Caliphate is disintegrated into separate
states, which does not disturb the florishment of culture, Iran is revived on the Islamic base,
Shiism becomes its ideology, on the Near East the new force –Turks appear, the Crusade begins.
Byzance can remain at the more or less high level (Middle Byzantine period), it fights on two
fronts – with Slavs and with Turks. In India the Muslim state of Ghaznevids is created, the knot
of controversies between Muslims and Hindus appears, not resolved till now. In China after the
period of disintegration the Song dynasty (960-1279) is established, the Neoconfucianism
flourishes, book printing appears, gun powder is invented. In Japan the flourishing of culture, but
feudalism grows stronger, in the middle of 12th century the clan of Taira rules at the court, but
1185 Minamoto Yoritomo becomes the shogun. In Africa ca. 1100 the kingdom of Ethiopia is
founded.
Question:
1.What are the main results of the 17th period?
Results of the developed Middle Ages (700-1200).
In the developed Middle Ages the early feudal states develop into the new state formations and
disintegrate. In the West the Frank Empire is succeeded by the German Empire and other states.
The East Roman Empire loses a part of its territory, becomes the Middle Byzantine Empire and
is a victim of Crusaders 1204. The Sassanian Empire cause to exist, but after the Arabic conquest
the Iranians restore thir state on the Islamic basis. Arabs form their own Empire (Arabic
Caliphate) that disintegrates later into many national states. Gupta Epire in India disintegrates, at
the end of period the new empire in India appears, founded also by Muslims. In China Tang and
Sung empires exist. Many new people enter into the orbite of civilization: the people of
Northern and East Europe, Berbers, Turks, the nomadic people of Far East. In the society the
feudalization goes hand-in-hand with the development of towns and trade. It is a force that will
later destroy the feudal system. In the culture besides classical languages (Latin, Old Greek,
Sanskrit) the medieval forms of the modern languages are used. The culture develops further
after the period of decay in the Early Middle Ages.People think more and more religiously, the

new world religion - Islam expands, Christianity is divided into the Western and Eastern. At the
end of period the secular ideology (the heroic epics and love poems) begins to develop both in
the West and in the East.
Question:
1. What are the main results of the developed Middle Ages?

XVIII (V) period – 1200-1450 – Late Middle Ages.
24. Western Europe in 1200-1450.
A)Reconquista in Spain.
After the victory at Navas de Tolosa the Almohad state is dintegrated. 1225 the last Almohad
leaves al-Andalus. Jacob I of Aragon, the Conqueror (1213-76), continues the Reconquista
through the conquest of Baleares (1229-35) and the taking of Valencia (1238). Ferdinand III the
Holy (1217-1252) conquers the south with Cordoba (1236). Alfons III of Portugal (1248-79)
conquers the province of Algarve definitely (1251). Peter III of Aragon (1276-85) attacks Italy ;
after the Sicilian vesper he takes Sicily (1282). Under Jacob II (1286-1327) the peace of Avigni
(1295) is concluded with the Pope’s suzerain. A new war with France for Sicily ends without a
political clarification. With Pisa and Genua (1323-25) Aragon fights for Sardinia and Korsika.
Sardinia is taken 1326. In the state the « union » of nobility rules ; it gives the succession to
Ferdinand of Castile in the court decision of Caspe 1412. His son Alfons (1416-1458) is awarded
with Naples.
After 1251 the Christian kings stop temporarily the Reconqusta ; only against the « Holy war »
of Merinids from Morocco Alfons XI of Castile and Leon (1312-50) and Alfons IV of Portugal
(1325-57). They beat Merinids at Salado river 1340 and take Algeciras (1344). After the civil
wars Castile strengthens after 1388 ; 1410 Antequera is taken, the troops of Nasrids are defeated
at La Higueruela 1431. New civil wars in Castile stop the Reconquista.
As result of the Reconquista Moriscos (Maures) are not rightless, but they are settled in the
special quarters of the towns. Jews have the law protection against the gifts. The slavery grows
(Maures, North Africans). The king’s officials lead the Christian settlment. Against the king’s
power, which receives the Roman law, the high nobility (grandes) opposes, which is represented
in the cortes. Feudal wars till the disintegration of the country (Castile) follow. The crown
supports the towns, which become the rights of supremacy over the provinces and build the
unions (hermandades). In the church the strong influence of the largely financed orders
(Franciscanes, Dominicanes) ; the Gothic architecture (cathedrals in Toledo, Burgos) ; the Arabic
science (mathematics, medicine, philosophy) influences the new universities (Palenzia 1208;
Salamanca 1243; Valladolid 1250; Sevilla 1254; Lerida 1300; Huesca 1359; Barcelona 1450).
The Portugal infant Henry the Infant (1394-1460) makes the first navigation school of the world
and plans the sailing around the African west coast to fight the Islam (as the finishing of
Reconquista), to conquer the Holy Land with the help of the guessed Christian empire of “Priest
king John” in Abessinia and to the direct trade connection with the gold and slave markets of
East Africa. The new sea maps were used. The Portugal sailors reach Madeira (1419); the
Azores (1431); Kap Verde (1445).
In the whole, almost whole the territory of Iberian peninsula is liberated from the Islamic rulers.
They stay only in Granada (till 1492). In the peninsula only three states exist : Portugal, Castile

and Aragon, which controls also the West Mediterranean. On the French border the small
kingdom of Navarra is preserved.
B)England in 1200-1450.
John I Landless rules 1199-1216. He loses the French continental possessions except Guyenne
and is damned in the conflict with Innocence III (1209). Because of the danger of invasion of
Philipp II August in England John is reconciled, recognizes Stephan Langton as the archbishop
of Canterbury and takes England from Pope as a fief (1213). After the subjugation of Lusignan
(family in Poitou) in the battle at Bouvines (1214) John’s allies are beaten. After the peace of
Chinon (lose of all regions to the north of Loire) the nobility revolts. In Runnymede at Windsor
John must give the Magna Charta libertatum (15.6.1215) : king is bound at the «old law» and
accepts the rights of barons, also for feudal opposition. Besides the important main ideas (the
security of the church rights, the respect of laws etc.), the separate demands and the clausulae of
the fief law are important. Magna Charta is called «the Bibel of constitution ».
Henry III rules 1216-72. The strengthening of church, the big taxes from the curia, the calling of
the Southern French favorits (« Poitevins ») to the high state positions and the strong tax
demands to get the Sicilian and German crown causes the revolt of barons (1258-65). Under the
pressure of the opposition of Simon de Montfort the son the provisions of Oxford are given
(1259) : besides the king, fifteen barons stay to his consultation and to the control of
administration. Henry III unites with Louis IX (1259 peace of Paris) and the Pope, who frees him
from the oath of provisions (1261). After Louis IX as a judge declares the provisions for unguilty
(Mise of Amiens, 1264), Simon de Montfort as leader of the lower nobility and the towns defeats
the king in the battle of Lewes (1264): the creation of the regency council and the calling of
parlament, where additionally to the council of clergymen and secular barons (curia regis) two
riders from a county (37) and two citizens from every town were elected. Eduard I, the son of
Henry III, defeats Simon de Montfort in the battle of Evesham ; Simon is killed (1265). Eduard I
rules 1272-1307 and strengthens the power of crown with reforms. 1290 expelling of Jews;
privileges for the foreign merchants (Hansa). After two campaigns the Celtic Wales is annected
(1284) and becomes the princedom of crown prince (after 1301 the prince of Wales). 1294-97 he
leads the war with France with for Guyenne. 1295 the model parlament is summoned, because
gentry (lower nobility) and the towns collect taxes and king needs their approval. The commons
are collected together with barons. 1297 the approval of the right to accept taxes and customs
follows.
In Scotland the throne struggle after the dying out of the king’s house. Accepted as the suzerain,
Eduard I nominates John Balliol to the ruler (1292-96). Later he has pretensions to the throne
and occupies the land. 1297 the people’s revolt follows ; the national hero William Wallace (ca.
1270-1305) has victory at Stirling and continues the small war without the nobility, which leaved
him 1304, after the defeat at Falkirk till his execution. Robert Bruce (1306-29) wins the national
independence for the people in the fight at Bannockburn 1314. Robert II founds the dynasty of
Stuart (1371-1714).

Eduard III (1327-77) begins 1339 war with France with military successes, but the deficit of
money causes him to reconcile with parlament. After his time the parlament is summoned
regularly and gradually separated into the house of lords and the house of commons. The “black
death” brings the hard economical crisis. As result of it the serfdom is abolished. 1369 the war is
renewed by the Black Prince.
Under Richard II (1377-99) the lasting throne struggle takes place. Defeats in France,
introducing of the head tax. Hate to the corrupt government (John of Lancaster) causes the great
peasant revolt (1381) of Wat Tyler and John Ball, which breaks after the sturm of London.
Because of his despotic government Richard II is dethroned by parlament, the crown is given to
Henry IV (1399-1413) from the house of Lancaster. He fights the throne aristocracy with
difficulties. 1403/05 the revolts of aristocracy in North (Henry Percy, born Hotspur). The king is
helped by clergy (persecution of Lollards, the followers of Wiclif, who recognize only the Holy
Writ, dismiss hierarchy, celibacy, indulgences and the teaching about the holy communion,
demanding a national church in “Christian poverty”). 1415 the French war is renewed. It ends
with the defeat (1453) under the next king Henry VI (1422-1461), the English possessions in
France are lost. Despite it, the Hundred year war strengthened the English national conscience:
the English culture separates from French. 1362 English is introduced as the language of the
judgement. With “Canterbury Tales” (1387) of Chaucer (1340-1400) the own literature in Middle
English language that was grammatically different from Old English and had many French
words, begins. William Langland describes the peasant’s life in his “Piers Plowman”. In the
church the “French Popes” and the fiscalisation of curia are opposed. 1351 the statute of
provisors is accepted: the giving of lands by Popes and the appellations to the curia are
prohibited (1353 statute of praemunire). John Wiclif, a professor in Oxford, fights with the
secularization of the church. 1380 he makes the first English Bible translation and dies 1384. In
the law after Eduard I, “the English Justinian”, the orally tradited law cases are collected in
“yearbooks” (1292); the English common law develops. Besides the sheriffs (king’s county
officials) the peace judges (1327) from gentry (the lower nobility) with the policy and judgment
duties (the foundation of English self-government) appear.
The new weapon, the long arche, is used by yeomen (free peasants). The war becomes the
national task of people (the “companies” are recruited from all layers of population). In the
throne struggles of 14/15th centuries the rich barons (wool trade) buy the party followers, who get
the livery and maintenance.
The Cambridge university is founded 1229, in Scotland St. Andrews 1411. Roger Bacon (121494) calls to prove critically the scholar authority (Aristotle) and to the free observation of nature
through experiment and experience. In difference to the intellectualism and teleology of Thomas
Aquinatus Duns Scotus (died 1308) represents the ideas of Augustin (voluntarism and the
principle of order). His pupil William of Ockham (ca.1285-1349) is a representative of
“modernists”. For him the general notions (universalia) are only names (nomina) without reality.
The nominalism separates sharply between the truths of faith, which are impossible to prove and
are the acts of Good’s will, and the knowledge. In the architecture the ‘Early English” style

(York, Salisbury, Lincoln) is succeeded by the “decorated style”, which special notes are the long
chores for the monks and the massive windows, taken from the France (Exeter, Wells). In 15 th
century the “English unity space”, the sacral space of the “perpendicular style” (King’s College
Chapel, Cambridge). The long axis is stressed in the cathedrals, they have many parts (chore,
cross ships, Lady Chapel).
In the whole, in England there is a lot of feudal struggle, the country is defeated in the Hundred
years war, but the culture develops, the foundations of parlamentarism and English law are
created, the peasant are liberated and become a base for the army. England conquers Scotland
and Wales.

c) France.
Philipp II August (1180-1223) finishes the conflicts with the Angevine Empire under John I.
1202 John I Landless is privated of his fief in a process, made by Philipp II. Philipp II conquers
the regions to the north of Loire. Capitulation of Rouen (1204). 1212 union with Staufer Frederic
II against John I, the Welf emperor Otto IV and the great men of Flandria. 1214 battle at
Bouvines: Philipp II defeats his enemies. Peace treaty with John I in Chinon for five years: the
English occupations to the north of Loire remain in the hands of Philipp II (a third of France is a
crown land). 1209-29 the Albigensian wars in South France: after the murder of the Pope legate
Peter of Castelnau by a page of count Raimund VI of Toulouse Pope Innocence III calls for the
crusade. The crusade army under the leadership of Simon de Montfort, count of Leicester,
conquers the Provence (1209-18). Beziers is taken and burned (1209). Simon of Montfort defeats
Raimund VI and his father-in-law Peter II of Aragon at Muret (1213). Simon is murdered 1218,
Raimund VI reconquers his land.
Louis VIII rules 1223-1226. France becomes a heredital land (the town of crowning Reims). He
takes Poitou and Saintonge (1224) from the Englishmen, conquers Avignon (1226) and the
Languedoc.
Louis IX the Holy rules 1226-70. The treaty of Paris (1229) ends the Albigonsian wars. Raimund
VII of Toulouse gives to the crown the territory of Albigeois between Tarn and Agout, the
northern Quierzy and the duche of Narbonne. After his death (1249) other possessions are
inherited by his daughter Jeanne, who is married to the third son of Louis VIII Alfons of Poitiers.
Her possession goes to the crown 1271: the crown land, that was only continental till 1202,
extends till the Mediterranean. After his return from the Crusade Louis VIII defeats the revolt of
barons, supported by England, and defeats Henry VIII. 1259 the peace of Paris: Henry III has
give Normandy, Maine, Anjou and Poitou and to accept the French king as a suzerain of the
duche Guyenne (Aquitania). After the death of the emperor Frederic II (1250) Louis IX is the
most powerful ruler of the Western Europe (the “peace judge”).
5th period (ca.1250-1450)
Philipp IV the Beautiful (1285-1314) strengthens the kingdom with the clever financial politics:
the creation of a counting chamber (chamber de comptes) and of the first parlament (États
généraux); the substitution of fief obligations with money for the recruiting of soldiers;
persecution and destruction of Temple order (1307), which property is taken by the “false mint
king”. 1309 he causes the moving of Popes to Avignon and deepens the crown possessions in the
east, e.g. around the Champagne. Navarra becomes a vassal of France. 1297 Flandria is
occupied. Exporting wool to England, this industrial region develops the rich town culture. For
the first time the citizens defeat the rider army in the battle at Kortrijk (Courtrai) 1302. After the
confirmation of his French crown fief Guyenne (Aquitany) in the treaty of Paris (1303) Eduard I
of England ceases his support. Flandria is subjugated 1305.
Then Louis X (1314-1316), Philipp V (1316-1322) and Carl IV (1322-1328) rule. The Dualism
between the French kingdom and his strongest vassal is sharpened after the death of Carl IV. The

Capetings die out. According to the Salian law (the men throne succession) the house of Valois
follows (1328-1498).
Against Philipp VI (1328-1250) Eduard III makes pretensions, although he gives the vassal oath,
but he tries to use the anti-France people movement in Flandria in his interests.
A Hundred years war (1339-1453).
The war begins with victories of the English people’s army (archers and canons, so called
bombardes) obver the French riders. For the building of the permanent army there is a lack of the
firmly determined taxes, therefore the coins are often falsified and the General States are often
summoned; of the sufficing harvest – after 1348 the economic crisis is caused by the “black
death”; the first soldiers (Armagnacs) plunder to to provide themselves and became the land
plague; of the state feeling – king and seigneurs defend only their possessions. 1340 the fleet is
destroyed at Sluis. 1346 the defeat at Crécy. After the heroical defense of citizens the fall of
Calais (1347), which remains the operational basis of the English army till 1559. Through the
heritage the French throne successor receives Daufiné and therefore is called dauphin. The
victory of the “Black prince” and the imprisonment of John the Good in the battle at Maupertius
(1356) cause the heavy inner fightings in France. 1358 the revolt in Paris (Étienne Marcel). The
parlament demands the control of the king’s administration from the dauphin. Then 1358 the
peasants’ revolt Jacquerie (from Jacques Bonhomme = good Jacob), caused with the tax and
bondage burdens, follows. Both revolts were suppressed by the nobility. 1360 peace of Bretigny
follows: Eduard III refuses the French crown for the souverenity over the south-western France.
Carl V the Wise rules 1364-1380. The war begins anew 1369. Without the big battles the English
enemy is fatigated in the small wars (Bertrand du Guesclin) and driven back till the small
fortification points. But 1378 the unrests in the high taxed towns of Flandria follow (Philipp van
Artevelde). The citizens are beaten in the battle of Roosebeke 1382. The victor Philipp II of
Burgundy gets Flandria. The fights for power between the regents of the mentally ill Carl VI
(1380-1422) – the dukes of Burgundy and Orleans with their parties of Cabochiens (the guilds of
Paris) and the Armagnacs (soldiers of the counts of Armagnacs) lead to the new state crisis after
the English landing. 1415 the battle at Azincourt: the Normandy and Paris are occupied;
Burgundy makes union with England; Henry V takes part at the government of France. But
Armagnacs and clergymen proclaim the dauphin to the king.
Carl VII (1422-61) loses the crown regions around Paris. Jeanne d’Arc (ca.1412-31), the peasant
girl from the Lotharingian Domremy, has the visions, goes through the France and causes the
national opposition. The Englishmen cease the siege of Orleans 1429, Carl VII is anointed in
Reims. Burgundians imprisoned her at Compiegne and gave over to the Englishmen, he was
condemned as heretician and burned in Rouen at the 30 th of May, 1431. 1456 the decision was
revised (1920 she was proclaimed to the saint). 1435 the treaty of Arras follows; the king is
reconciled with Burgundy; 1436 Paris is conquered. The French national state has now his
foundations. 1438 the pragmatical sanction of Bourge, the “Gallican national church” is
organized. The states incomes for the paying to the staying army with the profit from the crown
goods are regulated; 1439 the direct land and head tax (Taille royale) is introduced, but the

nobility, clergymen and citizen of the certain towns are liberated from it. The army is divided
over Grance in the small “ordonnance companies”. 1449-53 the army marches into the
Normandy and in Guyenne; after the victory at Castillon 1453 the war ends. Despite the great
power of the “blood princes” (the back line of king) through the war the French national state
was created.
In architecture the high Gothics appears (cathedrals of Chartres, begun 1194; Reims, 1211;
Amiens, 1220; Beauvais, begun 1272; the height of the chore 48 m). The glass painting vivifies
the big windows of the cathedrals and fills the inner space with the coloured light (Chartres: 146
windows with 1359 scenes). The late (linear) Gothics modifies the great examples.
Many new universities appear: Toulouse (1229), Montpellier (1289), Avignon (1303), Orleans
(1309), Cahors (1332), Grenoble (1339), Orange (1365), Aix (1409), Dole (1422), Bordeaux
(1441). But the university of Paris (Sorbonne) remains the main center of the education. Albertus
Magnus (1193?-1280) comments Aristoteles and writes books about natural sciences. His
disciple Thomas of Aquin (1225-74), called doctor angelicus, following the example of the
“Summa universae theologiae” of Alexander of Hales (died 1245), writes different theological
manuals: “Summa contra gentiles”, “Summa theologica”, “De regimine principum” (about the
principles of government). He unites natural and supernatural (ration and revelation) to one great
harmonic system.His successor Thomists (via antique: Dominicanes) fight with the Scotists (via
moderna: Franciscanes). John Bonaventura (1221-1274) was also a famous theologist. 1277 the
Paris university edited a decree against the uintrusion of philosophy into theology, directed
against the teaching of Thomas of Aquinas. The Paris school of Occamists is represented by John
Buridan (died 1358) and the natural philosopher Nicolaus of Oresme (died 1382), who accepts
the rotation of the earth around its axis and calculates it. More popular occultists are Nicolas
Flamel and Raimondus Lullius. In the literature different secular works appear (poems, dramatic
works), which describe the life of the town dwellers and criticize the aristocracy. The “Novel
about the Rose” (XIIIth century) is a mystical allegorical story. Rutbeuf (1230-1285) critices the
Roman church. His works were condemned for burning by Pope Alexander IV. The most
important chronist of the time is Chastellain, who describes the Hundred years war. The most
important poet is Francois Villon (1431-1463?), who is one of the first decadent poets in the
western literature.
In the German-French frontier region the complex of lands develops, that looks akin to the
Carolingian Lothringia. It is Burgundy, conntected with the side line with the house of Valois.
Philipp the Bold (1363-1404) is enfiefed by his father John the Good with the duche of Burgund
(Bourgogne) 1363. He and his successors get the county of Burgundy (Franche Comté) through
the inheritance and buying 1384, then the heredity of Wittelsbachers (Holland till 1433) and of
the Luxemburgers (till 1451). Being in the same time the German and French vassals, the dukes
of Burgundy belong to the richest princes of Europe, because they have the strongest European
ecomomic center with Flandria and Brabant. At their court the late florishment of the rider
culture develops; the Burgundian court ceremony becomes the example for the absolute prince
state. The regions have their own right. In Provence the literature of the troubadours in own

language develops. It is dedicated to the Crusade and to the love. In Netherlands the realistic
Flamish painting of Jan van Eyck (1386-1440), Rogier van der Weyden (1400-1464) etc
develops, which reflects the spirit of the independent middle class.
1419 duke John is killed by the supporters of the dauphin in Montereau. Philipp the Good (141967) unites with the English party in the treaty of Troyes (1420). Only in the treaty of 1435 the
reconciliation with Carl VII is achieved through the abolishing of the vassalage relation from
France.
In the whole, the French state is almost unified till the middle of XVth century and liberated
from the English influence after the Hundred years war. Only Burgundy remains independent. In
the culture a flourishment of the literature in French. France, as England, becomes a parlament
and is a monarchy of different layers of society with the king on the top.
d) The Nordic countries in 1200-1450.
The grandson of the Norwegian king Sverrir Haakon Haakonsson (1217-63) is killed in the fight
for Hebrids in the isle of Man. 1261 Greenland, 1262/64 Island becomes Norwegian. Magnus
Lagaboetir (“The law improver”, 1263-80) sells the Hebrids to Scotland (1266) and finishes the
conflict about the church (1277), which becomes the own judgement and can ordain freely to the
church offices. Magnus Eriksson (1319-63) gives the land to Haakon VI (1355-80). 1363 he
marries Margarete, from 1387 the queen of Danemark and Norway.
In the begion of XIIIth century in Sweden the struggle of the clans of Sverkers and Eriks for the
throne ends after they die out (1222 and 1250). Then Jarl Birger (1250-66) from the clan of
Folkunger gets the power. The peaceful relations to Norway and Danemark are established. The
Southern Finnland is won and becomes a duche (1284). The trade privileges to the German
Hansa are given, the towns are founded, the big law giving for the whole state is made. Magnus
Ladulas (1275-90) protects the peasants from the nobility. A new nobility from the families of
the big peasants appears. A hereditary rider layer is built according to the statute of Alsnö: the
horse fighters are liberated from the taxes. Under the weak kings the new nobility ascends. The
great men give the crown to Magnus Erikkson against the confirmation of their privileges and
the building of state council. The first Norwegian – Swedish union’s king loses Schonen, Öland
and Gotland to Danemark.
In Danemark 1202-1241 Waldemar II the Victor rules. He conquers Lauenburg and Norway,
Pommerelen, Estland and Kurland. From Frederic II he gets the supremacy over the lands from
the other side of Elba. But in the time of his imprisonment (1223-25 by Count Henry of Shwerin)
the Danish conquest are lost. 1227 battle at Bornöved: Waldemar II is defeated by the North
German princes and by Lubeck. As the result the ascent of the German Baltic trade and the
destruction of the Danish supremacy. Waldemar abolishes the further plans of conquest. His
uncle Eric V. Glipping (1259-86) is obliged with the Danish Magna Charta (1282) to summon
the Danehof, the meeting of the prelats, barons and court officials every year for the law giving;
the king’s power and the autonome land dings (parlaments) are restricted.

The count of Holstein Gerhard III, who was elected to the state supervisor, makes an end to the
conflicts between the crown, nobility and clergy. He causes that the duke of Shleswig Waldemar
III is elected to the king and therefore inherits Shleswig. Gerhard is murdered 1340.
Waldemar IV Atterdag rules 1340-75. His military campaigns against Öland and Gotland
(Wisby) cause the Hansa war (1361-70). Danemark is defeated by the financially stronger
enemy. Peace of Stralsund (1370) secures the Baltic Sea supremacy to the Hansa. The daughter
of Waldemar causes the election of his son Olaf (five years old) to the king of Danemark and
Norway (1380). After his death the regent as the “mighty woman and the righteous house owner”
becomes the Danish and Norway queen Margarete (1387-1412). A Swedish nobility opposition
calls the “Semiranmis of the north” into the land; the Swedish king Albrecht is imprisoned at
Aasle 1389. The state councils of three countries unite in the union of Kalmar (1397). The
second (after Knut) Nordic empire does not appear, because Sweden opposes to the Danish
united kingdom. Erich of Pommerany (1412-39) protects the Hollandish and English trade;
because of the aggraviation of Sund customs (1423) he is in conflict with Hansa and Holstein
and must confirm the privileges of Hansa in the piece of Vordingborg (1435). In Sweden the
people’s revolt under the national hero Engelbrecht Engelbrechtssohn (ca. 1400-1436) takes
place. After his murder Carl Knutson Bonde becomes a state supervisor till 1441. Christoph III
of Bavaria (1439-48) can preserve the union. In the architecture the cathedral of Drontheim in
Norway is dependent from the Anglo-Northmen Gothics. In the literature the prosaical “Younger
Edda” of Snorri Sturluson is written (XIV century).
In the whole, the Nordic countries continue to develop and build a union, which fights with
German Hansa.
e) German-speaking countries.
1.The Baltic trade of Hansa.
From the 11th century the the economic unions of German tradesmen (Osterlinge) abroad exist.
Their main achievement is the building of the economic space of the Baltic countries (11501250). Their “Koggen” are much better than the Scandinavian rowing boats. 1161 German
Hansa in Wisby (Gotland) is built. After the end of the old wandering trade through the exchange
of writings (book keeping, credit and commission shops) the trade moves to Lubeck (founded
1158 on the place of the former Slavonic settlement) that ascends to the east-west exchange
placer and the haven of immigrants to Livland and Prussia. 1259 Lubeck, Hamburg, Wismar and
Rostok conclude the trade union. 1281 Hansa of the Cologne and western tradesmen in London
is built. 1358 the general union “van der düdeschen hanse” for the securing of the trade
privileges is created. According to the decisions of the Hansa meetings of the towns, divided into
the quarters with suburbs, the boycott of a haven or a land can be made. The Wendish quarter
with Lubeck becomes leading. But there is no constitution of the weak union, which has more
the 200 towns as changing members. Foreign representations (contors) are made in Novgorod
(Peterhof), London (Stalhof), Bergen (German bridge) etc; the yearly fish market is made in
Schonen (Falsterbo).

The main enemy of the union is Danemark: Waldemar IV (1361-62) defeats the Hansa. United
with Mecklenburg, Holstein, Jutland and Cologne, hansa makes the victorious counterattack
(1367-70). According to the piece of Stralsund (1370), the Danish king can be elected only with
the approval of Hansa. Fight against the union of sea plunderers (Vitalia brothers, also called
“likendeeler” (levelers), which provide the besieged Stockholm (1389-95) with provision
(vitalia) and plunders Wisby 1392. 1402 Hamburg defeats Helgoland and executes the leader
Klaus Störtebecker. After the new war with Danemark (1420-1435) the peace of Vordingborg
(1435): the Wendish towns are liberated from the Danish Sund customs.After the Kalmarer
Union (1397) and because of the ceasing of hering movement from the North Sea Hansa decays.
2.German empire.
After the death of Constance (1198) Pope Innocence III becomes a regent for Frederich II and
takes “recuperationes” (occupations) of the imperial possessions (the duche of Spoleto, march
county of Ancona, Tuscia).In the throne fights between Philipp of Swabia (1198-1208) and Otto
IV (1198-1218) the kingdom is weakened. The imperial ministerials and the citizens are driven
by the princes. Otto IV refuses from the imperial rights in the recuperated regions in the treaty of
Neuss 1201, and in the treaty of Speyer 1209 he abolishes the Worms concordate. After the
restoration of imperial rights in Italy Otto IV is crowned to the emperor, but excommunicated
because because of his campaign to Lower Italy.
Frederick II (1210-1250) promises to the Pope that he will not unite Sicily with the empire.
Despite it, the Sicily is ordered anew (1221-1231), the feudal and state anarchy is removed. A
modern state is built with the payed officials, law giving, state monopoly and finances (direct
and indirect taxes). The laws for Sicily are collected in the constitutions of Melfi (1231). 1213
the Golden Bulla of Eger is given: the rights, given by Otto IV (1201,1209), are confirmed. 1214
battle at Bouvines: Philipp II August defeats the Welfish-English opposition under Otto IV. For
the election of his son Henry VII to the king Frederick II wins the clergy princes with the
“confederatio cum principus ecclesiasticis”: the important regalia (market, money and customs
right, the supremacy of fortresses, the judgement) are given to the clergy princes.
1214 in the treaty of Metz Frederick II gives to the king of Danemark Waldemar II the German
regions to the other side of Elba for his help against the Welfs. After his crowning in Rome
(1220) Frederick II concludes with the Pope a treaty of San Germano (1226) about the making of
the Crusade. 1226 the Golden Bulla of Rimini is given by Frederick II: the German order has to
conquer the pagan Prussia.He goes to the Crusade (1227), but must return because of the plague
and therefore is excommunicated by Pope Gregory IX (1227-41). 1228-29 Frederick II makes
the Crusade despite the excommunication. After his return he concludes the treaty of Ceprano
(1230): the emperor is liberated from the excommunication, the Pope receives the church special
rights in Sicily.
After taking power as the German King (1228), Henry VII tries to strengthen the imperial rights
through the connection with the ministerial and the towns, but he has to concede to the secular
princes the same territorial domination rights as to the clergymen at the court meeting in Worms

with “Statutum in favorem principum” (1231). Frederick II confirms the statute (1232), then
Henry VII revolts against the emperor and unites with the Lombardian towns. Frederick II comes
to Germany and sends Henry VII as the prisoner to Apulia (died 1242). 1235 the great Mainz
land peace is concluded. The reconciliation with Welfs (Otto the Child, the grandson of Henry
the Lion, becomes a duke of Braunshweig-Luneburg). The war with Lombardian towns is
decided, their armies are defeated in the battle at Cortenuova (1237). Henry Raspe, the land
count of Thuringia, and count William of Holland are elected to the anti-kings.
1239 the Emperor is once more excommunicared; on the 1st council of Lyon (1245) he is called
a heretician and overthrown. 1250 Frederick II dies in Apulia.
5th period (ca. 1250-1450)
After him Conrad IV (1250-54) rules. He dies soon after the taking of Naples (1253). The decay
of Hohenstaufen follows (1254-1268). The curia gives Sicily to the Carl of Anjou, the brother of
Louis IX of France. He defeats Manfred, the regent of Sicily, in the battle of Benevent (1266),
who is murdered, and the son of Conrad Conradin IV in the battle of Tagliacozzo (1268), who is
executed in Naples. 1282 in the Sicilian vesper all the Frenchmen are expelled from Sicily, it
becomes the possession of Aragon.
The German election kingship (1273-1356).
The absence of piece and and the breaking of rights in the time of interregnum cause to renew
the imperial power through the free king’s election, which won ultimately by the double
elections (Alfons of Castile till 1284; Richard of Cornwall till 1272). As the result, the layer of
cour princes is built: three spiritual and four secular cour princes have the right of choice, they
demand the “capitulationes’ (special rights) and will letters (political rights of pledge), want a
weak kngdom and therefore exchange the crown dynasties. The elected kings are dependent from
their possession and try to make it greater. Therefore the conflicts between the general imperial
and personal house power politics appear. Together with the Italian politics, the ‘Holy Roman
empire of the German nation” leaves the idea of universal empire, but has no power to make a
national state.
Rudolf von Habsburg (1273-91) is elected against Ottokar II of Bohemia and demands the taken
goods of empire. Ottokar gives homage to the king, but does not want to give back his imperial
fief, is hated and dies in the battle on Marchfeld (1278). His son Wenzel II retains only Bohemia
and Moravia. The power of Habsburg power is founded by the enfiefment of the Rudolf’s sons
with Austria and Stiria 1282 (Kraina as a mortegage and Carinthia is given to Meinhard of Tirol,
1335 to Habsburg). 1287 at the parlament of Wurzburg the edict about general land peace is
approved. The house power politics (Meissen, Thuringia) of Adolf of Nasau (1291-98) is
unsuccessful. He is dethroned and dies in the battle at Göllheim (1298) against Albrecht I von
Habsburg (1298-1308), the son of Rudolf. He breaks the opposition of the Rhine cour princes
(1301) and brings Bohemia as the crown fief. But after the murder of the king by his nephew
John Parricida the plan of a heredital monarchy of Habsburgs does not work. The French vassal
and the brother of archbishop of Trier Balduin (1307-54) Henry VII of Luxemburg (1308-13) is
elected, whose son John (1310-46) gets the kingdom of Bohemia through the marriage.

Ludovic the Bavarian (1314-47) fights his Habsburg enemy with the help of the Swiss men and
has victory in the battle at Mühldorf (1322): Frederick the Beautiful (co-regent till 1330) is
imprisoned. The pretensions of the Pope are negated in the appellation of Sachsenhausen (1324):
the excommunication of Louis has no effect. 1327/8 Italian campaign and the crowning to the
emperor follows. According to the initiative of Balduin of Trier the Cour union in Rense (1338)
declares in its wisdom (law decision), that the election of the king does not need the Pope’s
approval. The amplification of the house power, especially the attack to Tirol, Carinthia and the
Lower Rhine, causes the counter-election of the Luxemburger Carl of Moravia (1346), who is
generally accepted after the death of Louis.
Carl IV (1346-78) makes the good administrated Bohemia to the core land of his power. The
building of the residence Prague (Veitsdom, Gradzhin); 1348 the first German university is
founded here. The imperial chancellery develops the written language (Prague chancellery
German). With the clever negotiations Carl reaching the support of the curia (1355 crowning to
the emperor) and of the cour princes. 1356 the Golden Bulla is published: the emperor is elected
with the decision of the majority in Frankfurt and crowned in Aachen. The undivisible
princedoms become the right of majesty, the supremacy of judgement and land. The main law of
the country secures the heredital election of Luxemburgian (from 1437 the Habsburg) dynasty
and the dualistic layer state with the division of the power between “the emperor and the
empire”. The princes get the privileges, e.g. Austria in Privilegium maius (1359), falsified by
Rudolf IV von Habsburg (1358-65). For the expanding of his domain Carl IV gets the Upper
Pfalz (1358), till 1368 Silesia and Lausitz. In the treaty of Fürstenwalde he buys the Brandenburg
from the Wittelsbachs 1373.
After the death of Carl his sons rule. Sigismund gets Brandenburg 1378 and becomes a king of
Hungary 1387; Wenzel the Idle is a king of Bohemia (1373-1419) and Silesia, he gets the
German crown 1378 and rules till 1400. He causes to sink into the river the St. Nepomuk, the
vicarius of Prague Archbishop. His voluntarily rule causes the organization of the oppositional
men union under his cousin Jobst of Moravia (1375-1411). After initial succeses (two times –
1394 and 1402 - Wenzel is imprisoned) the state order in Bohemia is destroyed. In Germany
Wenzel initially reaches the imperial land piece of Nurnberg (1383), but he is powerless against
the princes, riders and the town unions and is dethroned because of his inactivity. But Ruprecht
von der Pfalz (1400-10) cannot improve the sunken image of the crown. The throne pretensions
of Jobst of Moravia are unsuccessful.
The next emperor is Sigismund (1410-37). 1415 he organizes the Konstanz council. In the same
year Frederick I von Hohenzollern gets the cour princedom of Brandenburg. 1423 Frederick the
Fighteous from the house of Wettin is enfiefed with the cour princedom of Saxonia. So the new
territorial powers appear. The reform of the empire is hindered with the Hussite wars (14191435).
The Hussites in Bohemia in 15th century.
The theologian Jan Hus (1369-15) becomes to the national martyr after the execution (1415). As
the “murder” Sigismund (who invited him to Konstanz) make pretensions on the Bohemian

crown, the Hussites began their revolt 1419 (the first Prague window fall). Their credo is in the
Prague articles (1420): free preachure; the communion “utraque” (both with bread and wine); the
apostolic poverty of the clergymen. The religious division in calixtines (“cupers”) or utraquistes
(university, nobility, middle class) and taborites, who like the followers of Wycliff abolish all unBiblical cult forms and dogmata (peasants, lower clergy, low middle class). Lead by Jan Zhizhka
(1360-1424) and Andreas Prokop (1380-1434), the Hussite people’s army defeats five attacks of
the imperial and crusade armies and goes with its chariots-fortresses, weaponed with canons,
through the neighbor lands, plundering them. After the devastating defeat of Frederick of
Brandenburg at Taus (1431) the council finds the reconciliation with the utraquistes in the Praque
compactates (1433). They defeat the radical taborites in the battle at Lipan (1434) and recognize
Sigismund at the land parlament in Iglau (1436). After it the new fights and the conquest of
Praque by Georg Podiebrad, the leader of ultraquistes, follow (1448). In the result of wars, the
crown, the church and the Germans in Bohemia are weakened, the aristocracy enrich itself with
the church possessions, but the Chech national state cannot be created.
After the dying out of Luxemburgers the crown with Austria and Bohemia is given to the
Habsburger Albrecht II of Austria (1438-39). The regent for his pothume son Ladislaus
Posthumus (1440-57) is Frederick III (1440-93). His adviser Enea Silvio wins him for Pope
Eugen IV; the council movement ends with the concordate of Vienne (1448).
3.The South German town unions.
1254 the Rhine town union is created for the security of the land piece in the time of
interregnum. The later unions appear for the protection of the town liberties. They are directed
against the riders, who fight each other and plunder the town merchants; the princes, with whom
there is a permanent struggle about the “pole citizens” (the citizens, who live outside of walls
under the town protection), hindering the extension of territory, and the kings, who give towns as
mortegage to the princes from the political and financial grounds. The Golden Bulla of 1356
prohibits the town unions. Despite it, the 14 towns found the Swabian town union (against count
Eberhard of Wurttemberg) 1376. 1377-89 the South German war of towns follows with the
victories at Ulm over Carl IV and at Reutlingen over Wurttemberg. 1381 two unions unite to the
South German town union, which has the Swiss men as allies (1385). The army of princes
defeats the union in the fight at Döffingen (and Worms) 1388. With the refuse from the separate
unions the land piece in Eger is concluded (1389) and the separate politics of the imperial towns
ends, but from 1489 they take part in the imperial parlaments as the “third collegium”, separated
in the Swabian and the Rhinish Bank.
4.The Swiss oath comradeship.
After the Zähringers died out (1218), the Swiss Alpian region is disintegrated into the small
political units. After 1278 with the extension of their land supremacy (the connection of the
Upper Rhine possessions with Tirol) the Habsburgers meet with the opposition of peasants of Uri
(subordinated immediately to the empire from 1231) and of Schwyz (1240). These three
urcantons (together with Unterwalden) make the “eternal union” of 1291 for the keeping of their
liberties (the legend about Wilhelm Tell describes these events). The oath comradeship is

recognized by the enemies of Habsburgs (Adolf von Nassau 1297; Henry VII 1309). The attack
of the rider army under Leopold I of Austria is beaten by peasants in the fight at Morgarten
(1315). 1332 Luzern as the first town enters the commonwealth, which expands to the union of
the eight old places 1353. In the “war of towns” the Swiss army wins in the battle at Sempach
1386 and at Näfels 1388 over Austria. 1415 the conquest of The Habsburgian Aargau, the first
subject land; then the extension to the south for the domination over mountain passes to Italy till
the defeat at Arbedo 1422 follows. The common work between the country places (peasants) and
the towns (patricians, guilds) is endangered in the conflict between Schwyz and Zurich. 1440-46
the old Zurich war follows: the town unites with Frederick III, who brings the Armagnacs to the
land; but the union reconciliates with France despite the defeat at St. Jacob an der Birs 1444.
Zurich enters the union anew; the town and the monastery of St. Gallen are added to it 1451 as
the “related places”.
5.The German (Teutonic) order (1226-1410).
The German order is founded as the brotherhood for the keeping of ill near Akkon in Palestine
1190, 1198 it becomes a rider order. The order’s cloath is a white mantel with black cross. After
the temporary residence in Transilvania, where from the order is expelled by Andreas II of
Hungary (1225), it settles in Prussia (Hermann von Salza). The grandmaster’s seat is Akkon,
from 1291 Venice and from 1309 Marienburg. The order consists from from the rider and priest
brothers, the non-noble half-brothers serve to them. The order’s statutes (monk’s oath, rule,
laws) are added with the decision of capitula and the orders of the grandmaster, “belonging to the
empire”, with the seat in Marienburg. He is elected by the general capitulum and rules together
with five supervisors and two land masters (for Livland and Prussia). A comtur rules in a district
of the order. Many comturs outside of the order land are subordinated to the German master.
In Livland the supervisor of the Bremen cathedral Albert von Appeldern becomes a bishop
(1199-1227), collects a crusade army, founds Riga 1201 and the order of the sword brothers (red
cross on the white mantel). Till 1230 Livland and Kurland are subjugated, the land is taken by
the nobility, the German towns and bishopries are founded, but the peasants’ settlement is not
made. After the defeat at Saule against Lithuanians and Zemgalians union with the German order
(1237).
In Prussia duke Conrad of Masowia asks the order for help against the pagan Prussians and gives
to it the Kulmerland. 1225 on the place of the Prussian settlement Tuvangste Königsber is
founded. The grandmaster Hermann von Salza (1209-1239) gets Prussia as the order land from
Frederick II in the Golden Bulla of Rimini 1226. It is subordinated to the Pope 1234. The land
master Hermann von Balk begins the crusades against the Prussians from Thorn (1231) and
Kulm (1233). An attack to Novgorod ends with a defeat on the Peipus Sea (1242). 1283 the
conquest of Prussia takes place; 1309 Pommerella is bought and defended against Poland. 1346
the order buys Estland from Danemark.
Winrich von Kniprode (1351-1382) brings the order state to the highest flourishing. 1370 the
defeat of Lithuanians at Rudau; the planful colonization (about 1400 foundations of villages); the
new towns (according to the Kulm right) with own trade places belong to the Hansa, but the

order with its big trade with wheats, wood, gems becomes the concurrent of them and of the land
aristocracy, which demands the political rights. Conrad von Jungingen expels the Vitalia brothers
from Gotland (Wisby) for the secuting of the Baltic trade 1398. The greatest extension of the
order after the taking of the Neumark as mortegage and the taking over of Zhemaitiya 1404.
After 1386 (the Polish-Lithuanian union) the state comes into the circuit of the enemy and loses
its missionary task. After the fight at Tannenberg (1410) the decay of the order begins. Heinrich
von Plauen (1410-13) defends the Marienburg. After the fist peace of Thorn (1411) he tries to
make reforms and is dismissed. 1422 the peace at Melno Sea is concluded: the order gives up
pretensions to Zhemaitiya definitely. 1454 there is a new war because of the subordination of the
Prussian layers. 1457 Marienburg is attacked. 1466 the second piece of Thorn is concluded:
Ermland, West Prussia (Pommeralla, Kulmerland) is given to Poland; the grandmaster is obliged
to the oath of fidelity and to army following (the supremacy of Poland after 1525). The special
rights for Danzig (the appearance of the corridor).
6.German culture.
In architecture the high and late Gothics is developed. The cathedrals of Strassburg and Cologne
lead to the high Gothics. In the north the style of Cistercianses is developed (Chorin, Doberan).
The space form of the hall church (Wiesenkirche in Soest, Marienkirche in Danzig) is important
in the north of Germany and in Scandinavia. In the late Gothics one tries to meka s painting
effect with the change of light and shadow (Lorenzkirche in Nurnberg). Gothics extend to
Netherlands, the Iberian Peninsula and Italy.
German literature develops in Middle German language (High and Low). One of the most
famous poets of Minnesang lyrics is Walther von der Vogelweide (ca. 1190-1220). The court
epics is represented by Wolfram von Eschenbach (“Parcifal”, ca.1210) and Gottfried von
Strassburg (“Tristan”, ca. 1210). Different heroic epics appear in the 2 nd half of the 13th century.
Students compose “Carmina burana” in Latin and German (13 th century, Bavaria) and other
lyrics of vagantes. Some famous mystics also write in German. To the early mystics Mechthild
von Magdeburg (died 1280) belong. According to some of them, the new epoch of the Holy
Spirit begins 1260. Meister Eckart (died 1327) describes the union of men and God in his
German works. His followers are the Netherland Johannes van Ruysbroek (1293-1381),
Johannes Tauler (1300-1361) and lyric Heinrich Seuse (1295-1366). The famous mystic is
Thomas à Kempis (von Kempen; Hamerken 1380-1471) with its “Imitatio Christi”.
The movement of the new piety (devotio moderna) appears: “the friends of God” (monks,
citizens, noble men at Upper Rhine) go from the world and live under the leadership of Tauler
and the merchant Rulman Merswin in the ascetism and calmness. Their most important work is
“Theologia deutsch” (ca. 1400). Under the influence of Geert Groote (1340-84) the clergy and
secular men unite as the “brother of common life” (Lower Rhine, Deventer) for the study of the
Holy Writ, the mission among the people and school works. In the Netherlands the Beghinen and
Begharden (=pauper) movement appears, the order-like structure for women and men, who lead
the ascetic-religious life and serve to their next. After the “Great plague” the hyperbolized forms

of religious ascetics appear in Europe: “flagellantes” go through the Hungary, Central Europe,
England and Sweden, ca. 1400 around the Romanic lands. The feeling of the nearing death of the
world is expressed in the dance macabre (Totentanz).
Early humanist is Johann von Saaz (“The plowerman from Bohemia”, 1400)
All spiritual streams of the time are brought together by the cardinal Nicolaus of Kues near Trier
(Cusanus; Krebs 1401-1464). His main work “De docta ignorantia” (1440) supercedes the
scholastics. The limitless universe universe has wether a middle point (earth) nor it can be
rationally understood; every religion mirrors a part of the divine wisdom. It can comprehend God
only relatively, because all the oppositions are united in Him (Coincidentia oppositorum). He
also makes proposals of the calendar reform.
The towns (200-300,000 people) and the universities develop. After the Prague university (1348)
the universities in Vienne (1365), Erfurt (1379), Cologne (1388), Heidelberg (1385), Wurzburg
(1402), Leipzig (1409), Löwen in Netherlands (1425) appear.
The common law with the land and fief law is collected by Eike von Repkow in
“Sachsenspiegel” (between 1220 and 1230) in Lower German. The unfinished Upper German
translation of it “Deutschenspiegel” is continued with the “Schwabenspiegel” (1275).
In the whole, Germany is disintegrated in this period and not united to the end of it, like the
neighbor countries. There is no one center of power, every big prince tries to make their own
domain. The unions of towns and the Swiss republic appear, as well as the order state. Despite
it, the German culture develops together with the understanding that there is a one German
(Deutsch) nation that creates the possibility for the unification in the future, the empire also
begins to be called “The holy Roman Empire of the German nation”.
f) Central Europe in 1200-1450.
1241 Poland is invaded by Mongols, they returm back after their victory in the battle at Liegnitz
(Silesia). Mongol invasions bring destruction to many towns in Poland; the need for
reconstruction attracts immigrants from German towns. 1264 the statute of Kalisz of duke
Boleslaw V the Pious, based on German charters, is accepted.1295 Przemysl II, the duke of
Great Poland, tries to restore the unity with his crowning to the king in Gnesen. Bu he is
murdered already 1296. Wenzel II of Bohemia (1300-1305) becomes king with the help of the
church and of the German citizens. After the dying out of Przemyslids (1306) and the victory
over the part princes Wladislaw I Lokietek (1306-1333) is crowned in Krakow 1320. The unity
of Polish state is restored with the help of the Pope without the Silesian duches, which are taken
by Bohemia.
Casimir III the Great (1333-1370) strengthens the state with Hungarian support. 1334 he ratifies
the statute of Kalisz; he protects the peasants, German settlers and towns, which get the German
right, but are settled with Slavs. According to the treaty of Vishegrad (1335), Bohemia receives
Silesia, abolishing the pretensions to Poland. 1343 the peace of Kalish with the German order is
concluded. 1347 the Polish right is codified. 1366 Poland occupies Red Russia (the princedom

of Halich); here the first features of the Ukrainian language appear (chang o and e to i). The
aristocracy votes for the personal union with Hungary because of the tax freedom.
Under Louis the Great (Anjou, 1370-82) the “Krakow lords” extends their privileges. 1374 in the
“Kashau privilege” the first political privileges are given to the nobility, it confirms the feminine
throne successor. The daughter of king Jadwiga (1382-99) breaks her Habsburg engagement and
is married with Jagiello (Jogaila) of Lithuania according to the treaty of Krewo 1385. After the
catholic baptism Jagiello is married and crowned in Krakow. 1386 the personal union of Poland
and Lithuania is concluded.
Wladislaw II Jagiello (1386-1434) mets opposition at the Christianization of Lithuania. The
schism between Catholic and Othodox belief aggraviates the Polish-Lithuanian state. Their
common enemy is the German order, which decay begins after the battle at Tannenberg (1410).
Hungary recognizes the first peace of Thorn (1411) in the treaty of Lublau (1412) and gives 13
towns of Zips to Polen, which becomes the task to propagate the Catholic faith in the east from
the Konstanz council.
Wladislaw III (1434-44), after 1440 the Hungarian king, is murdered at the crusade against the
Turks in the devastating and important battle at Varna (1444). His successor becomes the
Lithuanian great prince Kasimir IV (1447-92), who is supported by the small nobility (szlachta),
which has land parlaments after 1454 and from 1468 builds the second chamber of the parlament
(sejm). After the 2nd peace of Thorn (1466) Great Poland extends from the Baltic Sea to the
Black Sea.
In Bohemia 1198-1230 Przemysl Ottokar I riles. He preserves the privileges of German rulers
and of the Popes. His successor is Przemysl Ottokar II (1253-78). Under his rule the culmination
of the Bohemian power is attained. He supports the German order (the town, founded at Pregel
1225, is called Königsberg to his honor), gets Austria (1251), after the victory at Kroissenbrunn
over the Hungary Stiria (1261), the parts of Slovakia (1260), as well as Karinthia and
Kraina.1273 he is defeated by Rudolf von Habsburg in the emperor’s election. He is murdered at
the battle at the Marchfeld (1278). Bohemia and Moravia are ruled by his sonWenzel II, after the
death of Wenzel III (1306) they become the possession of German empire.
In Hungary Andreas II rules 1205-1225. 1224 he publishes the “Golden Bulla”: the high
aristocracy and the clergymen receive warrancies against the confiscation of goods, tax payment,
imprisonment and free disposition right over the goods of lower nobility, which is now nor more
a support for the crown. The gratuit army obligation is valid now only for the land regions. The
land meeting gets the right of the complain and resistence against the king. Transilvania is settled
by the “Saxonians”, who are called into the land and receive the self-government (1224). 1241
Hungary breaks down from the Mongolian attack in the defeat at Sajo river. The conflicts with
Ottokar II of Bohemia follow. After Andreas III (1290-1301) the dynasty of Arpads extinguishes.
After the dying out of Arpads the inner conflicts lead to the renovation of the crown power under
the house of Anjou (1307-82). Louis I the Great (1342-82) takes the power from the magnates;
the middle class and towns florish. Sigismund (1387-1437), German king from 1410, king of
Bohemia 1419, emperor 1433, plans to make an empire of Luxemburgers. But the battle at

Nikopolis (1396) finishes his campaign against the Turks. The magnates get back their feudal
rights. 1446 John Hunyadi is elected to the imperial supervisor. He fights against the
Habsburgian pretensions (Ladislaus Posthumus); 1456 victory over the Turks at Belgrad.
In the whole, the Central European countries continue to develop in this time, Poland extends to
the north and to the East, Chechia becomes a part of the Holy Roman Empire, Hungary controls
a lort of Slavonic territories and fights with the Turks. The kings fight with the aristocracy that
gets many rights. The towns with German and local population develop, the first universities are
founded (Prague 1348, Krakow 1364, Fünfkirchen 1367, Budapest (Ofen) 1389). The literature
in the national languages develops, the Bible is translated into the Chech.
g) Italian towns. Roman church.
1. Italian towns.
After the end of Staufer dynasty the Holy Roman empire has no power for the political control of
Italy.
1310-13 Henry VII comes to Italy. He is welcomed by Dante as “liberator” and puts as vicars
Visconti in Milan and Scaliger in Verona. After his crowning to the emperor (1312) Henry dies in
Siena before his campain against Naples. Because of the sending of vicar the last struggle
between the emperor (Louis IV) and the Pope (John XXII) takes place 1324. 1327-30 the Roman
campaign of Louis takes place: the union with Sicily against Naples is concluded; he is crowned
by the Roman people (Colonna), but the idea of the secular empire (Marsilius of Padua) cannot
be accomplished. Carl IV refuses from the active imperial politics and goes to Rome only to the
crowning (1355) or to the return of Pope to Rome from Avignon (1368/69), where the curia
resides in the time of the Hundred years war.
Besides the feudal states, the signorie appear: the party struggle between the emperor’s
ghibellines and Pope’s guelfes, between the craftsmen, patricii and the noble families cause the
election of the political leaders. The podesta (like the ancient tyrannos) becomes the hereditary
signore through the deceit or force, extends the signoria over other towns, takes care about the
people and protects the arts and scholarship. Despite the permanent unrests Italy lives in the
period of the economic and cultural brilliance (Renaissance, ital. rinascita or rinascimento =
revival). The counting business thinking determins the politics and administration. The
autonomous state is ruled by the paid officials according to the “ragione di stato” (state reason).
The wars are made by the condottiere (the hireman of the soldiers of fortune), who escapes from
the direct battle through the manoevres or the besieging technics, often changes the party or goes
into the political business.
The town republics Venice and Genua win the richdom and power through the transport business
in the time of the crusades, the ascending need of money (the banks and credit business), the
Byzantinian and Arab trade (written and rational trade methods); the breaking of Sicily and the
decay of Byzance. Both trade powers lose with the progress of Osmans, initially abstain from the
wars, bargaining about the privileges.The aristocratic republic of Venice becomes the first sea
and trade power because of its key position between the west (the control of the Alpian passages

and the east (connection to Byzance). The silver small coins, minted at the end of the 12 th century
– denarius grossus: germ. Groschen) and the golden coins (ducatus Venetiae) ca. 1280 are
internationally accepted. Doge Enrico Dandolo (1192-1205) takes over the transport of the 4th
crusade and gets the havens and the points of support between Adria and the Black Sea with the
creation of the Latin Empire, which becomes partly the princedom of the nobles. The booty from
Constaninople is brought to Venice. The constitution of the aristocratic republic is finished with
the completion of the Great Council 1297 and the council of ten (for the hindering of complots)
1310. The rivality of Genua is liquidated in the Chioggia war (1376-81), the alimentary basis on
the Italian continent is secured against Milan through the building of Terra ferma (1406-28).
Genua (together with Pisa) liberates the Western Mediterranean from the Islamic blockade. 1261
Attack upon Levant (Kaffa, Tana) in the union with the empire of Nikaia; from this time Genua
is a trade rival of Venice. 1284 victory over Pisa: Korsika, Elba, Sardinia (till 1326) are taken by
Genua. The struggles of the noble families Doria, Fieschi, Grimaldi, Spinola lead to their
exclusion from the office of Doges (1339). 1381 the defeat in the ‘Hundred years war” against
Venice causes the political dependence from Milan or France. 1407 Casa di San Giorgo, the first
public bank of Europe, is founded.
The republic of Florence has the democratic constitution from 1282. Only the guilds of
craftsmen lead the Signoria; according to the “order of righteousness” (1292) every political
activity is prohibited to the patricii. The party struggles end with the victory of the “Black”
(Guelfes); “the “white” are expelled (1303). Among them is a famous poet Dante Alighieri
(1265-1321), who writes poems in Italian vernacular and defends its use. After his expulsion he
comes to Verona and creates “Divina Commedia” (1311-1321), where he describes his way
through the hell (together with Vergile), the purgatory and the paradise (together with his late
beloved woman Beatrice). In XIV century the humanists appear, who make “studia humanista”
(grammar, rhetorics, poetics) at schools and universities. The first stage of humanism is Latin
humanism. They study the antique literature to imitate the style and criticize the scholasts for
their bad knowledge of the Latin authors and style. The most famous of them are poet Petrarca
(1304-1374) and his friend writer Boccaccio (1313-75). Petrarca studies Augustin, Seneca and
Cicero and seeks “the wisdom of illuminated pagans” for the formation of soul and spirit and for
the renovation of Latin-Italian predestination in the village refuge. Despite it, ca.1350 Petrarca
comes to Prague, where he meets with chancellor of Carl IV Johann von Neumarkt. Boccaccio
writes the first novel of the new time with the secular contence (the “Decamerone”). The famous
artists of Trecento are Cimabue, Giotto, Giovanni Pisano, they try to supercede the nature,
which shows the natural truth, in the plastics – Ghilberti.
1409 Pisa is subjugated. Leonardo Bruni develops the ideal of the educated and of the politically
active personality.
In the unsuccessful fight with Milan the family of Albizzi loses his power to the Medici.
Giovanni Medici, who became rich with the oriental trade and the alum monopoly, got from the
curia, founds the greatest European bank and trade house, which has ca. 300 firmas with 10,000
workers only in the linen industry. Cosimo the Old (1434-64) as the “father of fatherland” has a

monarchic power in the republican forms. He founds the Plato academy 1440, where the Greek
scholars, emigrated from the Byzance (Manuel Chrysoloras, Bessarion), teach the Greek. The
free spiritual development of the man is favored, who can perefectionate himself through the
study of the classical literature. The second stage of humanism – Greek humanism begins. The
doctor Marsiglio Ficino (1433-1499) translates Plato and Corpus Hermeticum into Latin and
represents the esthetical religion (God as the beautiful).The Quattrocento is created also in the
plastics, where the return to the antique forms follows. The famous artist is Donatello (13861466), the religious works are made by Masaccio, Fra Angelico, Domenico Veneziano etc.
In Milan the struggles between the nobility cause Henry VII to decide in the favor of Visconti.
Giangialeazzo (1385-1402) extends the state with the goal to become the king of Italy. During
the struggle with Venice, Florence and Naples the condottiere Franceso Sforza takes the power
ca. 1450.
In the Naples Robert the Wise (1309-43), united with the curia, wins the hegemonial position in
Italy. Lois I of Hungary occupies the kingdom 1347/48, but cannot stope the decay of the Anjou
house. Alfons V of Aragon conquers Naples 1442.
Sicily is ruled by the Aragon side line from the time of Frederick III (1296-1337); the state is
disintegrated because of the wars with Naples and the party struggles of barons. 1442-58 it is
united with Naples.
Some new universities appear. From the Bologna university the universities in Padua (1222) and
Siena (1357) are built. Another new universities are Vicenza (1204), Arezzo (1215), Vercelli
(1228), Rome (1303), Perugia (1308), Treviso (1318), Pisa (1343), Ferrara (1391), Turin (1405).
2.Roman church.
Innocence III (1198-1216) is not only the vicarious of Peter, but vicarious Christi, from whom
the secular rulers get their territories as the fiefs. The bishop’s power is abolished; the
administration is centralized through the institution of Pope’s legates. Sicily, England and
Portugal are vassals. The Pope intrudes in the inner affairs of France, Germany and Norway. The
legates are sent even to Serbia and Bulgaria. A Latin church is organized in the Latin empire
(1204). 1215 the 4th Oecumenic Lateran council is summoned: the bishops’ inquisition is created;
the foundations of new orders are prohibited. It is a culmination of the Pope’s power.
Despite it, the orders of paupers appear. Their ideal is “imitatio Christi”. In difference to the old
land aristocratic orders, they develop to the motherlandless, centralistist and disciplinized help
organizations of the Pope in the towns. One enters now into the order, not into the monastery,
which is only a place of residing. The reform attempt of Franciscus of Assisi (1182-1226) – to
fill the whole Christianity with the early Christian spirit – ends with the foundation of the
Franciscanes or Minorites (Ordo fratrum minorum =O.F.M). 1223 the order is confirmed by
Honorius III. The tasks are the awaikening of people’s piety and scholarly work, the protection
of absolute poverty. 1216 the foundation of the order of Dominicanes (Ordo fratrum
praedicatorum = O.P.) by Dominicus of Caleruega (1170-1221). This order of clergymen had to
fight against the hereticians (initially against the Albigensians), to missionate among them and to

subordinate them to the hierarchy again. The main tasks is a wander preachure, from 1231 the
order has the task of inquisition.
Gregory IX (1227-41) creates the Pope’s inquision (1227). He and his successor Innocence IV
(1243-1257) fight for the universal power. The death penalty for heretics is introduced in France
and Germany. From 1227 the Clarisses build the woman branch (the second order) of the pauper
orders. In the third order the secular men (tertiarii) unite together, which are controlled by the
first orders. 1229 the Albigensian wars are finished with the treaty of Paris. 1256 in Italy the
Augustine heremites order is built. 1291 the order of Johannites is moved to Cyprus, 1309 to
Rodos. The Staufers are defeated with the French help. Despite it, Bonifatius VIII (1294-1303)
demands the tax freedom and the secular supremacy for the church. But the French lawyers
(legists) refuse every limitation of the power of the “all-Christian” king. In his bulla “Unam
sanctam” (1302) Bonifatius answers with the strongest formulation of the Pope’s pretension to
the world power. The French king Filipp IV plans a universal council against the “Simonians and
hereticians”; his chancellor Nogaret attacks Bonifatius in Anagni. 1303 the Pope is imprisoned
and dies shortly after his liberation.
Clemens V (1305-14), who was earlier an archbishop of Bordeaux, is the first in the line of the
French Pope’s and seals the dependence of the curia from France. 1309 he settles into Avignon.
1312 the order of Temple brothers is abolished at the Vienne council. In the time of its
“Babylonian imprisonment” the church loses its authority because of the corruption and
nepotism (the giving of offices to the Pope’s relatives).
John XXII (1316-34) condemns the teaching about the poverty of Christ and his apostles in the
disputation about poverty with Franciscans. The order general Michael of Cesena, W. of Ockham
and others flee from the Pope’s imprisonment to Louis of Bavaria. His adviser Marsilius of
Padua (1290-1343) together with John of Jandun represents a purely secular state state
teaching : the souverenity of people, the separation of state and church, the supremacy of council
over the Pope. The last Pope’s intrusion into the German throne struggles: 1324 the expulsion of
Louis of Bavaria. In the time of the Pope’s exile in Avignon the independent signorie appear.
After the struggle of Orsini and Colonna in Rome and the democratic attempt of revolt of “the
people’s tribune” Cola di Rienzi (1313-54) the cardinal Albornoz (1353-67) wins the city for the
curia. According to the asking of St. Birgitta of Sweden (1303-1373) Urban V goes to Rome
1367, but only St. Catharina of Siena can move Gregory XI to the final return. Vatican is a new
residence.
In the exile of Avignon the Popes develop the luxurious court and administration. The church
financial system burdens the Christianity, the curia has pretensions upon the spolia (the personal
heritage of the clergyman), annata (the year money of an office), the confirmation and pallia
money for the giving of office; it appoints payments for the privileges and the letters of mercy,
for the provisions (giving of offices) and the reservations of them. The indulgence, forgiving the
punishment for sin (not the sins), brings the rich income, initially it is connected with the
conditions (crusade or pilgrimage), later bought for money. The church is divided with the

double election of Urban VI (Rome) and Clemens VII (Avignon). The great schism takes place
from 1378-1417. Europe is also divided into two camps. Herecies and witchcraft develop.
The Paris professors D’Ailly and Gerson demand the general council for the “reformation of
church in the head and members”, because not the Pope, but the “community” of all believers
can represent the will of God. This “conciliary theory” has support. At the council of Pisa (1409)
the cardinals of both direction elect the third Pope. 1414-1418 the council of Konstanz takes
place (33 cardinals, 900 bishops, 2000 doctors take part there). Under the presidency of the
emperor the council votes according to the four “nations” (French, English, Italian, German); he
pleads for the unity of church (causa unionis): the former Popes are dismissed and the new one –
Martin V (1417-31) is elected; for the church reform (causa reformationis), which has to be
postponed; for the church unity (causa fidei): despite the emperor’s warrancy Jan Hus (1415)
and Hieronymus of Prague (1416) are burned as hereticians. After the unsuccessful council of
Pavia (1423) the council of Basel (1431-49) opposes the dismission by the Pope. 1433 the
Prague compactates: reconciliation with the Husites. The reform decrees (e.g. about the curial
financial system) are taken by France in the pragmatic sanction (1438). It founds the French
(Gallican) national church. Eugen IV (1431-47) initiates the victory of the Pope’s idea with the
counter-council of Ferrara (from 1439 in Florence). 1439 the extreme reformers elect Felix V to
the last anti-Pope (till 1449), the moderate ones under Nicolaus of Cues support Eugen. 1439 the
union decree with the Eastern church is accepted. At the parlament in Mainz (1439) the reforms
decrees of Basel were accepted. The renaissance Popes feel themselves as the secular princes,
artisans and scholars, take care about the city of Rome, but accelerate the inner decline of the
church. Nicolaus V (1447-55) founds the Vatican library. His secretary Lorenzo Valla (1405-57)
inintiates the philological humanism with the text and Bible criticism; he compares Vulgata with
the original Greek text; the Constantin donation is proved to be a falsification. Through the
concordats (1447) the chuch rights (the ordination to the offices, the inspection of church
property) are secured to the princes. In the concordate of Vienna (1448) Frederick III refuses
from the church reforms in Germany. Pius II (Ennea Silvio Piccolomini) 1458-64 declares the
conciliary theory for heretical and advocates the new crusade against the Turks at the congress of
Mantua without any success (1459).
In the result of the reform movement the scisma was liquidated; the inner reforms were not
made; the secularized Popes were strengthened; the prince land and national churches appeared.
In the whole, Italy remains disintegrated. The culmination of the Pope’s power in the 13 th century
is changed to the Avignon imprisonment, schism and the secularization of church. The
proclaimed union of the Catholic and Orthodox churches remain unfulfilled.
In 18th period the Western Europe can still be seen as one whole unity with many different states
under the leadership of the Roman Pope and of the German emperor. The feudal disintegration in
some states (England, France) is changed into the united state under the leadership of king. The
towns and universities grow, in the towns the craftsmen and the middle class become more and
more important. In some state the republics appear, which end in the new tyranny on the rich
people. The progress in scholarship and inventions take place. 1445 the book printing (Johannes

von Gutenberg) appears. The early humanism refuses the medieval ideas and puts the men in the
center of its study. So the Middle Ages as “the God’s kingdom on the earth” comes to the end.
Questions:
1. Describe the successes of the Reconquista in Spain.
2. Describe the development of England in this time.
3. What were the main events of the Hundred years war?
4. What were the peculiarities of the Nordic countries in this time?
5. Why Germany was not united?
6. Describe the countries of the Central Europe in this time.
7. What republics existed in Italy?
8. Describe the degradation of the Roman church at the end of the Middle Ages.

25. Byzance in 1200-1450. Eastern and Southern Slavs. Georgia and Armenia.
1.Byzance in 1204-1261.
The Latin empire (1204-1261).
Venice gives the transport fleet to 34,000 Flemish and French crusaders, collected from
Innocence III, and demands the conquest of Zara (1202), despite the Pope’s prohibition. The
attempt of help of the Byzantinian pretendent Alexios IV, who promises the church unity and
subsidia, changes the route of the 4th crusade from Egypt to Constaninople. Alexios IV does not
keep his promise and therefore is dethroned. 1204 the second conquest of Constantinople: the
Greek hate of Latin people brings the barbaric plunderings of reliquia, art and precious objects.
The empire is divided into the feudale states of crusaders: Latin empire, ruled by Balduin I of
Flandria (1204-05) and Balduin II (1216-61); the kingdom of Thessalonice (Henry of
Montferrat); princedom of Achaia, duche of Athens and other state buildings. Venice secures the
fortification points for the building of the colonial trade state. The subordination of Greek church
under the Roman rule makes the hate of Latin rule greater. In the same time the Byzantian
successor states are built:
The empire of Trapezunt is extended with the help of Georgia and Armenia; the Christian
avantpost in Asia Minor exists till 1261.
The despotat of Epiros, ruled by Theodor I (1215-1230) becomes the antipod of Nicaea after the
conquest of Thessalonice (1224).
The empire of Nicaea: here the Byzantinian tradition is continued by Theodor I Lascarios (120422) and tries to overthrow the Latin domination in the union with Bulgarians. Already 1205 they
have a victory in the battle at Adrianople, in the peace with Latins 1214 the mutual frontiers are
defined. John III Vatatzes (1222-54) takes the frontier provinces from the Latin empire, occupies
Thessalonice 1246 and defeats all rivals (Epiros and Bulgaria). United with Genua, Michael VIII
Palaiologos (1258-82) makes the end to the Latin rule of Balduin II. 1259 the coalition between
Epiros and Sicily is defeated at Pelagonia; the Frank riders decay; Upon Morea Mistra as the
core of the new Byzantine power appears. 1261 the Latin empire is destroyed. Genua is
established as the second trade power in Levante. Near Constantinople the Genua town Galata
was built.
Byzance under the dynasty of Palaiologoi (1261-1453).
Before the destruction of the last Christian defense state against the Islam the new Byzance
cannot repose. Venice controls the isles, Latins control the Greece. Therefore Michael tries to
establish diplomatic relations with France, the Golden Horde, and especially with the Pope. His
hope for the reunification of churches through the church union of the Lyon council (1274) is not
fulfilled. Against the new union of Orvieto (1281) between Venice and Carl of Anjou for the
restauration of the Latin domination the emperor unites with Peter III of Aragon and the Sicilian
nobility.
His restauration work decays under Andronicos II (1282-1328). The influence of the Orthodox
church and its monasteries (the monks’ community Athos) upon the state, which decays
completely in the epoch of civil wars (1321-54). After the fighting for throne the politics is lead
by the Thracian feudal John Kantakuzenos. Supported with the mystical monk’s movement of
Hesychastes (“calm”), he proclaims himself to the anti-emperor. The revolts of craftsmen and
town poor take place in the different towns, especially in Adrianople and Thessalonice. In the last
town the “Thessalonice republic” with Andreas Palaiologos (1345-47) on the top was
established. They have confiscated the land from the monasteries and subordinated the church to
their power, liquidating the privileges of the church. In the civil war against the socialrevolutionary party of Zelotes Serbs, Bulgarians, Seljuks were called for help. With the help of
Osman sultan Urchan (1326-59) John gets the throne anew 1347. 1349 Epiros is conquered, but
the Osmans occupy almost whole Asia Minor and Gallipoli (1354), their first European
piossession. After his dethrownment John becomes a monk; his san Mathew has the domination
in Mistra, where the late flourishing of the Byzantine culture takes place.

John V (1354-91) becomes vassal of Osmans after the fall of Adrianople (1362). He asks for help
at Louis of Hungary and Rome. After the defeat of the Turk crusade before Nicopolis 1396
Manuel II (1391-1495) make a futile voyage to Europe (Rome, Paris, London). Only the Osman
defeat against Timur of 1402 postpones the destruction of empire. 1422 the first Osman siege of
Constantinople takes place.
John VIII (1425-1448) hopes for the support from the church negotiations, becomes Catholic and
concludes the union of Florence (1439) with Pope Eugen IV after the council of Ferrara. It does
not bring the help from the Turks and is refuted from the Greek church. After the recognition of
union by the Kiew metropolitan Isidor and its refutation by the great prince the Russian church
becomes independent. The last hopes for help extinguish with the defeat of Varna (1444).
Constantinople is defended by Byzantine, Genua and Venice forces and falls at the 29th of May
1453. It is the end of the East Roman empire.
In the culture the mystical teaching of Hesychastes is developed by St. Gregory Palamas, the
archbishop of Thessalonice (1292-1360). He teaches about the “Thabor light” and the inner
illumination of the men in the discussion with the Calabrian theologists Varlaam and Akindynos,
his teaching is continued by his pupil Nicetas Stifates, the author of the book “The spiritual
paradise”. The Byzantinian art flourishes in the XIV century.
In the whole, the Byzantine empire continues to exist in this period, has the last flourishing of
culture, which was mystical, that is typical for the last period, and falls. In the result, the AsiaticEuropean Turk empire appears, which dangers the Western Europe immediately; the ancient
heritage is transmitted by the fled Greek scholars to Italy; the law succession of empire went
from Byzance to the “Third Rome” Moscow; with the access to the Black and Azov Sea the land
way to India is lost that causes the seeking of the Sea way and the discovery of the “New
World”.
2.Balkan lands in 1200-1450.
Using the third crusade, 1186 the Second Bulgarian state with the center in Tirnowo was founded
by Ivan and Peter Asen. Their brother Kaloyan (1197-1207) suppressed the opposition of nobility
(bolyare). Pope Innocence III gives to gim a king’s crown (1203/4). It expands in the union with
Kumanes. 1205 victory over Latins at Adrianople. But 1207 bolyare murdered him in the time of
campaign to Thessalonice. Bogomiles appeared again. The Council of 1211 began the new
persecution of hereticians.
Ivan II Asen (1218-1241) returns with Russian troops from Halych Rus and takes the power.
1230 he defeats Epiros at the battle of Klokotnica and invades the Latin empire together with
Nicaea, but cannot make Bulgarian-Byzantine Empire. 1235 the Bulgarian patriarchate is
established. 1242 the Mongolian attacks, Hungarian invasions, as well as the dynastical and
religious conflicts with Byzance weaken the state. The feudal landownership with the immunity
of nobility dominates, the towns and trade with neighbor trades develops. The natural taxes
dominated, the army consisted from the troops of the bolyare. 1277-1280 the peasant war under
the leadership of shepheard Ivailo takes place. He defeats Tartars, occupies Tyrnovo, murders
the king and marries the queen. Byzantines, Tartars and revolting nobility suppress the revolt,
Ivailo fled to Mongols, where he was killed.
From 1285 Bulgaria is under Tartar supremacy (Nogai Chan), the state is disintegrated into the
feudal part princedoms, which became a part of Serbia after the battle at Küstendil. Dobruja and
the Vidin princedom were separated. The king had only a hired army. Czar Ivan III (1371-93)
becomes Osmanian vassal 1386, but does not want to follow them with him army and fight at the
Kosovo field against Turks (1389). After the destruction of Tyrnovo (1393) Bulgaria becomes
Osmanian province 1396 (till 1878). St. Kliment of Ochrid and Patriarch Evfimij (died 1375)
lived in this time.
In Serbia Stephan II Nemanya (1196-1228) becomes the king’s crown from the Pope 1217. His
brother the St. Sava (1169-1236) founds 1219 the Serbian national church, which unites all the
Serbs. The monasteries of St. Sava become the Serbian centers of education. In 13th century
Serbia develops from the tribal to the feudal state with the new nobility, ruled according to the

Byzantinian example with a state council (sinklit), the free peasants become serfs (Law code of
Stephan Dushan), the towns have special rights (in the west according to the Italian, in the south
according to the Greek example). The state extends to the south (to Morava river), the Northern
Macedonian is conquered. After the victory at Küstendil (Velbuzhda) over Bulgarians and
Greeks 1330 Serbia ascends to the Balkan supreme power. Stefan Dushan (Urosh IV) rules 133155. He extends the frontiers of Serbia till Athos and Middle Greece in the south and till Mesta
river in the south-west. Only Thessalonice became independent. 1345 the Serbian patriarchate is
founded, catholics are persecuted, 1346 Stephan is crowned in Skopye as an “Emperor of Serbs
and Greeks”. Law code (“Zakonnik”) is accepted 1349. The campaign against Constantinople
did not take place because of the war with Bosnia and the Hungarian danger, as well as the plans
of crusade against Turks. Under Urosh V (1355-67) the decay of dynasty and the feudal
disintegration into the princedoms (despoties), one of them was Macedonia. 1371 the
Macedonian troops were destroyed at Cernomenupon Maritsa. Lazar of Rashka cannot stop the
Turks. In the 80-s Turks occupied Serdika (Sophia) and Nish. But the first attempts to invade
Serbia were unsuccessful, the Osman army, which went from Nish, was destroyed, the Bosnian
army defeated the Osmans. Only 1389 after the battle at Kosovo field the Serbian nobility was
destroyed. 1396 Serbia becomes a Turk vassal. Georg Brankovich (1427-56) moves capital to
Smederevo, but 1459 Serbia becomes a part of Osman Empire. Montenegro returns to the
patriarchal social forms. The old Serbian freedom is preserved also as an Osman vassal (from
1528).
In 13-14th centuries the church architecture (five cupola churches) florishes in Serbia, the gold
emproidery, mosaics, icons and frescoes are painted. The national epics about the Stefan
Nemanya and the Kosovo hero Marko Kralyevich are composed.
From the end of XIIth century Bosnia, dependent from Hungary, began to strengthen. On the
base of Bogomiles the own Pataren church is formed here with the democratic structure and the
ascetism of clergymen, the service being in Slavonic. The Hungarian kings organized the
crusades against Bosnians, introducing the Catholicism. The Bosnian state was created in the
fight against Hungarians, Serbs, Croatians, Venetians. In XIV century the feudal Bosnia
flourishes. In difference to Serbia, the towns of Central Bosnia had some privileges. But the
mining was in the hands of foreigners – Venetians and the nobility of Dalmatian towns. In the
second half of the XIVth century Bosnia included almost whole Dalmatian coast, a part of
Southern and Eastern Croatia and the big regions of South-Western Serbia. Stephan Tvtrko
(1353-91) proclaims himself to the “king of Serbia and Bosbia”, Bosnia has the supremacy in
Balkans, but in the end of XIV-begin of XVth century the feudal anarchy begins. 1463 Bosnia is
conquered by Turks and partly Islamized. Herzegowina 1448-1483 fights against the Turks.
South-Eastern Croatia is conquered by sultan in the begin of XVI century. Another Croatian
lands together with Hungary became a part of Habsburg empire under the battle at Mohacz
(1526).
In Albania Thracian-Illyrian tribal differences hinder the creation of one state. Greek governors
concentrate unpon the protection of towns and coasts. Against the Osmanian invasion the
national revolt under Georg Kastriotis, called Skanderbeg, takes place (1443-48). In the Turk
time more then 70% convert to Islam.
Transilvania was populated by Romanians, Hungarians and German colonists, it built a
governorship with a Hungarian vassal at the top. 1222 it got the new rights of autonomy. The
power of Hungary was restored, after the Mongol-Tartars went back (1243). The towns and
trade develop, the local parlament (seim) of nobility controlled the power of governor (voevoda).
In the town councils and in the government only Hungarians and Germans took part.
Catholicism dominated in Transilvania. The mines began to be exploited. 1437-1438 the peasant
revolts took place in Transilvania and in the neighboring Hungary.
On the territory between Danubes and Karpates some governments were united into the united
state Carea Romaneasca in the begin of XIVth century. Bulgaria and Serbia supported the new
state against Hungary in the middle of XIVth century. Ca. 1365 the independent princedom is

built, after 1393 it became dependent from Osmans, despite the victory of gospodar Mircea the
Old (1386-1418) over Osmans. The governor Vlad Dracul (ca. 1400-1447) and his son Vlad
Tepesh (1430-76) are famous with their cruelty. 1444 the troops of Rumanian princedom took
part in the battle at Varna against Turks together with the Transilvanian governor Janosh
Hunyadi.
To the north of Rumania the Moldavian princedom was built, 1359 the Hungarian powers were
expelled. The state was ruled by the noble man (boyarin) Bogdan and extended to the east till
Dniester. But already in the 60-s it became a vassal of the Polish crown. In XIV-XVth century
the serfdom was established on the land, the nobility seized the common lands, the towns and
trade flourished. Only 1512 Moldavia accepted the Osman supremacy.
In the whole, the Orthodox states with the Slavonic as the language of cult continued to exist in
Balkans and even created their own patriarchates, but all of them were conquered by Turks or
became their vassals.
3.Rus and Lithuania in XIII-XVth centuries.
6 period (1185-1240, ca. 1180-1240).
The date of the beginning of period is 1185 – the campaign of Novgorod-Seversk prince Igor
Svyatoslavovich against Kumanes under his father-in-law Konchak, which ended with the
defeat and imprisonment of prince, but became the base for the epic “Word about the Igor’s
campaign” that was created soon after the described events (compare the typologically related
French “Roland Epics” or German “Nibelungs’ song”). With the same time the “Word about the
perishment of Rus land” belongs. The international situation worsened. The crusaders, expelled
with the shame from Jerusalem by Muslims (which has to be a lesson for their modern
successors), directed their forces against the Orthodox “schismatics” (having occupied
Constantinople 1204) and the Baltic pagans. 1201 Riga was founded; it became the center of the
order of Sword carriers, which later was united with the German order. In this way the Russian
interests were damaged, especially of Novgorod, because the inhabitants of these territories were
the subjects of Rus. 1224 the town of Yuryev was occupated, which had been founded by
Yaroslav the Wise. On the east the struggle with Kumanes continued, who were succeded by the
new dangerous enemu –Mongol-Tartars. The battle at Kalka (1223) ended with the defeat of
Russians, but only 1237 khan Batu began the conquest of Russian lands, which ended with the
taking over of Kiev 1240 and the campaign to the west, till Hungary (1243). The Great
Novgorod was not occupied by Tartars because of its position.
Despite the foreign threats, the princes continued to fight with each other. On the west of Rus the
Halych- Volyn princedom is created, at the end of the 12th century it fights successfully with
Kiev (taking over of Kiev 1203) and with Polish and Hungarians kings, headed by Roman
Mstislavovich. The Kiev princes (for example, Rurik after 1195) now rule only in Kiev. The
successor of Roman is Daniil, who founded the town of Lvov and defeats Germans 1238.
Russians go east, 1221 Nizhny Novgorod (upon Volga) is founded. The period of decay, the
culture develops mostly in the frontier regions (in Novgorod and upon Volyn). The “Story about
the taking over of Ryazan by Batu” is created.
7 period (1240-1300).
The period of “Mongol-Tartar yoke” begins, the Russian princes had to get “yarlyk” (permission)
for the rule in the Golden Horde, which capital became Sarai on Volga, the Tartar ruler is called
czar in the Russian chronicles, as earlier the Byzantine emperor. Kiev and the Southern Rus was
destroyed most of all and lost every significance. In the frontier regions – Novgorod and HalychVolyn princedom the culture continued to develop. From 13th century in Novgorod much more
letters are preserved, than from the 12th century. 1257 and 1259 the revolts against the Khan’s
baskaks (the tribute collectors) take place here, 1262 the big revolt in Vladimir-Suzdal
princedom takes place.
Another dangerous enemies were crusaders, defeated 1240 and 1242 by Alexander Nevsky, the
famous state leader and the great prince (1252-1263), later canonized, who stopped the “East
expansion of Europe” of that time. Another famous state leader of the time was Daniil of Halych

(1205-1264), who defeated Mongols 1254-55 and even became a king. Lev (1264-1301) was his
successor. The political center of Rus moves into the Vladimir-Suzdal princedom in this time.
The development of Rus, beginning as the establishment of European state, ends in such a way
that Rus becomes a part of Asia.
As the puffer state, which separated Rus from Europe, the Lithuanian princedom appears, in this
time there is the first and the second periods of its development (ca. 1220-1270 and ca. 12701316), the most famous ruler of that epoch was Myndaugas (1246-63), who became a king 1263.
Being pagan, it fights on two fronts, both with crusaders and with Mongols and Rus.
In the realm of culture there were no abrupt changes in Rus, the consideration of the happened
tragedy comes later.
In such a way, in the first macroperiod of its development Rus was a Europen state, which
reached the high cultural level, albeit it has a stadial retardation from the West because of the
later begin of the state. In 9-11th centuries Rus was still in early Middle Ages (like the North and
Central Europe), but the West was already in the developed Middle Ages. The Russian territory
extended more and more to the east, the Asiatic, first of all Turkic, people became a part of Old
Russian ethnos, and then Rus became a prey of the Eastern enemy – Mongol-Tartars and de facto
an Asiatic state. In such a way the change to the
2 macroperiod– Moscow Rus (1300-1700)
took place.
In this time Rus is in periods of developed and late Middle Ages with a retardation of ca. 200
years from the Western Europe. There the gradual unification of countries around the king’s
domain, development of towns and crafts an as result – the secular town culture take place, in the
foreign policy the crusades are made. The same processes go in Rus, but with retardation (the
struggle with Mongol-Tartars corresponds to crusades). This retardation was not a result of the
“Mongol-Tartar yoke”, it was stadial and existed from the very begin of Kiev Rus. In difference
to Kiev Rus, Moscow Rus is an Asiatic state, which gradually goes closer to Europe. Here the
vector of development is contrary to the first macroperiod and leads from the east to the west.
Albeit the “Mongol yoke” was a heavy burden for Rus, it did not destroy religion, culture and
stateship of Rus. The language also remained the same (the changes in language came much later
–XVI-XVII centuries), but the country enters into the new epoch – Middle Russian, connected
with the ascent of Moscow, which became the typological analogy to London and Paris as the
center of unification of country. Meanwhile the western lands came under the Polish-Lithuanian
domination (“integrate into the Europe”), which causes the gradual formation of Ukrainian
(Small Russian) and Belorussian (White Russian) subethnoses, which understand their kinship to
the Great Russian subethnos and try to unite with it. The duration of one period of this period is
50-60 years.
8 (1) period – 1300-1362 (ca. 1300-1360).
1300 the Kiev metropolitan moves into Vladimir upon Klyazma, preserving his title. It is an
eloquent fact that demonstrates the lose of its previous significance by Kiev. In the same time
the son of Alexander Nevsky Daniil becomes a king. He expands the limits of the princedom,
bringing the key points Kolomna and Mozhaisk, reaching the control over the whole river
Moscow. The main enemy of Moscow becomes Tver. With Tartar help the successor of Daniil
Ivan Kalita (1325-1340) becomes a great prince 1328 (as the gratuity for the suppressing of antiMongol revolt of 1327 in Tver). Metropolitan of the whole Rus Peter also moves from Vladimir
into Moscow. His successors Theognost and Alexet also support the unification of Russia under
the power of Moscow. But it is still far till the unification of the whole Rus, the Great Novgorod
remains independent, which controls the whole Northern Rus, besides Pskov. In Novgorod the
posadniks from the house of Mishinich rule – Yury (died 1316), Varfolomey (died 1342) and
Oncifor (died 1367). He reforms the political system in 1354: now the council of five posadniks
(according to the regions of the city) elects the chairman every year. Meanwhile the West
Russian lands came under the power of Lithuanian princedom (which is on the 3rd period of its
period – ca.1320-1380), where the energic princes Gediminas (1315-1340) and Olgerd (Algirdas,

1345-1377) rule, who fight both with crusaders and with Tartars. 1323 Gediminas founds the
new capital – Vilnius. 1362 Olgerd defeats Tartars under Golubye Vody. The Halych-Volyn
princedom under king Yury (1301-1308) is still independent, but them becomes more and more
dependent from Poland, where Casimir III rules (1333-1370). The hard epoch of “Mongol-Tartar
yoke” causes the strengthening of mysticism and the escape from world into monasteries –
“deserts”. Troice-Sergieva Lavra is created, where St. Sergy of Radonezh (1322-1392) works. In
Novgorod the church architecture and painting (frescos) florish.
9 (2) period – 1363-1420 (ca. 1360-1420).
The time of resolute struggle with the foreigh enemies. The famous stateman of this epoch was
Dmitry Donskoy (1363-1389). After him his son Vasily Dmitriyevich rules (1389-1425). The
Golden Horde decays more and more, and Russia tries to liberate from the yoke. 1378 Russian
have victory at river Vozha, 1380 at Kulikovo field. But already 1382 khan Tokhtamysh takes
revenge and burns Moscow. The Eastern Rus has to be under the yoke another hundred years.
The decay of the Golden Horde continues; it has a new dangerous enemy – Timur, who had
created a big empire, which disintegrated after his death (1405).
The Lithuanian princes were more successful. 1362 Olgerd (Algirdas) defeated Tartars in the
battle at Golubye Vody, Kiev was taken too. All the future Ukraine and Belorussia were liberated
from Tartar yoke and came under the Lithuanian yoke. Galicia (Red Rus) came into the Polish
State of Casimir III. The unavoidability of common struggle with Teutonic order caused the close
relations between Poland and Lithuania. 1386 the Krewo union was concluded, the rulers of
Lithuania became Catholic, but the majority of the subjects remained Orthodox. The attempt to
create the autocephalous (i.e. independent from the “Kiev” metropolitan, who lived in Moscow)
church was not successful. Nevertheless, Lithuania had to refuse from his “puffer” status
between East and West and become a part of Europe. Under Vytautas (1392-1430) the Great
Princedom of Lithuania enters into the 4th period of the utmost flourishing (ca. 1380-1430).
According to the treaties of Ostrow (1392), Horodlo (1413) and Grodno (1432) Lithuania is an
independent great princedom under the Polish supremacy. 1399 defeat from Tartars at Worskla,
but Lithuania expands till the Black Sea, the local princes are supposed by the governors. The
Polish-Lithuanian forces had a decisive victory over the Teutonic order at Tannenberg (1410).
The law basis of the country is created – the Lithuanian statute of 1388. In this time the Old
Russian language changes, the first features of Ukrainian and Belorussian languages appear, in
the writing more and more Polonisms appear. In Moscow Rus the South Slavonic influence
strengthens in the literary language. The victory at Kulikovo field is praised in “Zadonshchina”.
The chronicles continue to be written. The flourishing of Russian painting, the famous painters
are Feofan Greek in Novgorod and Andrey Rublev (1360-1430). The Northern Rus continues its
development; the most of the found letters is dated with 14th century, which testify not only
about the developed economy, but also about the big dialect difference of North Russian dialects
from the literary Old Russian. The famous statesman was posadnik Yury Onciforovich (14091412).
10 (3) period – 1420-1480.
This period was also difficult for Moscow Rus. After the death of Vasily Dmitriyevich (1425) the
struggle for the throne of the great prince and the attacks of Tartars took place. Vasily II, son of
Vasily Dmitriyevich (1425-1462) fights with his uncle Yury and cousins and is blinded.
Nevertheless, the unification of Great Rus lands continues, Nizhny Novgorod and Vologda were
added. The resolute struggle with Great Novgorod, which tried to have the Polish-Lithuanian
support, was unavoidable. In the battle at Shelon (1471) Moscow men had a victory, finally
Novgorod was added 1478.
The international situation changed radically with the fall of Constantinople in 1453. Now the
Moscow Rus was the only Orthodox state, and the Moscow state – the successor of Byzantine
emperors and the keeper of the purity of Orthodoxy. Already 1448 the great prince Vasily II
refused from the union with the Catholics, which was confirmed by the Metropolitan Cyprian.
Ivan III (1462-1505) marries the Byzantinian princess. The corresponding ideology is formed

(“Moscow is a third Rome”), the Byzantinian symbols are accepted. Rus tries to return into
Europe, but there is still a lot of Asian things in the country, the great prince of Moscow looks
very much like an Asiatic despote, not like the contemporary kings of the Western Europe, who
ruled together with the parlaments.
After the death of Vytautas (1430) the Lithuanian state entered into the 5th period (1430-1470),
its political decay begins, it loses the independent significance. Nevertheless, the wars with
Moscow Rus and Tartars continued, as well as with Teutonian knights, who became more and
more vassals of the Polish-Lithuanian state, which is ruled in this time by Vladislav III (1434-44)
and Casimir IV (1447-92). The Golden Horde is divided into three parts – Kazan, Astrakhan and
Crimea khanats, which makes easier the liberation of Moscow Rus from the yoke. But it, like the
neighbor Lithuania, pays tribute to the Crimea Tartars. The important event was the jorney of
Afanasy Nikitin into India (1466-72), which is described in his literary works “Going beside the
three seas”. The most famous paintor was Dionisij (ca. 1440-1502/3).
In the whole, the Russian lands come under the Mongol-Tartar yoke, then they are divided into
two parts: the eastern part is united under Moscow rule, the western part comes under Polish and
Lithuanian domination. Despite it, they remain Orthodox and preserve the national culture and
language.
Questions:
1. Describe the development of Byzance in this period.
2. What was the fate of South Slavonic lands in this period?
3. Prove that Rus remained the cultural unity in this time.

26. Jewish civilization in 1200-1450 CE.
1.Jews in Spain.
In early 13th century the cabbalist center in Gerona, Cataonia, appears. Moses ben Nahman
(Nahmanides), philosopher and Cabbalist lives in Gerona ca. 1194-1270. Judah al-Harizi,
traveler, translator, and poet, dies. 1230-1233 the controversy over the Maimonides’works rocks
the Spanish and French communities. David Kimli goes to Spain to gather the support of Spanish
communities for the measures adopted by the pro-Maimonideans. Excommunication of antiMaimonideans is proclaimed by the communities of Aragon (Summer, 1232); intervention of
Moses ben Nahman (Nahmanides), who obtains the retraction of the excommunication
pronounced by the rabbis of northern France; the pro-Maimonideans refuse to retract thir ban;
their adversaries therefore denounce them to the Inquisition. Copies of the Maimonides’ work
were indeed committed to the fire ca.1233.
1232 the end of Almohad rule; Granada remains the last Muslim principality on Spanish
soil.1250 “Martyrdom” of Domingo of Val (Aragon); a Passion will be written about him in the
14th century, and a confraternity in Saragossa will be dedicated to him in the 15th century.
Alfonso X (“the Wise”), king of Leon and Castile, rules 1252-1277; he encourages scientific
translations and is a patron of many Jewish scientists, including the astronomer Judah ben Moses
ha-Cohen, author of the Alfonsine Tables, “Libros del saber de astronomia”, one of the important
scientific achievements of the reign. Todros Abulafia (1247-1306) is court poet. In July 1263 the
disputation of Barcelona between the apostate Pablo Christiani and Nahmanides takes place in
the presence of king James I.
Ca.1280-1286 Moses de Leon composes the “Zohar” (“Book of Splendor”) –the greatest work of
Castilian Kabbalah, the intense kabbalistic activity in the region of Toledo takes place. But in
January 1281 the king of Castile orders the wholesale arrest of Jews and demands an enormous
ransom for their release.
In early 14th century the “Ma’arekhet ha-Elohut (The Order of God)” appears, an anonymous
work which was to exercise a profound influence on the Kabbalah till the 16 th century; spread of
the Kabbalah throughout the Spanish communities; beginning of its penetration into Italy and the
Orient. According to the Kabbalah, the Divine manifests itself in ten Sefirot (emanations)
representing an immediate stage between God and creation.
In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, however, Jewish society grew suspicious of all
scientific activity. 1303 Abba Man of Montpeller writes to Solomon ben Abraham Adret of
Barcelona asking him to take measures against the advance of “disbelief”. 1303-1305
correspondence concerning the proposals of Abba Mari between the communities of southern
France and those of Spain. The condemnation culminated in a ban on the study of secular
literature (the works on sciece and metaphysics) for persons under the age of 25, and against
adherents of allegorical interpretations which reject the notion of revelation, issued in 1305, July
31, by the rabbi of Barcelona, Solomon ben Abraham Adret (acronym Rashba), and supported
by the rabbies of southern France. Hovewer, even Rashba understood the importance of the study
of medicine, and his ban did not restrict it in any way.
1348-49 massacres in Provence and in Catalonia cause more deaths than the plague. In February
1348 the cortes of Alcala adopts a law introduced by Alfonso XI of Castile prohibiting
moneylanding by Jews and encouraging them to acquire real estate. The law will be revoked in
1351. In December 1354 an appeal by Jewish leaders in Catalonia and Valencia to the king of
Aragon and to the Pope to help improve relations between Jews and Christians is accepted.
1366-1369 massacres of Jews in Castile during a civil war.
The gradual decline in Jewish cultural life was accelerated by the anti-Jewish outbreaks
throughout the Iberian Peninsula, except for Portugal and Navarre, in the summer of 1391. This
year was a major turning point in Jewish history, for it inaugurated the era of the anusim (“forced
converts”). On July 21 Solomon Halevy, one of the leaders of Spanish Jewry, was converted,
who assumes the name Pablo de Santa Maria; he later becomes bishop of Burgos and chancellor

to the king of Castile. Joshua Lorki writes to Pablo de Santa Maria rejecting the latter’s
interpretation of the messianic role of Jesus; Lorki himself, hovewer, converted in 1412, and
became one of the leading Christian protagonists in the dispoutation of Tortosa. 1412 Hasdai
Crescas, anti-rationalist philosopher from Catalonia, dies. In the same year the laws of
Valladolid, directed against the Jews, are accepted; the laws, formulated by Vicente Ferrer, were
intended to hasten the conversion of the Jews. On the February 1413 the disputation in Tortosa,
initiated by the anti-Pope Benedict XII, is opened; the first sessions revolved around the nature
of the Messiah. Early 1414 the wave of conversions follows. In April-May during the second part
of the disputation of Tortosa discussion of the “errors and blasphemies” in the Talmud is made.
In May 1415 decree of Benedict XII ordering the expurgation of Talmud is accepted. 1434
Alonso of Cartagena, Pablo de Santa Maria’s son who succeeded his father as bishop of Burgos,
makes a speech at the Council of Basle praising the virtues of the Castilian nation, which has
forsaken riches in order to fight “divine wars”. On January 1449 a revolt against taxation in
Toledo develops into attacks on rich Converso merchants. The rebel leaders take over the town.
On June 5 the council of Toledo adopts a statute proclaiming that Conversos and their issue are
not to hold any public office in the city; this is the first act “racial” discrimination against “new
Christians”. On September 24 Pope Nicolas V’s bull denouncing the Toledan statute: “all
Catholics constitute one body in Christ”. In the end of October Fernan Diaz writes a
memorandum explaining that the Toledan statute was impossible to implement since “mixed”
marriages between members of the aristocracy and families of Conversos were so frequent that
any attempt to discriminate against men of Jewish descent would affect the entire upper class.
1450 Pedro de la Cavalleria, of Jewish descent, writes an anti-Jewish polemic entitled “The Zeal
of Christ against the Jews, Saracens and infidels”; in his effort to prove Christian dogmas, the
author makes use of material from the Kabbala.
In the whole, the situation of Spanish Jews worsens, even the converted are repressed. It is one
of the causes of the development of mystical teaching of Cabbala among them, that influences
even music.
2. Jews in Western Europe.
1203-1204 Meir Halevy Abulafia of Toledo writes to the French tosafists to enlist their support
for his denunciation of Maimonides’ position on the resurrection of the body. He receives an
answer from Samson of Sens, the principal tosafist of his generation.
1205 Pope Innocence III denounces the ingratitude of the Jews who are “like a mouse in one’s
pocket, like a snake around one’s loins”.
1209-1211: “The aliyah of three hundred rabbis” – the name given in Jewish historiography to
the movement of migration to Palestine by many tosafists.
1215 Fourth Lateran Council, convened by Innocent III, takes place. Isaac Benveniste, Sheshet’s
nephew, heads a delegation of Jews from southern France who appeal to the Pope to prevent the
adoption of anti-Jewish decisions. Nevertheless, the Council publishes a series of restrictive
canons, particularly on Jewish money-lending (the “immoderate” usury is prohibited, which
implies the right to take “moderate” interest) . Jews are obliged to wear a distinctive garment or
badge.
Ca. 1230 death of Eleazar of Worms, signatory of the takkanot promulgated by the communities
of Mainz, Worms and Speyer between 1200 and 1223. This disciple of Judah ha-Hasid is better
known to us than his predecessors because of his chronicle describing the attack on the Jews of
Mainz during the Third Crusade (1189) and a poetic composition describing the murder of his
wife and children by crusaders in 1197. In the same year Lois IX of France issued the Ordinance
of Melun which forbade Jews to engage in moneylending. It defines the subordination of the
Jews to the king and to their lords “as if they were the serfs”.
Before the summer of 1232 certain French tosafists threaten with excommunication those who
study “Greek science” or read Maimonides” “Guide of the Perplexed” and his “Book of
Knowledge”.

In July 1236 Frederick II of Hohenstaufen refutes an accusation of ritual murder. In April 1237
he says: “Imperial authority has from the ancient times condemned the Jews to eternal servitude
for their sins”.
1239 the apostate Nicolas Donin presents Pope Gregory IX with a list of thirty-five indictments
against the Talmud. In the June of the same year letter from Pope Gregory IX to the bishops and
to the kings of England, France, Castile, and Portugal is sent, demanding the seizure of all copies
of the Talmud for examination of their content; only Louis IX promptly compiles with the Pope’s
request.
1240 Jehiel of Paris, head of the “Talmudic academy” in Paris, is the main Jewish representative
in the Disputation of Paris over the Talmud in the form of trial, held at the court of Louis IX
between Nicolas Donin and four rabbis; in 1260 he emigrated to Palestine with a large number of
his number. 1242 burning of twenty cart-loads of the Talmud in Paris. But already in August
1247 Pope Innocence IV orders confiscated Talmud copies to be returned to the Jews. His bull
“Lacrimabilem Judaeorum” refutes the allegation that Jewish law prescribes the ritual
consumption of a Christian child’s heart; but the same condemnation of the blood-libel will be
reiterated in 1255 by Pope Alexander IV and again in 1272 by Gregory X.
1250 the Jewish troubadour Susskind von Trimberg dies (1210-1250).
1255 “Martyrdom” of Hugh of Lincoln, recorded by Matthew Paris.
Ca. 1261 Thomas Aquinas writes De regimine Judaeorum. In his will the Duke of Brabant
ordered the expulsion of the Jews unless they renounced usury; his widow Aleyde, acting as
regent, is reluctant to carry out the order and turns to Thomas for advice; the latter recommends
mitigating the harsh fiscal policy towards the Jews and using the revenues obtained from their
taxation on works for the common good.
1265 the Oedipal version of the life of Judas is included in the “Legende dorée” of Jacques de
Voragine.
1272 the Franciscan Berthold of Regensburg dies (ca. 1210-1272). Although he condemned the
Jewish practice of usury, Berthold preached against attacks on Jews and forced conversions.
1275 Edward I’s “Statutum de Judaismo” prohibits Jewish moneylending.
1288-1344 Levi ben Gershom de Bagnols, mathematician, astronomer, and inventor of
navigation instruments, lives; author of important scientific works which exerted a major
influence on western science; his astronomical tables were based on sources found in Persia,
Egypt etc.
1290 expulsion of Jews from England, 1306 – from France. But already 1315 Louis X authorizes
the return of the Jews to France under certain restrictive conditions. 1319-1321 renewed
campaign against the Talmud. A new restrictive order is issued in 1322.
In the XIVth century the ritual murder becomes more complex: the Jews kill Christian children
in order to obtain the Host and desecrate it. 1303: “Martyrdom” of Conrade of Weisensee in
Erfurt, central Germany.
1306 expulsion of the Jews from France by Philip IV.
1321 popular stories accuse the lepers of poisoning the wells in southeast France by the orders of
Jews and Muslims from Spain.
1348 in southeast France the Black Death epidemic is attributed to a Jewish plot. Massacres in
Provence and in Catalonia cause more deaths than the plague. In September 1348 the Jews of
Chillon on Lake Geneva are arrested and “confess” to causing the plague by poisoning the wells
in an attempt to destroy Christianity. Massacres in 1349 throughout northern Europe. The
patricians of Strasbourg attempt to defend the Jews, but the establishment of a regime led by
craftsmen is immediately followed by the burning of Jews on February 14, 1349. In Nordhausen
(Thuringia) the Jews prepare for martyrdom and, led by their rabbi, throw themselves into
flames. But on July 4 and September 26 the bulls of Pope Clement VI denounce the accusations
which ascribe the plague to a Jewish plot.
1349 Clement VI prohibits Flagellant processions which reach alarming proportions during the
plague.

1361 king Charles V orders the recall of the Jews to France for a limited period.
1370 an accusation of theft and desecration of the Host in Brussels; local Jews are burned at the
stake. A cult of the miraculuous Host will develop in the town in 15 th century in relation to this
affair.
1382 the reign of Charles VI begins with anti-Jewish outbreaks in Paris and Rome.
1385 an agreement between Emperor Wenceslaus and 38 German towns is concluded: a
moratorium on most debts owed to Jewish moneylenders; city councils are to benefit from the
money owed from the Jews.
On 17th of September, 1394 the final expulsion of the Jews from France took place.
1421 the crusade against the Hussites takes place. An anonymous Hebrew chronicle from the
second half of the 15th century presents the king of Bohemia Wencelsaus IV as a disciple of
Rabbi Avigdor Kara, and Hus himself as a Judaizer, yet complains of the iconoclasm and attacks
on priests perpetrated by the Hussites.
1429: “Martyrdom” of Louis of Ravensburg (southern Germany).
Jews of Poland and Lithuania.
In the early 13th century letter of the rabbi and tosaphist Eliezer ben Isaac of Prague concerning
the communities of “Poland and Russia” is written; it is the earliest source testifying to the
existence of the organized communities in Poland, and it reveals the role played by Ashkenazi
(“German”) rabbinical elite in the spiritual development of East European Jewry. The statute of
Kalisz (1264) is the oldest grant of privileges to the Jews of Poland. 1304 is the earliest reference
to a “Jewish quarter” in Cracow. 1388 grand duke Vitold (Vytautas) grants economic privileges
to the Jews of Lithuania; it is an important signpost in the espansion of immigration to the
principality. 1495 the expulsion of Jews from Lithuania takes place, according to some scholars
it was related to the ‘Judaizing heresy”. Poland at that time has a population of between 10,000
to 30,000 Jews.
In the whole, the situation of Jews in the Western Europe becomes more and more difficult, they
are expelled from England and France.
3. The Jews of Italy.
1255 Pope Alexander IV nominates a group of Roman Jewish bankers as mercatores Romanam
curiam sequentes – official merchants of the papal curia. The self governing medieval towns
(communes) of central and northern Italy began to attract Jewish financiers from Rome and from
lands beyond the Alps at the end of the thirteenth century. 1275-1400 Jews from Rome settle in
central and northern Italy. 1274-1475 the Jewish banking rises. In the second half of the
fourteenth century Roman Jews reached the Po Valley. At the same time numerous Jews crossed
the Alps into northern Italy after being chased out of German lands by the wave of pogroms
provoked by the Black Plague of 1348-49. 1378: “Il Pecorone”, a collection of stories by the
Florentine writer Giovanni Fiorentino, is a principal source for Shakespear’s “The Merchant of
Venice”.
A third wave, smaller in size, arrived in northern Italy after the expulsion of Jews from France by
Charles VI (1394). The Jewish merchants settled mostly in Piedmont and Savoy. 1390-1430
communities of French Jews are founded in Piedmont. 1388-after 1460: Moses ben Isaac da
Rieti, rabbi of the Rome community, physician of Pope Pius II and poet, author of “Mikdash
Me’at” - a Hebrew poem inspired by Dante’s “Divine Comedy”. 1419 and 1429 two bulls of
Pope Martin V attempt to put a stop to the anti-Jewish activities of Franciscans against the
“usurious” Jews. The anti-Jewish bull of Benedict XIII is revoked. 1437 Cosimo de’ Medici
invites Jewish moneylenders to settle in Florence. 1438: Founding of the Pisa bank in Florence,
the largest Jewish bank in Renaissance Italy. The community of Italian Jews in Italy reached
approximately 50,000 persons, they were active as merchants and loan bankers. But they will be
expelled with the fall of Medici in 1494.
4. Jews in North Africa.

1204, after Maimonides’ death, his son Abraham leads the Egyptian community; the title of
nagod becomes hereditary in the Maimon family. 1211 the dignitaries of the Egyptian Jewish
community reach an agreement concerning liturgy in the Palestinian synagogue; it is a
compromise which preserves the old customs while conceding to the needs of the numerous
immigrants who pray according to the Babylonian rite. 1219 the crusaders attack Egypt and
capture Damitta. 1237 ten dignitaries of the Cairo community appeal to the synagogue at Fostat
to appoint David ben Abraham Maimuni as nagid.
1250-1517 Mamluke rule in Egypt. The Mamluks were a military aristocracy of slave origin,
mostly Turks or Balkan Christians taken from their families at the young age. 1301 the
Mamlukes increase the pressure on all non-Muslims. 1354 the restrictive legislation of the
Mamluke sultan al-Malik al-Salih. 1419 show trials in Egypt against non-Muslim official take
place. 1442 agents of Mamlukes inspect the synagogues of Cairo; they claim that the Jews had
written the name of Muhammad on the floor of the synagogue in Fostat; consequently part of
that synagogue is destroyed, many Jews are maltreated, and other places of prayer are closed
down. 1448 sultan Jakmak prohibits Muslims from consulting non-Muslim physicians.
In the whole, the Jews were economically restricted and ill-treated by the rulers. Their situation
changed for the worst.
5. Jews in Palestine and Mesopotamia.
1205 Maimonides is burned in Tiberias; his son Abraham is appointed nagid (head) of the
Egyptian Jewry. The Ayyubids, thanks to the intercession of the nagid in Egypt, permitted Jews
to resettle in Jerusalem, and the community was rebuilt with the assistance of Egyptian Jewry.
Among the new settlers of the city were Jews from Yemen, the Maghreb, and France. 1211
Samson of Sens settles in Acre. Ca. 1217 Judah al-Harizi, poet and translator from Spain, visits
Spain. 1219 the Ayyubids destroy the fortifications of Jerusalem and put an end to the
immigration of Jews. 1229 according to the treaty of Jaffa, Jerusalem is returned to the crusaders.
Jews are once again prohibited from residing there. 1236 Jewish pilgrims are allowed to visit
Jerusalem, and a single Jewish dyer is given permission to settle there. 1244 called to the rescue
by the Egyptians, the Khwarizmian Turks attack Jerusalem, massacre Christians, and sack the
Holy Sepulcher. End of the crusader’s domination of Jerusalem.
Ca. 1250 Messianic reactions among the Jews to the Mongol conquest take place. 1258 under the
command of Hülagü, Genghis Khan’s grandson, the Mongols attack Baghdad, end the Abbasid
dynasty and massacre the dynasty. 1259 the Mongols take Damascus. 1260 the Mongols take
Jerusalem and deport its inhabitants; the Jews transfer holy books to Nablus. In the battle at Ayn
Jalut (En Harod, in the Jezreel valley) the Mongols are defeated by Mamluke Baybars I;
beginning of Mamluk rule in Palestine.
1267 Nahmanides in Palestine; while visiting Jerusalem he encounters a small number of Jews
grouped around a family of dyers which buys a resident permit from the Mamluks. 1284 antiJewish riots in Baghdad. 1286 the controverse in Acre concerning Maimonides’ writing takes
place. The leader of the opponents of Maimonides’ doctrines, the French scholar Solomon ben
Samuel Petit, is excommunicated by the oriental scholars led by Rabbi Dabid, Maimonides’
grandson. 1289-91 the Jew Saad al-Dawla is head vizier at the Khan’s court in Baghdad; his fall
entails the fall of many other Jewish courtiers. 1291 capture Acre from the crusaders and kill
many of his inhabitants; many victims among the Jewish community.
1295-1304 reign of Rhazan Mahmud Ilkhan in the Mobgol kingdom of Iran and Mesopotamia;
Rhazan imposes Islam on all his subjects, including Buddhists and Nestorian Christians.
1348 the Black Death epidemic wreaks destruction throughout the Near East, before spreading to
Europe.
In the whole, the situation of Jews deteriorates also here. Jerusalem is captured by different
forces, which brings the ruin and deportation of the Jewish population.
Questions:
1. Describe the situation of Jews in Spain after the Reconquista.

2. What were the main problems of the West European Jewry?
3. How does the situation of Jews in North Africa change?
4. Describe the situation of Jews in Palestine and Mesopotamia in this period.
5.

27. Islamic World in 1200-1450.
A)Spain and North Africa.
Under the successors of Abu Yusuf Yaqub al-Mansur the decay of Almohads in Andalus
begins. 1212 the Muslims are defeated by the Christian kings at Las Navas de Tolosa. 1225
the last Almohad leaves al-Andalus. 1243 Ibn Nasr is proclaimed to sultan, 1237 goes to
Granada and founds the dynasty of Nasrids (1232-1492). The refugees from Cadiz, Jerez,
Niebla and Murcia came into his state. Under Yusuf I (1333-54) the palace town Al-Hamra
(Alhambra) is begun, under Muhammad V (1365-67) the famous “Lion yard” is built. The
gradual inner decay and the further movement of Christians causes the secret talks 1491-92
and then the capitulation of last Nasrids. 1492 the Islamic domination in Spain ends. The
Nasrid state was a late flourishing of Arab culture.
1230 the Almohads are expelled from Ifriqiya, 1236 from West Algeria, 1269 they are
dethroned by Merinids (1269-1265) in Marrakesh. Banu Marin from the Berber tribe of
Zanata went to the west from the region around Biskra after the attack of Hilal. Under Abu
Yahya (1244-1258) they conquer Meknes and Fes. Abu Yusuf Yaqub (1258-86) becomes a
governor of Fes, conquers Marrakesh 1269 and takes the title of amir al-muslimin. 1276 he
founds New Fes as the administrative center. The epoch of Merinids in 14 th century is a time
of flourishing of literature and art. 1420-1458 Wattasids rule as the viziers of Merinids,
became independent 1470 and take Fes 1472; Muhammad ash-Shaih is is proclaimed to
sultan. The frustrating attempts to keep Portugals far from the coast and the revolt of Sadits
finish the dynasty of Wattasids.
Hafsids (1228-1574)
The dynasty is founded by the Berber Abu Hafs, from 1207 a governor of Almohads in
Tunis. Abu Zakariya (1237-49), his son, has a pretension to restore the state of Almohads. He
concludes the economic treaties with Venice, Pisa, Genua, has relation to the emperor
Frederick II and to the king of Aragon. Al-Mustansir (1249-77) takes the title of Caliph 1253;
under him and his successors Abu Faris (1394-1434) and Abu Bakr Othman (1435-88) the
state develops the greatest power and has a high culture flourishing. The conquest of Tunis
(1568) and La Goulette (1574) by the Osmans ends the domination of Hafsids; now they are
nominal vassals of Osmans.
Ziyanids (Abdalwadids) (1236-1556)
They are a dynasty of Zanata Berbers, founded through Yaghmurasan (1235-83). He founds
his residence in Tlemcen 1236. Fights with Merinids and Hafsids, the influence of Spain and
Osmans at the begin of XVIth century and the attacks of Turk corsairs weaken the state. 1556
the Ziyanids also became nominal vassals of Osmans.
B)Egypt in 1200-1450
The brother of Saladin al-Adil Saifaddin (“the sword of belief”) rules from 1200 till 1218.
The successor of al-Adil is his son al-Kamil (1218-38), then his son al-Salih (1240-49).
1207 al-Kamil builds his palace upon the citadelle. 1212 the children crusade takes place.
Thousands of boys and girls are put into ships by the cunning merchants, brought from
Marseiile into Alexandria and sold into the slavery. 1217-21 king Andreas of Hungary, king
Hugo of Cyprus, duke Louis of Bavaria, duke Leopold of Austria go into the Palestine. The
crusaders conquer Damiette in Nile Delta 1219, go till Mansurah, but give over at
Sharamsah. 1228-29 the fifth crusade takes place. The excommunicated emperor Frederick II
goes to Akkon and receives Jerusalem, Bethlehem and Nazareth from sultan al-Kamil by the
treaty. 1239-41 Theobald of Champagne abnd duke Richard of Cornwall restore the kingdom

of Jerusalem till the frontiers of 1187. 1244 the crusaders are defeated by the Egyptians and
the Chwarismians, fled from Mongols; Jerusalem is plundered and conquered by Muslims.
1248-54 king Louis IX of France makes the 6th crusade. 1249 he takes Damiette, is beaten at
Mansurah, enclosed and imprisoned with the whole army. Liberated for the high ransom, he
fortifies Akkon, Jaffa, Caesarea and Sidon. 1250 the Norway crusaders came to Akkon. 1254
he returns to France.
To fight against the opposition against his domination al-Salih recruits a regiment from
military slaves (mamlukes) and positions them on the Nile island of Roda. Al-Faris Aqtay,
the leader of Bahri-Mamlukes, murders his son Turanshah 1250 and founds the Mamluke
state (1250-1517). The widow of as-Salih rules 1250-57 with the help of different Mamluke
generals, who fight each other.
Bahri-Mamlukes (1250-1382) of the Turk Kipchak origin put 28 sultans in 132 years.
Besides sultan, ca. 160 emirs, among them 10-25 great emirs, make the policy. The rank of
emirs decides the number of their mamlukes (5-100). It decides also the distribution of state
offices. The army consists from the mamlukes of sultans, emirs and non-Mamluke cavalry,
which is recruited first of all from the refugees (Kurdes, Kalmykes, Chwarismians).
General al-Mansur Ali becomes sultan (1257-59). His successor, sultan al-Muzaffar Qutuz,
unites with the Golden Horde against the attacking Mongols. He fights a Mongolian army at
Ain Jalut 1260; al-Zahir Baibars, the leader of Syrian Mamlukes in this battle, removes
Qutuz and is elected by emirs to sultan 1260. The mutual oath is made under the tomb of asSalih as the sign that his dominion was a legitime successor of Ayyubids.
Sultan Baibars (1260-77) is the real founder of Mamluke state. 1261 he concludes a trade
treaty with Byzance about the transit of military slaves over the Black Sea. In the same year
he makes the Caliphate in Cairo. He builds residences for emirs around the citadelle and the
Great Mosque (1267-1270); the rich Mamelukes build the land houses in the south in the
direction of Fustat. 1263 Mamlukes begin to conquer the fortresses of crusaders. 1265-71
sultan makes many campaigns against the crusaders in Palestina and Syria; he conquers
Caesarea 1265, 1266 Saphet and Jaffa, 1268 plunders Antiochia and takes the fortress of
Johannites Karak des Chevaliers; but the Mamluke fleet is defeated at Cyprus (1270). 127071 prince Eduard of England goes through Sicily and Cyprus till Akkon. In July 1270 Louis
IX makes the 7th crusade against Tunis, but dies with a big part of army from the plague.
1277 Baibars beats the Seljuk-Mongolian army at Elbistan and conquers Caesarea in
Cappadocia for a short time.
Sultan al-Mansur Qalawun (1280-90) rules after the inner struggles (1277-79). He defends
Syria against the Mongols in the battle of Homs (1281); the ceasefire defines Euphrates as
the frontier. 1285-89 he conquers further fortresses of crusaders, e.g. Tripolis. He moves
parts of Mamelukes into the citadelle; he builds his tomb medrese 1284.
Al-Ashraf Chalil (1290-94), the son of Qalawun, follows as sultan. The last fortresses of
crusaders fall: the most important of them is Akkon, taken after seven weeks of siege, taken
at the end of May 1291 (exactly a hundred years after 1191), Tyros, Beirut, Tortosa, Haifa.
An-Nasir Muhammad, the eight year brother of Chalil, becomes sultan after his murder. He
rules 1294-1341, with breaks between 1295 till 1299 and 1308 and 1310; he spends his exile
in Karak, where he is supported by his Mamlukes and the Beduines. 1296-1303 he builds his
tomb medrese; 1311-23 he cares about the building and extension of the city and channels for
the traffic and irrigation and builds the aqueduct for Fustat. The military fiefs are divided
anew 1315, the crown land is extended. 1321 the North Fustat, destroyed by the antiChristian revolts, is restored. 1323 the definitive peace with Mongols is concluded. 1325 a
new channel (Chalij Nasiri or Maghribi = the west channel) with twenty bridges is built; the
further settlement is extended from Bulaq till Fustat. 1335 an-Nasir builds a mosque in the
citadelle; further 30 new mosques in the city are built.
1341-1382 the Qalawunids – epigons rule as sultans, who are dominated by emirs. The state
is extended: 1350 the Rasulids in Jemen became dependent as vassals. 1375 the Armenian

kingdom in Cilicia is overthrown. But king Peter I Lusignan of Cyprus burns Cilicia, the
havens in Syria and Palestina and even Alexandria. The instable relations, sharpened by
plague epidemies (1347-49 and twelve others, among them of 1374 and 1388), cause the
sinking into sand of the life-needed channels and the decay of Cairo.
The Burji- Mamelukes (1382-1517).
Already under Qalawun a part of Mamelukes is moved from the isle of Roda to the citadelle
(Burji) because of the deficit of place – the Caucasus-Cherkessian Burji-Mamlukes take the
power 1382 and put 27 sultans in 135 years. Al-Zahir Barquq (1382-99) is the first sultan.
The most important sultan is Barsbay (1422-38). Under his rule Cyprus becomes dependent;
the Christian king of Cyprus becomes a vassal of Mamelukes 1426 (but 1489 the island
comes to Venice). Sultan tries unsuccessfully to liquidate the economic crisis through the
monopolization of trade and the nationalization of sugar production.

C)Seljuks and Ottomans.
Rum-Seljuks.
1204-1210 Ghiyathaddin Kaichusrev unites different parts of the state after the throne struggle
and conquers Antalya (1207); he makes trade relations with Genua and Venice. Sinope is also
conquered (1214). 1219-37 under Alaadin Kaiqubadh I the state has a political, economical and
cultural flourishing. He gives the pasture grounds near Sögut to Ertogrul. 1241 a revolt of the
derwish Baba Ischaq against the luxurious court life and the Persian education of aristocracy is
suppressed withe the help of “Frank” soldiers. 1243 the Rum-Seljuks are defeated at Köse Dagh
from the Mongoles.
The son of Ertogrul Osman (1281-1326) becomes a tribal leader. He has a nickname Ghasi (“the
faith fighter”). 1301 he defeats a Byzantine army at Baphaeon. Other beys are still strong, for
example Aidin, who conquer Birgi (Pyrgion) 1308. Gradually Osman subjugates the neighboring
bey dominions, for example Melangeia (residence Karacahisar), Inegö, Bilecik and Yenishehir.
After the conquest of Karacahisar he is mentioned in the Friday prayer and is called emir, paying
the tribute to Ilchans. The warriors and military leaders, as well as relatives get lands, tilled by
peasants. The professional army is made. The qadi, the commander-in-law (beglerbeg) and the
military leader with police duties are nominated. 1326 he dies in the time or before the conquest
of Bursa by his son Orchan.
Orchan (1326-1361) continues the expansion policy of his power. From Bursa, which becomes
his residence, he conquers Nicaea 1331, Izmit (Nicomedia) 1337. Already 1335-45 Qarasi is
conquered, which gives the access to Aegean Sea to the Ottomans. His relation to Byzance is
neutral and favouring. Orchan introduces into the throne struggle, uniting with the pretendent
John Cantacuzenos 1346, marries his daughter, helps to get the power and is supported by him
against the mighty Aidin, who are active at Balkans already 1331-45. 1349 Orchan helps to the
emperor with an army contingent under the leading of his son Suleyman against the Serbs, who
invade Thessalonice. By the new throne struggles in Byzance (1353) Suleyman builds a
connection to the European continent at Chimenlik (Tsimpe) and occupies the peninsula of
Gallipoli and the parts of north coast of Marmor Sea 1354. Also in Asia Minor Orchan extends
his domination. 1354 his troops conquer Ankara in emirate Eretna. He builds the administration
according to the Seljuk and Byzantine example. He calls himself sultan and mints coins with the
own name, liberating from the vassalage to Ilkhans. He appoints vizier and the state council
(diwan) for the civil tasks; in the conquered towns the military leaders (sanjakbegs) have the
administrative tasks. The qadis are from the Islamic orthodoxy, but the Sufis are highly
estimated. The infantry and cavalry are built, they fight as paid soldiers in the war time and till
his lands without taxes in the time of piece. As Orchan dies (1361), his state has a territory as
great as modern Austria.
Murad I (1361-1389) takes the title of sultan; he moves his residence to Edirne (Adrianople)
1365, where it stays till 1453. Under his rule in Asia Minor whole the west is incorporated; on
the Balkans (Rumelia) the Ottomans go till Danube. 1362 in Rumelia Edirne is taken; from it the
campaigns are made to the north till the south of Balkans (1363-71); the Serbs are beaten at
Chernomen upon Maritza 1371. Further campaigns go to the west (1371-87) till Saloniki and to
the north-west till Nish (1371/85-87). Up and to one crosses Danube (over Trnovo 1388) or
attacks in the north of Thessaly (1385). 1366 Amadeus of Savoy tries to oppose the Ottoman
expansion with the fleet from Venice. 1381 in Asia Minor the core region is connected with the
Mediterranean coast near Antalya; 1386 the Qaramans are defeated at Konya. 1389 the Serbs are
defeated at Kosovo field, but Murad himself is murdered by Milosh Obelich. The extension of
the domination requires the building of the state administration: 1363 the Turkman Chandarli
Qara Chalil is appointed as a military judge and the supreme judge of state. 1386 he becomes a
great vizier; he represents sultan as the chairman of diwan and leads the government together
with viziers. He is also the commander-in-chief of the whole army. The army consist from
spahis, the rider soldiers, who are loaned with small estates (timar); the military leaders get big

estates (ziamet) from 1375. From the prisoners (sultan becomes 1/5 of all war booty) is built a
troop of qapiqullari (slaves of sultan), the core of the later yeni ceri (new army) corpus.
His successor Bayezid I Yildirim (“the lightning”) rules 1389-1403. In the begin of his rule he
executes his brother (this practice was preserved till 1595). 1389-94 in Western Anatolia the
princedoms are annexed: Saruchan, Aidin, Germiyan, Menteshe, Hamid, Teke (Antalya 1391).
Philadelphia, the last Byzantinian possession in Asia Minor, is conquered 1390. Further
campaigns are made against the Qaramans (1390 victory over Aq-Chay; 1393) and against
Chandar (1391-98). 1394 Caliph in Cairo gave him the title of “Sultan of Rum”. He finishes the
strict centralization of administration of his father. 1393 the Ottomans invade Thessaly and take
plundering campaigns to the Middle and South Greece (1397); 1398 an attack upon Bosnia
follows. The campaigns lead to North Bulgaria and Rumania (the battle at the river Argesh) at
the Rovine field (1394). 1396 the army of crusaders, moving down the Danube, under king
Sigismund of Hungary and John of Nevers is defeated at Nicopolis. 1397-98 in Asia Minor
Qaraman and Etna are annexed. 1402 in the battle of Ankara he is imprisoned by Timur and dies
1403, possibly committing suicide. Timur destroys the Ottoman state in Anatolia, restoring the
small princedoms.
In the interregnum the sons of Bayezid fight for succession: Mehmed (in Amasya) removes Isa
(in Bursa), Musa defeats Suleyman (in Edirne) 1411; 1413 Musa is defeated by Mehmed with
the help of Byzantinian emperor Manuel and the Turk aristocracy.
Mehmed I (1413-1421) is supported by the Turk aristocracy, which occupies all the offices in the
administration; Chandarli Qara Chalil remains the great vizier. Therefore Mehmed orders to
chronists to document the Turkic origin of the dynasty. He tries to restore the old possessions: in
Asia Minor Saruchan (1410), Hamid (1414) and Smyrna (1415) are conquered. In Rumelia the
campaigns are made against Bosnia and Albania; in the Aegean region the Ottomans are in the
conflict with Venice; a Venetian fleet has victory at Gallipoli. 1416-1420 the revolt of Derwishes
disturbs the state. The supporters of the heretic – pantheistic Sufi Bedreddin, who was against the
official Sunnite state religion, of the poverty preacher Bürklüce Mustafa (Mustafites), the
fanatical sect of Torlak and the poor peasants, for all from Aidin, take part in it. The revolts are
defeated at Karaburun and Manisa (Magnesia). Mehmed is the first great architect of the state:
the mosques in Bursa and Edirne are finished, an own mosque in Bursa is built (Yeshil Jami, the
Green Mosque).
Murad II (1421-51), a son of Mehmed, has to defend his pretensions upon the thron against the
other (supposed) grandson of Bayezid Mustafa, who is supported by many small princes (Aidin,
Teke, Qaraman, Chandar, Menteshe) and by emir of Smyrna, but Murad wins. Under Murad II
the domination over West Anatolia is restored, which secures the Balkan Peninsula against
Hungary, Venetia and the crusaders. 1425 in Asia Minor Aidin and Menteshe are conquered,
1427 Germiyan and Teke, 1444 Qaraman (the treaty of Yenishehir), 1450 Antalya. 1423-30 in
Rumelia the war against Venice takes place; Saloniki is lost temporarily. The campaigns are
made against Albania (1430), against Transilvania (1438-42; Herannstadt 1438), against Serbia
(1440 the unsuccessful siege of Belgrad). 1446-51 the Peloponnes is devastated anew. As the
sequence of campaigns the Christian regions became tributary: Serbia (with break) 1389,
Rumania (with break) 1393/95, Bosnia-Herzegowina 1439. 1443 the Albanians rebel against the
Ottoman domination; in the same year the army of crusaders under John Hunyadi has victory at
Sofia, but is defeated at Varna 1444; 1448 the second battle at Kosovo under Hunyadi field is
lost for Christians. Constantinople is besieged by Ottomans many times, the straits are blocked
(1394-1402; 1411; 1422; 1443) , but the army and fleet do not reach for the conquest. Only 1453
Constantinople is conquered under the next sultan Mehmed II Fatih (“the conquerer”, 14511481). Murad II reforms the administration: the small princedoms build the dependent provinces
(sanjak) under the province gouvernors (begs); he makes a central administration with four
viziers as as the civil officials and two beglerbegs as the supreme military leaders (Rumelia and
Anatolia); the commander-in-chief is a beglerbeg of Rumelia. 1438 the plan “selection of
children” (devshirme) is made: the children from the Christian regions are converted to Islam

and become the reserve for yeni cari. The children of devshirme make oath by the sultan’s person
and have the possibility of the progrees in society and politics. Jeni cari stay under the influence
of Bektash-derwishes. Soon the rivality between the old Turk aristocracy and the family of great
vizier on one side, who do not want the new expansion, and the new nobility in the conquered
European regions, who try to get the new possessions through the expansion. 1444 the
aristocracy begins to win: with Hungary the peace in Edirne is concluded, Serbia is again
independent, the Rumania comes to Hungary; the Ottomans make obligations not to cross
Danube. Asia Minor with Qaraman is divided into the regions of influence (the treaty of
Yenishehir 1444). Murad II abdicates and returns into the private life, what is used by all inner
and outer enemies of the sultanate. Soon the state is before the collapse. 1445 the Jeni ceri revolt
takes place. Murad takes the power anew, abdicates and returns anew 1446 and rules till the
death 1451.
In the whole, the Ottoman state extends his territory in seven times between 1361 and 1451. It is
already a big well-administered state, which becomes the successor notlu only of Seljuk Rum,
but also of the Byzantine Empire.
D)Ilkhans and other Mongolian states.
The great khan of Mongols decides 1253 to conquer Persia to secure the domination in Central
Asia. Under the Caliph al-Mustasim (1242-58) the Caliphate finds its abrupt end: at the 12th of
February 1258 Baghdad is taken by Mongols, the Caliph is executed. Hülegü, the brother of
great khan, takes Baghdad. Tebriz becomes his residence. 1260 he is defeated by Mamelukes at
Ain Jalut: this event and the election of new great khan prevent Hülegü from the conquest of
Syria, Palestina and Egypt. His region of domination comprises Iraq, Iran and the Seljuk regions
of Anatolia.
Abaqa (1265-82), a son of Hülegü founds the dynasty of Ilkhans (“the peaceful”, i.e. the vassals
of the great khan). He fights against the Mamlukes and the connected with them Golden Horde.
As in the time of his father, the different religions – Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity and Islam –
are tolerated.
Argun (1284-91), a son of Abaqa, tries to make Buddhism dominating, but meets the opposition
of the population. Ghazan (1295-1304), a son of Abaqa, builds an administrative and financial
organization and weakens the connection to the great khans; he converts into the Sunnite Islam.
Öljeytü (1304-16), a brother of Ghazan, converts to Shia 1310; Sultaniya becomes a capital. But
Abu Said (1316-35) returns to Sunna again. After his death the state is divided into the local
dynasties; the west and the east build the different territories of domination.
1336-1412 the Mongolian Jalairids make a military rule over Iraq and Azerbaijan from Baghdad.
From 1378 the Aq-Qoyunlu (“white rams”) rule in the Eastern Anatolia from Mosul; from 1380
the Qara-Qoyunlu rule (“black rams”) in Azerbaijan from Tebriz. 1412 Jalairids are subjugated
by Qara-Qoyunlu, who take Baghdad and conquer the Western Persia; already 1405 they go till
Georgia. 1467-69 Aq-Qoyunlu conquer the state of Qara-Qoyunlu; their region of domination
encompasses Iraq, the Western Iran (Persia), the Eastern Anatolia, Azerbaijan and the Caucasus
region; they made five invasions into Georgia. 1470 the conclude union with Venice.
In the east the local dynasties are built, like 1337-81 the Shiite Sarbadarids in Khorasan and till
1389 the Qart in Herat.
The state (ulus) of Chagatai.
Chwarizm shah Alaadin Muhammad (1200-1220) conquers Afghanistan and liberates from the
supremacy of Qara-Kitai; he prepares for the campaign against Baghdad and demands the
sultan’s title as the successor of Seljuks. 1220 his domination end with the defeat from Jinghiz
Khan. Chagatai (1229-42), the second son of Jinghiz Khan, rules his part of the state initially
from Bukhara and Samarkand, then moves his residence to East Turkestan in the region of
Urumchi. His state is composed from very different parts: in Transoxania the Mongols conquer
the sedentary Islamic population, who is occupated with agriculture and trade; in Merw Mongols
find the well-known steppe landscape with nomadic way of life; the Eastern Turkestan is not yet

Islamized transitory region between the Iranian-Turkic and Chinese culture with partlty
sedentary, partly nomadic population.
1242, after Chagatai’s death, the fights for succession begin, the residences are often moved. At
the end of 13th century the Muslim viziers consolidate the state and favor its Islamization, but the
Mongolian rulers do not convert to Islam. The winter residence is situated near Bukhara, on the
Islamic ground; the summer residence is at the shore of Issyk-Kul, in non-Islamic region of
supporters of Shamanism. Tarmashirin (the Buddhist name, 1326-34) converts to Sunnitic Islam;
the Mongolian emirs of the “pagan” regions revolt against it. 1334-1360 the state is
disintegrated: in the west Transoxania, feudalist and Islamic; in the east Central Asia with
emirates and small princedoms, only partly Islamized.
Timur and his successors.
The conquest campaigns of Timur take place in 1370-1405. He ascends from the majordomus of
the prince, ruling in Bukhara, to the real ruler and makes wars in the Middle East for 35 years
from Samarkand. He sees himself as the renewer of the Mongolian world empire, supported by
Koran; but the Yasa law of Jinghiz khan remains valid. He unites the both parts of Chagatai state
to his “empire”.He subjugates the Ili region, 1370-80 Chwarizm region, from 1380 Iran and the
state of Golden Horde with Sarai, 1398/99 attacks India (Delhi). Osmans have to pay homage to
him after the battle at Ankara 1402. But when 1405 Timur does in the campaign against China in
Otrar at Jaxartes, his “empire” is disintegrated in few years. The peaceful inheritants of Timur
favor for all the culture.
Shah-Ruh (1405-47), a son of Timur, rules in Transoxania (residence in Samarkand) and East
Iran (residence in Heart); he favors scholarship and poetry and creates the regulated political and
economical relations. Ulugh Bek (1447-49), his son, resides in Samarkand and continues this
policy.
Central and North Asia: the state of Özbegs.
The ancestor of Özbegs’ dynasty Shaibani is a grandson of Jinghiz Khan; he rules in the region
between Ural and Irtysh and encompasses different tribes of Turkic and Mongolian origin under
the common name of Özbegs (Usbeks). To the begin of the 15th century these nomadic people
occupy the steppes of the today’s Kazakhstan. Their eastern neighbor is Oirat state in the
Western Mongolia, the southern one – the Chagatai state in Moghulistan; the western one – the
Nogaic Horde between Ural and Volga. The Özbegs’ khans go from their residence Turkestan to
Chwarizm, soon they rule state from Syrdarya to the Siberian forests in the north. Abu l-Chair
(1428-68) tries to create a centralistic state; he is unsuccessful because of the opposition of some
vassals, who leave him and seek refuge in Moghulistan. By the attempt to subjugate these
Kazakhs (=separated) Abu l-Chair is murdered. The state is plagued by the hordes of Oirats
(Kalmyks) and Kirgizes.
The state of Golden Horde.
Batu (1227-55), a grandson of Jinghiz Khan, rules the most western Mongolian part state.
Together with Sübütei he conquers the west,: the Kama Bulgars are liquidated (1236), Kiev falls
(1240). The Mongols defeat the Turkic people of Qypchaks, to which Kumans, Khazars and
Pechenegs belonged. From the people’s mixture the superficially Islamized Turkic-speaking
people of Tartars appears. This state is called the “Golden Horde” in the European sources, the
word originates from Turk.-Mongol. orda/ordu, which signifies the military camp and the palace
camp of the khan. Their territory of domination extends over the steppe regions of Southern
Siberia and Southern Russia (residence Sarai, later New Sarai).
Möngke Temür (1267-80) separates from the common empire of Mongols. Nochai (1265-99),
the grand nephew of Berke, a brother of Batu, is the real ruler, invades Balkans, and temporarily
unites with Byzance and the Mamlukes. Toqtai (1291-1313) consolidates the state. Özbeg (131341) converts to Islam and makes the Islamization of his state. From 1359 the state disintegrates
in the anarchy.
Toqtamish (1376-1405) reorganizes the state; 1382 he unites his state with the West Siberian
state of the “White Horde”. In the same year Moscow is burned, because its great prince tries to

be independent. 1395 Timur defeats Toqtamish and goes till Moscow and Astrakhan. 1405, after
the death of Timur, the state disintegrates:
1430 the Crimea Khanate becomes independent (1454 residence in Baqchisarai); 1475 it comes
under the Osman supremacy. 1445 the Kasan Khanate is built, inhabited by Volga-Kama-Bulgars
and Altai people. 1466 the Khanate of Nogai Horde appears (residence in Astrakhan). In 15th
century the Siberian Khanate is also built and ruled by a relative of the Shaiban-Khans.
In the whole, after the death of Jinghiz Khan his empire disintegrates into four parts, gradually
Islam wins in the three of them. In the 15th century all of them decay.
E)Culture of Islam countries.
In the 13-15th centuries (the third phase of development) the field of action extends to the whole
Islamic world.
1.Literature and philology.
Jalaladdin Rumi (1207-73; Konya), the famous mystic, composes teaching poems in the exstatic,
visionary language and humorous stories.
Saadi (died 1292; Shiraz) is a pupil of the Sufi master Suhrawardi; he wanders as derwish from
India to North Africa, makes 14 pilgrimages to Mekka, then lives thirty years alone in Shiraz. He
composes the voluminous lyric work about the love, especially strict lyric form of ghasel is
favored.
Ibn Ataallah (died 1309; Cairo) is famous with his short wisdom proverbs and short prayers. He
is respected by Shadhiliya as the greates “treasury”: the soul is in the voyage to God, who is very
near, albeit one remains separated from him; the life must be a permanent thankgiving to God.
Hafiz (1326-1390; Shiraz), the “keeper of Koran” (1320-1389/90; Shiraz), is Shiit and the
greatest mystical poet of Persia, the accepted master of ghazel. In “Divan” he glorifies the love,
from the erotic love to the beloved to the beatification of the “friend”; under the cipher of love he
sums the secret relations between the earthly love and the sublimated veneration of God. He
makes the polysemantic play of erotic and religious love to the extreme – to the discontent of the
clergy, but highly appreciated by the mystical interpretets.
Al-Ifriqi (died 1311; Tripolis) compiles all the preceding vocabularies.
Al-Firuzabadi (died 1414; Baghdad, Shiraz) composes the most famous vocabulary, translated
into Persian and Turk.
2.History and geography.
Ibn al-Athir (died 1233; Mosul) composes “The sum”, a world history with big analytical
precision.
Rashidaddin (died 1318; Tebriz), the vizier of Ilkhan Ghazan, composes the spacious world
history, comprising also China, India and Europe.
Ibn Chaldun (1332-1406; travels from al-Andalus till Chorasan) writes a chronicle-like history of
Arabs, Berbers and Persians. He tries to have lessons from the history, develops a philosophy of
history, discusses methods of historiography and his political and sociological implications.
Ibn Battuta (1304-77; born in Tanger) is the most famous Islamic world traveler.
3.Natural sciences.
Ibn Bitar (1190-1248; Malaga) writes as botanician a collection about the plants and medicines
and their therapeutic effect; till the 18th century he remains an authority in botanics.
At-Tusi (1201-74; Tus, Baghdad, Maragha, Tebriz), from 1256 in the service of Ilkhans,
elaborates the mathematical grounds of astronomy. To the south of Tebriz near the observatorium
in Maragha he founds the astronomical school and studies the laws of planet spheres.
Al-Kashi (died 1429; Samarkand) discovers the radicals and introduces the decimal counting; he
knows the value of π till 17 decimal positions. Under the Timurid Ulug Beg he founds an
observatorium in Samarkand.
4.Theology and law.
Al-Baidawi (died 1286; Shiraz, Tebriz) composes a short elaboration of the commentar’s of
Zamachshari, which for all discusses the praxis, because he is qadi. His short commentary is
seen almost as canonical by the Orthodoxe Sunnites.

Al-Taftazani (1322-1389; Herat, Samarkand) teaches rhetorics, logic, metaphysics, theology in
the medreses of the east and composes commentars to Shafiite and Hanafite traditions for the use
in medreses. He writes a commentary to Koran in Persian. He condemns al-Arabi as heretician.
Al-Asqalani (1372-1449; Cairo) is a later great Hadith editor. After the study of Hadith he
becomes a teacher in the mosques and medreses. His Hadith lectures are especially famous.
Ibn Taimiya (1263-1328; Damascus, Mecca, Cairo) is a reform Hanbalit and is thought as a main
representative of a traditionalistic-orthodox Islam. He defends the “sound teaching” of Islam.
Al-Jauziya (died 1350/51; Damascus) is a people of Ibn Taimiya, a strict Hanbalite, and as his
teacher fights with sects, Jews, Christians and philosophers. He condemns the pilgrimages to
tombs and other forms of people’s piety, teaching the award for good works in the other world
and the ultimateness of the condemnation in the hell.
Al-Jazuli (died 1465; Fes, Mekka, Medina), Berber; he is a supporter of Shadhiliya, works for all
in Fes, then in Safi; he is poisoned, because he was thought that he was an expected Fatimide
Mahdi.
Caliph Mustansir founds the medrese Mustansiriya in Baghdad (1234), where all four law
schools are taught, the same is in Azhar, founded under Mamlukes in Cairo.
5.Orders.
Shadhiliya is founded by ash-Shadhil (died 1258; shrine in Humaitira), the order cites the
tradition of Shuaib (1126-1197), a Sufi from Sevilla; Shuaib works in Fes, which he is supposed
to found, as well as in Mecca and Bougie. He dies on the way to Marrakesh and is buried in
Ribat al-Ubbad at Tlemcen; his tomb is a goal of pilgrimages (“protector saint” of town).
Shadhiliya is a Sufian prayer and meditation order, which demands the strict obedience to God
and the fulfilling of daily obligations; the members put the pure cloath and do not ask;
propagated in North Africa and Spain, later in the Near East and in Osmanian Empire.
Badawiya is founded by al-Badawi (1199-1276; shrine in Tanta); it is characterized with the hard
asceticism and asceticiam and takes the pre-Islamic elements, especially from Ancient Egypt (the
red clothes and flag); the festivals are partly luxurious, prohibited for the Mamluke army; is
propagated only in Egypt.
Mevlewiya is founded by Mevlana Jalaladdin Rumi (1207-73; shrine in Konya), who was a Sufi
and afounder of the order. The order is famous with its circling dance, in which the soul answers
to the call of God and goes into the dancing cosmos. The dance also symbolizes the mystical
death and new, changed life: as the first bigger order propagated in Asia Minor, then in
Osmanian Empire.
Naqshbandiya is founded by Naqshband (died 1389; shrine in Buchara); the novices are obliged
to the founder of order under the dumb calling of the name of God; the Indian forms of
meditation are taken; propagated initially in Central Asia, then Persia.
Jazuliya is founded by al-Jazuli (died 1465; shrine in Fes); the solitary order in the region of Fes
in the tradition of Abu Majan (died 1126).
Bektashiya is founded by Bektash (died 1337/8; shrine in Nishapur), a pupil of Ahmad Yasawi.
The order is influenced by the Christian sects. He abolishes some Islamic rites, venerates the
trinity of God, Muhammad and Ali, therefore has strict Shiite features; propagated especially by
Yeniceri, therefore on the Balkans.
Qalandariya is founded by the legendary Qalandari, originated in Central Asia; unites mystics
with the ritual practices from Central Asia and works upon Qizilbash; ca. 1213 propagated also
in Damascus, Cairo and Anatolia.
Qizilbash order is a Sunnitic order, founded ca. 1300 by legendary Kurd sheikh Safiyaddin in
Ardabil. He was no Shiite, but venerated Ali and imams as Sufis. Its wandering preachers act in
Anatolia, Chorasan and Transoxania. 1334 Safiyaddin dies and is buried in Ardabil. Propagated
in Iran.
In the whole, in the Islamic world different centres of power exist, the most important of which
were Mamluke Egypt, Osman Empire and Ilchans in Iran. The Mongols invade Near East and

liquidate the Baghdad Caliphate, but soon are Islamized. The crusaders are defeated. The culture
develops further and becomes more and more mystical.
Questions:
1. Describe the situation of Muslims in Spain and North Africa.
2. What were the achievements of Mamluke Egypt?
3. Describe the expansion of the Osman state.
4. What was the influence of Mongol conquest upon the conquered people?
5. Describe the culture of this period.

28. Africa in 1200-1450.
At the Chad Sea the state of Kanem continues to exist. Dunama Dibalemi (1221-59) extends the
region of domination in the north till Fessan, in the east till Wadei and Darfor, in the west till
Niger. 1242 in Cairo the hostel for Mecca pilgrims from Kanem is created. Sultan Omar (139498) leaves his capital Kanem and flees to Bornu ((from this time the kingdom of Bornu).
The kingdom of Mali exists ca.1200-1500. Its weaponed riders dominated in the big parts of the
Western Sahel. Mali has the fertile agricultural land near the river Niger and controlled the
access to the rich gold fields of the West Africa.King Musa Keita Allakoi (1200-1218) takes
many pilgrimages to Mecca. King Nare Famaghan (1218-1230) extends the state till south,
south-west and to the upper Niger. Mari Diara (Sunjata = “the lion of Mali”), a son of Nara, rules
1230-55. He leads a fight for liberty against the king of Sosso. 1235 through the battle at Kirina
he founds the domination in the Western Sudan. The capital is moved to Niani. 1240 the capital
of Ghana is destroyed. Further gold regions are incorporated. Ca.1250 Mali was the strongest
kingdom in West Africa. Ca. 1260-77 Mansa Uli, the king of Mali, makes a pilgrimage to Mecca.
1312-37 Mansa Kankan Mussa rules.He is the most important ruler of Mali The luxury of his
pilgrimage to Mecca (1324) is admired in the whole Africa. In Timbuktu he builds the great
mosque of Djinger-ber and a brilliant residence. His high education is known from Andalus till
Khorasan, and even in Europe. Mansa Sulaiman (1341-60) has connections to Fes; at his court
many Malikite scholars works.Trade and crafts flourished. Salt was exchanged to gold as 2:1
(there was no money). Ruler ruled together with the representatives of the ruling tribe of Keita.
The importance of foreign slaves in the power and army was great. The officials and military
men got the right to collect taxes from the given lands. The population of Malinke people lived
in big communities, the slaves were part of families, their status was not hereditary. From the end
of XIVth century Mali weakened because of dynastic struggles, in the XVth century the rulers of
Mali lost almost all their possessions. 1435 the Tuaregs invade Timbuktu 1435. 1468 Songhai
conquer the town.
The Hausa state of Kano continues to exist. Under the king Yaji (1349-85) Islam is possibly
introduced, favoured by the scholars from Mande and the craftsmen from the Niger valley.
Initially only the upper class becomes Islamic. The foundation of economy are crafts (metal and
leather elaboration, weaving, coloring); the trade wares are the cola nut and the Hausa slaves.
Ca. 1350 at the coast of lower Niger the kingdom of Nupe with the capital in Bida is created; it is
peaceful and therefore oft becomes a vassal of neighbour states.
Till 1300 from the peasant cultures in the rain forests of West Africa the kingdoms were
developed. Ca.1250 the kingdom of Benin is founded. In Oyo, Ife and Benin (Nigeria) the
sculptures from terracotta, iron and bronze were made.
Ibn Khaldun (1332-1406) visits Africa. 1432 the Portuguese seemen explore the west coast of
Africa.
1275 and newly 1286-90 the Nubians do not give tribute to Cairo and make revolts. 1315 from
Cairo the Muslim king is put, 1317 the Christian churches are made to mosques; at the same time
Dongola becomes Islamic. Aloa remains Christian till 1500.
Ca.1270 in Ethiopia the Solomonid dynasty takes the power and reigns till 1974. Emperor
Amda-Siyon (1314-44) defeats the Falashas (the Jews of Ethiopia, called Beta Esrael, led by
their kings or queens - their tradition glorifies the exploits of King Gideon and Queen Judith and protected by the mountains), and sends missionaries to teach them the rudiments of
Christianity. In the 15th century it controls almost the whole Ethiopian highland. Since the reign
of Emperor Ishaq (1414-1430), when the prohibition on owning land was imposed on nonChristians, the Falashas were transformed into an isolated and uprooted mountain community.
The Ethiopian church was isolated from other Christian churches and developed independently
from the West, especially in the art. The mythical story of Solomon and the queen of Saba is
described in the ‘Kebra Negesht’ (the book of kings).

The most important center of the South Africa was Great Zimbabwe. It was founded between
1270 and 1450 and was a center of Shona, who dominated the pasture land between Zambezi and
Limpopo. The town of the “great pacification” with the king’s palace with many inner yards
and the holy place, where the king called the ancestors of Shona, had ca. 18,000 persons. The
king had 300 wives. The Great Zimbabwe travelled with the Islamic states at the east coast of
Africa (among them Sofala and Chibuene in Mozambic), with the Middle East and even with
China.
In the whole, under the influence of the more developed Islamic countries the civilization
developed in the Western and Southern Africa. The Christian Ethiopian civilization was
independent and creative.
Questions:
1. Describe the development of African countries in this period.

29. India and neighbour countries in 1200-1450.
A)The political history.
The slave sultanate of Delhi (1206-90)
Qutbaddin Aibak (1206-1210), a slave general of Gurids of the Turkic origin, becomes
independent and founds a dynasty of slaves (gulams). Iltutmish (1211-36), his son-in-law, is
solemny affirmed as sultan by Caliph of Baghdad. He conquers Ranthambhor, but dies in
fight 1236. Under the weak or vitious descendants the sultanate is disintegrated: 1241 Lahore
is destroyed by Mongols, who already had reached Indus 1221. Nasiraddin Mahmud, a
grandson of Iltutmish, follows 1246, but gives the government to his general Balban (sultan
1266-87). Balban ceases the conquer and plunder campaigns, consolidates the sultanate and
tries to establish the absolute dominion after the Persian tradition. He also ceases to convert
Hindus to Islam, who generally do not want it. The majority of the Muslim population
consists from the converted Hindus and – for all in Sind and Bengaly – from the converted
Buddhists. The Sufi order plays an important part by the conversion. 1282 the crown prince
is murdered by the attack of Mongols; the old Balban puts his 18 years old grandson
Kaiqabadh to the successor of throne, who takes the power 1287. 1288 Marco Polo visits
India.
The Chalji (1290-1320)
The sultan of Delhi, Kaiqabadh, is dethroned by the Afghanian Chalji 1290. Jalaladdin Feroz
Chalji (1290-1296) takes the power. He begins the conquest politics in the south and
suppresses the Hinduism with all means.
Alaaddin Chalji (1296-1316), his nephew, goes forward on the Deccan and takes tribute from
the Hindu princes. 1296 he removes his uncle and takes the power. His general Malik Kafur
subjugates Middle and South India till 1323; he himself conquers Gujarat 1297, Rajasthan
and Malva 1302-13. The population is suppressed; the Hindus are cruelly persecuted. After
the death of sultan they build the modest temples again.
The Tughluq (1320-1413)
Till 1320 the throne struhhle dominates; the new converted Hindu from the lower caste
organizes the terror government, then Ghiyathaddin Tughluq (1320-25), the former slave of
Balban, begins the dynasty of dynasty.
Muhammad, his son (1325-51), is an excentric and cruel ruler. 1327 he destroys Delhi and
causes the population to move to Daulatabad in a murdering march on foot, which many
people do not survive; the plundering campaigns and hard taxes determin thr time of his rule.
1328-29 two Mongolian attacks on Delhi can be defeated with big efforts. 1333 the Arab
traveler from Tangiers, Ibn Batuta, visits India. 1343 Muhammad is confirmed as sultan by
Caliph of Cairo.
Ferozshah III (1351-88), his nephew, takes power 1351. But whether he nor his successors
can preserve the state together. 1398 Timur uses the throne struggle and plunders Delhi, after
that the state is disintegrated.
1414-1451 the Chisr, who call themselves Saiyids, rule in Delhi and the region. 1451 they are
succeded by the Afghan Lodi, who move their residence to Agra.In Delhian sultanate the
state land ownership dominates. The land is given by sultan as iqta (temprorary or life-long),
which becomes hereditary from the middle of the XIVth century. Another form is inam
(donation). The neighbor community dominated, the taxes were taken by nature and money
and were from 20 till 50% of the harvest. The towns are developing at the coast (Goa,
Calicut, Cambay) and at the caravan ways (Multan, Lahore).
Regional states.
The weaker the central power in Delhi is, the stronger the separate provinces become.
Kashmir (1315-1589).

To Kashmir Islam came already 1315, but only with the attack of Mongols (1320) Kashmir
became a Muslim state. The king converts to Islam, the Sufi orders favor the conversion of
population, mostly to the Shiite confession.
Bengalia (1230-1595).
1230 Bengalia was temporarily conquered by sultan Iltutmish of Delhi; also here the
conversion is made mostly by Sufi orders. 1338 Bengalia becomes independent from
sultanate of Delhi and remains so till 1595. Also here the Islamic culture becomes a special
kind through the connection of Buddhist and Hindu traditions, so sometimes the syncretistic
movements expand. The mystical literature in Benghali is famous.
State of Bahmani (1347-1538).
Created by the revolt of military leader of Daulatabad Zafar Khan, the Bahmani state is
accepted by Caliph in Cairo 1347. The residences are Gulberga (1347-1423) and Bidar
(1423-1538); they are centers of Islamir culture. 1470 Bidar is visited by the Russian traveler
Afanasy Nikitin. The rivality between the foreign (Persian Shiite) and native (Indian Sunnite)
Muslims is typical for the state. The rulers do not manage to build a centralized state;
therefore it disintegrates in five successor state: Barar, Ahmadnagar, Bidar, Bijapur and
Golkonda. Five new sultanates make a lot for the differentiality of the Islamic culture in
India.
Ca.1340 the Hindu state Vijayanagar becomes the independent opposition center against
Islam. It fights against the Bahmani state.
Jaunpur (1394-1476).
It is founded by the adoptive son of great eunuch of sultan Ferozshah. Jaunpur is from 1359
the name of the residence, founded already by Guptas, is praises ad “Shiraz of India”.
Gujarat (1350-1584).
After 1350 Gujarat stays under the domination of Sammas. 1407 the governor becomes
independent and 1411 is confirmed as sultan by the Caliph of Cairo. The attempts to expand
the frontiers weaken the state.
Malva (1406-1531).
He becomes independent 1406. The governor is confirmed as sultan by the Caliph of Cairo.
He builds his residence Mandu luxuriously; his Great Mosque is famous. Hindus and Jains
are tolerated.
Besides rest of Delhi other states are Chandesh (1399-1599), Multan (1444-1524) and Sind.
In XIV-XVIth centuries in Burma some small princedoms exist. In XIIIth century the Tai
chieftains unite, having organized the strong state of Sukotai. It utmost flourishing was under
Ramkamheng (1275-1317). It expanded his territory on the coast of Mon states Lopburi and
Haripujaya, and of Khmer Camboja. The state was disintegrated. The king Ramatibodi I
(1350-1369) founded the new capital Ayutiya (Siam). In the XVth century it became one of
the biggest states of Indochina; its vassal was Camboja, where Hinayana Biddhism became a
state religion. In XIIIth century the Northern Laos came into the Tai state of Sukotai, where
Theravada Buddhism was dominating. In XIVth century some Laos princedoms united into
the state of Lansang, whose first ruler Fa Ngun (1353-1373) occupied also the north-eastern
regions of Tailand. Many Buddhist monasteries were built. In XIV-XVth centuries Lansang
had long wars with Siam for the control over some Tai princedoms.
In XVth century the state of Malakka pays tribute to the king of Siam. The first known prince
has the Indian name Parameshvara, but also the Muslim name Iskandar Singh. 1411 he
accepts the protectorate of Chinese king in Beijing and is nominated by him to king. 1414 he
unites with the sultanate of Pasai through marriage and converts officially to Islam, but
preserves the ceremonies of Hindu Yavan court. Muhammad Shah (1424-44), his son and
successor, becomes a son-in-law of Chinese emperor. Muzaffar Shah (1445-58), his son and
successor, defeats the Siam; he is the first ruler, who calls himself a sultan. In Philippines the
sultanates appear, law code of 1433 has different punishments according to the social status

of the man. The land was in the property of the ruler, new forms of writing under the South
Indian influence appeared.
In XIII-XIVth century in Sumatra the big Hindu states were disintegrated into small ones;
they have already partly taken the Islam. According to the late tradition, already ca. 1200 an
Islamic dynasty existed in Atjeh. Ca. 1300 there is a sultan of Pasai, the center of the state
Samudra (where from the name of island Sumatra). He propagates Islam in his state with
force. At the end of 14th century the Islamic princedom of Sumatra becomes the dominating
power; the Hindu-Buddhist states remain only in the middle of the isle, like Malayu in the
region of Minangkaban. Also in the south of Sumatra (Palembang) Islam expands gradually
from 1440. The princedom of Pasai becomes united with the state of Malakka, so ca.1500 in
Sumatra there is not a dominating Muslim state.
In XIVth century in Yava from the powerful Shivaist, Buddhist and Hinduist states only the
state of Mojopahit remains. 1429-1451 Muslim already put a firm foot on Yava; the state of
Mojopahit is disintegrated into small states, which cannot oppose the power of Malakka.
In Borneo, stronger than in Sumatra and Yava, the organized princedoms concentrate on the
few places of the coast. They stay partly under the supremacy of Yavanese states. Ca.1400
the prince of Brunei steals and marries the princess from Johore; she is a Muslim and
converted the prince. At the island of Jolo, the center of Solo state, Islam was introduced
already ca. 1380. An Arabic Sharif, Abu Bakr al-Hashimi, founded a sultanate there.
C) Culture of India.
The special Indian Sufian orders appear.
The order of Chishti is founded by Muinaddin Chishti (died 1236), a pupil of Abu Hafs Omar
as-Suhrawardi from Baghdad. Under Gurids he comes to Ajmer, which soon becomes the
center of mystic piety. At the begin of the mystical way there are ascetism and poverty; the
poetry and music are also typical. The religious songs of the order are famous. Muinaddin
invites also no-Muslims for the meetings and does not demand the swift conversion. Later
the order even takes the elements from the Hindu mystics. The famous members of this order
are Qutbaddin Bachtia Kaki (died 1237) in Delhi; the strict ascet Faridaddin Ganj-I Sehakar
(died 1265), who settles in Pakpattan; his pupil Jamalaladdin Hanswi (died 1261);
Nizamaddin Auliya (died 1325) in Delhi; the poet Amir Chusraw (XIVth century) in Delhi,
famous with his praising of his motherland India. He wrote in Persian and in Hindi,
composed a Persian vocabulary (“Khâliq Bârî”) and a lot of verses, The shrine in Ajmer
belong to the most important “holy” places in India.
The order of Suhrawardiya appears in Baghdad and comes ca.1200 to India, initially to
Multan and Bengalia. In difference to Chisti order his supporters do not shame to
communicate with rulers and make influence into the politics. At the place of ascetism the
etiquette comes. The poetry and mystics play the small part; they try for all for the keeping of
prophetic tradition. The founder of Indian branch is Bahaaddin Zakariya of Multan (died
1276); the big tomb of his grandson Ruknaddin Abul Fath (died 1312) in Multan is very
impressive. Machdum-I Jahaniyan (died 1384) is in the diplomatic servise in Uch.
The order of Rishi is founded by Nuraddin Babi (died 1438); the members live as hermits
and eat only vegetarian food; their hermitage in Gulmarg, to the west of Srinagar in he height
of 2650 m, becomes the beloved goal of pilgrimage.
There is also a lot of fewer orders, for example of the ascet Lal Shahbaz Qalandar (died
1267?) from Iran; he settles at the old Shiva temple in Sehwan at the lower Indus. The
clothed in black derwishes of this order celebrate their religious festivals with music; the
elements of Shivaism came into their cult.
The regional divisions.
The disintegration of Islamic state into the regional states favors the appearance of the
different Sufi centers. In Jaunpur Ashraf Jahangir Simnani (died 1415?), who founds the
exorcistic place in Kichhauchka at Jaunpur. Initially he was a supporter of Kubrawi order,

then changes to Chishti. With Abdalhaqq (died 1434) Rudauli becomes the center of
Chishtiya, with the close relations to the Hindus. A pupil of him writes even the verses in
Hindi. In Bengalia the Suhrawardi order under Jalaladdin Tabrizi (died 1244) with center in
Pandua missioned. The orders played a big part in the conversion to Islam. The close
relations between Sufis and Hindus influenced also the Hindus, who took over the Muslim
ideas. In Kashmir the Kubrawi order works. The mosque of the mystic Saiyid Ali
Hammadani (worked 1372-83) in Srinagar on the shore of Jhelum becomes the center of
Islam in Kashmir. The Sufi Saiyid Nuraddin Mubarak (died 1249) in Delhi also belongs to
Kubrawiya. A Shiite order in Kashmir was founded by Saiyid Nurbachsh, a pupil of
Hamadani, in Srinagar. The tombs and shrines of the different Sufis and the other sites of
pious worship became the goals of pilgrimage, like in other Islamic lands. The religious
culture of India, already rich with Hinduist and Buddhist pilgrimage places, becomes more
various because of it.
The Hindu culture develops too. Some authors still write poems in Sanskrit, like kâvyas of
Vedânta deśika (14th century), Śrîvara (15th century). Others write already in New Indian
languages. Ca. 1300 Nallsiṃh Bhât from Sirohî describes the deeds of king Bijaypâl in his
“Bijaipâl Râsâ”. In the middle of 14th century Śarngaddhara, the editor of the famous Sanskrit
anthology, finished 1363, celebrates the king Hammîr in two works. The founder of
Kâṇphaṭa Yogis Gorakhnâth (ca. 1200) composed religious –philosophical works in vers and
prose. The Mahdvas of Mahdva Anandatirtha (1199-1278) represent a dual teaching about
God and world. In Bengalia of the 15th century the Krishnaite poetry has its most brilliant
representative in Vidyâpati Ṭhâkur. Another Bengalian poet was Umâpati. The Marathis
Nâmdev (ca. 1270-1350) and Trilocan, the princess Mîrâbâî of Jodhpur wrote also about
Krishna (the last one in Gujarati and Hindi). The Brahman Râmânand (ca.1400-1470) writes
about Rama in Hindi. He founds a Bhakti sect in Benares, where all castes, also Muslims, are
accepted. Lallâ (Lâl Dĕd) writes mystical Shivaist verses in Kashmiri in 14 th century. A
mythological poem “Bâṇâsura-vadha” is composed by the unknown poet in the time of sultan
Zainu’l-‘âbidîn (1417-1469). The oldest Gujarati works are written by Jain monks. This rich
writing goes back till 14th century; besides poetry, there is a prose here, like in Sundarisûri’s
“Śântarâsâ” (ca. 1399). The classical Hindu writing of Gujarat begins from Narsiṃha Mehetâ
(1415-1481), who writes about Krishna. The contemporary of Nâmdev is Jñândev, who
writes the poetic commentary to Bhagavadgita. From 1400 the Bengalian literature begins.
The most famous poets were Caṇḍîdâs and Vidyâpati of Bihar. The Ramayana was brought
into the poetical form in Bengali by Kṛttivâs Ojhâ (born 1346), Mahabharata – by the poet
Sañjaya. The Buddhist Singhalesian literature in Shri Lanka is written in 13-14 th centuries.
The Singhalese writing is taken from Brahmi. The Old Singhalese language is called Eḷu.
The most famous works are “Sasadâvata”, written under queen Lîlâvati (ca. 1200), and
“Kusadâvata”, ascribed to the king Parâkramabâhu II (begin of the 13 th century). The third
poem of this time is “Muvadevdâvata”, the elaboration of “Mahadevajâtaka”. The flourishing
of Singhalese literature is in the 15 th century. Shri Râhula Thera, called Toṭagamuva, writes
the big poem “Kâvyasekhara”, the “Saḷalini-sandesa” and the panegyric to the king
Parâkramabâhu VI, the “Parakumsirita”. The New Singhalese language is used from the
XIVth century, the “Saddharmâlankâra” was written about 1400 by Dhammakitti, the
“Saddharmaratnâkara” is even later.
The literature in Tamil continues to be written. The Jainist and Hinduist works are written in
Kannada. Among them there are “Jagannâtha-vijaya” of Rudrabhaṭṭa (ca. 1280) and
“Prabhulingalîle” of Câmarasa (XVth century). In Telugu the Vishnuist literature is created.
Their most important representatives are Ranganâtha (begin of the 13th century), Tikkana
(middle of 13th century), Marâṇa (ca. 1323), Madiki Singama (ca. 1420). The didactic
literature about the obligations of king is written by Baddena (ca. 1260), and Madiki
Singhaṇa (ca. 1420).

In the whole, in this India is almost fully under Islamic rule. The Delhian sultanate is soon
disintegrated into different states. The foreign invasion (of Mongols and Timur) devastate
India, but cannot conquer it. The Burma and Indochina stay under the influence of the Indian
culture, in Indonesia Islam is propagating. Both Islamic and Hindu culture has many
representatives in this time, the literature is created both in Sanskrit and in the New Indian
languages.
Questions:
1. Describe the political events of this time.
2. What were the main achievements of the Islamic culture.
3. What new trends are in the Hindu and Buddhist culture of this time?

30. China and neighboring countries in 1200-1450.
1.China in 1200-1450.
Mongols and Yuan dynasty.
1196 the Mongolian tribal leader Temujin (Smith, 1155/67-1227) was called Jinghiz Khan and
proclaimed to the “highest ruler” at the kurultai (parlament) of all Mongolian, Turkic and Tartar
steppe people 1206. The law of Yasa made a national unity from the army units (ulus); the people
are divided into ca. 130 thousands and a guard under the hereditary leaders, who elect the great
khan from the family of Temujin. Biliks (orders) secure the inner peace at the extreme military
preparation for the world conquest. One all-mighty God is recognized, who can be worshipped in
any form. 1205-09 the state of Western (Xi) Xia is subjugated in the campaigns of 1205, 1207,
1209, which creates the basis of march against China. 1210-1215 the Zhurzhen state of Chin was
devastated, 1215 Beijing was taken. The Mongols develop their military tactics ( the side attack,
the encircling, the false flight, the massacres) in two campaigns in a year, which were planned
very precisely and later used the technics of Chinese ingeneers (artillery, the signal systems, the
art of besieging). 1219-1221 the attack at the state of Chwarizm takes place, 1223 the force of
Russian princes is destroyed at Kalka by the general Sübütei, 1226-27 the Tangut state at the
north-western frontiers of China was liquidated. The territories from North China till the Black
Sea are subjugated, but the thin Mongol aristocracy cannot rule it. The flourishing cultures of the
Central Asia decay; the trade moves from the Asian caravan roads to the Arabian sea way. 1227
Jinghiz khan dies, and the state is divided his among four sons Jöti, Chagatai, Tului and Ügedei.
Every one of them becomes ulus (a state), a yurt (the pasture place) and ingus (the parts of
tribute). Karakorum becomes the permanent residence. The first documents in the Mongolian
language belong to the 13th century: the inscription in so called “Jinghiz stone” (1225) and the
writing of the Il-khan Argun (1289). At the end of 13 th century the so called quadrate writing,
created on the base of the Tibetan alphabet, appeared.
The great khan Ügedei finishes the subjugation of North China (till 1234) and Persia. Then the
conquest of Southern (Sung) China begins. His successors are Küyük (1241-1248) and Möngke
(1251-59) continue the conquest of South China. Möngke sends two armies a half million each
under his brothers. 1258 Kublai (born 1214, great khan 1260-94) makes a concentric attack of
Southern China. After the conquest of Sichuan and Yunnan Kublai moves his residence to
Chengdu 1257, 1264 to Beijing (Khanbalik). 1268-79 he finishes the conquest of Sung state,
using canons and rifles. At the sea battle at Hainan the last Song ruler is defeated. Kublai founds
the Yuan dynasty (1280-1368) and rules as an emperor Shi Tsu. The fleet attack to Japan (1281)
is destroyed by the taifun (Jap. kamikaze – the divine wind). The attacks against Burma and Yava
(1293) are also unsuccessful. The adviser of khan was Kidan Eliuy Chu tsai, who prevented the
gemocide of native population. China is divided into 12 provinces and the population in four
classes: Mongols (aristocrats, tax-free land owners), Central Asians (Turks, also Europeans for
the administration and trade), North Chinese and Koreans (lower middle class) and Song
Chinese (rughtless “Barbarians” without a right to trade). Mongols are religiously tolerant; Islam

comes from the West, 1307 the first Catholic archbishopry in Beijing is opened. 1300 in his letter
to his superiors in Rome, a Catholic missionary complains that he has not managed to convert
enen a single Jew in Fukien province. The technical achievements (like different machines) are
used, which later were forgotten. The giant porcelain manufactures for the export are created.
Beijing becomes a trade metropoly of Eurasia; the intensive trade is made with Europe. The
Venetian Marco Polo (1254-1324) comes at the emperor’s court at his world travel 1275 and
makes travels through China as a task from the emperor. His information determines the
geographical knowledge of Europe over Asia in 14-15th centuries.
After the death of Kublai khan (1294) Tibet becomes independent again. 1317 the system of
examinations begans to function. 1325 the hunger takes away 8 from 45 millions Chinese. The
irrigational system goes out of work. 1334 the Yellow river changes its course, destructing
hundreds thousands people. 1340 imperial decrees forbidding the levirate marriages mention
both Jews and Muslims. 1342 the theological disputation between Jews and the priest Marinioli
in Beijing takes place. 1351 the government tries to restore the system of dams. But the people
united in the secret society of the “White lotus”, which predicted the coming of the new era of
the future Buddha Maitreia and of the new dynasty of Min (light). The “red troops” are organized
by the insurgents. The first stage of revolt (1356-1363) ended with the defeat of the insurgent in
the north of the country. Then it was headed by the pesant’s son and Buddhist monk Ju
Yuangzhang. 1368 he expelled the Mongol emperor from Beijing and found the new dynasty of
Ming.
Early Ming dynasty (1368-1449).
Ju Yuangzhang rules in Nanjing 1368-98. The state is divided into 13 provinces and centralized.
Instead of governors two independent official for the civil, military and judicial power were
appointed to the provinces. The imperial academy mit literary exams for the officials was built.
The sons and grandsons of the emperor has got the part territories, but did not have civil and
judicial power there. The Confucian ideas dominate again in the form of the reformed teaching
of Chu Hsi: trade and industry are controlled, because they are unmoral from the Confucian
point of view, the loyality to monarch was obligatory. But the Buddhist, Taoist and Muslim
religions were allowed. The state land ownership becomes stronger. Only in the south the feudals
have the private possessions. The state lands were given to the peasants; the lands of Mongolian
aristocrats were confiscated. The tilled desert lands were tax-free. 1370 the “yellow register” of
the peasant yards was made; 1387 the united land cadaster was made. Peasants, united in 10
yards, headed by the elder, had to pay taxes twice a year. Every ten years the lists were revised.
The state monopoly of mines and salt production was introduced. The town people were also
united into the quarters, headed by elders. The burocratisation strengthens the power of
Mandarines (the upper caste of officials); the palace eunuchs have the political tasks. Their
rivality with the officials cause the corruption and harem intrigues. Ju Yuangzhang was a very
cruel ruler, made mass repressions, which took the lives of hundreds thousands people. The main
aim of foreign policy was the strengthening of the land and sea frontiers of the empire. At the
end of 80-s of XIVth century the Chinese forces defeated Mongols and have taken Liaodong

peninsula. At the north-western frontiers of China the military guarrisons and settlemts were
made. 1398 the vassalage of Korea was confirmed. The missions to Yava, Camboja, Japan and
other countries were sent.
After the emperor’s death the struggle for power began, but soon the son of Ju Yuanzhang Ju Di
came to power under the title of Yung Lo (1403-1424). He moved the capital to Beijing 1421.
The Great Wall 2450 km long, 16 m broad and 8 m high was built. The country has to defence
against the attacks of Mongols and of the Japanese pirats. The expansionist policy was made too.
The Chinese squaders till 30,000 men under Muslim Chen He were sent to Indostan, into the
Persian Gulf and the Eastern Africa. The Chinese migration to South-East Asia began. The land
missions were sent to Central Asia, India, Tibet and Manzhuria. The attempt to conquer Vietnam
was made, but the Chinese could stay here only 20 years (1406-1428) and were expelled. 14411446 the campaigns to the Northern Burma were made, the Chinese guarrisons were stationed
there. 1449 Mongols under the Oirat tribe chieftain Esen besieged Beijing, the emperor was
imprisoned. The situation of peasants worsened because of high taxes and the seizing of plots by
the nobility.
In Yuan time the liberated Chinese official wrote novels and theatre plays. In Ming time the
emperor’s tombs in Beijing and Nanjing were made; the residence (the Gugong – secret city) in
Beijing is built (the heavenly altar 1420, the summer palace). The coloured Ming porcelane was
made, the Chinese gardens with pagodas, arch bridges, singing birds, tee houses and dragons
were built. In the medicine the scientific diagnosis and the acupuncture were developed.
In XIIIth century China was conquered by Mongols, the new Yuan dynasty was founded. After
the expulsion of Mongols the national dynasty of Ming could not restore fully the old frontiers of
the country. But the last flourishing of culture, especially architecture, takes place in the XVth
century.
2. Neighbor countries in 1200-1450.
In Tibet the great reformer of Buddhism Tsong-kha-pa (1356-1418) lives. He founded the sect of
“Yellow caps” with the strict celibacy of priests. His successor was his nephew Gedun-dub; the
following heads of the church were called Dalai-lamas (“Ocean priests”) and venerated as the
earthen incarnations (tulku) of the Boddhisatva Avalokiteshvara. Lamaism expanded from Tibet
to Mongolia. The historical tradition was presented in the writings of Buton (14th century).
In Vietnam 1225 Chan seized the power and proclaimed the creation of new dynasty, which ruled
till 1400. The army and fleet of Chans under the commander-in-chief Chan Hyng Dao fought
against the Mongols, who lost their general Sagatu. According to the peace treaty of 1289,
Daivet was formally under the supremacy of Yuan dynasty. In XIVth century the hunger and
calamities brought the peasant revolts, the weakening of the administrative reforms in the army
gave possibility to the South Vietnam Tyams to reconquer their northern territories. The writing
of Tyi nom was introduced in 1343. 1371 Ho Kyi Li became a head of government and
concentrated the power in his hands. In XIVth century Tyampa became a vassal of North
Vietnam. Ho made some important reforms: the hereditary possessions of aristocracy were
restricted, the taxes were ordered in the interests of community peasants. The army of Ming
China invaded Daiviet, 1407 the rule of Ho came to the end. But the Viets under Le Loi fought
against China, he reached the expulsion of the Chinese army and founded the dynasty of the Late
Le (1428-1789).
Le Loi continued the reforms of Ho. The land cadaster was made in the country, the status of
community was restored, the poor peasants got land. In the south the military settlements for the
fight with Tyams were created. In the country the administrative reform with the new division
into provinces and districts was made. The officials had the right of strict control over the
communities. The examination system was strengthened. These reform strengthened the power

of center and brought the flourishing of economics and culture. 1471 the southern lands of
Tyampa were definitely united with the country.
In Korea the fight with Mongols lasted 1231-1258. The supporters of the new Ming dynasty,
headed by van Konmin (1352-1374), expelled the remnants of the Mongol troops from the
country already 1356. 1374 Konmin was murdered. The pro-Mongolian government existed till
1388, when general Li Son Ge with his army entered the capital and caused the government to
capitulate. 1392 he seized the power and founded the new dynasty of Li, which ruled till 1910.
All the land possessions of aristocracy and its privileges were abolished already 1391. All the
land was at the disposal of the central government and was given to peasants. The officials have
got the right to the rent tax from their plot. The institute of censors-inspectors was created under
the Chinese example, the examination system has got the big significance, the military officials
were put lower than the civil ones. The country has got the new name –Choson, Seul became its
capital. The supremacy of Ming China was recognized together with the authonomy of Korea.
Like in China, the New Confucianism of Chu Hsi became the state ideology. In XVth century
the power of center was strengthened with new edicts, the country has got stability. In January of
1444 upon the ruler Sejon the Great the new phonetical alphabet from 28 sounds is invented
(introduced from 1446).
In the whole, the neiboring mainland countries were in the big cultural dependence from China
and were formally its vassals.
3.Japan in 1200-1450.
Kamakura – shogunate lasts from 1192 till 1333. The town of Kamakura became a residence of
shogun and of government (bakufu). Nominally the tenno (often child or monk) remains a ruler
and appoints the officials, but really shogun with his vassals rules. The ruling class consisted
from the military nobility, the feudal aristocracy of the imperial court and the clergymen, who
had big land estates. The exploited mass – bonge or tige (“simple people”) were peasants,
craftsmen, tradesmen; the caste of pariahs made the dirty works. The slavery extinguished.
Peasants became serfs and were also obliged to take part in the military service. 1232 the “Code
of years of Zyoei” was edited, consisted from the civil, the criminal and the processual codes.
The towns with corporations of craftsmen and merchants (za) grew. The ship-building developed
in the havens, some of them became free towns and have their self-government. The number of
towns grew (in XIVth century there were forty towns, in XVth – 85).
At the Kamakura court the family of Hojo has the hereditary dignity of political regents
(shikken) from 1219 till 1333. The invasions of Mongols (1274 and 1281) were beaten by rider
armies (samurais). Soon the samurais came into debts and crisis, and the significance of princes
(daimyo) grew. The emperor Go-Daigo removes the shogunate and rules himself 1333-38. Then
the fight between princes and the house of Hojo began, in which the former vassal of Hojo
Ashikaga won, who founded its own shogunate (1338-1573).
In this time the residences of Mikado were in Kyoto and Yoshino. The shugo has more power
than the shoguns, the central government loses authority more and more. The war between
northern and southern dynasty took place 1336-1392. 1392 the schism was liquidated by the
shogun Yoshimitsu, but the establishing of two new offices of government (kwanryo) brought the
noble families into the almost 150 years of civil war. The were almost 260 houses of daimyo
before the war of years Onin, which took place 1467-1477. In XVth century there were about
hundred peasant revolts, in which also craftsmen, small traders, clergymen and small feudals
took place. They demand to abolish debts and liquidate the local powers.
In the whole, Japan was in a bad situation in this time. In the first part of the period the shoguns
could still control the situation and even beat the Mongolian invasion, but in the second part the
country sank into the civil wars. Despite it, the culture develops further, ca. 1360 the No plays
(theatre) was developed.
Questions:
1. Describe the development of China in this period.
2. What were the main features of the Chinese influence upon the neighbor countries?

3. What was the main difference between Japan and China in this period?
Results of the 18th period.
18 period (1200-1450), “late Middle Ages”. The time of big changes. In Europe the cities
grow vigorously, the arts develop, the first universities are founded, where the scholastic
dominates, the literary works in the national languages are created. The epoch of the feudal
disintegrated and servitude comes to the end, the parliaments as the consultative bodies under
the monarchs appear. The disintegrated into the separate princedoms Rus is invaded by
Mongols, the epoch of Mongol-Tartar yoke and the beginning of strengthening of Moscow
follows, the West Russian lands are included into the Lithuanian state, which origins in this
epoch and concludes the Union with Poland 1386. The activity of the Crusaders causes the
propagation of Christianity in the Baltic region, they take the Constantinople over 1204,
which causes the disintegration of the Byzantine empire and its occupation, then it restores
its forces, at the Late Byzance the mystics (Hesykhasts) are flourishing. The Turks grow
stronger, the Osmans succeed the Seljuks. On the East the Mongolia khans dominate, who
subjugate almost whole Asia from the Near East to China. Their empire creates the new
possibilities for the trade connections between Europe and Asia, but it is disintegrated and
decays. Japan remain independent because of its insular situation, there after the attempt of
emperor Go-Daigo 1333-38 to rule independently the Shogun dynasty of Ashikaga comes to
power, the theatre appears in Japan. At the end of the epoch one more conqueror Timur
appears. 1380 Russians defeat the Mongols on the Kulikovo field, 1368 China is also
liberated from the Mongols (Ming dynasty 1380-1644). In India the power of Delian
sultanate (1206) is established. In Ethiopia the Solomo dynasty takes over the power (1270),
other kingdoms in Africa (Benin, Mali) appear. The Portugal seamen begin to investigate the
Atlantic Ocean and the West coast of Africa (2000 years later than Phoenicians). In Europe
the period of Gothic, in Italia republics of Venetia and Genua, Early Renaissance (Dante,
Petrarca). The international contacts broaden, the travels of Marco Polo and other travelers
enrich the knowledge of Europeans about the Eastern people.
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